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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Kristen Marie Magis for the Doctor of Philosophy in
3,2007.
Public Administration and Policy presented July 3,
2007.

Title: Global Gvil Society:
Society Finding G)llective
Collective Voice in Diversity

The research question that forms the basis of this dissertation is: "What
“What characteristics
do members of Global Gvil Society define as critical to the successful functioning of
coalition processes designed to generate specific policy positions?”
positions?" The dissertation’s
dissertation's
objective is to develop a canon of knowledge about these critical characteristics.
The relative lack of research on the question of the internal organization and
operations of GCS coalitions necessitated the use of inductive methodology. Three
sources of data were utilized; interviews with knowledgeable persons in Global G
Gvil
vil
Society, a conference of GCS experts, and papers commissioned for the conference. The
data were examined via analytic induction to discern patterns and relationships. The
analysis resulted in nine characteristics defined by experts in GCS as critical to the
successful functioning of coalitions. Theories from several disciplines were then explored
to discern those that offered explanatory potential regarding the characteristics. Those
that were salient were enfolded with the findings to generate a holistic portrayal of the
characteristics.
The characteristics were analyzed once again to eliminate duplication, examine
emergent phenomena and synthesize constructs. From this analysis emerged the
constituents and elements. A final relational analysis on the constituents and elements
illustrated the many, complex relations between them and revealed the larger system of
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which they were a part - the Convergence System
System.
study’s primary contribution is the Convergence System, a theoretical model
The study's

derived from the integration of study data and relevant theories. The contribution to
praxis is the Convergence Framework, an empirically derived framework of
characteristics critical to the efficacious operations of coalitions. The contribution to
theory is an initial schema of an integrated theory system for the study of Global Civil
Ovil
Society. An emergent and unexpected contribution of the Convergence System is that it
suggests a possible trajectory for the development of a global civil society.
The trajectory for research to further develop the Convergence System and to
contribute to the emergent field of Global Gvil Society includes three branches; 1) testing
the Convergence System, 2) testing theories against the specific conditions within GCS
coalitions, and 3) exploring specific questions inspired by the research findings.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
THE
T h e RESEARCH
R e s e a r c h QUESTION
Q u e s t io n

The research question that forms the basis of
''What
o f this dissertation is: “W
hat characteristics
do members of
o f Global Civil Society (GCS) define as critical to the successful functioning
of
positions?" The dissertation’s
dissertation's
o f coalition processes designed to generate specific policy positions?”
objective was to develop a canon of
o f knowledge about these critical characteristics. The
study was inspired by the juxtaposition of
o f two contradictory phenomena: 1) GCS is
characterized by immense diversity and difference that would seem to militate against
finding common ground and working collaboratively to effect change in the international
policy arena, and 2) GCS consistently finds common ground within that diversity and
works effectively together in international policy arenas. The central problematic, then, is
how common
com mon ground is found amid that diversity and difference. The research question
presumes first, that diversity and difference are primary characteristics of
o f GCS coalitions
and second, that working within diversity is requisite to the successful functioning ooff
coalitions. The ensuing section, Emergent Field of
o f Global Civil Society, provides an
overview of
o f the diversity and difference extant in GCS, and presents evidence of
o f its active
and effective agency in international policy settings.
ost initial research and discourse
Global Civil Society is a nascent field of study. M
Most

centers on; 1) its existence and description, 2) its agency and impact on global politics,
and 3) the methods
m ethods it employs to effect change. Research does not directly address the
question of
o f finding common
com mon ground amid diversity within the context of
o f GCS coalitions.
o f knowledge regarding this question. The
Hence, this study set out to develop a canon of

1

hope was that the canon of knowledge would contribute to the theoretical development
of
o f this emergent field and to the specific operations of
o f GCS groups endeavoring to
collaborate through coalitions.
The study is delimited in three important ways. First, as the study's
to
study’s intent is to
understand how GCS, in coalitions, finds common ground amid its substantial diversity
and difference, it focuses on the internal organization and operations ooff GCS coalitions.
It explores the processes and structures developed and utilized within coalitions and their
coalitions’ capacity to find common ground. Through this
implications for the coalitions'
o f coalitions that are critical to their
exploration, the study explicates characteristics of

successful functioning. The
T he research does not extend beyond the internal operations of
coalitions -—it does not address coalitions'
coalitions’ endeavors in the international policy arena.
o f Global
Second, this dissertation does not engage in the debate about the definition of

Civil Society. The following section, Key Concepts, provides an overview of
o f the
discourse concerning the definition of
o f GCS. The term Global Civil Society is used herein
as an ideal type to describe and explain the endeavors ooff people and groups, outside
promote
government and market roles, who collaborate at the international level to prom
ote the
public good. Third, this dissertation does not engage in the debate regarding the actual
existence of
o f a global civil society. This debate concerns the existence ooff an international
society of
o f citizens, similar to civil society within nation states, and bound by such
phenomena as shared laws, regimes, norms, language, culture, etc. This debate is beyond
the bounds of
o f this study. However, study findings suggest a potential trajectory for the
o f a global civil society, if in fact it were to develop.
development of

As the global civil society term is used to reference two very different constructs in
2

this study, clarity is provided by the use of
o f capitalization. When referencing groups that
collaborate in coalitions to effect international change, the term is capitalized, i.e., Global
Civil Society or GCS. When
W hen referencing the potential trajectory for the development of
an international society of
o f citizens, the term is presented in lowercase.
RESEARCH
R e s e a r c h METHODOLOGY
M ethodology

The nascence of
o f the field and relative lack ooff research on the question ooff GCS
Grounded
coalitions'
coalitions’ internal organization and operations necessitated the use of
of a G
rounded
Theory approach to the research design. The purpose ooff the research was to develop
theory from which testable hypotheses could be generated.
o f data were utilized. The primary data source was interviews ooff 15
Three sources of

individuals from around the world with direct experience and expertise regarding Global
Civil Society coalitions. They discussed 17 different coalitions with which they were
engaged. The small sample size does not allow for generalization to a broader population
within GCS. Rather, it allows for generalization to theory, i.e., constructs arising from the
data are the substance from which broader theory is developed and from which
hypotheses may be drawn. It is the intent ooff this study that the theories and hypotheses
emerging from the inductive analysis be subjected to the rigor ooff scientific testing in
future research.
The two secondary data sources were proceedings from a conference of
o f GCS experts
and papers commissioned for that conference. A
Att the 2006 conference, Voices of Global
Society, 33 experts on Global Civil Society from around the world gathered to
Civil Socie!J,

consider issues facing GCS and the necessity ooff articulating the voice of
o f GCS in various
international policy settings and decision-making arenas. Extensive notes were taken on
3
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the entire conference. Twelve papers were written in preparation for the conference.
Data from all three data sources were examined via analytic induction to discern
themes, patterns and relationships. Nine critical characteristics emerged from this
analysis. Literature from various disciplines was then explored to discern theories that
offered explanatory potential regarding the critical characteristics. Salient theories were
o f im
port concerning the
examined and enfolded with the findings. Two notes are of
import

literature review and enfolding of
o f theories. First, proximate literature was explored, i.e.,
literature within disciplines with which this researcher has developed some expertise.
Those include Political Science, Sociology, Organizations and Systems Science.
Interpretation of
o f data and the contributions from this study, hence, are circumscribed by
these disciplines. Second, theories were selected for their potential utility in further
explicating the data. It was not the purpose ooff this study to actually test the theories.
Integrating theories into the analysis accomplished several purposes. First, it
generated a holistic portrayal of
o f the characteristics, combining the expertise and
o f study participants with the rich foundation ooff knowledge extant in various
experience of

disciplines. Second, the data provided an empirical basis for the selection of
o f specific
theories that could prove useful in understanding this particular research question. The
o f utilizing empirical data to direct theoretical research was evidenced by the
power of
o f Systems Theory, which ultimately had a significant influence
immediate identification of

on the entire project. Finally, the integration ooff theories with the data resulted in a
contribution to the theoretical development of
o f the emergent field ooff Global Civil Society.
CONTRIBUTIONS
Co n t r ib u t io n s

The study is of
o f value to both praxis and theory. All contributions need be qualified by
4
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the fact that this research concerned coalitions within Global Civil Society. The level ooff
analysis was international. Coalitions at lower levels ooff analysis, e.g., national, were not
studied. A fundamental difference between GCS and national coalitions is the fact that
GCS coalitions operate outside the bounds ooff states. Hence, the contributions of
o f this
study can not be presumed to apply to national coalitions. Rather, they need be tested in
those circumstances to ascertain their applicability.
The study's
model
study’s primary contribution is the Convergence System, a theoretical m
odel
derived from the integration of
o f study data and relevant theories (see Figure 1). Five

FIGURE
SYSTEM
F i g u r e 1: CONVERGENCE
Co n v e r g e n c e S
y stem
FINDING
VOICE
DIVERSl'IY
F i n d i n g COLLECTIVE
C o l l e c t iv e V
o i c e iIN
n D
iv e r s it y

Coalition Cycles
1

ICoalition Structure I

M ultiple Allian~
Alliances
l ._ t~ultiple

1
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Frames
Fram
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M em ber Roles

C o n t i n g e n t Al l i a n c e
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Local Action

i--·

,-------...,. / I

Diversity

Dialogue
Dialogue

C o m p l e m e n t a r it y 1'1:1---4---1--PI S p e e d & D e m o c r a c y

i\

Participation
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

Identity

Strategic T
hinking !
I Strate~c
Thinking

Ad Hoc
Decision-Making

Source: Magis, K,
ociery: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
K., (2007). Global Civil S
Society:
Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State University.

primary components
com ponents herein referred to as constituents, populate the Convergence System;
Complementarity, Rules of Engagement, Contingent Alliance, Speed and Democraty,
Complementariry,
Democrary, and Points of

Convergence. The constituents are illustrated as the inner circle in Figure 1 and are encased
in balded
bolded boxes. Each constituent is comprised of
o f discrete and interrelated elements that
serve to further define the constituent and to create the conditions under which the

5
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constituent is galvanized.
galvanixed. Elements, portrayed as the outer circle in Figure 1, are encased
in light boxes and are linked to their constituents with arrows.
An emergent and unexpected contribution ooff the Convergence System is that it
suggests a possible trajectory for how a global civil society may develop. Two additional
contributions are offered to praxis and theory. The contribution to praxis is the
Convergence Framework, an empirically derived framework ooff characteristics critical to
the efficacious operations of
o f coalitions. The Convergence Framework was designed to
establish, improve and evaluate coalitions, to retain and convey the lessons gleaned
through praxis, and to create bridges between coalitions. As a conduit between
coalitions, it may increase the likelihood that social structures, e.g., rules of
o f engagement or
frames, will be transmitted from one coalition to the next. The contribution to theory is
an initial integrated schema of
o f a theory system particular to the emergent field of
o f Global
Civil Society. Numerous
N um erous theories from several disciplines were appropriated to explain
findings from this study. These theories were then integrated into a theoretical schema.
FUTURE
F u t u r e RESEARCH
Research

The trajectory for research to further develop the Convergence System and to
contribute to the emergent field of
o f Global Civil Society includes three branches; 1) testing
ith in GCS
within
the Convergence System, 2) testing theories against the specific conditions w

coalitions, and 3) exploring specific questions inspired by the research findings.
The Convergence System needs be tested to ensure that it accurately reflects the reality
of
o f GCS coalitions, and to discern its concreteness, feasibility and functionality for
people's experience, a
operational coalitions. To
T o test its accuracy in reflecting people’s
Confirmatory Analysis is recommended. To discern it concreteness, feasibility and

6

functionality, an applied test of
o f the Convergence Framework is recommended.
The Convergence System is closely linked with the disciplines ooff Political Science,
Sociology and Systems Science, as well as the field ooff Organizations. Literature
Llterature from
each was reviewed to discern theories that could be utilized to add explanatory value to
the critical characteristics. Salient theories were enfolded with the data to produce a rich
and holistic depiction of
o f the characteristics, and ultimately to generate the Convergence
System. Having identified a number of
o f theories, they now need be tested. Three theories
appropriated by this study require systematic research; 1) decision making, 2) frames and
organization interaction effect.
platforms; and 3) the coalition/
coalition/organization
Finally, the research agenda includes specific research questions that emerged from
this study. These questions concern the power imbalances within GCS and the potential
o f a global civil society.
trajectory for the development of

This chapter concludes with a review of
o f the concepts critical to this study and an
overview of
o f the scholarship and praxis related to this study. Chapter II details the
methodology utilized to collect and analyze data. Chapter III presents an integrated
review and analysis of
o f the research findings. Chapter IV presents the Convergence
o f the
Convergence System, introduces the Convergence Framework, offers an analysis of

Convergence System, and describes the heritage and integration ooff various theoretic
o f Global Civil Society. Chapter V reviews the importance and
systems into this study of
o f the research and suggests a trajectory for future research.
limitations of

7

KEY CONCEPTS
G l o b a l CIVIL
C iv il SOCIETY
S o c ie t y
GLOBAL

Researchers have given various names to the same entity, e.g., transnational relations,
international civil society, global social movements, Global Civil Society and transnational
civil society. The term Global Civil Society is used herein. The definition of Global Civil
Society is a much-debated topic. Global Civil Society is an amorphous, rich and dynamic
concept that includes questions of
o f space and process, historical precedence and
contemporary uniqueness, its constitution, and its relationship with the state and the
market. In a deep sense, Global Civil Society is irreducible, as in its reduction there is a
necessary loss of
o f richness and complexity that are fundamental to its existence (Anheier,
Glasius, & Kaldor, 2005; Keane, 2003). Rather than attem
attempt
pt to describe it, it can be used
as a heuristic device to understand important matters ooff social life (Ehrenberg, 1999).
Wainwright (2005) recalls that the term democraty
democrary includes two concepts, demos and

kratos. Demos refers to the people within a polity, while kratos refers to power. This
definition implies, first, that a polity is to be ruled by the people, not an elite and, second,
m ust have equal access to decision making. History illustrates a persistent
that all people must

characteristic of
o f civil society, that of
o f people outside the realms ooff social, political and
economic power pushing back on forces that threaten the independence and well-being
of society, whether those be anarchical social forces, oppressive and undemocratic states,
or globalized markets that strip hard-won democratic rights from both citizens and states.
The term Global Civil Society is utilized herein to refer to agents outside both the
state and the market, though it recognizes the interrelated nature ooff the three. It further
excludes agents of
o f uncivil society. It is used as an ideal type in an effort to describe and
8
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explain the endeavors of
o f people engaged internationally in promoting the public good.
C o a l it io n P
r o c esse s
COALITION
PROCESSES

The term coalition process is used broadly herein to reference endeavors ooff differently
situated groups to work together around a particular policy issue. Though a com
common
m on
o f a campaign, there are circumstances wherein the groups
outcome is the development of

do not coalesce enough to instigate a shared campaign. The information offered by these
cases adds important
im portant perspective to the research question. In this research, one coalition
process did not lead to a campaign. The broad focus on coalition processes also enables
exploration of
o f processes utilized by coalitions to develop, build and manage the coalition
itself. These insights also add important
im portant perspective to the research question.
CHARACTERISTICS
EFFICACIOUS
PROCESSES
C h a r a c t e r is t ic s OF
of E
f f ic a c io u s P
r o c esse s

This study is concerned with distilling critical characteristics of
o f processes that lead an
assemblage of
term
o f disparate groups to a policy position on a specific policy issue. The term
characteristic refers to various features, qualities or attributes ooff the process that define,
describe and distinguish it from other processes and that set the parameters for how
how the
_ process works. Categories of
o f characteristics can include, example, e.g., methods,
structures, policies, communication protocols and cultural phenomena.
The definition of
respondents'
o f the terms success and efficacious is limited in this study to respondents’
perspectives of
o f the capacity of
o f coalition processes to generate policy positions. The term
efficacious is defined by interview participants in their descriptions of
o f successful and
unsuccessful processes. Success can be defined in a number ooff ways, e.g., the ideas and
opinions of
o f all relevant people were gathered, a clear and legitimate process exists for
aggregating those opinions, dissenting opinions are fully explored, or opportunities for
9
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discourse are provided. An efficacious process would incorporate a number ooff these
success factors and generate a generally accepted policy position.

EMERGENT FIELD OF GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY
In this review, comments from interview participants were integrated with theory.
Citations for research participant comments utilize the chart codes, e.g., 3f or 77k.
77k.
DIFFERENCE
CONDITION
OF
GLOBAL
CIVIL
SOCIETY
D i f f e r e n c e AND
a n d DIVERGENCE:
D iv e r g e n c e : THE
The C
o n d it io n o
f G
lo bal C
iv il S
o c ie t y

Both scholars and practitioners agree: there is vast diversity in global civil society. In
fact, global civil society reflects the complexity and diversity in the world (C. Ritchie,
1996). Some sources of
o f diversity and difference identified by scholars and research
participants include resource disparities, perceptual and identity differences, the
grassroots-elite divide, repertoire preferences, e.g., lobbying vs. networking, and
organizational differences, e.g., established nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) vs.
new grassroots organizations. The diversity leads to difference and contention, which
can undermine people's
people’s ability to work together.
Vast resource disparities exist within Global Civil Society, with just eight northern
organizations claiming half the U.S. $8 billion market for N
NGOs
G O s (Krut, Howard, Howard,
Gleckman, & Dannielle, 1997) and acting as payor to southern N
NGOs.
G O s. Competition for
resources can be fierce when organizational survival is at stake and can thwart network
and coalition formation (Hudock, 1999). This income disparity and the relationships it
establishes between members of
o f Global Civil Society create what research participants
refer to as a class system (77k). Larger organizations that represent white, mainstream
mainstream
U.S. citizens have more say domestically and internationally (2d). Research participants
referenced organizations that are resource-rich, well connected politically and with the
10
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media, and big enough to hire their
thek own lobbyists. These organizations, they asserted,
don't
don’t spend time building or interacting with coalitions. This, one participant declared,
confuses targets about who is representing whom (14h). It, moreover, exacerbates the
extant difference in capacity between resource-rich and resource-hungry groups. W
When
hen
resource-rich organizations do join coalitions, the resource disparity translates into power
plays to control the actions of those who are less privileged, further undermining the
o f resource-hungry groups to be heard and to influence the coalition.
ability of

McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly (2001) assert that perceptual differences and identity
conflicts, which are deeply embedded in cultural and social life, abound, with particular
cleavages between southern and northern groups. O
One
ne research participant lamented that
activists tend to think of
o f themselves as specialists on specific issues rather than as global
citizens acting in relation to global governance. Strict identity association can isolate
progressive components of
o f Global Civil Society from one another (2h). Research
participants argued that global endeavors rapidly become dominated by northern groups.
There are strong reactions among southern organizations against this trend. The
combination of
o f northern domination and southern reaction creates significant barriers to
collaboration and reifies distinct and contentious identity association (2g).

Boutiques, one participant
Participants also identified a grassroots-elite divide. J3outiques,
described, are lobby shops that have no associated national organization, but rather are
comprised of
o f charismatic and politically connected individuals with no grassroots
connections. They often advocate for things that grassroots disparage and do not
attempt to get buy-in from grassroots for their
thek policies. They are impatient with the
messiness and slowness of
more
o f coalition work. Moreover, they are m
ore likely to cut out ooff a
11

coalition if it isn't
common
isn’t going in their direction than to invest resources to find com
m on
ground or put their ideas at risk in front of
Another
o f others (104a; 3n). A
nother form ooff the
grassroots-elit~
grassroots-elite divide references capital ciry
city elites. These are people who are networked
internationally, share the English language, and connect easily through technology, e.g.,
internet access. Many lack genuine grassroots connections or lose them as they become
more involved with the international circle. Further, their use ooff English as the primary
international language excludes non-English speakers from participation. Participants
o f genuine grassroots participation in transnational
observed that there was a lack of

networks. This disconnect between grassroots and capitol city elites decreases the
networks'
networks’ accountability to mass-based constituencies, limits the pool ooff leaders to those
who are privileged, and can encourage elitist attitudes that strain and sever ties to local
(104b, e, g, h).
politics (1046,

Friedman et al. (2005) present two additional divides: lobbyers vs. networkers and
N G O s vs. new grassroots organizations. Although lobbyers and networkers
established NGOs

perform two vital and interrelated functions, they can conflict. Lobbyers can perceive the
o f networkers to be distracting and potentially damaging to established relationships
work of
of
between targets and GCS players. Meanwhile, networkers disparage the work of

lobbyers, stating that they are legitimating illegitimate processes and structures that need
to be eliminated. A similar cleavage exists between established N G
GOs
O s and a new
NGOs
generation of
o f small grassroots organizations. Although the established N
G O s often have
places of
o f privilege in target organizations and tend to work with the target, grassroots
organizations do not. The established NGOs
N G O s work within the polity to gather resources
and pressure governments through institutional venues and processes. Grassroots
12

organizations, however, are often shut out of
o f the polity and so need to act in innovative
ways to gain the attention of
o f the system. The seriousness of
o f the divide is seen in language
N G O s are referred to as lumbering dinosaur elites
used to describe the two; established NGOs

and grassroots described as ineffective rabble.
These multiple differences and divergences lead to differences in perspectives,
opinions, problem and solution definitions and strategy selection (Kaldor, 2003). O
One
ne
particularly salient example is the debate between reformers and radicals regarding
repertoires of
o f action. People who feel the effects ooff international policy are
extraordinarily impatient, stated one participant. They do not believe reform is
appropriate and push, rather, for massive change. They often campaign outside and
against the target with popular demonstrations. Reformers, on the other hand, believe
the system can be changed, so they develop narrow, realistic campaigns, engage the target
hen there
when
and work inside the system (3a, b, c, d, e). One participant asserted that even w
o f action, there will be differences in priorities and strategies.
is agreement on repertoires of

As the world's
world’s people come into closer contact via technology and travel, the
interdependency and the complexity of
o f Global Civil Society will increase, uncovering
more differences and creating contentious politics (Barber, 1984; W. Coleman &
Wayland, 2005; Robinson, 1992). This heterogeneity militates against forced unity
(Keane, 1998).
This research starts with the premise that Global Civil Society is characterized by
significant diversity and difference, which can result in divergence and contentious
politics. It further accepts Keane's
Keane’s (1998) assertion that unification, or homogenization,
is not the appropriate answer to the challenges presented by difference.
13
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G l o b a l CIVIL
C iv il SOCIETY:
S o c ie t y : A
A SIGNIFICANT
S ig n if ic a n t IINTERNATIONAL
n t e r n a t io n a l F
orce
GLOBAL
FORCE

Despite this vast disparity, Global Civil Society has been successful in making itself
heard in multiple international policy-making settings and across numerous policy issues.
o f the active force ooff Global Civil
GCS theorists provide incontrovertible evidence of

Society in historic progress on international regimes from human rights, international
corruption, democratic governance, development and peace to environmental
conservation (L Brown, Khagram, Moore, & Frumkin, 2000; Clark, 1956; Khagram,
& Sikkink, 2002; Rosenau, 1990; Wapner
W apner &
Riker, &
& Ruiz, 2000). Civil society has toppled

governments in countries from Philippines and Panama to South Africa and
Czechoslovakia (Mbogori & Chigudu, 1999). The International Campaign to Ban
Landmines, a global NGO
N G O alliance, championed the Ottawa Treaty on Landmines (Paul,
1999). Global Civil Society championed and led efforts to establish the International
Criminal Court and the Kyoto Protocol on climate change and to stop the Multilateral
Agreement on Investments (Paul, 1999). The Global Call to Action against Poverty
o f over 15,000 anti-poverty organizations from 100 countries,
(GCAP), a coalition of

celebrated a success in their fight to free indebted countries from onerous debt burdens.
G roup of
o f 8 (GS),
(G8), primarily European countries and Japan, submitted to
In July 2005, the Group
ent
growing worldwide pressure and committed to an increase of Official Developm
Development

Assistance (Lawson & Green, 2005).
Global Civil Society is a significant force internationally, exemplified by its sheer size,
its infiltration into international governance organizations, its ability to generate global
public opinion and its proven success in transforming policy issues into international
regunes.
regimes. Its growing status is further portrayed through changes in language, example,
14
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modem society (Galtung, 2000, p. 148), Boutros
e.g., its designation as the third pillar ofmodern
Boutros-Ghali’s recognition of
o f it as a full participant in international life (Weiss &
Boutros-Ghali's
N ation’s reference to it as a social partner, signifying
Gordenker, 1996), and the United Nation's
o f status with governments (Willetts, 2000).
equality of

Even as Global Civil Society is challenged by significant diversity and ongoing
contention, it is accomplishing significant goals. The general question that arises from
this apparent oxymoron is, "How
“How do these highly disparate and sometimes contentious
groups join forces?"
forces?” GCS theorists, having documented these discrepancies, look to
various intellectual traditions and theories to answer this question, namely, Sociology,
Social Movements, Political Theory and International Relations. This study was designed
with the presumption that these and other theories need be accessed and integrated to
form a holistic and comprehensive depiction of
o f Global Civil Society. In the tradition of
Grounded
G rounded Theory, the study was designed to employ data to direct the research into
various intellectual traditions and theories.
JOINING
DIVERSITY
J o i n i n g FORCES
F o r c e s iIN
n D
iv e r s it y

Social Networks is one theory appropriated by GCS theorists. W
With
ith the exception ooff a
few, the world's
world’s many thousands of
o f GCS groups, when acting in isolation, have no power
in the international system. In addition to their insignificant size and voice, GCS groups
can be narrowly focused on specific policy areas and highly ideological, both of
o f which
limit their comprehension of
o f larger and related issues and diminish the capacity for the

negotiations so critical in political environments. Further, their relative political
weakness, especially if they receive public funding, makes them vulnerable to cooptation
by international governmental organizations (IGOs) and states. Cooptation is a common
com mon
15
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technique used to diffuse contention in which the target ooff protest includes and engages
N G O s without addressing their presenting issues (Edwards & Hulme, November, 1998;
NGOs

Gamson, 1990; O'Brien, Goetz, Scholte, & Williams, 2000; Scholte, 2001).
Through collaboration, however, GCS groups benefit from increased access and
legitimacy with IGOs. They acquire the ability to influence international decision making
above and beyond their weak formal status and can use the power of
o f the social
movement to avoid cooptation (Hall, 2000; Keck & Sikkink, 1998; C. Ritchie, 1996;
Rooy, 2004; Weiss & Gordenker, 1996). Networks are the simplest form ooff aggregation
in Global Civil Society. Networks function with little to no organizational structure and
exist primarily as mechanisms to coordinate the flow ooff information and connect various
short-term ad hoc
groups to particular policy areas and to each other. Coalitions are short-term
o f GCS agents coalescing around a specific campaign. Coalitions endeavor to
groupings of

establish shared goals and tactics and to coordinate action. Social movements are the
most
m ost complex organizational form, incorporating all that networks and coalitions do,
building shared ideologies and long-term strategies for action and providing mutual
0. Fox, 2002a).
support 0o f Global Civil Society, wherein participants face
Coalitions, in effect, are a microcosm of

the direct and immediate challenge to address diversity and difference in order to find
commonality and engage efficaciously in the international polity. Hence, for this study,
coalitions were selected as the unit of
o f analysis in which to examine the process of
o f finding
collective voice in diversity.

16
16

FINDING
VOICE
DIVERSITY
F i n d i n g COLLECTIVE
C o l l e c t iv e V
o ic e iIN
n D
iv e r s it y

Some claim that the inconsistencies inherent in GCS's
GCS’s diversity corroborate the
accusation that Global Civil Society can't
can’t present a united front and hence is not a
legitimate voice in governance (Rooy, 2004). Others, however, state that the diversity is
in fact a strength of
o f Global Civil Society. They contend that democracy itself is a
contested space, replete with diversity and characterized by contention. Homogeneity is
not desirable. Rather, diversity is important as it engenders a multiplicity ooff GCS
groupings that then necessarily must form cross-cutting ties. These ties ultimately militate
against destructive conflicts, create cultural understanding, engender more holistic
o f the inherent relations between social, economic and political issues, and
understanding of

promote multilateralism (Barber, 1984; Cardoso, nd; Kriesberg, 1997; Rooy, 2004;
Rousseau, 1987; Weiss & Gordenker, 1996). In fact, a recurrent message is echoed
through GCS's
GCS’s many endeavors. That message concerns justice, equity, democratic
governance, peace, human rights and environmental conservation. These themes have
been sustained over time, through wars and across the nations, inspiring the question of
how unity is found amid the cacophony and disorder ooff Global Civil Society. The answer
lies in GCS's
GCS’s ability to mobilize across difference.
Bandy and Smith (2005) assert that complex globality requires complex solidarity.
o f the defining characteristics ooff Global Civil Society. Yet Global Civil
Diversity is one of

Society is challenged to find solidarity within that diversity if it is to garner the potent
power inherent in its union. From the perspective ooff Systems Theory, this union is not
to be visualized mechanistically, e.g., as a giant integrated organization, but rather
organically, i.e., as a complex and ever changing web ooff interactions wherein individuals
17
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and groups preserve their integrity and the overall system maintains its diversity, bbut
u t also
wherein the interactions and connections lead to ever increasing nodes ooff connectivity.
Once established, these nodes represent bundled energy or latent capacity that can be
engaged as the policy environment opens political opportunities for action. In the
o f sociology, through interaction, groups find and develop shared meaning or
language of

common ground, which enables them to engage together in matters related to those
particular issues. In political science, this activity refers to building policy networks. This
o f contingent alliances based on com
mon affinities
common
process generates a dynamic system of

and shared interests, values and goals (Mertes, 2004). How, though, are particularities
and differences transcended to enable cohesion around com
common
mon projects?
Multiple and fluid political spaces are required wherein full and open expression is
encouraged, including differences. In this multicentric and diverse world ooff Global Civil
Society, public spaces open each time people engage one another. Further, groups exist
Forum
worldwide specifically to facilitate this exchange, e.g., the World Social Forum
(Bystydzienski & Schacht, 2001; Mertes, 2004; Smith, Chatfield, & Pagnucco, 1997).
Identity shifting is also critical to mobilize across difference. People have multiple
identities, e.g., race, gender, class, sexuality, age, political experience, religious affiliation,
ideology and education. This provides people with the flexibility to belong to multiple
groups with different focuses and approaches (Bystydzienski & Schact, 2001). Even
within these groups, however, differences need be negotiated to enable joint action.

Dialogue accommodates and incorporates diversity to generate new and more
comprehensive understanding. The goal is not consensus or blind agreement, but rather
active engagement with multiple and conflicting ideas (Bandy & Smith, 2005; Barber,
18
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1984; Dryzek, 1999; Ezzat, 2005; Habermas, 1975,
1975,,, 1996). Through dialogue, people’s
people's
ideas and values are reframed within a larger context. Further, links are discovered that
supersede differences and bond people to a common cause. Joint action further extends
and deepens shared meaning as people join to pursue specific objectives. In fact, the
percentage of
o f groups that mobilized around multi-issue frames grew from 7% in the early
1970s to 17% in 2000 (Peters & Waterman, 1982).
This new intersubjective
inter subjective meaning then exerts a constitutive force, creating and
redefining identities, informing preferences and socializing behavior (Eisenhardt, 2002; C.
Fox & Cochran, 1990; J.
J. Fox, 2002b; Hasenclever, Mayer, & Rittberger, 2000;
Klandermans, 1997; Lipschutz, 1992; Ruggiero, 2000). Cardoso (nd) asserts that there is
no alternative to the dialogical process in the generation of
o f internationally accepted
norms and values. The entire process fosters new organizational arrangements, refines
5),
individual and organizational skills, creates functional interdependence (Mitrany, 197
1975),
diffuses shared meaning, builds solidarity and creates global political community.
port of
o f these theories and led to the
Data emergent from this study reinforced the im
import

examination of
o f other theories that addressed questions left unanswered by these theories.
DEFINING
THE
D e f in in g t
h e STUDY
St u d y

Two project design questions were answered via examination ooff the literature. The
first question concerned participant selection —
- who would be the m
most
ost appropriate
people to interview to gather data on Global Civil Society coalitions. Processes that have
been researched, e.g., the international women's
movement
women’s m
ovement (Chen, 1996; Khagram,
& Jaquette, 1987) and People’s
People's Global Action (Fisher &
Rikker, & Sikkink, 2002; Tinker &Jaquette,

Dichter, 1988; Lewis, 1998; Wood, 2005) demonstrate clearly that if such processes are to
19

be useful, participants in the process must perceive them to be legitimate. Legitimacy
refers to the social acceptability and credibility ooff the process. Legitimacy is contextual,
i.e., dependent on the perspectives of
o f members ooff the community (Blau, 2001; Cardoso,
nd; Edwards & Zadek, 2003; I<rut
K rut et al., 1997; Rooy, 2004; Scholte, 2001; Suchman,
199
5). As coalitions are legitimized by participants, the best source ooff inform
information
1995).
ation
regarding efficacious processes are the participants. Hence, people with direct experience
and expertise in GCS coalitions were designated as this study's
study’s primary participants.
The second question was whether to study a single case in depth or to examine
multiple cases. A single case approach would lead to in-depth knowledge on a few
coalitions. Examining multiple cases would make possible the emergence of
o f general
crosscharacteristics commonly considered critical to coalition success. In this study, the cross
case approach was selected for two reasons. First, the diversity in Global Civil Society
militates against the likelihood that all characteristics of
o f any one coalition are applicable to
work
other coalitions. The extent and level of networking and coalition w
ork within Global
Civil Society has grown immeasurably in the last 15 years (Davis, McAdam, Scott, & Zald,
2005; Weiss & Gordenker, 1996). Focusing on a single case would limit development of
a comprehensive understanding of
o f critical characteristics. Second, policy environments in
which particular policy issues are negotiated differ widely (O'Brien et al., 2000; Paul, 1999;
Willetts, 1996), as do the policy communities within those environments (Cohen, 1972;
Kingdon, 1995; Sabatier, 1999; Van Home, Baumer, & Gormley, 2001). It
Itis
is logical that
processes that work in one policy environment may be inadequate for different policy
environments. Hence, this study focused on a number of
o f coalitions to identify those
characteristics that emerge as commonly considered critical to coalition success.
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CHAPTER II: METHODS
RESEARCH QUESTION AND OBJECTIVE
The research question that forms the basis of
''What
o f this dissertation is: “W
hat characteristics
o f Global Civil Society define as critical to the successful functioning ooff
do members of

coalition processes designed to generate specific policy positions?”
positions?" The objective ooff this
o f knowledge about these critical characteristics ooff
dissertation is to develop a canon of

processes that lead a coalition of
o f disparate groups to a policy position on a specific policy
issue.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
W hen a phenomenon
phenom enon is not well known and current theories are inadequate to
When

describe that phenomenon,
phenom enon, theory development is necessary. Theory development
requires a research approach grounded in actual experience and open to development and
modification as data is gathered and tested in the broader population (Burawoy, 1992).
The Grounded Theory approach is designed to accomplish these purposes (Glaser, 1997;
Levi-Strauss, 1966). The dissertation utilizes several Grounded
G rounded Theory techniques to
develop the canon of
o f knowledge.
First, Grounded
G rounded Theory requires that constructs and hypotheses be developed from
dissertation's
direct observation and analysis of
o f empirical data (Charmaz, 2001). The dissertation’s
research design is focused by the research question and guided by a few general concepts.
However, analytic categories, constructs and hypotheses are drawn directly from the data.
Importantly, the inductive process directed the literature review. As will be evidenced
throughout, the data spanned several disciplines, e.g., Political Science, Sociology,
Organizations and Systems Science, and multiple theories within those disciplines.
21
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The researcher made a strategic decision to provide an overview ooff various theories as
they relate to the characteristics emergent from the research data. In depth exploration of
those theories was not conducted. The rationale for this decision was threefold. First,
the purpose of
o f the study is to develop a more complete understanding ooff Global Civil
Society, specifically as it endeavors to find common ground in coalitions. A
An
n intellectual
tradition particular to the emergent field of
o f Global Civil Society does not yet exist,
o f various disciplines and theories a necessary strategy to describe the
making the mining of

empirical findings. Second, the intent of
o f this study is to develop a holistic understanding
o f Global Civil Society. No
N o one discipline or theory is comprehensive enough to account
of

for the vast complexity and diversity extant in GCS. Further, in depth analysis of
o f any one
o f overlooking other equally im
portant theories. Rather,
theory would come at the price of
important

an integrated theory system comprised of
o f applicable theories from the various disciplines
needs be developed. Third, while it is not logistically possible in this study to complete in
o f the various theories referenced herein, it is possible to develop the
depth reviews of

outline of
o f an integrated theory system particular to Global Civil Society which may direct
future research into the theories specifically as they relate to the new theory system.
Hence, the inductive process was utilized to identify relevant theories and then to review
proximate literature specifically related to those theories. The literature was then
enfolded with the data to generate the study's
study’s findings. Chapter III describes the
enfolding process in more detail.
The second Grounded
Grounded
G rounded Theory technique utilized is data triangulation. G
rounded
Theory recommends triangulation to provide stronger substantiation of
o f emergent
constructs (Burawoy, 1992). Three different data sources inform the research question:
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o f GCS
interviews with knowledgeable persons in GCS, proceedings from a conference of
rounded Theory requires
experts and papers commissioned for that conference. Third, G
Grounded

that the research sample be designed to ensure detailed exploration ooff the research
question. The dissertation employs expert advice to build the sampling frame and
purposive sampling techniques to select interview participants. Finally, G
Grounded
rounded Theory
recommends use of
o f content analysis, a form ooff analytic induction, to analyze data for
emergent concepts, patterns and relationships (J.
Q". Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; Robinson, 1992).
The dissertation utilizes content analysis to examine the data.
This study is unique in at least two ways. First, it explores the perspectives of
o f people
who have experience and expertise with GCS coalitions to discern the characteristics they
define as critical to the successful operations ooff those coalitions. Hence, the critical
characteristics emerge directly from empirical data. Second, the study examines 17
different coalitions to discern characteristics that emerge across a variety ooff coalitions.
The study's
study’s primary contribution is the Convergence System, a theoretical model
o f study data and relevant theories. Two additional
derived from the integration of

contributions are offered to praxis and theory. The contribution to praxis is the
Convergence Framework, an empirically derived framework of characteristics critical to
the efficacious operations of
o f coalitions. The contribution to theory is an initial schema ooff
o f Global Civil Society.
an integrated theory system for the study of
o f this chapter describes the research process; the conference, the
The remainder of

interview sample, the interview process, data management and data analysis. It concludes
o f the validity and reliability ooff this study.
with an examination of
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THE CONFERENCE
Conference proceedings and papers commissioned for the conference were the two
secondary data sources for this study. Papers commissioned for the conference are
referenced throughout the document. An overview ooff the conference is provided herein1.
herein1 •
The conference, Voices of Global Civil Sociery,
Society, was hosted by the Centre for Global Studies
and the Centre for International Governance Innovation in October, 2006 with generous
support from the Ford Foundation.
Thirty-three experts in Global Civil Society from around the world gathered to
consider vexing issues facing GCS and to brainstorm strategies to address those
issues. The conference was based on the premise that globalization is fast
o f people from far comers
integrating the destinies of
corners ooff the world. Global
o f global governance are proliferating and
relations are increasing, varying forms of
decisions affecting the lives of
o f citizens around the world are being made in
locales far from those they affect. The world is now highly interrelated,
interconnected and messy. These trends are requiring that citizens around the
o f global governance.
world connect and engage with the institutions of
Citizen involvement in global governance, however, is hindered in numerous
o f engagement between GCS and global governance bodies are
ways. Rules of
nonexistent or are not made explicit. GCS doesn’t
doesn't have a place at the table ooff
international governance, and some avenues once open, e.g., global conferences,
etc., have been closed. Moreover, there has been a backlash against GCS in
some international decision-making milieus, eroding citizen’s
citizen's access to policy
making regarding their lives. Additional problems are posed within GCS itself,
e.g., disparities in access to power, resources and decision-making, and the
dominance of
NGOs
o f northern-based international N
G O s which crowd out local,
southern-based groups.
Conference participants concluded that given this context, the overarching goal
is to enhance democratic global governance. Mechanisms to hold governments
and IGOs
IG O s accountable need be created to mitigate the propensity ooff the
powerful to dictate according to their self interests at the expense of
o f the
powerless. The unique roles and contributions ooff all sectors, government,
business and GCS, need be incorporated into international governance. And
citizen involvement with global governance needs be facilitated.

11This

overview is drawn from the final report for the conference.
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Their vision, hence, was articulated as the creation ooff inclusive, accountable and
systematic venues for GCS to directly influence the heart ooff global governance
people’s voices internationally is critical. Moreover,
policy processes. Facilitating people's
there is great power in the people's
people’s voice. Dialogue within GCS raises awareness
of issues, creates clarity around values and how various issues impact those
values, and builds active participation. Where convergence occurs, GCS voice
gains strength.
GCS, however, does not speak with one voice, but rather with many. While
diversity is a strength, it also is a challenge. Fragmentation and the cacophony ooff
multiple voices can create white noise, effectively canceling all and providing
those in power with a rationale to dismiss GCS and select policies for their own
benefit. GCS is challenged to both conserve the rich diversity and move beyond
incapacitating cacophony. Governments and business also don’t
don't speak with one
voice, but have created mechanisms to enable and channel articulation ooff various
voices while managing discord and facilitating decision-making. GCS can devise
and utilize such processes. And
A nd while not seeking or requiring consensus, the
processes can identify convergence and build common ground among likeminded as well as divergent groups
o f strategic approaches were brainstormed and four were explored in
A number of
small group settings. The four strategic approaches include democratizing global
governance, holding powerful countries accountable for following the rule ooff
law, creating mobile units with the purpose ooff enabling rapid mobilization ooff
GCS at various levels of
o f governance, and building formal bridges between
universities and GCS to facilitate the flow ooff information and learning. Others
less fully developed include: employing groups to selectively engage with global
institutions; creating space for like-minded groups to collectively develop strategy
on specific issues; crafting a forum to analyze and devise strategies regarding the
backlash against GCS; establishing a space orientated toward southern GCS
GOs
O s and social movements can gather; and developing a process to
where N G
strengthen existing venues (Magis, 2006).

THE INTERVIEW SAMPLE
P o p u la tio n D
e fin itio n
POPULATION
DEFINITION

o f GCS participants are the primary data source for the dissertation. The
Interviews of
o f analysis for the interview is the coalition process, while the unit ooff observation is
unit of

the person interviewed. The level of
o f analysis is international. Because ooff the unique
circumstances of
o f GCS coalitions, e.g., operating outside the bounds of
o f states and in the
international arena, findings cannot be generalized to coalitions at lower levels ooff analysis.
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SAMPLING
Sa m p l in g

The intent of
o f the interview was to develop a canon ooff knowledge regarding the critical
characteristics of
o f processes that lead an assemblage ooff disparate groups to a policy
position on a specific policy issue. To accomplish that purpose, interview respondents
needed to have expertise and/
an d /oorr experience with processes. The subject population
includes persons in organizations that have experience an
and/
d /oorr expertise with such a
process. These persons were selected based on their knowledge and experience w
with
ith the
processes they were describing. The population also includes experts and advocates
employed by other organizations, e.g., universities, policy institutes and IG
IGOs,
who
O s, w
ho have
expertise in Global Civil Society.
T h e SAMPLING
Sa m p l i n g FRAME
F rame
THE

The universe of
o f potential interview participants is extensive: at least 40,000
international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs) and many other organizations
house individuals with expertise on Global Civil Society (Edwards & Zadek, 2003). The
population size precludes building a sampling frame from scratch. However,
practitioners and experts in the field know about organizations that have expertise and
experience with coalitions. Hence, the initial sampling frame was designed by enlisting
experts to identify potential organizations. As the project proceeded, a snowball
technique was utilized to identify additional potential participants: namely, after each
interview the participant was asked to introduce the researcher to other potential
interviewees. 57 potential interviews populated the final sampling frame. O
Off those, 15
(27%) were international, 19 (34%) were southern and 22 (39%) were northern (see
Figure 2). Twenty six (46%) were women. 31 (54%) were men.
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Figure 2: Sample Frame by Region
34%

270/-

■
Ill Southern
■
orthern
■N
Northern
□ International
0

39%

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil S
Society:
ocie!J: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Diversi!J. Dissertation for
Ph.D. in Public Administration and Policy. Pordand,
Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff
Government, })ortland
Pordand State University.

PARTICIPANT
P a r t ic ip a n t SELECTION
Se l e c t i o n

Critical Case, a purposive sampling technique, was utilized to select interview
participants from the sampling frame. Critical Case sampling utilizes criteria for
participant selection. The technique ensures that interview participants have information
and experience necessary for detailed exploration of
o f the research question and that the
sample provides sufficient depth and breadth in coverage of
o f the issue (Czaja & Blair,
2005; J. Ritchie & Lewis, 2003).
2005;].

Two levels of
o f criteria were used. The first level included South-North, IN
G O sINGOsNetworks, and Substantive Policy Domain. The second level included individual capacity
to respond to the interview, i.e., experience with processes and authorization to interview.
So u t h - N o r t h
SOUTH-NORTH

The literature indicates a division within Global Civil Society between southern and
northern perspectives (Hudock, 1999). When such divisions exist, stratification is utilized
to introduce heterogeneity into the sample, thus ensuring that issues are covered as
comprehensively as possible (Czaja & Blair, 2005). People from both south and north
27

were interviewed. The stratification allowed illumination of
o f the debate regarding the
divide and ultimately generated a more complex and multifaceted understanding ooff extant
divisions within Global Civil Society. It also generated critical characteristics that more
adequately represent both perspectives. Of
O f the 15 interviewees, 5 (33%) reflected a
southern perspective, 7 (47%) reflected a northern perspective and 3 (20%) reflected an
international perspective (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Regional Perspectives of Interviewees

■
■ Southern
■
■ Northern

47%

D International
□

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in
Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State
University.

IN
GOS-NETWORKS
IN G
O s- N e t w o r k s
International nongovernmental organizations and network processes are distinctive.
INGOs
decisionIN G O s utilize organizational structures and policies to define and circumscribe decision
making processes. Networks and coalitions are comprised of various autonomous
organizations as well as individuals and so are challenged by issues o
off diversity and

o f organizational structures to regulate the decision
complexity without the benefit of
decision-

making process. Hence, networks must develop creative and innovative strategies to
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ensure successful processes. As organizational processes are well studied and
O ut of
o f 15
documented, sampling in this study was weighted toward networks. Out

interviews, 13 focused on coalition processes run through networks and 2 focused on
coalition processes run through INGOs.
IN GO s.
S u b s t a n t iv e POLICY
P o l ic y DOMAINS
D o m a in s
SUBSTANTIVE

The purpose of
o f this research is to discern emergent characteristics that may apply
across policy domains. Hence, coalition processes from various policy domains were
studied to create as diverse a data set as possible. From
From the 15 interviews, 17 different
coalition processes were explored (see Table 1).

T a b l e 1: COALITIONS
C o a l it io n s DISCUSSED
D is c u s s e d b
y IINTERVIEWEES
n t e r v ie w e e s
TABLE
BY

Jubilee 2000
IMF
IM F Sink or Shrink
Civil G8
Integrating CS Voice into UN
UN
Parliamentary Scrutiny (of
(of IMF)
Our
Not
O ur World
W orld Is N
o t for Sale
Multilateral Agreement on Investm
Investment
ent
Trade and Development
Farm and Food Policy
Fair Trade and Poverty
W om en’s Economic
Econom ic Justice
Women's

African Women's
W om en’s Rights
D ebt, Trade, AIDS, Africa
Debt,

Nestle
Nesde Baby Milk
GCAP
Jubilee South

CIVICUS
Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D.
in Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government,
Portland
Pordand State University.
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Selecting interviews according to these criteria accomplished two purposes. First, it
allowed analysis of
o f the selection criteria to discern if the data confirm the expected
differences and if unanticipated differences emerged. And second, it resulted in
identification of
o f a comprehensive list of
o f analytic categories. The second-level criteria
included (1) the organization employed people with experience aand/or
n d /o r expertise with a
process and (2) those personnel were authorized to speak on behalf ooff the organization.
Utilizing Critical Case sampling, 29 people were selected from the sampling frame to
O f those, 15 (52%) were interviewed; 5 (17%) agreed to an
request an interview. Of

interview but didn't
didn’t respond to attempts to set up the interview; 1 (3%) agreed to an
couldn’t find a date; and 8 (28%) did not respond (see Figure 4).
interview, but couldn't

Of
O f the 6 that agreed but weren't
weren’t interviewed, 50% were women and 67% were
southern. Of
O f the 8 that didn't
didn’t respond, 63% were women and 63% were southern.

Figure 4: Response Rate
52%
28%
911 Interviews
9
■ No Follow-Up
□ Scheduling Prohibited
□
□ No Response
□

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State University.
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OBSERVATIONS
OF
THE
SAMPLE
O b s e r v a t io n s o
f t
he S
am ple
SAMPLE
Sa m p l e DESCRIPTION
D e s c r ip t io n

Five interviewees were female; 10 were male. All interviewees brought an experiential
perspective, and one brought a theoretical perspective (see Table 2).
o f Global Civil Society is represented in the following
The complexity and diversity of
o f coalitions and the organizations that comprised them (see Table 3). O
depiction of
Off the

15 organizations, 7 were INGOs,
IGO.
IN G O s, 7 were networks and 1 was an IG
O . The scope of
o f the
TABLE
T a b l e 2: INTERVIEWEES
I n t e r v ie w e e s

Interviewee

Interviewee
Female

Perspective

Male

X
X

Practice

Theory

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

·---··

5

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

10

15

X
X

1

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society:
S ocie(y: Finding Common Voice
in Diversity.
Diversify. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public Administration and
Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government,
Pordand State University.
Portland
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organizations, i.e., their geographical coverage, was spread across three domains, e.g.,
south, north and international. Three had a southern scope, 2 had a northern scope and
9 organizations had an international scope. The organizations joined existing coalitions in
13 cases and initiated their own in 2 cases.
TABLE
OF
ORGANIZATIONS
T a b l e 3: COMPLEXITY
C o m p l e x it y &DIVERSITY
& D iv e r s it y o
f O
r g a n iz a t io n s
PARTICIPATING
IN
COALITIONS
P a r t ic ip a t in g i n C o a l it io n s

Organization
Type

INGO

Organizational Scope

Network

Network

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Intn'I
Inin ’/

South

North

Coalition

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

IGO

INGO

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

·---·-----

X

--

X

--

--

X
2

9

3

2

X

X

X

X

13

7

7

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil SSociety:
ociery: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Diversiry. Dissertation
for Ph.D. in Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff
Government, Portland State University.

coalitions’ scope often did not match the scope presented by those
Finally, the coalitions'

interviewed (see Table 4). In fact, those interviewed primarily presented a region-specific
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perspective. 13 of
o f the 17 coalitions had an international perspective, 2 had a southern
ow ever, ooff the interviewees, only 2
However,
perspective and 2 had a northern perspective. H

presented an international perspective, while 7 presented a southern perspective and 8
presented a northern perspective.

TABLE
BY
PERSPECTIVE
T a b l e 4: COALITIONS
C o a l it io n s b
y P
e r s p e c t iv e

Coalition Process

Coalition
Perspective

Interviewee
Perspective

Jubilee 2000

I

N

IMF
IM F Sink or Shrink

I

sS

G8
Civil GS

I

N

Integrating CS voice into UN

I

I

of IMF)
Parliamentary Scrutiny ((of

I

N

Our
O ur World
W orld Is Not
N o t for Sale

I

Multilateral Agreement on Investment
Investm ent

I

sS
sS

Trade and Development

N
N

N

Farm and Food Policy

N

N

Fair Trade and Poverty

I

N

Women's
W om en’s Economic
Econom ic Justice

I

I

African women's
w om en’s rights

sS

sS

Debt,
D ebt, Trade, AIDS, Africa

I

N

Nestle Baby Milk

I

N

GCAP

I

Jubilee South

sS

CIVICUS

I

sS
sS
sS

I - International, S - Southern, N - Northern
Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in
Portland State
Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Pordand
University.
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PRACTICE-SUPPORT
P r a c t ic e -S u p p o r t

o f interviews, i.e., 13, were with GCS advocacy organizations, 2
Although the majority of
O ne was with an organization that facilitates the work
were with different organizations. One
o f INGOs
IN G O s and networks. The second was with an IG
O that purposefully intersects with
of
IGO

Global Civil Society. The people from these organizations have experience with a broad
range of
GOs
o f IN G
O s and networks, making them a critical source ooff both direct and
supplemental information. One also was a participant in GCS coalition processes.
EXECUTIVE-NONEXECUTIVE
E x e c u t iv e - N o n e x e c u t i v e

Ten executive directors and 5 high-level management personnel were interviewed.
Typically, executive directors bring a broader perspective than others because ooff their
engagement with the environment external to the organization. This was not the case in
this study, however, as nonexecutive interviewees who were engaged with Global Civil
Society had considerable experience with the external environment. Executives also
typically bring less detail to their description of
o f organizational activities as they are not
direct participants in those activities. This also did not hold true as all executives had
direct experience in at least one coalition process which they described.

THE INTERVIEW
INTERVIEW
GUIDE
I n t e r v ie w G
u id e

The interview guide utilized a mix of
o f a guided interview and standardized, structured
interview strategies. The guided-interview strategy ensured that basic lines ooff inquiry
were addressed in each interview, while enabling the interviewer to pursue new avenues
emergent in the interview. The structured-interview strategy ensured consistency across
interviews, facilitated data analysis and enabled future replication of
o f the study. The
34

combined approach provided the flexibility necessary to pursue emergent patterns, yet
maintain a basic consistency in the data. The interview was focused on the process with
which the respondent had experience and expertise and the respondent’s
respondent's perceptions of
how it worked.
INTERVIEW
PROCESS
I n t e r v ie w P
ro cess

Potential interviewees were initially contacted by the person referring them to the
study. The referring party introduced the researcher and the dissertation (see Appendix
A). Once people agreed to communicate with the researcher, they were sent an
Introductory Letter explaining the dissertation and then asked to participate in the study
(see Appendix B). If they agreed, a date and time for the interview were decided. Then,
they were sent a Participant Confirmation Letter, a Participant Consent Form
Form and a copy
of the Interview Guide (see Appendices C and D).
On
O n the scheduled date, the interviewee was contacted. Of
O f the 15 interviews, 12 were
conducted via the phone and 3 were conducted in person. To start the interview, the
researcher reiterated the confidentiality of
o f the interviewee. All interviewees were asked
declined Then, the researcher reviewed the
permission to record the interviews. None declined.
dissertation and its objectives. The interview objectives were twofold: (1) to gain
understanding of
o f the design and use of
o f various coalition processes, and (2) to discern the
characteristics of
o f the processes that are considered critical for successful functioning ooff
coalitions. Finally, the questioning process was initiated.
The interview process was designed to be iterative, wherein data from each interview
would be utilized to modify the constructs and questions for the next interview.
Accordingly, the Interview Guide was modified twice.
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T h e ITERATIVE
I t e r a t iv e INTERVIEW:
I n t e r v i e w : INTERVIEW
I n t e r v ie w G
u id e I
THE
GUIDE

Interview Guide I was utilized for the first three interviews (see Appendix E). The
o f questioning; (1) overview, (2) gathering input,
Guide included four main lines of

(3) developing a policy stance, and (4) use of
o f process. The overview questions were
utilized to gather general information about the coalition process, e.g., its purpose, the
entity that facilitated it, the target of
o f its efforts and the role the interviewee played in it.
The remaining questions were designed to gain in-depth understanding ooff the process.
Probes were designed for each of
o f these questions.
Four changes were made to Interview Guide I based on lessons from the first three
'success' was added; (3) the
interviews: (1) decision-criteria were added; (2) a focus on ‘success’
policy stance section was refined; and ((4)
4) two questions were discarded.

Decision Criteria
In the first three interviews, two problems arose. First, interviewees tended toward
general discussion and sweeping narratives. Second, interviewees had trouble selecting a
particular coalition process on which to focus. This dissertation is concerned with
com mon ground in diversity. Both diversity and strategies to find com
m on
common
finding common

ground are inherent in decision-making processes. As such, the researcher decided to
refocus the interview on coalition processes that manifested significant diversity and that
required decision making across that diversity. Criteria were developed to facilitate the
selection process. They included: (1) coalition processes needed to be comprised ooff
diverse participants; (2) coalition processes needed to require group decision making; and
(3) the interviewee had to have knowledge ooff particular decision processes. The
introduction was revised to incorporate the criteria.
36

Success
A nother substantive change was to add a focus on the interviewees’
Another
interviewees' perspective ooff

success. The purpose of
o f the research is to discern characteristics ooff coalition processes
interviewees’ perceive to be critical to the success of
o f the coalition process. This
that interviewees'

wasn't
wasn’t clear enough in the first Interview Guide. So questions were designed to
concentrate interviewees'
interviewees’ focus on success as it related to decision making processes and
the coalition process in general. These questions were integrated into the new section on
decision making, i.e., Kry
Key Decision. They addressed; (1) how success was defined, (2) what
was necessary to make a decision making process successful and, (3) the advantages and
disadvantages of
o f the method.

Developing
D
eveloping a Policy Stance Refined
The section on Method
M ethod for Developing a Policy Stance proved to be too complicated.
o f negotiated decision
decision and aggregation of opinions was cumbersome to explain
The terminology of
didn’t assist participants in answering the question. However, the probe questions
and didn't
I f Negotiated, i.e., i-vi,
i—vi, were very useful, as was question ##2
2 regarding a successful
under if

process. So those questions were kept and the rest were discarded.

eletion
Question D
Deletion
The final change was the elimination of
o f two questions. By the third interview, data
M ethod for Gathering Input from Represented
had reached saturation with regard to Method

Organizations. Also, question #1 under Use ooff Process by Network Participants proved
irrelevant, so was not
n o t asked after interview #3. All changes were formalized in Interview
Guide II (see Appendix F).
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THE
GUIDES
AND
T h e ITERATIVE
I t e r a t iv e INTERVIEW:
I n t e r v i e w : INTERVIEW
I n t e r v ie w G
u i d e s II a
n d III

Interview Guide II was utilized for one interview. The changes to the guide were
successful in that they helped to focus the conversation on the decision-making process
and moved the interviewee away from sweeping narratives. They also focused the
interviewee on critical characteristics that facilitated success.
However, it was necessary to clarify what the researcher meant by success. Success, in
this study, relates to the coalition's
coalition’s ability to arrive at a shared position from which to
engage the target. Success does not relate to the ultimate changes in the target or its
4
policies. This explanation was added to Interview Guide III. Additionally, question ##4

under Key Decisions was changed from "What
“W hat are the advantages and disadvantages of
method?” to two questions: "In
“In what ways was the decision making process
this method?"
successful?” and "In
“In what
w hat ways was the decision making process nnot
o t successful?"
successful?”
successful?"

Interview Guide III was utilized for the remaining 11 interviews (see Appendix G).
Two dynamics unfolded in the interviews. First, by the time the Introduction,
Overview Questions and Key Decisions sections were finished, the interviewees were
highly focused and did not wait for the researcher to ask questions. Second, in all
o f their
interviews, interviewees spoke primarily in narrative style, telling stories of

experiences. The information they provided was ooff high quality, so the researcher chose
not to interrupt the discourse, but rather to listen and ensure questions were being
answered. If any questions were not answered during the course ooff the storytelling, they
were asked. Hence, data was gathered for the questions; however, they are displayed in
o f an unfolding story, not as a discrete series ooff questions
interview transcripts as part of

and attendant answers.
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A NOTE
N o t e ON
o n FACE-TO-FACE
F a c e - t o -F a c e AND
a n d PHONE
P h o n e IINTERVIEWS
n t e r v ie w s
A

O f the 15 interviews, 12 were conducted via phone and 3 were conducted in person.
Of

At the onset of
o f the research, it seemed that face-to-face interviews would produce
superior data, as they allowed the interviewer to read the interviewee’s
interviewee's nonverbal
communication, facilitated communication with people who use English as a second
language and assisted in addressing cultural differences (Groves et al., 2004).
However, several conditions made much ooff this reasoning moot. First, the interview
did not involve sensitive subject matter and hence rarely elicited emotional responses that
required a physical presence to communicate or understand. Second, those interviewed
were quite proficient in English, greatly diminishing potential misunderstandings. Third,
although there were cultural differences between the interviewer and some interviewees,
the shared understanding of
o f and concern about Global Civil Society proved to be a
significant bridge between the cultures, facilitating communication, understanding and
dialogue. Finally, phone interviews were actually easier for the interviewer to manage as
the need to monitor
m onitor body language was eliminated, thus enabling the interviewer to
im portant tasks of
o f interviewing, listening, taking notes and
concentrate fully on the important

monitoring the recording equipment.

DATA MANAGEMENT
Several forms of
o f documentation were utilized during data collection: interview
transcripts, journals and sample tracking forms. Digital recordings ooff the interviews were
transcribed to generate the interview transcripts.
Three journals were started: Methodological, Observation and Theory. The
Methodological Journal was used to track changes made in the Interview Guide (see
39
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Appendix H). The Observation Journal was intended to track interpersonal and
ost of
o f the interviews were
nonverbal communication. This journal was not utilized as m
most

conducted via the phone. The Theory JJournal
oumal was designed to track questions,
interpretations, initial conclusions and any other researcher comments regarding the
theoretical development of
o f the research (see Table 5). The researcher tracked this
information on the coding and analysis forms so that specific ideas could be tied back to
the interviewee comments that inspired them. A Sample Tracking form was kept to
detail snowball referrals, contact information, selection decisions, communications,
responses to requests to interview, and the interview method. The data from the form
are not included herein as it includes interviewee identification information.
To protect the confidentiality of
o f interviewees, codes were assigned to each participant.
Also, although coalition processes are identified, specific individuals and organizations are
not named. All documentation, including the master list ooff names corresponding to
to
codes and the interview transcripts, will be stored and locked in a cabinet accessible only
to the researcher for the required five-year period following completion ooff the study in
accordance with the American Psychological Association’s
Association's general requirement.

DATA CODING
The same method
m ethod was utilized for both interview and conference data sources.
DATA
D a t a PROCESSING
P r o c e s s in g fFOR
o r IINTERVIEWS
n t e r v ie w s

o f interviewing and analysis was utilized with the goal ooff achieving
An iterative process of

data saturation, i.e., themes were recurrent and new themes were added only infrequently
(Eisenhardt, 2002). Even as data were gathered and coded, patterns, associations and
explanations were noted on the code chart and in the data sheets in the memo column.
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CODING
C o d in g

im portant first step in the analysis. First, it allowed naming and
Coding was an important

organization of
o f the data. The original data were in narrative form. Moreover, the
n o t follow a specific sequence ooff questioning. Rather, answers to the
narratives did not

interview questions were couched within the overall narrative, many times in various
locations. Second, coding established an audit trail between the original transcripts and
o f analysis. This is critical to provide evidence that conclusions reached
all ensuing levels of

by the researcher are in fact grounded in the data. Third, it facilitated the eventual
o f a thematic framework into which all data could be incorporated for further
creation of
ovement from empirical
analysis. The thematic framework is essential to enable the m
movement
o f concepts
data to construct and theory development. Finally, coding created an index of

that could be used to search the data set.
Three code sets were developed: the first to identify interviews, the second for concepts
and categories, and the third to track interviewee comments across analyses. Interviewee
identifier codes were assigned to each interview. The first interview was coded A, the
second B, and so on. This protected the confidence of
o f interviewees and aided in tracking
interview comments across analyses.
CONCEPT
C o n c e p t AND
a n d CATEGORY
C a t e g o r y CODING
C o d in g

Concept coding was initiated after the first interview and continued throughout the
15 interviews. After transcription, the interview text was incorporated into a chart. Data
were then analyzed to identify concepts. Relevant concepts are those that (1) answered
sou th /nnorth
o rth phenomena,
the research question, (2) provided information relevant to the south/
an d /oorr (3) highlighted unanticipated results. The concepts were assigned a code.
and/
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TABLE
T a b l e 5: SAMPLE
Sa m p l e OF
o f THEORY
T h e o r y JOURNAL
Jo u r n a l

Difference (How) t126,
26, 34
Chart
Code

Code

there was a lot of
o f discussion up and down with people explaining
why they wanted it this way, and others explaining why they wanted
it the other way. there was not
no t total consensus in the beginning. But
we w
work
ork towards kind of
o f agreeing, and a lot of
o f it was discussion is to
convince each other about why you're concerned, and being able to
listen and be sensitive to what the other side is about. Including
people from different perspectives or with broader perspectives is
helpful because they can do a bigger picture analysis.

26r

t26FS
t26F5

TN:
TN : how much
m uch does the draw to
work in coalitions facilitate
overcoming
overcom ing differences?

structured network or ad hoc coming together, with no institutional
membership.
membership, each difference type of
o f network will have their own
individual ways of
o f dealing with building consensus and dealing with
differences.

26u

t26F6

TN:
TN : possible to see relationships and
convergences at a higher level of
of
perspective and analysis

t26I13

TN:
T N : not so much
m uch trying to develop
of
consensus as trying to find areas of
agreement where interests converge
m ight be taken.
and joint action might

Strategies to Negotiate Difference 26

CS diversity. People have really fundamental differences, but the
com m on positions or they wouldn't
wouldn’t be able to
groups had to find common
make a statement.

26x

Memo

TN -—Theory N
ote
TN
Note
Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Socie!J:
Diversiry. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark
Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Hatfield School of
o f Government, Portland State University.

TABLE
T a b l e 6: TRANSCRIPT
T r a n s c r i p t SAMPLE
Sa m p l e

J Transcription
J
38:41 ...
and everyone was quite responsible in terms of
.. .and
of
saying, "if
“if I take this on my organization will do the fund
racing to make it happen."
happen.” People were really responsible
about following up on what
w hat they said they would do. And
A nd I
think a lot of coalitions fail because people agree on things
and then they don't
d o n ’t follow up on their agreements.

Memo

Chart
Code
C
ode

Code

680
68o

aa68J7

A lot ooff coalitions fail because people agree on
don't follow up on them.
things and then don’t

39:25 ...
you hold people accountable like you could in a
.. .you
regular organization. No,
N o, you can't,
can’t, but if the work isn't
isn’t
getting done eventually it comes to you and you look for
other partners to get that work done.

can't hold people accountable like in an
You can’t
work
isn't getting done,
organization, so if the w
ork isn’t
you just look for other partners to do it.

68p

aa68J
aa68J88

But generally, once you start working on issue whose
w hose time
has come and whose needs are apparent, everything takes its
own momentum.

Once you start working on an issue whose time
has come and whose needs are apparent,
everything takes its own m
momentum.
om entum .

83j

aa83J8

Key
C ode - Category (alphabetized); Concept (numeric); Interview
Code
Interview
ber (numeric)
(alphabetized); Transcript page num
number
= Category aa; Concept 68; Interview J; page 7
aa68J7 =
Chart
Code
- Concept 68; entry ‘o’
'o' on data sheet
C
hart C
ode —

K ., (2007). Global Civil Socie!J:
Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Source: Magis, K.,
DiPersi!J. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR:
o f Government, Portland State University.
Mark Hatfield School of

An
A n iterative process ensued in which concepts were identified and assigned a code and
then the text was analyzed to identify and code concepts. Table 6 illustrates the codes on
o f transcript.
a section of

Consistent codes were utilized across all texts. When new codes were determined,
o f 113
previously coded data were reviewed to assign codes where relevant. A total of

concepts were identified and coded (see Appendix I). Codes 1-41 were developed from
Interview A; 42-67 from Interview B; 68-82 from Interview C; and 83-90 from Interview
D. The remaining codes, 91-113, were developed from the remaining 11 interviews.
By the fourth interview, higher-order themes incorporating a num
number
ber ooff concepts
were emerging from the data. Themes were sorted according to different levels ooff
generality, creating a hierarchy of
o f main and sub themes (Berg, 2001; Charmaz, 2001;
2001;).
J.
Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Those themes were assigned category names and codes (see
Appendix J).

Table 7 provides a depiction ooff the chart.
T a b l e 7: CONCEPTS
Co n c epts a
nd C
a t e g o r ie s
TABLE
AND
CATEGORIES

Category

a

D e cisio n (how)
Decision

Code
1

H
ow decision is identified
How

25

H
ow decision is made
How

80

H
ow much and what kind ooff consensus is
How
necessary

85

b

Split (how)

Concepts

112

Successful decision process
Language

2

N
o rth /S o u th tension (how)
North/South

3

Reformist/Radical tension (how)

104

K Street
Grassroots vs Botiques and K

109

Big vs. Small

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Sodety:
Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State University.
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After data were coded in interview transcripts, they were copied into Category D
Data
ata
Sheets (see Table 8). Category Data Sheets organized data from all interviews according
to category and code. Interview codes were copied with the data to create an audit trail
from the original transcript to the Category Data Sheet. Additionally, chart codes were
ata Sheet. Chart codes were
assigned to data to identify their location on the Category D
Data

then copied to the original transcript to create an audit trail from the data sheet to the
original transcript.

DATA ANALYSIS
RESEARCH
FINDINGS
R e se a rc h F
in d in g s

The Convergence System emerged from three levels of
o f analysis. The first level of
of
analysis produced the nine critical characteristics. The second yielded the constituents
and elements. And the final generated the Convergence System. The analyses that
generated these results are described herein.
THE
T h e CRITICAL
C r i t ic a l CHARACTERISTICS
C h a r a c t e r is t ic s

After all interviews were coded and transferred to the Category D
Data
ata sheets, categories
were analyzed. Within-category analysis included identification ooff key dimensions
d im e n s io n s and
the range of
o f information within those dimensions. The original concepts became sub
themes under the broader categorical heading. Additional sub themes were added as
Word
needed. At
A t this point, data was transferred from an Excel worksheet into a W
ord
document and organized in outline format. Table 9 displays key dimensions
d im e n s io n s of
o f outlines
for three categories. As the within-category analysis ensued, emergent relationships
between categories and higher order concepts were noted on the Codes into Categories
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document and in the relevant categories on the Category Data sheets.
Nine higher order concepts, emerged from the analysis; Form
Form and Function; Diversity
and Difference; Dialogue; Democracy and Decision Making; Convergence; Platforms and
Frames; Political Opportunity; Legitimacy: Representation vs. Participation; and Coalition
Evolution. These are the characteristics critical to the successful operations ooff coalitions
as defined by people with experience and expertise in GCS Coalitions.

T a b l e 8: SAMPLE
Sa m p l e CATEGORY
Ca t e g o r y D
a t a SHEET
Sh e e t
TABLE
DATA

Split (how) b 2,3,104
2, 3, 104
Reformist-Radical
Tension 3
groups have come around and
understand each other.
other, if the
final goal is similar, how we get
there is in different ways. So
that kind of linkage means that
those people need to go
outside to get input from
people working at the national
and grassroots level.

Chart
Code

31
31

Code

Memo

b3F9

diversityTN: Requisite diversity
- systems notion —
roles are flip side of the same coin -—
supportive and facilitative of each other. SM
theory: radicals make position of reformers
more palatable to the target; legitimate
reformers as being more than just a fringe
group, but part of a larger movement for
change...
change...

b104
bl04
G13

TN: Question of convergence around
platform vs convergence around strategy.
Which is more important depends:
1)
1) Purpose of gathering
2) Constituency of gathering - how broad
based
3) policy environment needs - quick response
time to negotiate amongst each other,
receptiveness of target, etc.

The progressive foundations
like funding the botiques
because they are easy to track

3o

Key
Code -—Category (alphabetized); Concept (numeric); Interview (Alphabetized);
Transcript page number (numeric)
Interview J; page 7
aa68J7 = Category aa; Concept 68; InterviewJ;
Chart Code -—Concept 68; entry 'l'
T on data sheet
.

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Sociery:
Diversify. Dissertation for Ph.D. in
Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State
University.
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TABLE
ANALYSIS
T a b l e 9: SAMPLES
Sa m p l e s OF
o f WITHIN-CATEGORY
W i t h i n -C a t e g o r y A
n a l y sis

SPLITS
Splits WITHIN
W it h in GCS
General
Danger of
Necessity of
Conclusion
North-South
Class
Reformist-Radical
Grassroots-Elite
Big-Small
R
oles
ROLES

Selecting Roles
Various Roles
Roles Influence Each Other
Realistic Expectation
Organization Predisposed to Certain Actions
GCS P layers
GCSPLAYERS
The Players
Powerful Emotions
The Role of Business
Differing Agendas
National
N ational Dramas
Challenging the Other's
Other’s Legitimacy
Varying Levels of Capacity
Organizational Differences
M aintaining Organizational Integrity
Maintaining
Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil S
ociery: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in
Society:
Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State
University.

THE
T h e CONSTITUENTS
C o n s t i t u e n t s AND
a n d ELEMENTS
E lem ents

The second level of
o f analysis produced the constituents and elements. Two steps
comprised this analysis; integration of
o f relevant theories and empirical data, and
organization of
o f the results around emergent themes. First, literature from several

disciplines was explored to discern theories that offered explanatory potential regarding
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the critical characteristics. Salient theories were then examined and enfolded with the
findings. Two notes are of
o f import
im port concerning the literature review and enfolding of
of
theories. First, exploration of
o f literature was limited to disciplines with which this
researcher has developed some expertise -—Political Science, Sociology, Organizations
and Systems Science. Interpretation of data and the contributions from this study, hence,
are circumscribed by these disciplines. As the field of
o f GCS is nascent, disciplines not
examined in this study may offer salient theories. These need be explored in future
research. Second, theories were selected for their potential utility in further explicating
the data and developing a theory specifically related to GCS coalitions. Though it was
not the purpose of
o f this study to test those theories, future research needs examine them
in detail within the context of
o f GCS coalitions. Recommendations for theory and
hypothesis testing are presented in Chapter Y:
V: Conclusion.
Integrating theories into the analysis accomplished several purposes. First, it
generated a holistic portrayal of
o f the characteristics, combining the expertise and
experience of
o f study participants with the rich foundation of
o f knowledge extant in various
disciplines. Second, the data provided an empirical basis for the selection ooff specific
theories that could prove useful in understanding this particular research question. The
power of
o f utilizing empirical data to direct theoretical research was evidenced by the
immediate identification of
o f Systems Theory, which ultimately had a significant influence
on the entire project. Finally, the integration of
o f theories with the data resulted in a
contribution to the theoretical development ooff the emergent field ooff Global Civil Society.
After the theories were enfolded with the data, the characteristics were analyzed again.
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The analysis began by centering on the purpose ooff coalitions, namely, to effect change.
ergent
The characteristics were then examined as they related to coalitions’
coalitions' purpose. Em
Emergent

themes and patterns were noted and duplication was eliminated. The characteristics were
synthesized into five constituents and their associated elements. Each constituent and
element was then described.
THE
T h e CONVERGENCE
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM
Sy s t e m

A final analysis yielded the Convergence System. Early in the data analysis, clear
o f systems'
systems’ attributes emerged through, for example, interviewees’
evidence of
interviewees' assertion that

diversity must be respected and retained, their acknowledgement ooff the importance ooff
relationships, and their articulation of
o f convergence as a primary goal. These data inspired
ena
phenomena
research into systems theory, which proved very useful in describing various phenom

in the data and which ultimately suggested that GCS coalitions were, in fact, systems. So,
while the identification and explication of
o f the constituents and elements was necessary,
their descriptions were also incomplete lacking an exploration ooff their relationships.
So, the third analysis was completed to discern the relationships between the
constituents and elements and to discern if and how they might comprise an integrated
and coherent system. A tool called the Interrelationships Diagraph (Brassard & Ritter,
1994) was utilized to complete a relational analysis on the Constituents and Elements.
The Interrelationship Diagraph (ID) is not a statistical analysis like the Variable Path
Path
Analysis. Rather, it is a conceptual analysis used in highly dynamic and complex
situations wherein a large number of
o f interrelated factors exert influence on a system. The
o f the analysis is a conceptual diagraph illustrating the direction ooff relationships
product of
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between the Constituents and Elements.
The analysis is completed by comparing each element to another element to discern,
first, if there is a relationship between the two and, second, which element exerts the
ent exerting the most
greatest influence over the other. An arrow is drawn from the Elem
Element

influence to the Element
Elem ent it is influencing. This analysis proceeds until every element has
o f Engagement
been compared to every other element. In this analysis, the Rules of

constituent was included in the analysis as it is not comprised ooff elements.
o f the Interrelationships analysis are useful for several purposes. First, the
The results of

number and complexity of
o f relationships among all the elements provides substantial
evidence that, in fact, they comprise a larger system. Second, the relationships provide a
And
critical dimension to the explication of
o f the various constituents and elements. A
nd
finally, the strength of
o f the relationships provides vital information for generating
interventions in the system and thus adds to its value in praxis.
Figure 5 illustrates the many relationships extant in the Convergence System. It
specifies the direction of
o f the relationships between individual elements, i.e., which
element has a greater influence over the other. It, further, depicts the elements that have
the greatest overall influence on the system, as well as those that are m
most
ost influenced by
the system. In the Convergence System, the Multiple Alliances element and the Rules of
Engagement constituent have the greatest overall influence on the system. The Points of
ost influenced
Convergence, Structure and Ad hoc Decision-Making elements are the m
most

by the system. Appendix K describes the relationships portrayed in Figure 5. Chapter
Developm ent discusses the relationships in detail.
IV: Theory Development
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FIGURE
F
ig u r e 5: INTERRELATIONSHIP
I n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p DIAGRAPH:
D ia g r a p h : A CONCEPTUAL
Con ceptu a l
RELATIONAL
R e l a t io n a l ANALYSIS
A n a l y s is OF
o f THE
t h e CONVERGENCE
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM
Sy s t e m
CO?'r,."VERGENCE
Con v erg en ce

Co m p l e m e n t a r it y

Points of
Convergence

Frames

Local Action

'71\
60
Roles

Diversity

Participation

Identity
Structure

C o n t in g e n t
A LLIA N CE

SPEED&
Spe e d &
DEMOCltACY
D em ocracy

Ad Hoc DecisionMaking

Coalition
Cycles
Dialogue

11\
110 l

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global
Globa! Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School of
Portland State University.
o f Government, Pordand

ESTABLISHING VALIDITY
o f paramount importance in qualitative research. This section
Establishing validity is of

reviews four issues critical to establishing the validity of
o f this study: descriptive,
interpretive and theoretical validity, and generalizability.
DESCRIPTIVE
D e s c r ip t iv e VALIDITY
V a l id it y

To achieve descriptive validity, information needs to be reported in a factually accurate
o f commission Gohnson,
(Johnson, 1999; Maxwell, 2002). To
manner and be free from errors of

ensure descriptive validity, respondents'
respondents’ words and ideas were transferred from the
interview transcripts to the data sheets and kept distinct from the researcher's
researcher’s
interpretations and conclusions. A separate Memo column was created in the data sheets
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to record researcher interpretations and conclusions. The codes establish an audit trail
between all levels of
o f analysis and the original interview documents.
I n t e r p r e t i v e VALIDITY
v a l id it y
INTERPRETIVE

Interpretive validity is achieved when the meaning respondents applied to varying
concepts is accurately portrayed and represented in the categories, the analysis and the
(Johnson, 1999; Maxwell, 2002). The results of the
subsequently designed theories Gohnson,

interviews will be shared with critical reviewers. They will be asked if data are accurately
reflected in the analysis and the emergent canon ooff knowledge.
T h e o r e t ic a l V
a l id it y
THEORETICAL
VALIDITY

To establish theoretical validity, the emergent theory m
must
ust be grounded in the data;
i.e., it must arise from and be substantiated by the data. Data triangulation (Eisenhardt,
2002) was utilized to ensure the conclusions resulting from this research are supported
from various vantage points, i.e., the interviews and the conference proceedings.
GENERALIZABILITY
G e n e r a l iz a b il it y

Generalizability is approached differently in qualitative than in quantitative research.
number
As this study was exploratory, in-depth information was sought on a limited num
ber of
cases. Therefore, findings are not generalizable to a broader GCS population, an
outcome which is important
im portant in quantitative research. In qualitative research, generalizing
to a broader population, however, is not the intent. Rather, the objective is to generalize
to theory. This theory then becomes the basis from which hypotheses are developed and
tested in future research.
This study employed five techniques to ensure findings are generalizable to theory:
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1) data triangulation, i.e., interviews, conference proceedings and conference papers;
o f data from researcher interpretation; 3) an audit trail between all original
2) separation of

data sources, every analysis, the characteristics, and the Convergence System; 4) concepts,
categories, characteristics, constituents and elements drawn directly from the data; and
5) enfolding of
o f theories as directed by data from interviews, conference proceedings and
conference papers.
Generalizability in this study is also important to ensure its replicability. T
To
o facilitate
replication, the study endeavored to ensure comparability and translatability.
Comparability was achieved via describing the components ooff the study in depth so that
other researchers can use the results as a basis for comparison (Schofield, 2002).
researcher's theoretical
Translatability was achieved through clear descriptions of
o f the researcher’s
stance and research techniques.

CONCLUSION
The objective of
o f this dissertation was to develop a canon ooff knowledge about the
critical characteristics of
o f processes that lead a coalition of
o f disparate groups to a policy
position on a specific policy issue. The research question is: ''What
“W hat characteristics do
members of
o f Global Civil Society (GCS) define as critical to the successful functioning of
coalition processes designed to generate specific policy positions?”
positions?" TThis
h i s chapter detailed
the methods utilized in this study.
Chapter III details the findings of
o f the interviews, conference proceedings and
conference papers. Theories useful for further explication ooff the research ffindings
i n d i n g s are
enfolded. Finally, analyses are completed on the integrated findings.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS, LITERATURE REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is organized by topical sections. Topical sections were induced from the
empirical evidence and theory offered by interview participants. They are, in fact, the
characteristics critical to successful coalition operations as defined by study participants.
They include Form and Function; Diversity and Difference; Dialogue; Democracy and
Decision Making; Convergence; Platforms and Frames; Political Opportunity; Legitimacy:
Representation vs. Participation; and Coalition Evolution. As each topic is fairly discrete,
an integrated format is used for the presentation ooff each section wherein results are
presented, a literature review specifically related to the results is provided, and an analysis
of
o f both the results and literature review is offered. Through this integrated approach, a
o f the specific topic can be tendered.
holistic account of

Topical sections review findings from two data sources. Individual interviews are the
primary data source. Proceedings from a conference on global civil society and papers
submitted for that conference are secondary data sources. This study used a qualitative
research method, data triangulation, to establish theoretical validity (Eisenhardt, 2002).
Conference participant comments and papers written specifically for the conference were
analyzed to ensure that conclusions and theories resulting from this research are
supported from various vantage points. Analysis ooff conference proceedings substantiated
and added value to the issues already identified by interview participants. They did not
tender new or different issues. As such, they are integrated into the presentation ooff
results. To maintain clarity, data from conference are identified as they are presented.
54

FORM AND FUNCTION
n o t specifically asked about networks.2
Interview participants were not
networks. 2 However, their

descriptions of
o f the organization of
o f their endeavors suggested structures and dynamics
o f networks. Neither were they asked specifically to provide a description ooff
distinctive of

coalitions. Rather, they were told that the interview concerned interactions within
coalitions and were asked to describe their experiences with coalitions.
As their stories unfolded, two phenomena emerged as central themes ooff this study -—
networks and systems; and a unique perspective ooff alliances, i.e., coalitions in Global Civil
paramount
Society. As these phenomena
phenom ena have proven to be of
o f param
ount importance, this section is
o f each.
divided into two discussions to facilitate a through examination of
eac_h. The first

discussion focuses on networks and systems, and the second centers on coalitions. Data
is primarily from interview participants, but conference participant comments are
denoted throughout.
NETWORKS
AND
N etw orks a
n d SYSTEMS
Sy s t e m s
RESULTS
R esu lts

The definitive characteristic in interview participant descriptions is the voluntary
collaboration of
o f autonomous groups and individuals through provisional alliances,
defined synonymously as coalitions, campaigns, networks, movements or simply groups
of
o f people working together toward common ends.
This collection of
o f self-determining, self-governing people coalesce without the formal
structures of
o f many organizations. One
O ne participant reflected the sentiment expressed by

2
2 The

The term network
formss ooff cross-organ
cross-organizational
n etw ork is used
u sed generically
gen etically herein to refer to all form
ization al groups.
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all: "Don't
“D on’t try to run a coalition like a multinational corporation. All the players are
autonomous. There can be no dictates. It can’t
can't be tightly structured because there is no
central accountability or central funding. It's
It’s far more an action among peers and
another” (18g).
influencing one another"

There is no central authority to articulate common objectives, to control actions or to
hold people accountable. There is no hierarchical structure to define roles,
responsibilities and relationships. "This
movement
“This was a movem
ent that had its own movements
and was not organized or led by anybody"
anybody” (35a), observed another. Leaders accustomed
to the authority conferred on them in organizations find themselves with no authority or
even necessarily any followers. Reflecting on her experience in a leadership role, one
stated: "It's
“It’s not
n o t a hierarchical situation. I was chair ooff the Executive Committee and I
had no authority to do anything''
anything” (186).
(18b).
Rather, a loose, dynamic and decentralized structure exists, forever in flux due to
constant changes in such areas as membership, issue focus and campaigns. People
determine their own course of
o f action and act ooff their own volition. "It's
“ It’s a decentralized
process,"
process,” stated one participant. "Different
“Different people provide different kinds ooff leadership.
It bubbled up from everywhere. You can suggest and use persuasion, but cannot control
N obody can restrict another. It is laissez-faire”
nother added, ''People
‘T eople
others. Nobody
laissez-faire" (17b).
(176). A
Another

· cannot be excluded from decisions"
decisions” (19a).

Still another stated: "Coalition
focused ....
“Coalition formation is organic and self-selecting and focused__
o f their own, and women [the members] took ownership
Things take off and have a life of
o f it"
it” (17h). The power of
o f persuasion, not organizational authority, is used to turn
of
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peoples’ attention and activate their shared responses. The process was described by one
peoples'

participant as nonlinear, organic, dynamic, unfolding and having a life ooff its own,
o f any singular group or action.
independent of

Organizations, participants asserted, are tied together through the exchange ooff
information. Communication, they said, is central to the group’s
group's endeavors, with
u t by people
information flowing in all directions and filtered not by a centralized body, bbut

themselves:
There is not a specific group responsible for collecting information. Everybody is
responsible and is following day-to-day negotiations. They are sending information
about negotiations. There are other organizations focusing on specific issues and on
everything related to trade. So the network is fed with all kinds of
o f information, so
everyone has access to all kinds of
o f information. This kind ooff networking is
empowering everybody and helping in building the capacity (51).
Conference participants also spoke about civil society in terms ooff networks. O
One
ne
stated, "Entities
promote
“Entities are interconnected; each is a node of
o f a huge network to prom
ote actions
and enable a better possible world"
world” (21ad). And they affirmed the necessity of
of
networking. "It's
It's messy and requires
“It’s an interrelated and interconnected world. It’s
connections with others in order to affect change...
change . The world is different now than the
building" (53e). A
Another
1970s. The way to act is not the classic way ooff organization building”
nother
observed: "Global
“Global governance problems require different levels ooff aggregation..
aggregation . . A
o f entities, decentralized, flexible in organizational structure, cross-sectoral, plural,
system of

not one entity."
entity.” Another
A nother stated, "We
“We have to have absolute flexibility. We have to move
fast and with flexibility"
flexibility” (73g).
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LITERATURE
L i t e r a t u r e REVIEW
R e v ie w

Networks
Social science literature on social networks was reviewed to illuminate the very unique
situations described by participants. Meadows, Meadows & Randers (1992) describe
o f connections among equals. N
either force,
Neither
networks as nonhierarchical webs of

obligation, material incentive nor social contract bind people together in networks.
o f increased influence and ability to effect change glues these disparate
Rather, the sense of

groups together. Networks are further described as loose, decentered and informal
structures that connect and facilitate cooperation between individually situated people
(Hall, 2000; Peters, 1992; C. Ritchie, 1996).
Tarrow
McAdam, T
arrow and Tilly (2001) emphasize the functional nature ooff social networks;

i.e., they provide a structure in which people can coalesce to accomplish specific
objectives. Keck and Sikkink (1998) highlight the communicative and meaning
o f networks in Global Civil Society. Communicative structures
generation characteristics of

generate, organize and distribute information. Meaning is generated through the
voluntary, reciprocal and horizontal exchange between people.
of N
G O networks in which
Paul (2000) recalls a 1995 international consultation of
NGO

participants noted the international organization ooff business and government. Global
Civil Society was invariably excluded from business and government structures, bbut
u t its
voice is critical to articulate countervailing visions. Hence, participants concluded,
structures for Global Civil Society needed to be created to effectively engage people in
the democratic governance of
o f global affairs. Hall (2000), in fact, states that Global Civil
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Society is coordinating itself via networks.
The tendency toward networking in Global Civil Society is located within broader
global evolutionary trends. First, in the age ooff interdependence and communication,
"Networks
“Networks constitute the new social morphology ooff our societies"
societies” (Castells, 1996, p.
469). Networking is occurring in all realms, including business, government and civil
society. Second, the world is in a period of
o f vast change wherein conventional knowledge
is being challenged but not yet replaced by new paradigms. During periods ooff searching
and reflection, experimentation, purposeful learning and ongoing exchange are critical
(Wallerstein, 2004).
Networking uniquely fits the demands articulated by Castells and Wallerstein (Castells,
1996; Wallerstein, 2004). Tandon (1991)characterizes GCS networks as open to varied
experience and ideas, energized by shared responsibility and capable ooff rapid
mobilization. The minimal reliance on hierarchies and bureaucratic structures, the vast
linkages across multiple sources of
o f competence, knowledge and experience, and the
access to numerous power centers and resources make networks uniquely suited to
o f complex tasks and rapid learning (Lewis, 1999; Powell & DiMaggio,
coordination of

1991; C. Ritchie, 1996). Additionally, relations between people in networks, state Keck
and Sikkink (1998), are fluid and open, a dynamic that facilitates exchange and learning.
“sprawling, loosely
Coalitions, asserts della Porta (2005), emerge from these "sprawling,

interconnected network webs"
webs” (p. 48).
The literature reiterated what interview and conference participants articulated. It
further corroborated what participants posited, i.e., that Global Civil Society is
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networked. At
A t the center of
o f this vast network is a nonhierarchical web ooff relationships
among equals, employed in various temporary groupings to accomplish specific and
changing purposes. These groupings -—coalitions —
- are loose, dynamic, decentralized,
o f change. Formal structures are minimal, conditional,
nonlinear and in a constant state of

temporary and used as mechanisms to facilitate people’s
people's endeavors. Rather informal
social structures guide people's
information
people’s interactions. Communication and inform
ation are at the
heart of
o f this ever expanding network. Persuasion replaces organizationally vested
authority. Leaders emerge situationally and fade into the network as their particular
offerings are no longer needed.
These characteristics uniquely describe the structuring ooff social networks, making
network theory of
o f critical import
im port to the study ooff coalitions. Network theory, above, was
examined from the perspective of
o f Sociology. Network theory also, however, resides
squarely within the discipline of
o f Systems Science. Hence, theories from Systems Science
were appropriated specifically as they relate to Global Civil Society.

Systems
Theories from Systems Science extend well beyond the networking phenom
phenomenon
enon to
provide a comprehensive and unique perspective ooff Global Civil Society as a system
complete with alliances, networks and networks ooff networks. The theories referenced
herein are founded in the New Science, i.e., quantum physics, presented eloquently by
Fritjof Capra and Gary Zukav (1975; 1979), respectively, and further explored by
scientists such as Gleick (2000), Bertalanffy (1969), G
Gunderson
underson (2002), and Gribbin
(1984). The implications of
o f the New Science for human systems, in particular
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organizations, have been studied by social scientists, primarily Margaret Wheatley and
Richard Scott (1998; 1992), respectively, but also Peters (1992), Selznick (1949), Morgan
(1997) and others. The works of
o f these and other social science theorists exploring human
systems via the framework of
o f Systems Science provide the basis ooff this literature review.
o f this study, Systems Theory makes significant
As will become clear in the full reading of

contributions throughout and in several important
im portant ways. First, it offers a unique
perspective on the findings. Second, it generates interesting, and potentially new,
n~w, insights
regarding the quandary of
o f diversity within Global Civil Society. Third, it offers a
framework through which to integrate the various theories from the different disciplines
appropriated for this study. Finally, it provides an integrative framework for the
Convergence System -—the primary contribution ooff this study to praxis and theory.
Hence, Systems Theory developed into a metaframe for this study. Several fundamental
tenets of
o f Systems Theory are presented herein. The constructs are presented in the
language of
o f Systems Theory. They are referenced and translated to social science
language throughout the remainder of
o f the manuscript, starting with the Analysis
immediately following the literature review.
Systems are comprised of
o f self-organizing subsystems that interrelate to create an
organized whole (Cartwright, 1991, Winter). They are organic and open and can exist in
the nested fashion of
o f Russian dolls, variously acting as complete systems and as
subsystems within larger systems. Duality is a major characteristic of
o f systems. They are
at once independent and discrete and interrelated with other subsystems and systems.
Subsystems differentiate to retain their autonomy. They match, i.e., align, with each
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other. And
A nd they eliminate, i.e., remove, dysfunctions and incongruencies (Morgan, 1997;
Wheatley, 1992). These processes of
o f differentiation and integration create an
o f connection, interaction, and adjustment (Bums
(Burns & Stalker, 2001;
interminable pattern of

Gutmann & Thompson,
Thom pson, 2004) that ultimately integrates the subsystems into a consistent
whole (Bakke, 1959). Hence, fully comprehending subsystems less their relationships is
impossible because even as subsystems are independent and discrete, they are highly
interrelated and interdependent (Bertalanffy, 1969; Constanza, Low, Ostrom, & Wilson,
G utm ann & Thompson,
Thom pson, 2004; Morgan, 1997; W. Scott, 1961; Selznick, 1949).
2001; Gutmann
o f complex and open systems (Morgan, 1997; Selznick,
Relationships are the heart of

1949). In fact, Morgan (1997) and Wheatley (1992) assert that understanding systems
requires comprehension of
o f the integrative processes occurring within the system's
system’s
multiple relationships. Isolation of
o f parts destroys the very understanding one is striving
to gain. Rather, Wheatley asserts, the system needs to be understood through its totality,
its perpetually evolving external and internal relationships, its processes, and its emergent
themes and patterns.
The process of
o f creation and ordering can be mistakenly perceived as chaos. Systems
theorists, however, equate chaos with emergent order. Cartwright (1991, Winter)
describes chaos as order without
w ithout predictability. Morgan (1997) asserts that order always
emerges from randomness and chaos. Further, Wheatley (1992) notes that although
patterns and shapes are created by a very random process, they are very predictable.
Hence, although chaos is inherent to systems, it leads to the creation ooff order. T
That
hat order
can be seen by examining the system holistically. Wheatley (1992) asserts that uncertainty
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arises when a whole is artificially partitioned to study its pieces. Wholeness is "what
“w hat
rushes in under the guise of
o f chaos whenever scientists try to separate and measure
dynamical systems as if they were composed ooff parts”
parts" (Briggs, 1989, p. 74). A system
cannot be understood less its parts and relationships. Wheatley recommends that to
discern order in systems, one should watch for themes and patterns instead ooff isolated
causes, complexity instead of
o f simplicity, the evolution of
o f organizational shapes instead of
rigid structures, and multiple forces working interactively to shape the organization.

Self-Organization
Self-organization is the process through which a system maintains its vitality, integrity
and agility. Self-organization necessitates that the system accomplish continuous growth
into increasingly complex forms. The system's
system’s increased internal complexity creates
greater internal variety, which in turn enhances organizational integrity, internal stability
and resiliency. The result is emergent organization and a globally stable structure. SelfSelf
organization is a naturally occurring phenomenon
phenom enon and is nnot
o t dependent on cognizance of
its occurrence or intentionality to create it (Gleick, 2000; Morgan, 1997; Wheatley, 1992).

Self-Reference
Self-reference is a principal process in self-organization. Systems exist and necessarily
system's growth
interact within a larger environment. These interactions are vital for a system’s
and replenishment as entropy is released into the environment and new energy is
absorbed from the environment. Self-reference uses the self as the point ooff reference to
understand and respond to the internal and external complexity. Through self-reference
the system changes in ways that retain its integrity and facilitate its self-renewal.
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Subsystems are modified to create alignment, eliminated to jettison incongruencies and
created as new facilitative combinations emerge. Self-reference generates themes and
o f emergent organization and global stability (Wheatley, 1992).
patterns, the foundation of

Emergent Order
Systems’ unique structures and processes are generated through highly dynamic
Systems'
o f the system with its environment,
interrelations between the subsystems, by interaction of

and by emergent properties arising from the interrelations. Emergent phenom
phenomena
ena are
new and coherent structures, patterns and properties distinct from individual system
constituents. They arise from interactions between the system constituents and the
environment. Their emergence is often unexpected and invariably introduces additional
Burns & Stalker, 1961;
complexity into the system (Bakke, 1959; Bertalanffy, 1969; Bums
Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996; Morgan, 1997; Thom
Thompson,
pson, 1967).

Surprises
Systems function in dynamic cycles of
o f change, response, feedback and adjustment,
with occasional surprises and large-scale change. Furthermore, introducing an
intervention into the system creates disturbance. The product ooff the intervention
o f the system, changing interactions and creating new interactions that are
becomes part of

both expected and surprising. The system's
system’s internal complexity generates "random
“random
disturbances [that] can produce unpredictable events and relationships that reverberate
throughout a system, creating novel patterns of
change" (Morgan, 1997, p. 262).
o f change”
Indeterminateness, unpredictability and the propensity for constant and dynamic change
necessarily negate full knowing. Given these conditions, it is impossible to anticipate all
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repercussions of
o f an intervention. Furthermore, even the smallest change has the
potential to create large-scale change. This phenom
enon, known as the butteif!y
butterfly effect,
phenomenon,

occurs when a small change, in domino fashion, stimulates other small changes, one of
of
o f catalyzing significant and large-scale change
which proves to be an element capable of

within the system.

Conditions for Self-Organization
Requisite Variety. The principle of
o f requisite variety states that systems need to
encourage internal variety in order to survive. In fact, the more diverse and complex the
system is, the better it is prepared to cope with external diversity (Morgan, 1997).
Requisite variety creates constant fluctuations, randomness and unpredictability within
the system as subsystems interact with each other and with the external environment.
And, contrary to conventional thought, it is precisely through this chaos that order will
emerge. The system retains its integrity in this change with an internal compass -—its
reference point (Wheatley, 1992). These reference points are strange attractors.

Strange Attractors. Strange attractors are the internal compass to which self-referent
systems refer. Through self-reference, strange attractors induce the order inherent in
complex systems. Strange attractors provide the system with boundaries and a context in
which infinite possibilities are gradually pulled into shape (Gleick, 1987; Morgan, 1997;
Wheatley, 1992).
Fractals. Fractals are simply stated rules and principles anchored to strange attractors.
They guide behavior within the system and lend consistency and predictability to
behavior despite complexity and diversity (Gleick, 1987; Wheatley, 1992).
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Local Self-Determination. The final requisite condition for self-organization is local
self-determination and freedom to evolve (Morgan,
(1:forgan, 1997). As complexity increases, the
capacity for moment-to-moment
m om ent-to-m om ent prediction is reduced. However, strange attractors and
fractals guide the chaos into orderly patterns and themes. Strange attractors and fractals
make it possible for systems to allow local diversity and exploration and to support
subsystem self-determination. They encourage the local learning and organization that
ultimately strengthen the system. And, although decentralization leads to chaos, it also
generates local solutions, which are paramount for the self-organization process.
A n a l y s is
ANALYSIS

GCS networks can be seen as the human manifestation of the natural systems
described by systems theorists. Networks are comprised ooff self-organizing subsystems,
i.e., organizations and people. They are characterized by duality as they simultaneously
retain their own individuality and develop interrelated relationships. Further,
organizations and people are constituents ooff various networks, thereby tying the network
to a web of
o f ever expanding networks, i.e., a system. Interaction with the external
network’s viability as the connections bring new sources of
environment is critical to the network's

information, resources, opportunity structures, ideas, strategies and avenues for action.
Although people and organizations represent individual, autonomous subsystems,
their interrelation creates a sum that cannot be adequately described by a simple listing of
the organizations and their various missions. The sum, rather, is more akin to a multiplier
effect. To
T o arrive at the sum, the subsystems have to be counted, as do the many relations
between them. And, as those relationships are continually evolving and multiplying, it
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may be impossible to arrive at a sum.
Interview participants articulated a sense ooff chaos and a process of
o f emergent order as
groups found their way to commonality among the diversity. They, in essence, described
o f self-organization. Interestingly, natural systems organize without selfthe process of

awareness. In human systems, however, people intentionally find and create order, which
can be beneficial or harmful, depending on how that intentionality is manifest.
The implications of
o f self-organization run counterintuitive to traditional practices in
human organization, e.g., developing hierarchies or command and control structures.
Wheatley (1992) argues that rigid and permanent structures decrease complexity and
undercut differentiation and integration. Rather, systems need temporary structures that
emerge and disperse in response to particular needs. The structures need to be fluid,
responsive, spontaneous and flexible (Morgan, 1997).
Requisite variety in networks is the diversity manifest in all its members. The diversity
that so frustrates and challenges network members is also the grist from which the
One
know
network is made and from which common ground will be found. O
ne can never know
what the combination of
o f actors in different circumstances will engender. Emergence and
surprises are important
im portant properties stimulated by requisite variety in networks. They
represent the new understandings, the innovative ideas and strategies, the creative
o f resources and the leaps necessary to both develop internal integrity and
combination of

to interact successfully with the environment, i.e., implement network goals and
im port of
o f practicing intentional watchfulness and
objectives. This all highlights the import

learning processes.
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Local self-determination is manifest in networks as organi
organizations
2 ations and people join in
smaller subgroups. Though this gives rise to concerns regarding endeavors that could
undercut the network, members need not fret,
feet, but rather focus energy on discerning
strange attractors and developing agreed upon fractals, both of which will guide local
decision making and action. Organizations have access to powerful strange attractors.
Vision and mission provide meaning and purpose and create a shared destination, while
the values create bounded fields of
o f acceptable decisions. These, however, are just a few
of
o f the strange attractors available to networks.
The examples rendered above provide the springboard for translating general Systems
hum an systems. Systems Theory constructs will appear throughout this
Theory into human

manuscript, and will be related to the specific phenomena ooff coalitions in Global Civil
Society. In the next section, participants'
participants’ perspectives ooff coalitions are presented. Their
rendition paints a picture of
- the first
o f fluid, temporary and informal social organization —
of
o f many allusions to the systems features characteristic ooff coalitions within Global Civil
Society. Findings are presented in the Results section, literature related to the findings is
then reviewed and finally an analysis is offered.
COALITIONS
OR
WHAT?
C o a l it io n s o
r ... W
hat?
RESULTS
Results

A conference participant articulated a clear notion of
o f coalitions, "The
“The new way of
of
organizing in civil society includes temporary issue-based coalitions including actors from
across sectors and values."
values.” However, interview participants used the term coalition rather
loosely and focused instead on mobilization to effect change. The form that the
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mobilization took was secondary to the process itself. This topic surfaced very little in
the conference proceedings, but the occasional relevant comments are specified herein.
Several interview participants shared stories wherein groups gathered to work together
ne participant com
mented
on an issue, but did not recognize or treat it as a coalition. O
One
commented

about a group that worked together for at least two years: "It
“It [the shared endeavor]
wasn't so much campaign or formal coalition. They just came together to try to make
these discrete moments happen, though it's continuing”
continuing" (70s). A conference participant
“If something happens, all actors move into place and take action ... build
stated, "If
o f communication among civil society actors and enable them to be
systemic lines of

mobilized for action when needed."
phenomenon,
needed.” In a prime example of
o f this phenom
enon, an
interview participant described a successful international effort to stop an international
H er description illustrates the a priori focus on mobilization to
treaty on investments. Her

effect change rather than coalitions per se:
N G O s from Canada found out about this and it was horrifying for civil society in the
NGOs
north. So the people, who knew each other and who had been fighting against these
kind of
o f investment rules for many years already, contacted each other and made the
information available to groups in the south ... to share information with people who
can very quickly do an analysis so that we can come together and it was all done
through the Internet
... each network will have its own partners and contacts. So
In te rn e t...
nd then dividing the work up ...
that's how everybody spreads information around. A
And
And then in the south 50 or 60 networks got together, but very prepared in terms of
intellectual work (99a,b).
o f several large GCS entities:
One participant provided his own classification of

GCAP is a coalition for mobilization. It's not permanent. We don't have a shared
o t a negotiating coalition. It does
vision. There's diversity around policy issues. It's nnot
mobilize around policy issues. It is comprised ooff many organizations and networks
that will exist beyond its tenure. GCAP has brought together the whole range ooff CS
organizations, networks and movements from across sectors, themes, faith and
geography in an unprecedented global coalition, but mainly for mobilization within
specified time frames than for political negotiations. So what is the purpose ooff
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GCAP, what is its added value (108a)?
Our World
W orld is Not
N o t for Sale is a global network on trade. It is a coalition with
coordination, a clear shared vision, focused advocacy, clear target. It is very diverse,
but very efficient. Social Watch is more structured, more organized, more
professional. It is a group of
o f networks working on advocacy with a primary tool and
clear targets. CIVICUS is a loose alliance or coalition. Targets are not very clear.
CIVICUS creates open public space for civil society to convene and link together. It
produces the Civil Society Index and is more focused on poverty issues now, which
has given it a clearer purpose. But, is it necessary to build a huge alliance to organize a
world assembly? The World
W orld Social Forum (WSF) is a huge aggregation ooff crossgeographical and thematic organizations, networks and movements, but it does not
claim space or seek engagement in the global governance arena. It is rather about
exchanging and mobilizing energy, ideas, solidarity and alternative thinking and
concepts (108c-3; 108k).
Another participant focused not on coalitions, but campaigns:
Most campaigning is directed to specific objectives, trying to change the behavior of
the big company or change a law on or change elements of
World
o f the W
orld Trade
Organization (WTO) for example. Though you're trying to win, you're not necessarily
trying to change people's opinions, though that might be a part ooff it. But primarily
you're trying to effect change. That's a narrow and time-bound set ooff activities (91j).
(91 j).
Coalitions should be about specific objectives, where everyone agrees, and
therefore you can work together to accomplish those objectives. It doesn't mean
you're working for the same reasons, or with the same strategies. But you all agree
that the objective is something you all want to accomplish. Wanting to have perfect
o f your philosophy or a total platform is what often brings down coalitions
alignment of
and is ultimately not politically useful, because you start narrowing the base ooff support
pretty quickly if you require that everybody agree on everything (91h).
The flexibility with which participants used the term coalition raised the question ooff
o f people are. The literature was reviewed to shed light on this
what exactly these groups of

rather elusive entity.
LITERATURE
L it e r a t u r e REVIEW
R e v ie w

Coalitions are described by Levi &c Murphy (2004) as "collaborative,
“collaborative, means-oriented
arrangements that permit distinct organizational entities to pool resources in order to
change” (p. 5). Meyer and Corrigall-Brown (2004) note that "the
“the coalition is a
effect change"
70

generic form that can include a broad variety ooff negotiated arrangements of
o f two or more
o f influence and events”
organizations coordinating goals, demands, strategies of
events" (p. 13).

Davis et al. (2005) describe coalitions as decentralized and informal, with few
requirements for conformity and a broad set ooff organizational rules, goals and
procedures. Further, they note, coalitions adopt a relatively limited shared ideological
framework and maintain fairly wide autonomy within the coalition framework. This
flexibility is essential in an environment characterized by change and uncertainty. Meyer
“form around short-term
short-term threats
and Stagenborg (1996) adds that coalitions frequently "form

and opportunities, but when occasion for collaboration passes, many disperse or subside
into paper coalitions"
coalitions” (p. 14).
Tarrow (2005) developed a typology in an attempt to provide a finer-grained
description of various kinds of
o f coalitions. Instrumental coalitions, he stated, merge
temporarily around conjunctures of
o f interest. Event Coalitions form specifically to
mobilize international protest events. Decentralization and spontaneity are critical for
such coalitions. Campaign coalitions, he notes, converge around particular but enduring
issues. Their ambitions are narrow and their issue focus quite concrete. They require
minim.al
minimal organizational form, are flexible to shift strategies and venues and enable
o f short-term alliances. He specifically pondered whether campaign
development of

coalitions might be the wave of
o f the future. Chatfield (1997) also links coalitions to
campaigns, describing them as endeavors to engage people around specific policies.
Quintero (2001) describes coalitions as dynamic and fluid alliances between variously
identified people intent on accomplishing common goals. Mertes (2004), Selznick (2003)
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and Bystydzienski and Schacht (2001) assert that mobilization is no longer bound by the
particularities of
o f history, language, kinship, locality and occupation. Rather, disparate
groups now regularly come together for common cause.
This diversity and complexity, notes Weiss (1996), reflects the world in which
coalitions operate. Coalitions, he agrees, can bring together those in vision community or
those with sharply contrasting views. So the decentralized campaigns that seem
incoherent and fragmented, in fact, are not. Rather, asserts Rooy (2004), they are an
ingenuous adaptation to their environment. Weiss posits that Global Civil Society groups
w hat they do, not by their organizational form. A
nd della Porta
need be defined by what
And
ovem ent environm
ent
(2005) affirms his assertion, stating that there is an emergent m
movement
environment

characterized by "large-scale
'permanent'
“large-scale direct activism, multi-issue networks, and untidy ‘perm
anent’
campaigns with less clear goals and political relationships with targets”
targets" (p. 212). Mertes
(2004) further substantiates the idea, stating that the relations between groups in Global
Civil Society are best seen as an ongoing series of
o f contingent alliances and coalitions
drawn together by convergences and changing as those convergences fade.
Both the findings and the literature raise the very important question ooff social
structuration (Giddens, 1984). Giddens refers to social structures as the traditions,
institutions, moral codes and established way of
o f doing things. Bystydziensk and Schacht
describe them as patterns of
o f relation or practices and procedures encoded in routine
interactions of
o f groups and organizations (2001, p. 11). Social structuration is the creation
and modification of
o f social structures. Structuration occurs through a mutually reinforcing
o f human action creating social structures which then influence
and iterative process of
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human actions. Of
O f import
im port is the fact that, although social structures have powerful
influence on human behavior, they are entirely subject to human actions and hence are
malleable to change as people systematically ignore or replace them. Giddens states,
"Society
“Society only has form, and that form only has effects on people, in so far as structure is
produced and reproduced in what people do"
do” (Giddens & Pierson, 1998, p. 77).
Participants, in this section and those that follow, describe a definite process ooff social
structuration which creates social structures and guides peoples’
peoples' behavior. These social
structures are of
o f paramount
param ount importance in answering the question ooff finding common
com mon
ground in diversity. A distinction, however, needs be made regarding the kinds ooff social
structures typical of
o f coalitions versus those typical in organizations.
Gouldner (1959) distinguishes, and Scott (1998) elaborates, two fundamental models
of
model
o f organization, rational and natural systems. The rational system m
odel emphasizes the
elimination of
components
o f uncertainty, assumes that organizational com
ponents are functional and
make optimal contributions and maintains that outcomes are predictable. The rational
model highlights planning and control to assign and manage resources so to accomplish
the organization's
organization’s goals. Bureaucratic systems, principles ooff scientific management and
formal structures, i.e., documented and official relationships among organizational
members, are employed in the rational system model (Bums
(Burns & Stalker, 2001; Fayol,
Fayal, 2001;
Taylor, 2001; Weber, 1924). Many of
o f the coalition's
coalition’s members will belong to
organizations designed and managed vi.a
via the rational model.
don’t use this model ooff organization. They, rather, fit Gouldner’s
Coalitions, however, don't
Gouldner's

(1959) second model, i.e., the natural system model. The natural system model presumes
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uncertainty in the organization and the environment, that multiple, dynamic and complex
variables influence the organization, and that these influences are unpredictable and
uncontrollable (YI.
(W. R. Scott, 1998). The organization is seen as a set ooff interdependent
interdependendy within the larger whole. The various system constituents
parts existing interdependently

and their relationships evolve and adapt, creating overall stability in the system.
Organization is more informal and process-oriented with a focus on searching,
responsiveness, learning, innovation and adaptation.
ANALYSIS
A n a l y s is

o f import
im port emerge from these data. First, della Porta (2005) articulated
Three points of
ent environment. From
well the landscape; i.e., there exists an emergent movem
movement
From this

sprawling network emerge temporary, functional and directional alliances to engage in the
environm ent on issues of
o f concern. Forms in Global Civil Society that appear to
political environment
o f the emergent movement environment include the WSF and
serve the function of

CIVICUS. Forms taken to engage politically are loosely termed coalitions by GCS.
o f import
im port to interview participants is the purpose and accomplishment of
of
Second, of

agreed goals by these alliances. The form of
o f the alliances, and especially their particular
naming, is of
Weiss's assertion that GCS groups
o f far less consequence, giving credence to Weiss’s
w hat they do, not by their organizational form.
need be defined by what

Third, coalitions are based on the natural systems model ooff organization. A
comparison of
o f participant experiential knowledge and concepts rendered in the literature
reveals an almost one-to-one level of
o f correspondence. Table 10 displays a summative list
of
o f defining characteristics of
o f coalitions, gleaned from the research results. The list
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illustrates coalitions'
coalitions’ natural system model ooff social organization. It also affirms Weiss
(1996), i.e., GCS groups define themselves by what they do, not by the organizational
form they use to accomplish their objectives.
o f organization, then two
If indeed coalitions are based on a natural system model of

matters gain import. The first matter of
o f import
im port is the interaction effect between the
coalition and its member
m em ber organizations. Many coalition member organizations are based
on the rational system model
m odel of
o f organization, e.g., they organize via hierarchical
structures, centralization and lines of
o f authority. Many of
o f these organizational
accoutrements, however, don't
don’t fit well the requisites ooff effective coalition functioning.
coalition's needs and the needs of
A dissonance is hence created between the coalition’s
o f its
member organizations. As many individuals are, in fact, acting in the stead ooff
organizations, there will be an inevitable impulse to organize the coalition according to
precepts of
o f rational systems. One participant articulated the difficulty:
[fhe
[The alliance] is a strange body without a real identity. Is it a network, a coalition?
What is it? It is like a mobilization around events. So we had to set up conference
calls to organize it [an event], and it was so slow and inefficient, because we've been
treating it [the alliance] as if it is a network or institution or an organization with
institutional relations, when it is not. It is a call for mobilization. That's it (108a).
Artificially layering rational model organizational forms on coalitions undermines the
o f discomfort
strength derived from their natural system form. This creates a dynamic of

and dissonance, which likely will challenge m
most
ost coalition members, within both the
hom e organizations. Given the necessity of
o f fluidity and flexibility in
coalition and their home

coalitions, however, it is important
im portant that members remain flexible in their attempts to
organize these elusive and amorphous alliances.
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T a b l e 10: CHARACTERISTICS
C h a r a c t e r is t ic s o
f C
o a l it io n s G
leaned
TABLE
OF
COALITIONS
GLEANED
f r o m RESEARCH
Research F
in d in g s
FINDINGS
FROM

Collaborative
Means-Oriented
Negotiated Arrangements
Pooled Resources
Coordinated Goals, Strategies
Decentralized
Informal
Minimal Conformity Expectations
Limited Shared Ideological Expectations
Autonomous Actors
Flexibility
Functional and Temporary
Range from Narrow to Broad Focus
Minimal Organizational Form
Transcends Particularities and Identities
Efficient
Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society:
Sociery: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Diversify.
Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark
Hatfield School of
o f Government, Portland State University.

Second, Systems Theory, rather than rational systems, provides a framework for
coalition organization and operations. Systems Theory focuses on process and
relationships. For example, as structures will evolve, not remain static, it is im
important
portant to
know how they will evolve, and under what conditions certain structures will emerge or
systems’ unique structures are generated through interactions between
fade. Further, as systems'

subsystems, between the system and its environment, and by emergent properties arising
from those interactions, then those forces need be examined.
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DIVERSITY AND DIFFERENCE
R e s u lts
RESULTS

Global Civil Society is inherently diverse. That diversity emerges from differences on
many levels, making collaboration difficult. Several interview questions and probes
o f difference and diversity. In response, interview participants
explored the issue of

reflected on the issue, the challenges presented by difference and diversity, benefits and
incentives to meet
m eet the challenge, strategies to address the challenge and the incidence of
D ata in this section come primarily from interviews. There is
irreconcilable differences. Data

one paragraph based on a paper written for the conference. Additionally, there is one
section wherein comments from conference participants are reviewed. Throughout the
o f the section, the data source is interview participants.
rest of
P r o b l e m DEFINITION
d e f in it io n
PROBLEM

Participants stated unequivocally that individuals and organizations that join a coalition
are independent and have no obligation to support strategies conceived by others. They
also acknowledged that in the course of
o f working together, some will feel their voice has
not been adequately heard, considered or represented. Further, several m
mentioned
entioned that
dissenting opinions can not be silenced. "There
many," was
“There is not one voice ooff GCS, but many,”
a theme echoed throughout the interviews and the conference. In fact, participants
assert, one voice is antithetical to the inherent diversity ooff Global Civil Society.
Both interview and conference participants warned, however, that the diversity ooff
voices creates cacophony, fragmentation and white noise. A conference participant
“You have to be careful about the cacophony, which is a risk. So many voices
warned: "You
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are self-canceling."
self-canceling.” He
H e continued, "This
“This dynamic can be used against GCS as those in
power dismiss GCS and choose from the noise those aspects that further their own ends”
ends"

(107j).
Further complicating the matter is the eleventh hour dynamic. O
One
ne interview participant,
concerned about the viability of
aren't willing to cut a deal
o f a coalition, noted: "People
“People aren’t
until the eleventh hour. Getting people to ffondoad
frontload the compromise is really difficult,
which makes finding consensus virtually impossible"
Another
impossible” (26aa). A
nother noted that within a
don't
movement, there are dichotomies wherein people representing different stances don’t
recognize each other's
other’s import
im port or the complementarity ooff their positions. Finally,
participants noted, fighting does break out within the group, depleting the coalition’s
coalition's
energy, time and money and potentially harming the campaign. A participant asserted,

"If
“If you're taking energy, time, money focused on battling one another, the opposition is
delighted because you're not focused on them"
them” (26ab).
Despite the difficulties, however, participants were clear that some issues require
autonomous groups to collaborate so the campaign can benefit from the combined
weight of
o f the various constituencies. The goal, participants assert, is not to unify or to
give up because of
o f the diversity, but to find a way to work together in all the diversity.
CHALLENGE
Challen g e

In fact, differences are not unique to heterogeneous groups, but also abound within
O ne participant reflected that within issues, there are different areas
like-minded groups. One

of focus which create competition within the coalition. O
One
ne such example is the
“They [trade unions] usually work on pension plans.
employment and decent work issue. "They
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Other
O ther civil society agencies in the south have to work on survival to the age ooff 38 or 48,
so pension plans are not their priority. So you see, these are differences”
differences" (591). Several
reiterated this participant's
participant’s comment: "Cross-organizational
“Cross-organizational and intersectoral
coordination needs be facilitated. Building bridges between heterogeneous groups to
engage around common
com m on purpose increases the power ooff civil society"
society” (197e). Further, a
“Discourse on core issues can capitalize on the strength
conference participant noted, "Discourse

and creativity inherent in diversity."
diversity.” Consensus, some noted, may not be found and may
not even be desirable. Rather, the focus is on where the groups can find agreement.
B e n e f i t s OF
o f MEETING
M e e t i n g THE
t h e CHALLENGE
Ch a l l e n g e
BENEFITS

Participants were quick to note the benefits of
o f working within diversity. Diversity,
they asserted, lends strength to networks. Several noted that with diversity comes access
to a broad range of
o f resources and audiences. Others indicated that the panoply ooff voices
around a similar goal can be helpful, e.g., when some people engage with the targets and
others call for more. Diversity, additionally, offers the opportunity to develop a m
more
ore
comprehensive understanding of
o f the issue.

A plurality of
o f perspectives is inherent to diversity. In fact, one interview participant
noted, "Every
“Every topic called up different experiences and points ooff view that took a great
deal of
o f time to resolve or advance"
advance” (26z). A conference participant noted that when
plurality is expressed in deliberations, people holding oppositional positions are informed
biggerpicture
about the other, thus expanding their perspective and leading to a bigger
picture perspective.
In this way, she noted, deliberations honoring plurality engender a creative tension that

pushes people to new levels of
o f thinking and to consider solutions than may otherwise be
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overlooked. The creative process facilitates identification of
o f com
common
mon ground, ensures an
o f new nodes in an ever
holistic platform is developed and enables the creation of

expanding network.
I n c e n t i v e s TO
t o MEET
M e e t THE
t h e CHALLENGE
Ch a llen g e
INCENTIVES

Various incentives drive people to explore their differences to find com
common
mon ground.
First, both interview and conference participants understand that in unity there is
common
strength. One
O ne participant brings groups together to discern if com
mon ground can be
mon voice because they
found. She indicated that participants are driven to find a com
common

can then gain the legitimacy offered by participation in a caucus. "And,"
“And,” she stated,
“there was incentive to generate recommendations in the work groups because at the end
"there
target” (26v). Conversely, she stated, "People
“People have
there would be interaction with the target"

really fundamental differences, but the groups had to find common positions or they
wouldn't
wouldn’t be able to make a statement"
statement” (26x). The driver in those cases was the
knowledge that they would sacrifice the influential power of
o f a united position if they
disbanded. Another
A nother participant highlighted the value of
o f commitment to the group in his
observation, 'We
“We survived all these intense differences because we were determined to
hold together to make the very best of
obligations"
o f our immediate and agreed upon obligations”

(34q).
STRATEGIES
St r a t e g ie s TO
t o MEET
M e e t THE
t h e CHALLENGE
Ch a l l e n g e

Participants discussed a number of
o f strategies to work with difference. Some are
related to creating a constructive space in which to engage each other, while others relate
to negotiating actual differences. Creating a constructive space includes creating rules of
of
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engagement with regard to, e.g., participation, leadership and decision-making processes.
Several interview and conference participants indicated that it was critical to ensure a
o f participants from developing countries. Another referred to a particularly
critical mass of
“The strains were intense, bordering on explosive,”
“A t
explosive," she recalls. "At
contentious debate. "The
im portant to back off and ask the executive committee to meet for
one point, it was important

several hours to consider possible solutions that would make it possible for us to take
o f the opportunities regionally and globally. The cooling off time, plus
advantage of

compromises suggested by the executive committee averted a larger breakdown”
breakdown" (34p).
Creating a constructive space also includes discernment ooff which differences need be
negotiated. One
O ne participant asserted that not all disagreements are fundamental to the
“Only those that are central to the campaign,”
“need be
work at hand. "Only
campaign," he stated, "need

explored in depth"
depth” (340).
(34o). Others can be set aside with an agreement to disagree and to
move on. In this way, diversity can be respected and campaigners can focus on ffinding
in d in g
common ground. One
O ne participant noted that his organization consciously identified
junctures where its interests harmonized with others and focused its efforts there. 'We
“We

won't
won’t take on an American issue,"
issue,” he stated, "if
“if it contradicts the interests ooff our partners
in the south. We stay silent on matters where there is dissonance”
dissonance" (26ad). Finally,
creating a constructive space includes creating a sense ooff camaraderie among participants.
Participants noted efforts to incorporate humor, lots ooff smiles and laughs and honest
exchanges of
o f problems and progress. One noted, 'We
“We felt keenly that we were in on the
o f something terribly important"
im portant” (26ac).
beginning of

In a similar vein, a document prepared for the conference on global civil society
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(Mitchell, 2006) referenced the cultural aspects ooff conflict management. A notion ooff
particular import
im port to coalitions comprised of
o f people from various cultures is the fact that
the process of
o f handling conflict can be very different across cultures. For example,
people from individualistic societies are likely to assume a direct approach with the intent
of
o f arriving at a decision. People from collectivist societies, however, are m
more
ore likely to
concern themselves with maintaining relationships and so may avoid conflict or deal with
it in such a way as to allow people to preserve face. Both styles are less likely to cause
confusion or add to the conflict if cultural awareness and respect are consciously adopted
(Mitchell, 2006).
All the preemptive measures in the world, however, cannot eliminate disagreements.
One participant indicated that some level ooff compromise will always be necessary:
People have to compromise regarding the position because you have to have enough
organizations in the alliance to have power. Then, you have to negotiate with the
target because you're
won't
you’re not going to get everything you want. But some groups w
on’t
compromise, and others do because they feel that’s
that's the best they can get in this
campaign. Some agree to the compromise because they see it’s
it's im
important
portant to be
involved in the alliance and they can lobby their own position anyway (26k).
Sometimes, resolution of
o f difference is found by examining the requirements of
o f the
ther times, it is found
presenting situation, e.g. the target or the political environment. O
Other

in flexibility. In one case, the work of
o f one participant was altered by another:
When they changed the wording, we had to decide what to do. We decided that since
o f the petition was aligned with what we were trying to do, we needed to
the spirit of
recognize that different organizations and networks would take different tactics. We
saw that the spirit was similar to the original and recognized that we couldn’t
couldn't demand
(26m,1).
that they use our language, so we worked with the two petitions (26m,l).
All participants talked about the phenomenon
phenom enon of
o f ongoing dialogue, many with nnot
ot a
little amount
am ount of
o f frustration but also an acknowledgment that dialogue was critical to
82

com m on ground in difference. Despite the frustration, they continued the
finding common

dialogue. An
A n interview participant recalled: "Those
“Those networks work quite hard to
encourage dialogue among their members for these larger regional and international
gatherings, and then take the decisions back to their constituencies and try to build
understanding and momentum
m om entum behind that"
that” (26p). The entire process built com
m on
common
understanding and developed momentum
mom entum around consequent decisions.
When
W hen one coalition found itself divided between two extreme positions, one interview
participant indicated that dialogue provided a way to moderate the positions, vent
emotions and search for reason. "Sometimes,
“Sometimes, it's impossible to find agreement in the
conversation. At
process" (26c). Dialogue
A t those times, you can just let people talk and process”
also provided a venue for minority positions to be heard and incorporated into coalition
O ne participant argued that in some cases, minority positions did not detract
decisions. One

from the decisions, but proved critically important for the groups advocating them. In
In
coalitions’ positions were altered to incorporate the minority view so
his experience, the coalitions'

to accommodate the minority group's
group’s needs. "In
“In this country you're not allowed to
praise the government at all. That is a little point ooff controversy but we will defer to that
country’s civil society, because they're the ones that know their own political situation"
situation”
country's

(66g). In another case, a participant recalled that the minority position was utilized to
nuance a position advocated by the majority:
o f nuclear energy for example. There was an increasing divide
Let's take the issue of
between those who thought that nuclear energy should be banned and a smaller
minority that felt that if properly used, nuclear energy was the m
ost viable option. It
most
started out with an overwhelming anger from the Russians on nuclear energy. A
Att least
80% of
o f the people there were from Russia, and it was a huge domestic issue with
Chernobyl and everything. It was a highly emotional issue. So slowly the minority
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view came in, and the discussion became more reasonable, ultimately effective.
Though it was still a very strong anti-nuclear position paper, the wording was nuanced
to some extent.
Finally, interview participants noted that sometimes strategies just have to be
implemented. In describing one such story, the participant noted that the strategies
implemented did not
n o t result in the desired outcomes. This caused people to reconsider
alternative strategies. Proponents of
o f the alternative strategies, though frustrated, engaged
constructively and together they crafted a new set ooff strategies.
IRRECONCILABLE
I r r e c o n c il a b l e DIFFERENCES
D if f e r e n c e s

Several interview participants identified times when coalitions reached an impasse
wherein differences could not be reconciled. Ultimately and always, they stated,
autonomous individuals and organizations can choose to withdraw from a coalition,
either partially or fully. People could, they stated, simply not implement coalition
Orr they could organize a different
decisions that ran counter to their proclivities. O
coalition. Participants noted that when there are genuine and irreconcilable differences
on key issues, the coalition may be faced with creating separate coalitions. Said one
interview participant: "If
“If it looks like there are real genuine divisions then we have to deal
with that and we have to say, 'Hey
‘Hey guys, it looks like we're opening two campaigns here.
And do we want to go forward with that or not?””
not?"" He continued: "It's
“It's happened, but
that ended up killing the momentum. People ended up fighting with each other and it
didn't really lead anywhere. I've never seen a case like this where it has split into two
campaigns successfully without a lot of
o f pain"
pain” (34s).
o f action given irreconcilable
Most participants recommended a less drastic course of
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differences. One
O ne participant reminded: "Civil
“Civil society is diverse and that diversity can be a
o f strength or a negative. We don't
don’t have to unify, but respect the diversity. We
source of

are not looking for how to bring civil society to common objectives and we don’t
don't want to
ignore civil society because it is so diverse. Rather, it is a matter
mauer ooff mutual respect and
understanding” (107a). Another
A nother noted that when confronted with impasses, sometimes it
understanding"

is necessary to just allow people to talk, deliberate and vent instead ooff trying to force
decisions or resolution. After the incident, the discourse can be evaluated to find and
clarify various arguments, to search for possible points ooff common ground and to
identify irreconcilable issues. Several interview participants emphasized that people need
to commit to respect differences, to not undermine each other and to move on to other
com m on ground might be discerned. Emphasis was placed on the need
issues wherein common
o f people to continue communicating and working together:
and ability of
ut then
For other issues you may not in the end ever agree. So you agree to defer. B
But
you go to the next issue. If we don't agree on the approach or some analysis, then
how do we make sure that we don't undermine each other? You don't want to lock
ot
people into something that they don't believe in. You may not agree, but let's nnot
undermine each other. That's a very important part ooff networking (26s).
CONFERENCE
C o n f e r e n c e PARTICIPANTS
P a r t ic ip a n t s

Conference participants addressed the issue ooff diversity and difference. They
repeatedly highlighted the import
im port of
o f diversity. "Civil
“Civil society is a marketplace ooff values. A
shared value should be the freedom to organize and express our values. We are trying to
“Plurality and
welcome" (107u). "Plurality
create a broad space in which divergent views are welcome”
o f civil society is strength. It creates tension that can push people to new levels
diversity of
o f thinking and new kinds of
o f solutions."
solutions.” "Embrace
“Embrace the diversity and complexity of
of
of
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global civil society."
society.”
They also lamented the difficulty posed by that diversity. "The
“The many voices are
noise.” "Fragmentation
“Fragmentation in civil society is a problem.”
problem." "The
“The many voices ooff global civil
noise."

society create cacophony, noise. We have to be careful about the cacophony, which is a
risk. So many voices are self canceling."
canceling.”
ithout destroying it.
But, they were intent to gamer the benefits ooff the diversity w
without
“Governments also don't
don’t speak with one voice"
voice” (26aj). "Institutions
“Institutions are developed to
"Governments
manage discord and to enable discord at times. Parliaments are not single voice, bbut
ut a

mechanism for allowing discourse between different bodies with differing views.”
views." O
One
ne
person’s comment
com ment summarized:
person's

Cross organizational and intersectoral coordination needs be facilitated. Building
mon purpose increases
common
bridges between heterogeneous groups to engage around com
o f civil society. A dynamic of
o f discourse on core issues can capitalize on the
the power of
strength and creativity inherent in diversity. The purpose is not to homogenize and
find consensus, but rather to conserve diversity and discover convergence across
difference (107e).
LITERATURE
L it e r a t u r e REVIEW
R e v ie w

N o participant disputed either the vast diversity within Global Civil Society or the
No
o f employing that diversity for positive effect in international policy
enormous potential of

circles. They aptly noted that diversity and its attendant difference are not unique to
Global Civil Society, but rather are ubiquitous, especially in international interactions. So,
while Global Civil Society does not speak with one voice, neither does business and
government. However, business and government have created policy, law and
institutions to enable and channel articulation ooff various divergent voices while managing
discord and facilitating decision making. And, participants declare, while some
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governments have created mechanisms for civil society to weigh in on national policy,
there are no such international mechanisms to mediate GCS voices.
port of
o f diversity
Data from both the interviews and the conference underscore the im
import

to Global Civil Society, despite its frustrating implications for working together. People
expect that their individual cultures, perspectives, lived experiences, etc. be honored, and
concurrendy recognize the truth in the notion that the sum is greater than the parts. So,
concurrently

from amongst this diversity and the many differences that it engenders there m
must
ust emerge
common ground that allows differently
gamer
influence and power
differendy situated people to gam
er the induence
of
o f standing together. The challenge, they stress, is nnot
o t to resolve or homogenize
mon ground within it to enable
diversity, but rather to conserve diversity and to find com
common
“How is common ground found amidst
effective voice. The question then becomes, "How
difference?” Several sources in the literature were accessed to explore this question.
difference?"
MULTIPLE,
M u l t ip l e , SHIFTING
S h i f t i n g IDENTITIES
I d e n t it ie s

Barvosa-Carter (2001) makes an important contribution to the question ooff finding
common ground in diversity. She states that the multiplicity ooff identities carried by any
given individual provides the foundation for making connections and working collectively
amidst difference. She identifies numerous different but integrated identities held within
any given person, e.g., race, gender, class, sexuality, age, political experience, ideology, etc.
Each identity is tied to specific values, worldviews and observances, creating what
Barvosa-Carter calls identityframes (p. 22). These identity frames allow the person to relate
to many varying social situations. The person can flow in and out ooff various social
situations and adopt the identity frame most apropos for those situations, a notion she
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refers to as identiry-shifting.
identity-shifting.
Moreover, people can discern apposite discourse, behaviors, culture, decisions and
actions in these different environments and modify their behavior accordingly. This
multiplicity enables the flexibility and adaptability necessary to discover com
common
mon ground
in diversity. It also is the foundation from which bridging between disparate groups can
occur, thus breaking down the artificial boundaries imposed by identity politics and
increasing the chances of
o f creating diverse, yet inclusive political communities.
Similarly, della Porta (2005) refers to rooted cosmopolitans, i.e., individuals with a sense of
belonging in various networks and at varying levels, e.g., national and international, who
have identities that are malleable and open to cross-fertilization, and who engage willingly
with diversity to develop shared understanding and common campaigns.
CATALY2ING
C a t a l y z in g THE
t h e OPPORTUNITY
O p p o r t u n i t y OF
o f MULTIPLE
M u l t ip l e IIDENTITIES
d e n t it ie s

Bystydzienski and Schacht (2001) state that in order to catalyze the opportunities
latent in multiple identities, several conditions are necessary, i.e., shared space,
appropriate social structures and mutual understanding. Public spaces need to be
perceived as neutral and protected from threats ooff coercion. Additionally, differences in
status and privilege need be recognized and neutralized. This includes willing abrogation
o f status and acceptance of
o f minorities. Spaces, thus designed, provide the venue and
of

opportunity to engage with others.
Secondly, Bystydzienski and Schacht (2001) assert that social structures, i.e., patterns ooff
relation or practices and procedures encoded in routine interactions ooff groups and
organizations (p. 11), need be transformed. Coalition structures need be open, fluid,
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flexible and participatory. Further, they need to intentionally avoid reproducing
marginalization and discriminatory effects evident in the larger population.
ho are
who
Mutual understanding presumes development ooff empathy for others w

one's own perspective. Gutmann
differently situated while maintaining the integrity ooff one’s
G utm ann &
Thom pson (2004) warn that the only way to eliminate difference is through repression,
Thompson

common
and suggests that rather the focus needs be on achieving a noncomprehensive com
m on
good and then learning how to live together in difference. This is the essence ooff
Bystydzienski's
Bystydzienski’s and Schact's
Schact’s (2001) claim.
o f others'
others’ life experiences and perspectives, an
They state that in the exploration of

appreciation of
o f differences is developed and common ground is discovered. The
common ground, rather than the multiple differences, then becomes the focus ooff the
coalition’s attention. Additionally, people come to see that the ground between
coalition's

consensus and difference is not
n o t only conflictual, but also fluid, i.e., malleable and
negotiable. The consequent understanding ooff difference develops a more holistic
understanding of
o f the broader issue. "The
“The process ooff building interpersonal alliances out
o f individual differences becomes more important, especially in the short term, than any
of
realize” (p. 8).
goals that a given group may seek to realize"

della Porta's
Porta’s (2005) description of
o f the WSF provides a real life illustration ooff this
phenomenon. The WSF has consciously created a culture based on tolerance ooff diversity,
cross-fertilization, expansion of
shifting.
o f individual identity frames and identity shifting.
Exclusivity and vertical controls are explicitly avoided. Consensus, rather than majority
rule, is sought. And
A nd direct participation is privileged over representation. Finally, leaders
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are seen as facilitators, not directors or controllers.
Mechanisms such as these enable participants to search for shared ground, and to risk
being influenced by the perspectives and values of
o f others, all with the understanding that
their individual identity is retained and their unique experience is valued. It further leads
o f metaframes such as social justice and inclusiveness that create yet
to the establishment of

more connections between otherwise divergent peoples. This basis ooff respect,
understanding and common
com mon ground is further developed through personal contact and
participation in joint initiatives where people take shared action on com
common
mon objectives.
Through shared action, connections are reinforced and people experience the
phenomenon
phenom
enon of
o f collaborating across difference.
COALITIONS
C o a l it io n s BASED
B a s e d IN
i n DIVERSITY
D iv e r s it y

Barvos-Carter (2001) indicates that each new identity represents another possible link
to various groups and endeavors, thus creating exponential opportunities for coalition
building. It further expands the individual's
common
individual’s ability to find com
m on ground with
differently situated people within the coalition, thus enhancing the probability of
o f finding
common ground. And, it enables the individual to set aside differences irrelevant to the
task at hand so to focus on shared goals. There, hence, is a synergistic relationship
between identity formation and coalition building. Barvos-Carter concludes by stating
that the fluidity of
o f multiple identities allows the relationship between multiple identities
and politics transcends identity politics. Della Porta (2001) and Quintero (2001) note that
the benefits extend beyond single coalitions to the creation of the dense ties and social

capital necessary to sustain social movements.
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“the capacity to satisfy individual interests which is created by the
Social capital is "the
o f social relationships”
relationships" (Kass, 1999, p. 24).
establishment and institutionalization of

Coleman (1990) defined social capital in terms ooff its function. It is, he states, a variety of
“entities” that consist of
o f social structures and that facilitate certain actions. Social capital
"entities"
o f endeavors which otherwise could not be realized (p. 302). It
enables the achievement of

is it is relational, i.e., it is socially created and socially maintained.
A n a l y s is
ANALYSIS

participants' experiences. Participants
The literature reinforced and substantiated participants’
asserted that creating a constructive space in which groups can gather is critical.
Im portant to the space is the commitment to active discernment ooff which differences are
Important
relevant to the issue at hand and to set aside those outside the realm ooff the current

discussion. The literature reinforced this idea and added that the space be designed to be
o f coercion, and so that differences in status and privilege be neutralized.
neutral and free of
o f designing and following specific rules ooff
Participants reiterated the importance of

engagement to guide interactions, i.e., agreements or covenants regarding how they
interact and treat each other. The literature identifies this process as the creation of
o f social

structures. Social structures are the patterns ooff relation or practices and procedures
o f groups. Critical social structures include openness,
encoded in routine interactions of

fluidity, flexibility and intentional effort to avoid reproducing social discrimination extant
in the larger population.
o f compromise is necessary when working in such
Participants noted that some level of

commitment
mitment to agree to
heterogeneous groups, as is flexibility. These are paired with the com
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disagree when a difference cannot be surmounted, to agree to continue the search for
common ground and, importantly, to not undermine each other. The literature refers to
phenom enon as the noncomprehensive common good.
this phenomenon

Participants and the literature repeatedly note the importance ooff ongoing dialogue.
That enduring conversation enables the discovery ooff common ground, as well as a deeper
o f views unfamiliar to one's
one’s own. The entire process accomplishes
understanding of

another outcome of
o f import, i.e., through it people learn that the ground between
similarity and difference is malleable, ever changing and negotiable. As people learn more
about other perspectives and discover more common ground, the distance between them
them
com m on ground on which they stand grows. The challenge, always, is
lessens and the common

resource availability to act outside current campaigns. Limited
Llmited resources are
compounded by the pressure to perform according to timelines established by targets or
policy cycles, the action-orientation many campaigners bring and the inability to
adequately rectify inequalities. Hence, much communication occurs just in time and is
bounded by its direct relation to specific, pressing issues.
Finally, participants emphasized the importance ooff mutual respect and understanding.
The literature, likewise, emphasizes its import. Within the safety provided mutual
respect, people can risk being influenced by perspectives ooff others, knowing that
ultimately they will not have to sacrifice their individual identity and that their personal
experience is valued. All these conditions enable people to expand their identity frames,
which then facilitate the identity shifting so critical to working effectively in varying social
situations.
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There is an adage termed the forest
forest and the trees (Senge, 1990). This is manifest literally
in nature. When
W hen an object is examined at the subatomic level, one is overwhelmed by the
apparent chaos and complexity. Yet, as one's
more
one’s focus is broadened to a m
ore macro level,
the chaos and complexity seem to transform into a remarkably symmetrical, cohesive,
coherent and regularized pattern. In like manner, it seems that as individuals raise
o f difference and endeavor to understand differing
themselves above the fracas of

perspectives, they become
becom e aware of
o f other potential connections and relationships, and
com mon ground. Their ability to discern common ground grows in direct
hence common

proportion to the expansion of
o f their perspectives. Examining the issue from a higher
level enables them to see both the forest and the trees.
The process is of
o f vital import
im port as it is therein that common ground and metaframes
emerge. In systems, the act of
o f creation is directly related to the continuous combination
and interaction of
o f diverse constituents. Through that interaction, new forms emerge.
Extending the analogy to human interactions, new understandings develop, new points of
convergence are discovered and creative and innovative strategies are discerned, i.e.,
T hat social capital then enables the overall growth ooff nnot
o t only
social capital is developed. That

the individuals and the coalition, but also the entire system of which they are a part.
The growth potential, however, is not limited to single coalitions. Coalitions, in fact,
o f networks. In nature, the web structure is
are nodes in an ever expanding web of

ubiquitous. Systems are connected to each other, comprising yet larger systems which in
turn are connected to other systems. The process ooff linkages discussed by both interview
participants and theorists describe the basis upon which ever increasing networks are
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developed in society. The multiple identities and identity shifting seen in coalitions exist
also between coalitions, which multiply the number ooff venues in which people can act,
ultimately creating a dense web of
o f ties between people, organizations and groups. These
ties, observes della Porta (2005) are necessary for the creation ooff sustained social
movements. Yet, it surpasses even individual social movements to create networks ooff
social movements, and on
o n ...
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DIALOGUE
RESULTS
Results

Interview participants discussed dialogue primarily in response to the interview
questions centered on decision making. Conference participants referenced dialogue in
the context of
o f discussing needs of
o f Global Civil Society. Both were unanimous regarding
the need for dialogue in civil society. Participants noted several, including specific events
such as the Women's
W omen's Caucuses at the UN,
U N, the Feminist Dialogues, and a myriad ooff other
annual meetings, major international events and forums. Participants discussed the
purpose and outcomes of
o f dialogue as well as conditions necessary for its successful
implementation.
PURPOSE
P u r p o s e OF
o f DIALOGUE
D ia l o g u e

As interview and conference participants talked, it became evident that they saw the
purposes for dialogue as including, but extending beyond decision making and action
taking. Both interview and conference participants enumerated m
ore subtle and far
more
reaching purposes for dialogue. Dialogue, they said, engages and projects the voices of
those not typically heard. This, several conference participants stressed, is ooff particular

import
much
im port in countries wherein people can't
can’t influence their governments. "For
“For m
uch ooff the
world, people don't
don’t have an influence on who their governments are. Civil society voice
needs to be heard when government can not be expected to take into account w
hat
what
people thought."
thought.”
“Dialogue”, one conference participant stated, "creates
“creates a dynamic ooff discourse on core
"Dialogue",

concepts" (70af). Other
issues. We have to discern what we mean by these concepts”
O ther purposes
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were listed as well. "It,"
“It,” stated a conference participant "is
“is an opportunity to understand
and translate each other. It gives us the ability to seek commonality in differences”
differences" (70aj).
It creates clarity around values and illuminates how various strategies affect those values.

It encourages active participation, develops skills and builds the capacity ooff GCS. It
o f consensus and development ooff strategies. One
O ne interview
enables the discernment of

participant recalled the public space created by the U
UN
N in the 1990s. She noted that the
space was effectively used to facilitate advocacy, networking, relationship building and
o f subgroups. Finally, a conference participant noted that dialogue increases the
creation of
o f the voice of
o f Global Civil Society, leading to increased pressure on
volume of

governments to listen.
CONDITIONS
C o n d i t i o n s FOR
f o r DIALOGUE
D ia l o g u e

Both interview and conference participants noted that dialogue requires a public space,
one that is intentionally created. In this space, they noted, people need to feel free to
deliberate on substantive values and to discuss what the campaign should look like. A
conference participant was quick to emphasize that the space needs to be framed with
expectations and guarded from elements that undermine the coalitions’
coalitions' endeavors. She
referred to her own experience wherein the Russian government attempted to penetrate
organizations",,
Global Civil Society in the form of
o f a social activist group. "Grassroots
“Grassroots organizations”
NGOs
she declared, "would
“would be crushed by these government imitations. N
G O s owned by the
terms” (70ad).
state are a contradiction in terms"

Likewise, participants felt that business interests should be kept separate from GCS
endeavors. Reflecting the general tenor, a conference participant asserted: "Global
“ Global Civil
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Society is everything nonstate and nonmarket can be civil society. I think the business
sector is not
whom
n o t civil society. It is an interlocutor with w
hom dialogue needs be established"
established”
(56h). An interview participant asserted: "Business,
“Business, in general, is nnot
o t accepted as a
member of
o f Global Civil Society, though business associations are. Business has made
some forays into GCS campaigning, though allowing them into GCS negotiations with
targets would be a big issue"
issue” (56a). Responding directly to the issue ooff inclusion ooff
business in GCS dialogues, another interview participant said:
The process is based on presumption that everyone has their own clear position. The
bottom line for private sector is profit and for civil society is the public good -—two
totally different objectives. Civil society needs time and space to think through its
own issues. It can't
can’t be lumped together with the other sectors before it has a clear
position/s.
s. Then, they can work in a multi-stakeholder
process to find its own position/
process. All the sectors have their own role. We can have discussions at the end of
the day, respecting each other's
other’s role (56e, f).
A conference participant noted that the conditions for efficacious dialogue can be
facilitated through the use of
o f process values, i.e., those values that ensure the process
unfolds in ways valued by participants. Process values, she indicated, include enabling
and encouraging voice, ensuring access and creating a learning atmosphere. Others
added the following: all have the right to be heard; our shared value is around the
without
freedom to organize and express our values; cooperation w
ithout losing identity and
autonomy; access, i.e., voices need to be expanded to include marginalized and excluded;
accountability; participation; transparency; availability ooff opportunity to engage; fluent
and clear communication; a learning space; a universal invitation; and welcoming ooff
divergent views.
A paper shared as background material for the conference retraced the journey of
o f the
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creation of
o f CIVICUS (O'Connell, 2000). As with other GCS endeavors, it started with a
o f people around the table trying to find common ground around the need and
bunch of
ost
purpose for a new entity. The author noted that information exchange was the m
most

satisfying and perhaps the most
Another
m ost important
im portant part ooff the gatherings. A
nother paper written
for the conference referenced several factors critical to effective dialogue (Mitchell, 2006).
Unique cultural expectations around communication need be explored. Communicative
competence needs to be developed, not only in how to deliver a message, but in how to
listen to understand. Facilitation is helpful to ensure key terms and concepts are
consistendy across the group, to assist in the identification of
o f com
mon
understood consistently
common

ground and to address issues of
o f inequality or power amongst group members.
Interview participants were divided regarding the kind ooff dialogue that is necessary.
platform ooff a
Some, for example, advocated dialogue regarding the principles, values and platform
coalition while others disagreed, stating that those dialogues were a waste of
o f precious
time and energy. Rather, they argued, dialogue should focus on strategies and tactics.
Despite their differences in what to discuss, participants in both the interviews and the
conference were unanimous and adamant in their assertion ooff the im
import
port ooff dialogue to
Global Civil Society.
LITERATURE
REvlEW
L it e r a t u r e R
e v ie w

The findings from the interviews and conference proceedings are reflected in the
literature on dialogue. The literature is couched within the larger context of
o f democratic
theory, specifically deliberative democracy. From
From the extensive literature, several themes
are salient to the issue of
o f dialogue within civil society, namely the definition, purpose and
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outcomes of
o f deliberation, its requirements, problems that challenge it and strategies to
o f dialogue.
increase the effectiveness of

Habermas (1996) describes dialogue as a process wherein differently situated people
engage in reciprocal sharing of
o f ideas and opinions with the intent ooff creating mutually
agreed upon social arrangements. Of
O f import, he suggests, is the expectation that there is
no a priori certainty about who will learn from whom. Bohman (1998) emphasizes that it
is a joint social activity initiated by an unresolved problem, or as Barber (1984) suggests, a
realm where common
don't yet exist. The endeavor to find
com mon understanding and agreement don’t
“the audacious
resolution through dialogue is based on what Erazim Kohak described as "the

belief that all humans are, or can becoming capable ooff governing themselves”
themselves" (Mbogori
& Chigudu, 1999, p. 119).
ho
Dialogue occurs through the engagement ooff people with competing interests w
who

agree to coordinate and collaborate, making dialogue an inherently cooperative activity
(Bohman, 1998). At
A t the heart of
o f deliberation is a process of
o f sharing multiple and
conflicting ideas in search of
o f mutually justifiable decisions which participants agree will be
mutually binding. Importantly, it is a process ooff persuasion, not coercion, manipulation
or deception. People involved in dialogue expect that even if their ideas don’t
don't convince
others, they will be heard and considered and that they will be required to respond to the
o f others. Dialogue is reflexive in that people expect their ideas and opinions to
concerns of

be influenced. It is pluralistic in its need for consideration ooff divergent ideas and the
And
contention and unruliness that necessarily implies. A
nd it is transnational in its reach
o f geography, state-centered politics and diverse cultures.
beyond the strictures of
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Networks, claims Dryzek (1999) are the natural home ooff deliberative democracy. By
their nature, networks are decentralized, with distributed centers ooff knowledge, power
and action. They are defined by immense diversity and populated by autonomous
players. To operate successfully given these conditions, the network m
must
ust facilitate
openness, respect, reciprocity, communicative competence and equality. In this context,
difference is constantly negotiated in search ooff common and unifying ground upon which
to build shared endeavors. So, the very challenge that faces coalitions, i.e., their diversity,
is also their greatest potential strength.
Deliberation produces multiple outcomes, the most obvious being the improved
quality of
o f consequent decisions (Dryzek, 1999). The process of
o f considering alternative
o th the
and conflicting ideas and subjecting these ideas to critical examination improves bboth

ideas and the rationale behind them. Decisions then reflect various perspectives, interests
and information, including minority and dissenting positions.
Deliberation also generates other, though less obvious, benefits. Learning
Leaming is one such
Leaming
product essential to the continuation of
o f democratic societies (Lewis, 1999). Learning
common
mon
occurs both individually and socially. Individuals develop skills to discern com
ground amongst difference. In this process, shared knowledge systems are developed
(Senge, 1990). Knowledge systems are ideas and conceptual frameworks that inform
inform
thinking and practice (K.uhn,
(Kuhn, 1970). As knowledge systems are developed and refined,
individual learning multiplies and synthesizes into social learning. Social learning
develops a community's
problem solve. It is critically
community’s capacity to adapt to change and problem
important in the face of
o f increasing complexity (Finger & Winters, 1998).
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Further, individuals develop their identity as citizens and protectors of
o f the public
good. As individuals are challenged to consider alternative perspectives, their private
interests are reframed within a larger context and expanded to include a mixture ooff
private/public considerations. They develop tolerance ooff diversity and a healthy
understanding that theirs is just one worldview among many. And, as they join with
others to define and protect the public good, they develop a public spirit (Warren, 1992).
o f legitimacy (Dryzek, 1999). Quite simply, if the
Finally, deliberation is a source oflegitimacy

requirements of
o f deliberation are met, subsequent decisions are considered legitimate.
The first requirement is civic freedom, i.e., the effective liberty to freely state and defend
one's
one’s own position as well as to challenge and affirm or deny the positions ooff others
(Gutmann & Thompson,
Thom pson, 2004). The second requirement is that deliberation allows
unrestricted access, in particular to those who are disaffected, hold minority positions or
are otherwise disenfranchised. All must have equal access to the public space in which
the dialogue is held and to voice their positions. This requirement also implies the equal
economic or political standing in society at
standing of
o f people, regardless of
o f their social/
social/economic
large. Third, and in direct relation to the first two requirements, is the requirement that
extant power and status imbalances be honestly identified and resolutions enacted to
rectify the imbalance (Mertes, 2004). Lastly, Dryzek (1999) states that deliberation
requires an environment of
o f persuasion and void ooff coercion so that individual and public
transformation truly reflect considered, free and independent thought.
When these conditions are extant, Bohman (1998) claims that participants will offer
their continuing cooperation and accede to the eventual decision, confident and satisfied
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that their position had been considered fully
folly and fairly and that the selected decision
when
reflects the best thinking and approach to the problem. This is possible even w
hen the
participants’ perspective.
decision runs contrary to the participants'
T hom pson (2004) refer to the establishment of
o f equal access and
Gutmann & Thompson
o f power imbalances as creating an environment ooff equality. They assert that
rectification of

the fundamental problem of
o f inequality in democracies is the lack ooff effective participation
“socially less well situated"
situated” (p. 107). Insufficient resources impede their access
by those "socially

and opportunities to engage in public deliberation and to develop the capacities of
of
dialogue, reasoning and articulation so critical to effective participation. This, inevitably,
leads to their exclusion from deliberation and mitigates their voice when they can
participate. In these conditions, one of
o f the basic tenets ooff deliberation is violated, i.e., the
conditions for free deliberation amongst equals do not exist. In such circumstances, the
chances of
o f arriving at decisions that continue systems ooff oppression and inequality are
compounded and deliberation fails.
Gutmann & Thompson
Thom pson (1996) recommend
recom m end a strategy to increase the effectiveness of
economy of disagreement. Creating an economy of
o f disagreement
deliberation, i.e., creating an economy

concerns the manner in which participants respond to the incidence ooff irreconcilable
difference. Of
O f import, participants need to recognize that irreconcilable differences exist,
even in likeminded groups and that comprehensive consensus is not necessary to enable a
coalition to function effectively. Secondly, participants make the commitment to
continue the search for common ground outside the areas in which agreement seems
unfeasible. This implies a willingness to set aside the disagreement and to respect the
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varying and divergent viewpoints. Additionally, when common ground is discerned, its
defense needs be created in a manner that does not reject contested opinions.
ANALYSIS
A n a l y s is

Several participants indicated that the space created by their coalitions to engage in
dialogue was one of
o f the most
m ost important
im portant outcomes ooff the coalition. Both conference and
interview participants were aware of
o f and entirely supportive ooff the beneficial aspects of
of
o f difference. Yet, in the same breath, they lamented the
dialogue, especially in the face of
“The basic
incredible difficulty and onerous challenge ooff dealing with difference. "The

differences in philosophy between the groups were very significant and it made it difficult
to come to agreement because everyone was defending their own agendas”
agendas" (26y). "If
“If it
weren’t for the fact that the project had a great coordinator, it would have blown up by
weren't
There’s such broad diversity"
diversity” (26z).
now. There's
o f dealing with contention was palpable, as was the sense of
The emotional exhaustion of

urgency around developing a clear campaign from which participants could effectively
engage their targets:
everything..
....there
there were passions involved, fierce
We had parties. We cried. We tried everything
intense feelings that people were betraying and selling out, and that other people were
stupid and egotistical. We stayed in close collaboration with the legislative group but
they were going to be slowed down by what the campaigners wanted to do, and
campaigners were going to be slowed down by what the legislative team was doing.
So, we had to make an informal decision amongst the folks who were doing the
lobbying on the Hill that they would go off and do their own thing and report back
but not have to clear everything with the campaigners (26a,e).

The need for immediate action is in constant tension with the need to take the time
and commit the resources to engage with the beneficial but costly deliberation process.
At the same time, there was a recognition that deliberation was going to happen anyway,
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even if campaigners tried to short cut the process and move to action. There was a sense
o f its inevitability. Hence, the very dynamic that forever threatens to dissemble the
of

coalition, i.e., difference, is simultaneously the foundation ooff new and more
o f creativity and innovation so required in a
comprehensive understanding and the seed of

world characterized by indeterminate change and increasing integration.
o f legitimacy derived from dialogue and the criteria
The literature explores the notion of

necessary to achieve that legitimacy. Conference participants, in their review of
of
important process values, i.e., values that guide relations within civil society groups,
articulated the requisite of
o f civic freedom and the necessity of
o f access, in particular for
nother interview participant relayed a story
those typically excluded and marginalized. A
Another

wherein she intentionally balanced unequal power and status among participants. She
indicated that she brought less privileged people together in a setting wherein they could
discover their own voice, develop collegial relationships and learn to articulate their voice
with others more privileged than them. Both interview and conference participants were
ithout interference of
adamant in their expectation that people must be free to dialogue w
without

coercion and manipulation.
Another interview participant cogently articulated the essence ooff the economy ooff
disagreement. She stated that coalitions waste valuable energy focusing on resolution of
difference, when in fact they need to be able to accept and respect difference and
com mon ground.
continue the search for common

Finally, dialogue is important, not just when an issue matures and needs to be
addressed, but also prior to starting a campaign and in spaces like the WSF. In these
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venues, the pressure to act is not so strong, giving people time to fully engage with the
o f deliberation. The challenge, however, is resource availability to act outside
process of
com pounded by the pressure to perform
perform
current campaigns. Limited resources are compounded

according to timelines established by targets or policy cycles, the action-orientation many
campaigners bring and the inability to adequately rectify inequalities. Hence, much
communication occurs just in time and is bounded by its direct relation to specific,
pressmg
pressing issues.
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DEMOCRACY AND DECISION MAKING
R e s u lts
RESULTS

The interview focused broadly on the question ooff successful coalition functioning.
However, because decision points provide specific and poignant challenges to coalition
members to both define and operationalize what it means to operate a coalition
successfully, they were selected as a way to focus the interviewees. Participants’
Participants'
comments are arranged into four categories: decision-making environment, decision
makers and policy issues; speed vs. democratic decision-making quandary; desired
campaign outcomes and successful decision-making processes; and strategies to facilitate
decision making. As this conversation did not arise in the conference, this section
presents mostly
mosdy interview data with a just a few comments from conference participants.
D e c i s i o n -M a k in g ENVIRONMENT,
E n v i r o n m e n t , DECISION
D e c is io n M
akers a
nd P
o l ic y IISSUES
ssu es
DECISION-MAKING
MAKERS
AND
POLICY

Participants spoke about various aspects ooff the environment in which they needed to
make decisions, i.e., the context in which they made decisions, themselves as decision
makers and the nature of
o f the policy issues with which they worked. They described the
external environment
environm ent as moving very quickly, sporadically and unpredictably. Decision
organization's
makers were described as highly autonomous, driven by their own organization’s
requirements and constrained by the contexts of
o f their countries.
Finally, policy issues were described as individually unique, and requiring various
approaches. Policy issues were all different, creating different contexts for decision
making and determining the kinds of
One
o f decisions that were to be made. O
ne participant
compared the HIV
H IV and debt forgiveness campaigns.
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The politics of
o f HIV
H IV have changed completely on the international scale. But there
o f interests between N
G O s and European countries and
was a more loose alignment of
NGOs
other donor countries and the United States in the South around HIV. I think it was
largely a recognition that we needed to do a lot more to address HIV because it was an
n o t something that the world could turn its back on. There was
emergency. It was not
IV campaign in
HIV
very little agreement and not even much engagement within the H
contrast to the debt campaign, about how to do it. Broad m
movement
ovem ent goals were
o f what the policy is and how to achieve it was much more
shared, but tactics of
decentralized. I hesitate to even say decentralized because that says there was
something centralized. There wasn't much centralized, other than the universal goal
ost of
o f these
most
that we need to do something about it. There were AIDS campaigns in m
other countries, but there just wasn't the kind ooff coordinated role in the way that was
attempted through Jubilee (105a, b, c).
He indicated, however, that the debt forgiveness campaign was different.
I think the subject necessitated a multilateral agreement. Like any bank, you have to
gather all the creditors together and come to a deal on w
what
what
hat gets paid and w
hat doesn't
get paid. But if you do that with all of
o f the creditors except one, all you've done is
structure a deal through which that one who didn't participate gets paid back and all
the other creditors take a hit. So the very nature ooff the debt deal necessitates that
everyone works together. Therefore the campaigns in all the countries needed to
coordinate. We were trying to force our governments to the table to strike a
bankruptcy deal for the poorest countries (105d).
AIDS is not the same. Just by its nature, the U.S. could do something bilaterally.
It's not necessarily a multilateral issue. It’s
It's the nature ooff the issue...
issue ... which might also
explain why there was a lot more coordination last year in the buildup to the 2005 G8
in Gleneagles, Scotland, where again it was a multilateral agreement.
T h e SPEED
S p e e d VS.
v s . DEMOCRATIC
D e m o c r a t ic DECISION-MAKING
D e c i s i o n -M a k in g Q
uandary
THE
QUANDARY

Interview participants spoke frequently about the quandary between the requirement
for speed in decision making and the desire for democratic decision making processes.
They supported the notion of
o f democratic, participatory processes that recognized the
legitimacy of
One
o f all to speak and that was open and transparent. O
ne participant reflected
the general tenor in his comment, "I
“I pull out ooff processes that I perceive to be
undemocratic” (67e). They deemed democratic process critically important, citing as
undemocratic"
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examples that it led to agreement on platforms or even on just one significant issue that
o f the group. O
ne participant noted, "A
“A
sparked the ongoing cohesion and commitment of
One

successful decision is when a significant bulk ooff the alliance or the coalition including its
most key members agree to move forward with that decision”
decision" (85b). A
Another
nother noted the
import of
o f being perceived by governments as operating democratically. "There
“There seems to
that’s happening with governments being able in dig their heels into
be the pushing back that's

the whole democratic issue. It's
He
It’s one of
o f the Achilles heels of
o f civil society"
society” (25p). H
e
“But at the same time they
followed with a statement affirming the need for speed. "But

[GCS] need to move quickly. The policy environment is very quick and sporadic and
It’s a balance"
balance” (25p).
unpredictable. It's

Participants were quite clear, however, that the democratic process came at a price.
o f issues, getting lost
Participants lamented endless discussion and debate on any number of
O ne participant complained, "Some
“Some
in the morass, the tedium and the frustration. One

groups really get into the statements, writing and rewriting them, all the nuances, which
am ount of
o f time. It can become very frustrating at times”
can take a huge amount
times" (69k).

One person succinctly stated the dilemma, "discussion
action". Given a volatile
“discussion or action”.
and unpredictable environment, many decisions have to be made quickly or the group
will lose its opportunity to influence the policy discussion. As one interview participant
“If you make a decision too late, it's
it’s useless. If
If the decision point has already
said, "If

passed, then no matter how good your decision is, it5
it'ss useless because the opportunity
already passed"
passed” (67g;.
(67g). So, participants also felt compelled to make decisions quickly and
off the cuff. The cost of
o f speedy decisions, however, is the loss ooff buy-in and trust of
of
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group members not involved in the decision. The interview participant continued, "A
“A lot
o f folks who work
w ork in policy don't
don’t understand how fast you have to move on this stuff'
stuff”
of
o f coalitions, and the loss ooff trust can easily lead to
(25). However, as trust is at the heart of

the loss of
One
o f coalition members, speed can come at an exorbitant price. O
ne interview
“Mistrust can kill an entire process.
participant pithily reflected the general sentiment, "Mistrust
transparent” (67i).
The process needs to be open and transparent"
O ne
A final dilemma with rapid decision making is presented by large organizations. One

interview participant noted,
Large organizations that are organized hierarchically and bureaucratically have a
o f networks because they are too slow. There is a
difficult time taking advantage of
dichotomy between very democratic organizations that are slow and relatively nonresponsive, and less democratic organizations that are very quick and highly
responsive (250).
(25o).
DESIRED
DECISION-MAKING
PROCESSES
D e s ir e d CAMPAIGN
C a m p a ig n OUTCOMES
O u t c o m e s AND
a n d SUCCESSFUL
Su c c e s s f u l D
e c i s i o n -M a k in g P
r o c esses

In the interview, participants were asked to describe the campaign results they believed
to be important. They were also asked to describe successful decision making processes.
Their discussion of
o f these matters dovetails with the quandary ooff speed vs. democracy.
Participants noted that important
im portant campaign results included: winning the issue;
achieving coalition goals; having a significant impact on global governance; influencing
target’s agenda and providing expertise and information to targets. These, however,
the target's

were not the only desired results. Others desired results related to the target, e.g., getting
the issue on the target's
target’s agenda, and getting the target to legitimize the importance ooff the
issue. Yet others related to the coalition and the process ooff organizing, e.g., engendering
pride and ownership, learning, generating deeper understanding among members,
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providing resources to members, having the opportunity to advocate together on a shared
platform, and building the credibility and legitimacy ooff the group.
Participants also discussed successful decision making processes. They defined
success as: When
W hen people make their own decision and are not forced into it by someone
else; when there is a clear decision making process; when a significant portion of
o f the
coalition, including its most
m ost key members, agree to move forward with the decision; if a
decision doesn't
doesn’t cause acrimony and it's
it’s implemented. A successful process requires trust
that everyone shared the same objective, is willing to be involved and is able to deliver on
their commitments.
St r a t e g ie s TO
t o FACILITATE
F a c il it a t e DECISION
D e c is io n MAKING
M a k in g
STRATEGIES

Interview participants described a number ooff strategies to facilitate decision making.
im port of
o f speed and input. "Set
“Set up a decision making system that’s
They reiterated the import
that's

both democratic and quick,"
method
quick,” stated one participant. "Have
“Have a m
ethod for quick
(25f). O
ne participant
communication with members to expedite decision making”
making" (25£).
One

described a strategy of
o f facilitated workshops wherein interested subgroups work on
specific aspects of
o f the policy issue. The objective of
o f the workshops, she noted, is to
generate recommendations that will be reviewed by the general membership. The general
membership then makes the final selection. This process, she maintained, led to rapid
development of
o f cohesion within the subgroups, a commitment to designing quality
recommendations
recom m endations and ownership of
o f the final decisions.
Another set of
o f strategies focused on decreasing the need for decision making in the
o f the coalition. Many participants stated that their experience
general membership of
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confirmed the import
''With
im port of
o f utilizing subgroups within larger coalitions. “W
ith small
involved" (84e). There was broad
broad
alliances, you can work quickly and keep everyone involved”
support across interview participants for developing a broad and inclusive platform
platform and
then providing the flexibility for subgroups to make decisions related to tactics and
approaches. Several recommended sidestepping the large coalition, favoring instead the
speed and flexibility of
Other
o f coalitions with a small number ooff members. O
ther participants
noted the advantage of
o f engaging extant mechanisms outside the coalition, e.g., churches.
''We
“We relied on the decision making process ooff the churches to get a broad representation
o f the laity"
laity” (15e). Several others focused on creating rules, criteria and mechanisms to
of

guide the decision making process. The ideas of
o f large coalitions with subgroups and
decision making criteria were corroborated by conference
con£erence participants.
A final set of
o f recommendations focused on early preparation. Interview participants
mentioned the necessity of
o f getting information out early:
It’s critically important
im portant that people get information early that they can react to, that
It's
they can discuss. Of
O f course, you have to weigh the possibility of
o f being overwhelmed
from input on all the list serves
....you
you have to be absolutely open and transparent
serves..
through the entire process, even different positions. So, everyone has a voice (5f).
(Sf).

Information exchange in coalitions and networks flows freely between coalition
members and is not centrally coordinated. It is typically channeled through mail,
conferences
meetings, phone con£
erences and extensive use ooff the internet, through for example,

listserves, blogs and emails. Though it can lead to ‘information
'information overload’,
overload', it also ensures
people have access to information in real time (Sg).
(5g).
U N world conferences of
o f the 1990s, asserted that the
One participant, alluding to the UN

PrepComs preceding the events were critical for GCS. In like fashion, participants noted
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gatherings wherein the group endeavored to discern members’
members' priorities regarding the
policy issue.
ost policy issues have long
Finally, participants consistently referenced the fact that m
most

life cycles, i.e., decades long, and that many coalition members have equally long
experience in the policy area. Many members, hence, come with vast experience and a
depth of
o f knowledge and information that allows rapid mobilization and facilitates
decision making.
L it e r a t u r e R
e v ie w
LITERATURE
REVIEW

Literature on decision making and policy was reviewed to fill out the picture etched by
o f the policy environment, decision makers and policies, as well as to inform
participants of
inform
o f speed vs. democratic decision making. The decision-making literature
the question of

focuses primarily on individuals, organizations and bounded international settings, i.e.,
negotiations between states. Global Civil Society finds itself situated at the vortex ooff
these multiple boundaries, influenced by dynamics ooff all and w
without
ithout the bounds enjoyed
by decision makers in organizations or bounded international settings. So, while the
literature review was helpful, it proved inadequate to address the unique conditions extant
in coalitions and serves to signify the need for research beyond the scope ooff this study.
DECISION-MAKING
D e c is io n -M a k in g ENVIRONMENT
E n v ir o n m e n t

The Garbage Can and Multiple Streams models provide im
important
portant insight into the
organizational policy making environment and its implications for decision making
therein (Cohen, 1972; Kingdon, 1995; Zahariadis, 1999). The models are based on a
systems perspective wherein the decision making context is characterized by complexity,
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o f interrelation, randomness and continual evolution. They, further,
high degrees of
individuals’ limited capacity for rational decisions, i.e., bounded rationality, in
recognize individuals'

these highly complex environments.
Organizations are described as organized anarchies. They are characterized by

phenomenon
enon create confusion,
ambiguity, wherein different perspectives on the same phenom
doubt and ambivalence. They are also distinguished by uncertainty, wherein prediction is
hampered by ignorance and imprecise knowledge about given phenomena. Additionally,
they are characterized by fluid participation, problematic preferences and unclear
technology. Participation is fluid in that participants in any given decision fluctuate and
turnover. Preferences are problematic in that participants are pressured by time
haven't yet gained clarity about their desires.
constraints to make decisions when they haven’t
participant’s inability to see the overall context ooff the
Finally, they are characterized by participant's

organization or the decision making environment because ooff unclear jurisdictional
method
ethod ooff decision making,
boundaries. So, rather than utilizing a rationally analytic m
participants select problems and solutions as a result ooff multiple internal and external
factors. These models align with the work of
o f others on organizational decision making.

Astorino-Courtois (1995) and Simon (1955) assert that decision-making environments
are often complex and dynamic. There rarely is complete or accurate information, albeit
it voluminous, and it is usually presented in a non-sequential and indeterminate manner.
A comprehensive set of
o f alternative solutions is nonexistent, and adequate time and

resources to fully consider a decision prior to selecting an alternative may more likely be a
luxury than a convention. Furthermore, the environment is highly dynamic, complex and
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ambiguous, ridden with gamesmanship and conscious attempts to deceive, and in many
cases complicated by crises (Astorino-Courtois, 1995; Mintz, Geva, & Carnes, 1997;
H erbert Simon, 1955).
Mintzberg, 2001; Herbert

As the decision-making environment is expanded beyond single organizations to
multiple organizations and national polities, complexity multiplies exponentially and the
boundaries that facilitate decision making are successively dissolved. Within these
expanded environments, there exist issue networks. Issue networks are clusters of
of
mon
activists, policymakers, government officials, media and others linked by a com
common

interest in advancing a particular value (Smith, Pagnucco &Chatfield, 1997, p. 65). Issue
networks are referred to as policy subsystems by Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith (1999). Policy
“actors from a variety of
o f public and private organizations who are actively
subsystems are "actors

concerned with a policy problem or issue ... and who regularly seek to influence public
policy in that domain"
domain” (p. 119). These subsystems are comprised of
o f advocacy coalitions,
i.e., people from various organizations who share a set of
o f normative and causal beliefs
and who coordinate their activities over time.
Extending the decision environment to the international sphere adds manifold new
dimensions to the complexity. Constructivists provide insight into one dimension ooff the
international policy making environment. Constructivists assert that the international
structure is determined by the international distribution ooff ideas (Wendt, 1992). Shared
ideas, expectations and beliefs about appropriate behavior provide the world with
structure, order and stability (Klandermans, 1997). Furthermore, idea shifts are the main
vehicles for individual state evolution, as well as overall system transformation
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(Finnemore, 1996, Spring). This ideational background can be imperceptible to the
untrained eye, or to those whose worldviews don’t
don't recognize its existence. Yet, it can be
extremely powerful in shaping decision-makers'
decision-makers’ values, expectations, etc., and in creating
the frames through which events are perceived.
DECISION
D e c is io n MAKERS
M akers

Decision makers come to a decision situation, not as blank slates, but with preexisting
cap.abilities
capabilities and worldviews that influence both the decision process and the ultimate
decision. Astorino-Courtois (1995) denotes the Cognitive Complexity-Simplicity
decision-makers’ cognitive capacity. A decision maker high on the
construct to describe decision-makers'

complexity scale engages in a broad search for information, integrates the information,
discerns relationships and flexibly considers the various alternatives. A decision maker
low on the complexity scale, on the other hand, considers only a minimal am
amount
ount of
of
information, relies on stereotypes and disregards disconsonant information.
Several theories address the decision-makers'
decision-makers’ worldview. The Schema Theory states
that decision makers come to the decision situation with certain assumptions about life
that predispose them to associated perceptions when approaching a decision (Axelrod,
1973). The Implicit Theory of
o f International Relations states that decision makers enter
o f knowledge and beliefs that is referenced and integrated
the decision arena with a set of

throughout the decision making process (Mintz et al., 1997). Finally, Prospect Theory
assumes decision-makers'
decision-makers’ norms, habits and expectations influence how the decision
(Tversky
situation is framed (f
versky & Kahneman, 1986).

All these models confirm Simon's
Simon’s (1955) assertion that decision makers have limited
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knowledge and ability and as such don't
don’t operate perfectly rationally, but rather in a
limited, constrained and at least to some degree, irrational manner. The models, further,
are in alignment with the work of others in this area of
o f research. Decision makers are
limited by incomplete knowledge regarding alternatives and their potential consequences
(March, 1990; March & Health, 1994; Perrow, 1986), lack ooff relevant information (March,
& Health, 1994; Perrow, 1986), limited attention span (March &
1990; March &
& Health,

1994; H. Simon, 1987), inconsistency in choices made in the present and the future,
changing priorities (Simon, 1987), memory, comprehension and communication (March
&
& Health, 1994) and incomplete and inconsistent goals (March, 1990; March &
& Health,

1994).
THE
T h e POLICY
P o l ic y ISSUE
I ssu e

Interview participants commented on both the nature of
o f different policy issues and
policy cycles. These topics are particularly apropos in light ooff the speed vs. democratic
functioning conundrum. Two theories from the literature shed some light on these
topics, i.e., Punctuated-Equilibrium Theory and Garbage Can Theory (Multiple Streams).
Punctuated-Equilibrium Theory posits that policy cycles are characterized by periods
of
o f stability during which incremental change is the norm, and moments ooff punctuation
during which radical shifts in attention effect dramatic and fundamental change (True,
Jones, & Baumgartner, 1999). Two dynamics, subsystems and macro politics, contribute
to the stability/
change cycle. Subsystems are the forum for incremental changes and
stability/change
modifications. They are described as the politics of
o f equilibrium as the attendant changes
reflect and reify the policy's
policy’s fundamental precepts, thereby stabilizing the system
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e
(Gersick, 1991). Macro politics, e.g., when a legislative body or a vocal public becom
become

involved, thrusts an otherwise stable policy into the limelight and forces large decisions
o f the policy, e.g., assumptions, perspectives, approaches,
that destabilize the foundations of

etc. Macro politics, hence, are described as the politics ooff punctuation.
don't
Garbage Can and Multiple Streams assert that in complex environments, policies don’t
proceed through a linear development process (Kingdon, 1995; Zahariadis, 1999).
Moreover, the ability to predict when and how they will develop is limited. The models
suggest rather that three streams, i.e., problems, policies (or solutions) and politics, flow
constantly within a system. Importantly, multiple versions ooff problems and solutions
exist in any given period of
o f time. The image ooff a garbage can seems apropos in that it
W hen the three streams coincide around a particular issue, the
contains all three streams. When

chances that it will receive serious attention are radically improved.
Kingdon (1995) asserts that identifying policy windows is key to a policy
entrepreneur’s strategy and success. Policy windows are described as momentary
entrepreneur's

opportunities in the political process wherein the system is open to change. As policy
windows are transitory, policy entrepreneurs m
must
ust act quickly. These circumstances
require substantial knowledge of
o f the situation, e.g., issues, players, decision-making
locales and processes, as well as careful analysis, strategic decision making and in-depth
preparation.
A n a l y s is
ANALYSIS

Participants describe the decision-making environment as moving quickly, sporadically

and unpredictability. The literature reviewed on decision-making environments did not
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specifically address the unique circumstances ooff coalitions, e.g., voluntary membership,
individual and organizational membership, the mix ooff multiple societies and cultures.
While, the literature reviewed does not provide a complete picture ooff the decision-making
environment faced by coalitions, a case can be made that the implications for coalitions
are the same as those for organizational decision makers, albeit more complex.
Coalitions face environments characterized by incomplete, inaccurate and untimely
information, ambiguity, complexity and uncertainty. They have to work with imprecise
o f characters both within and outside the coalition,
knowledge, an ever changing cast of
o f potential solutions, and convoluted preferences.
incomplete or even nonexistent sets of

While these general conditions are relevant to coalitions, additional study is required to
o f global civil society coalitions.
extrapolate how they influence the unique circumstances of

While a case can be made that these theories do reflect, at least in part, the decision
decisionmaking environment
environm ent of
o f coalitions, they render an incomplete picture. This study did not
explore these models, nor was decision making per se its primary focus. A
And
nd though
o f the question is outside the scope ooff this study, the data and
further exploration of

literature review substantiate the need for additional research.
o t fully
The literature on individual decision makers, likewise, provides clues but does nnot

speak to the unique circumstances of Global Civil Society and coalitions. The literature
describes decision makers as carrying particular assumptions, knowledge, beliefs, norms,
habits and expectations which predispose them to unique perceptions and that serve as
reference points throughout the decision making process. Participants indicated that
decision makers were driven by the mandates of
o f their organizations and constrained by
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the contexts of
o f their countries of
o f origin. These are primary paradigms through which
worldviews are established. The literature, further, indicates that decision makers are
limited by their incomplete knowledge, lack ooff information and inadequate
o f the big picture. This is particularly true in the case of
o f global civil
comprehension of

society.
The literature helps explicate the challenges faced by people making decisions in an
organizational setting. Decision making in coalitions, however, is further complicated by
the fact that many members represent organizations. As such, their personal agency, i.e.,
ability to make decisions autonomously, is mitigated by various organizational factors,
o f the organization, their position in the organization and
e.g., the dictates and capacities of

the authority granted to them. Additionally, these organizationally-bound decision
makers are making decisions outside their organizations and within a social situation
mon ground and acting in concert.
presenting very real demands regarding finding com
common

This research did not
n o t explore these complexities. More study is needed, specifically
regarding the interaction between coalitions, individual decision makers and
organizations. The interaction effect, this researcher presumes, is quite large and
o f creating its own influence and further adding to the complexity.
significant in terms of
THE
QUANDARY
T h e SPEED
S p e e d VS.
v s . DEMOCRATIC-PROCESS
D e m o c r a t ic -P r o c e s s Q
uandary

Participants were clear that both speed and democratic decision-making processes are
o f desired campaign
critical to successful coalition functioning. Their descriptions of

outcomes and successful decision-making processes substantiated their claim. Their list
of
o f desired campaign outcomes included outcomes which require rapid decision making:
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winning the issue; achieving coalition goals; having a significant impact on global
target's agenda.
governance; influencing the target's
target’s agenda; and getting the issue on the target’s
Their list also included outcomes that can be achieved only through the use ooff democratic
processes; engendering pride and ownership, learning, generating deeper understanding
among members, having the opportunity to advocate together on a shared platform, and
building the credibility and legitimacy of
o f the group.
Likewise, their list of
o f successful decision-making processes directly relate to
W hen people make their own decision and are nnot
o t forced into it by
democratic processes: When

someone else; when there is a clear decision-making process; when a significant portion
portion
of
o f the coalition, including its most
m ost key members, agree to move forward with the
it's implemented. A successful process
decision; if a decision doesn't
doesn’t cause acrimony and it’s
requires trust that everyone shared the same objective, is willing to be involved and is able
to deliver on their commitments.
participants’ experience regarding the transitory nature of
The literature substantiates participants'

political opportunities and the importance of
o f being ready to act when those opportunities
arose. It, additionally, makes important contributions to addressing the speed vs.
democratic process quandary. Garbage Can and Multi Streams Theories indicate that
hen they
occasionally three streams, i.e., problems, policies and politics, converge. W
When
portant as they represent
converge, they create policy windows, which are critically im
important

moments when the system is particularly open for movement within the policy area.
Punctuated-Equilibrium Theory, likewise, indicates that policies are occasionally pushed
into the limelight. At
A t these times, change within the policy area is highly likely.
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Punctuated-Equilibrium Theory offers an additional insight with its discussion ooff
subsystems as places in which the policy is incrementally adjusted and developed.
The import
im port of
o f the contributions of
o f these models is twofold. First, policy subsystems
o f time. Second, policy cycles include periods ooff relative
exist over an extended period of

stability wherein timely action is not required. These conditions provide the opportunity
for the dialogue so desperately needed within global civil society and its coalitions. A
final note is drawn from the literature to further develop this idea.
Astorino-Courtois (1995) distinguishes between ad hoc and strategic decision making.
Ad hoc decision making occurs in praxis and often is a reaction to immediate and
pressing concerns. Simplistic cognitive skills are utilized in ad hoc decisions. Complexity
is circumscribed, filtering mechanisms are applied and quick answers are sought. Simon
(19
(1955)
55) asserts that this approach leads to satisficing, i.e., the selection of
o f the first best
choice alternative that is encountered. The resultant decision is, hence, highly dependent
on the filtering mechanisms utilized and while it may address the presenting situation, it
may not contribute constructively to long-term objectives.
Strategic decision making, on the other hand, is set within the broader context ooff
vision and long-term objectives. Strategic decision making allows the utilization ooff more
complex cognitive skills which result in more mediated and considered decisions that
align with long-term objectives. Strategic decision making, however, requires time and
careful deliberation, which is not always available in an indeterminate, fast developing
policy environment.
According to Astorino-Courtois (1995), time is a necessary condition for strategic
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thinking. The equilibrium stage of
o f policy cycles offers this time. And, policy subsystems
provide the context in which to engage in strategic thinking. This all ties back to
participants'
participants’ comments on strategies to facilitate decision making, i.e., the notion ooff early
preparation. They accurately referred to the UN world conferences as creating an
environment in which strategic thinking could occur. And throughout the interviews,
o f having access to public spaces wherein they could
they repeatedly noted the necessity of

dialogue. These are the public spaces in which people can suggest and entertain various
worldviews and ideas, and engage in dialogue that leads to deeper understanding and
unique insights. The strategic thinking that occurs in these spaces then provides the
parameters and filters through which ad hoc decision making is channeled and aligned
with longer-term objectives and visions.
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CONVERGENCE
Interview participants, in response to questions regarding the way in which difference
was negotiated, highlighted three strategies, voting, consensus and convergence.
Conference participants also referenced the issue of
o f negotiating difference. The literature
Form and Function
relevant to this data, i.e., networks and systems, is addressed in the Form
section and the Democracy and Decision Making section. Hence, it is nnot
o t reiterated
herein.
BEYOND
CONVERGENCE
B e y o n d VOTING
V o t i n g AND
a n d CONSENSUS:
Co n s e n s u s : C
onvergence
RESULTS
Results

ound its way
Managing difference was a thread throughout all the interviews. It w
wound

through all coalition activities, not the least ooff which was making concrete decisions. "It's
“It’s
people’s political positions,"
positions,” stated one participant, "because
“because they
not about changing people's
don’t. And
A nd you can't
can’t quiet them either"
either” (24a, b). People were frustrated when others
don't.
didn’t communicate them. They felt it
carried agendas into the coalition but didn't
nd it was
compromised the transparency and openness needed to work together. A
And

common knowledge that people would ultimately do their own thing, regardless ooff
decisions made within the coalition. One participant mentioned experiences when people
would alter the coalition's
platform's integrity.
coalition’s work to their own ends, thus marring the platform’s
“I could
Yet interview participant comments also reflected a kind ooff mutual respect: "I

leaders" (24c). "Campaigners
never convert any of
o f these wonderfully motivated leaders”
“Campaigners are very
intense people who care deeply about their issues and w
want
change" (32b).
ant to accomplish change”
“People learn and become engaged
Moreover, they understood the power in alliance. "People
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from reflection on their own experience. When they come together, the group builds
collective analysis and ownership, generating wisdom that is greater than the sum ooff the
change” (98d). One
O ne participant told the story ooff two people from
parts and enabling change"

entirely different movements, one who happened to hear the testimony ooff the other. He
later approached the other and they discovered they had much in common. Through
their connection, they crafted a new and more effective way to approach the presenting
issue. Ultimately, they brought their two groups together to fuse into a new, highly
effective, campaign.
Another interview participant recalled experiences when common ground was already
W hen an issue came up, they easily initiated a discussion,
established between groups. When

acquired the necessary information and started working toward a shared goal. The
participant claimed that the previously established common ground facilitated and
accelerated the efforts of
o f the different groups to engage effectively and quickly.
A conference participant asserted, "Convergence,
“Convergence, not consensus. Build convergences,
not consensus. Being different, we can be strong if we are together”
together" (96a, d). A
And
both
nd both
interview and conference participants stated the need to have more and more alliances.
That said, however, people are still challenged by the ever present need to make concrete
decisions amidst difference. Decision making was directly explored in the interviews, in
both questions and probes. In response, participants discussed two decision making
strategies, i.e., voting and consensus.
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Voting
Interview participants'
participants’ opinions regarding voting were mixed. Voting is recognized as
helpful as it forces dialogue, develops clarity in positions, gets people to agree and leads
to decisions. "Voting
“Voting structures were sometimes helpful as they forced a conversation to
be had, didn't
decisions" (25k).
didn’t allow for ambiguity in terms ooff positions and resulted in decisions”
However, there are significant problems with it. First, several noted that voting takes
enormous time and is tedious. Second, two participants raised the question of
o f weighting.
Should input be weighted, and if so, to whose benefit? Both felt that the votes ooff
coalition members with more power and resources should be weighted more heavily as
their support was necessary to the coalition's
coalition’s success. This sentiment, however, raises the
specter of
o f how groups with equally valid positions but access to fewer resources would
respond to having their vote devalued in such a way (15p; 78e).
This entire discussion highlights the fatal flaw ooff voting systems, namely no coalition
member is bound to the vote. As autonomous players, coalition members cannot be
forced to follow the majority rule. They can and will ultimately follow their own
predilections. And, as voting is based on a majority rule dynamic, there will always be
those disaffected by the vote who will either no
nott abide by the resultant decision or
o r leave
“There are very few civil society networks
the coalition. An interview participant noted: "There

that take that (voting) approach because when you do that, you are going to make so
many members really unhappy ... In the end, if you say, the majority feels this way so
everyone has to follow, it's
it’s not going to work"
work” (23d). A participant in a very large
comm.on ground amongst very
coalition described the quandary of
o f trying to find common
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differently situated people. Some members of
o f the coalition considered getting a
supermajority vote on key issues, but knew there would always be just enough opposition
to undermine the consequent decision. Noting the voting predicament, interview
o f building consensus. "So,
“So, m
ost membership
participants discussed the alternative of
most
consensus” (23d).
networks try to always build toward a consensus"

Consensus
In consensus, coalitions attempt to find a united position. Interview participants
noted that consensus requires face-to-face engagement, substantial time and lots ooff
discussion. "Consensus
It's nnot
“Consensus takes more time and more discussion. It’s
o t enough to do it
just on the internet,"
internet,” one stated. "They
“They have to have special meetings and try to com
comee to

everybody's concerns.”
concerns." A
Another
some kind of
o f position that takes into account everybody’s
nother recalled
o f gaining consensus. "We
“We commissioned the writing of
o f the papers
the intensive process of
O ne group would draft a copy and submit it for review and discussion
within the group. One

by the whole group. Everyone had to agree on everything. It was a tedious, but useful
agree” (23f).
process to get people to agree"
coalitions’ inability to address all members’
members' issues
However, participants lamented the coalitions'

and hence, reach consensus. The author of
o f a manuscript in the conference materials
succincdy, "Though
“Though we speak out against all suffering,
(O'Connell, 2000) put it succinctly,

oppression and indignity, we could not
own" (p. 17).
n o t take on each specific crusade as our own”
Ultimately, he noted, once people recognized their issues were not adequately reflected, it
became difficult to maintain their support.
Some participants didn't
didn’t believe consensus was a viable alternative because ooff the
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impossibility of
premium
o f finding consensus in such diversity. In one case, putting a high premium
on consensus thwarted the group's
group’s attempts to form as a coalition. "Could
“Could this amalgam
of
advocacy?" the participant
o f groups produce something together that could be used for advocacy?”
wondered. "They
“They never did,"
did,” he continued. "They
“They were never able to find a united
position"
position” (96h). Frustrated by their inability to develop consensus on a united position,
members redirected their focus from the coalition to individual action. This was the
same group that required consensus on every point submitted to the group.
Finally, in a paper prepared for the conference Hall (2006) states:
o f aggregation is a possible race to the bottom
Another feared consequence of
bottom.. Forcing
a consensus in opinion may mean that everyone loses and no organization gets to
communicate its true opinion. Merging opinions from opposite sides ooff the spectrum
spectrum
voice may communicate weak and watered down ideas.
means the resulting consensus voice
n o t advocate the strong change some groups require (96c).
It may not

Convergence
Despite the stories and lamentations regarding the difficulties with voting and
consensus, people consistently found ways to work together. Stated one interview
“There was clearly broad diversity in this group in terms of
o f race, class,
participant: "There

ethnicity, geographic base. Different kinds ooff issues that people it worked on, etc. But
the other piece to be honest, is that people had kindred politics, so in that sense, it wasn't
such broad diversity."
diversity.”
O'Connell
O ’Connell (2000) portrayed the story of
o f a disparate group with totally different
interpretations and reactions to various words and concepts. The sense ooff frustration
o f meetings wherein finding com
m on ground proved elusive.
grew across a number of
common

Finally, one person acknowledged the fact that it was unlikely the group would ever come
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to shared agreement about many things. What
W hat the group did share, however, was
agreement around one issue which became the center from which all subsequent
endeavors emerged.
Another participant cited experiences wherein his organization successfully worked
with organizations traditionally at odds with his own, e.g., trade unions and those
supporting neo-liberal objectives. "Groups,"
“Groups,” he said, "that
“that cross political divides can
don’t require philosophical or values alignment.
work together on specific issues if they don't

They also need not agree on the reasoning for pursuing the campaign objective. They are
converging on the issue and the campaign opportunity only”
only" (91h). A
Another
nother participant
described instances where divergent groups committed to find commonalities around
which they could develop recommendations. Their sense ooff professionalism and
ownership in a potential platform was, in fact, their com
common
m on ground.
Yet another interview participant adamantly articulated the need to express divergent
op1n1ons:
opinions:
The end objective is not a common position. It is that all voices are heard and that
those not
n o t at the table are heard as well. ...... We need to have space for expressing all
possibilities. ...... Consensus is not the goal, but rather to give voice. You find
can't, you clarify the positions (102b, d, e).
consensus where you can and where you can’t,
A n a l y s is
ANALYSIS

The problems reported with voting and consensus are not surprising given the vast
diversity in GCS. It seems that people who
w ho have taken their cause clear to the
international level would have a well developed sense ooff intention and a deep
commitment
commitm ent to very specific ideas and purposes. Majority rule in these circumstances is
both insufficient and incongruous with the circumstances in which it is applied. Simply
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put, it doesn't
The
doesn’t work. So, this author queries, what is its purpose? T
he alternative,
consensus, is equally inadequate to address this unique situation.
Consensus is described by the Encarta dictionary as the general or widespread
agreement among all the members of
o f a group. It expresses unanimity, harmony, accord,
consent and agreement. Finding consensus amidst diversity is a contradiction in terms.
It requires compromise, which comes at a high price —
-- elimination ooff difference;
o f important
im portant individuality; and whitewashing ooff deeply held convictions; all
obfuscation of

to purchase a decision representing the lowest com
common
mon denominator, stripped ooff
meaning, and often too broad to accomplish specific purposes. Given this price, it is
surprising that any autonomous, intentioned group would agree to participate in such a
process and implement the resultant decision. The high cost ooff consensus demands
careful consideration and selection of
o f situations in which 100% consensus is required.
Diversity will, and should, not be erased. Further, its existence is desirable and its
benefits many, e.g., sustaining continuous growth, requiring the development and practice
of
o f democratic values and ensuring the ever expanding enfranchisement and inclusion of
portant phenom
enon ooff the sum is
all peoples. Diversity is also critical to catalyze the im
important
phenomenon

greater than the parts, wherein new ideas emerge from the amalgamation ooff different
o t emerge outside the
perspectives and ideas and innovations are discovered that could nnot

messy, conflictual and demanding fusion of
o f difference.
Participants'
Participants’ descriptions of
o f experiences where connections were made amidst
diversity revealed a common thread, i.e., the relinquishment of the impossible

requirements of
o f majority rule and consensus, and the concurrent flexibility to find points
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of
o f convergence around which all members could rally.
One participant declared, "Convergence,
consensus!" Convergence is described
“Convergence, not consensus!”
by the Encarta dictionary as a coming together from different directions, especially a
o f groups or tendencies that were originally opposed or very different.
uniting or merging of

A thesaurus search results in synonyms such as intersection, link, crossroads, seam,
connection, interchange and amalgamation. Interestingly, in meteorology, convergence is
the meeting of
o f different air masses, often resulting in vertical air currents. I In
opththalmology, it is the turning inward of
o f both eyes in order to look at something nearer
than the previous object viewed. Significant to both the definition and the analogies is
o t compromised, yet in their
the fact that individual uniqueness and autonomy are nnot

intermingling an emergent process births new dynamics, perspectives and ideas.
Perhaps, convergence, rather than voting or consensus, is the dynamic that enables
number
finding common
com mon voice amongst diversity. Convergence can be found in any num
ber of
places, e.g., purposes, values, targets, strategies, etc. Participants identified strategies
related to engaging in difference, all of
o f which substantiate the notion ooff convergence.

Convergence: Systems
System s Theory and Global Civil Society
Whether
W hether or not
n o t participants were cognizant ooff the social structures that guided their
interactions, their descriptions evidenced the very real presence ooff its forces and
dynamics. In their comments about the necessity ooff creating public spaces that are open
and guided by a participatory and democratic process (even though it is very messy),
participants were recognizing the requisite ooff openness in systems. In their description of
port ooff infusing
drawing on resources outside the coalition, they were recognizing the im
import
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the coalition with new energy from the external environment. In
In their repeated
articulation of
important
o f the need to recognize and value diversity and the im
portant benefits that it
system’s
offered, participants were alluding to the requisite variety so critical to system's

development, and consequently, to multiplying relationships and potential points of
of
convergence.
The strong systems dynamics evidenced in GCS networks lend credence to the notion
o f convergence. Systems Theory reveals both the conditions and opportunities for
of

convergence to occur. Convergence, hence, becomes a very powerful resource that can
be employed to enhance the success of
o f coalitions. Convergence is inspired by Systems
o f particular import
im port to the notion ooff converge include relationships,
Theory. Constructs of

emergence and local action.
Systems are largely understood through the relations between their constituents (Clark,
1956; Morgan, 1997; Selznick, 1949; Wheatley,
Wheadey, 1992). In networks, the constituents are
autonomous organizations, people and subgroups. Relationships established between
constituents are, in fact, potential points of
o f convergence. There are multiple dimensions
across which constituents can develop relationships including those related to: the policy
issue; shared forms of
o f relating via identity, common cultures or geographic residences,
shared values and principles; preferred repertoires of
o f contention; philosophies and
intentions regarding targets and; preferred organizational forms. The dimensions are
boundless. Ironically, they increase by the very differences that so confound network
participants. While it is highly unlikely that all members will relate to one another on any
number of
o f dimensions, it is likely that some members will relate on every dimension.
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And, each of
o f these relations is another potential point of
o f convergence, i.e., an opportunity
for people to develop shared meaning and act in collaboration toward a shared objective.
Systems are also characterized by the property ooff emergence (Bakke, 1959; Bertalanffy,
Gutmann
Thompson,
1969; Bums & Stalker, 2001; Clayton &
& Radcliffe, 1996; G
utm ann &
& Thom
pson, 2004;
Morgan, 1997). Emergent
Em ergent phenomena
phenom ena are new and coherent structures, patterns and
properties, distinct from individual system constituents. They arise from interactions
among the system constituents and between constituents and the environment, i.e., in
relationships. In networks, broadened understanding and new ideas emerge from the
amalgamation of
o f different perspectives and ideas (Finger & Winters, 1998; Kuhn, 1970;
Lewis, 1999). Innovations and creative combinations ooff resources and strategies are
conceived and developed. Moreover, these incremental growths are pierced by
occasional surprises or leaps forward with the potential to catapult the network to an
entirely new and more powerful position.
A particularly apro pos example of
o f this phenom
enon is found in one participant’s
phenomenon
participant's
story of
o f two different coalitions whose members happened to meet. Discovering a
common interest, they initiated a conversation which eventually led to the integration of
both groups into a new and very effective coalition. The incidence ooff emergent
phenomena and surprises multiplies the number of
o f potential points ooff convergence
participant's account, the
available for the employ of
o f network participants. In this participant’s
potential points of
o f convergence through this amalgamation ooff coalitions more than
doubled for all members.
im port is the fact that relationships, emergent phenom
ena and
phenomena
A final note ooff import
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surprises arise at the local level, i.e., between network members. People can act from any
point of
o f convergence, regardless of
o f differences along other dimensions. Relations grow
exponentially as members from different groups connect, revealing ever new points of
o f convergence emerge.
convergence and creating the conditions under which new points of

Ironically, the very diversity that so beleaguers Global Civil Society is the grist from
o f opportunities for joint engagement in shared objectives.
which emerges a multiplicity of

Further, the joint engagement deepens relations, thereby creating additional points ooff
convergence. Consequently, the subgroups advocated by interview and conference
participants are of
o f critical import, as that is where the bulk ooff convergence opportunities
participants’ resistance to hierarchies and other fundaments ooff
will exist. Further, participants'

organizations based in the rational model of
o f organization creates the flexibility and
movement necessary to allow experimentation, which ultimately reveals the various
possible points of
o f convergence.
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PLATFORMS AND FRAMES
RESULTS
Resu lts

sk , is the policy position adopted regarding the issue of
o f concern.
A platform, i.e., the A
Ask,
o f platforms primarily as part ooff the discussion
Interview participants addressed the issue of

of
o f key decisions faced by the coalition and in discussing divergence within the coalition.
Participants’ comments regarding platforms feed into three broad categories; the benefits
Participants'

of
platform development.
o f platforms, debates regarding platforms and platform
B e n e f it s
BENEFITS

Participants articulated overall agreement regarding the importance of
o f platforms.
They indicated that platforms unify across diversity, give direction to decisions and
actions, increase pro-action and decrease reaction, create the basis for trust, facilitate selfself
selection into the group, enable effective mobilization and provide clear demands to the
target. Given the centrality of
o f platforms, it's
it’s not surprising that participants also recalled
the frustration of
o f groups functioning without a clear platform. Even as those groups
tried to move forward, they were hindered by continuous relapses into rehashing the
nonexistent platform. One
O ne interview participant put it succinctly:
succincdy: "Clarity
“Clarity ooff vision,
objectives, targets and issues is important. If they aren’t
aren't clear, you will come back to
them over and again in debate and discussion and it will be a waste ooff time and nnot
ot a
good idea to continue the process"
process” (91m).
Participants highlighted the power of
o f platforms to direct and engage action. Providing
a slight twist on the famous organizational theory of
form followsfunction,
follows function, one participant
o fform
stated, "First
“First vision, then structure",
structure”, implying that once a group clarified the vision, i.e.,
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platform, it would guide the emergence of
o f structures and group processes apropos to its
realization. The sentiment was reiterated by conference participants. "Form
“Form follows
function,"
function,” one stated. "Shared
“Shared values and convergence ooff purpose unify across diversity.
(91 v). "Values
Define the purpose, goals and values of
o f the strategic approach"
approach” (91v).
“Values bring us
forms,” argued another. He
H e continued, "What
“W hat is needed for effective
together, not forms,"

mobilization is a core set of
issue" (91
w).
o f principles and values around a particular issue”
(91w).
DEBATES
D ebates

Outside these broad agreements, participants were divided over two issues; winnable
of
vs. far-reaching and breadth vs. depth. A couple interview participants were in favor of

designing platforms around winnable issues focused on small-scale objectives that
O ne interview
achieved incremental change, largely within the existing system. One

participant argued, "Having
“Having winnable issues is key, even if they are nnot
o t perfect so you can
declare a victory"
victory” (69j). He continued, "Implicit
“Implicit or explicit requirements to share
perspectives will undermine a campaign"
campaign” (58c). The price ooff winnable objectives is that
they are often imperfect and require compromise with the target. However, the reward is
a higher potential for victory. Part of
o f the reasoning for this approach is based on the
o f voluntarism. Campaign participants are by and large volunteers with limited time
issue of

and resources to dedicate to the campaign. Concrete and realistic platforms, he argued,
convince people that their time will be well spent and that their efforts are more likely to
contribute to real change (69r). Broad platforms, both participants complained, increased
the difficulty of
o f designing doable strategies. Those in favor ooff far-reaching platforms
focus on deeper, systemic problems and as such develop resolves that require profound
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and large-scale change. Focusing on doable strategies requires engaging the system as it
is, which, they argue, further supports the very systems that are in dire need ooff change.
o f divergence is breadth vs. depth. The challenge, stated one
The second point of
participant, is designing a platform that is broad enough to draw a wide range ooff people,

yet specific enough that there is some common denominator which permits a degree of
Att least two interview participants described
focus and perhaps even consensus (91d, e). A
experiences in which a narrow platform enabled the group to undertake a precise and
highly focused campaign wherein peoples'
peoples’ attention was focused on strategy and tactics.
O ne stated:
One

It's a very focused coalition and
Well, the decision making was by default consensus. It’s
need
it's consensual because usually the need
working around a very focused agenda, so it’s
that’s being expressed around which a decision is being made is very straightforward
that's
It’s not a broad-based agenda. The purpose is to get the protocol
and obvious. It's
it’s ratified we want countries to start domesticating it and people
ratified, and once it's
start using it. So that was very specific, and though the protocol covers every area of
rights and is actually a huge document, in another way it is a very narrow agenda
(105g).
platform is
A conference participant, however, noted that the more narrowly the platform
defined the narrower and smaller the group will become. An interview participant
argued:
o f a bigger campaign, a bigger platform, is if the coalition is big enough
The advantage of
and various political positions venues or audiences, within a broader coalition, a
smaller coalition can be defined and act without necessarily having to have consensus
with the entire group. So a smaller more specialized group ooff people could mobilize
o f the larger coalition, and by doing that, they were able to have
under the banner of
much more focused and radical and more defined agendas and positions (69s).
“The subcoalitions can complement each other, work on
Another participant noted, "The

different strategies to accomplish the same platform and share information and
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experiences with the larger coalition"
«It's easier to coordinate
coalition” (84b). Still another stated: “It’s
and work toward the same ends. The subgroups can make an effort to have policy
coherence and emphasize the elements in messages that weren’t
weren't brought up with the
entire campaign"
campaign” (84g, e). Another
A nother said: 'We
“W e form a subcoalition that works within the
broader platform and produces data that we share with the entire campaign. Then have
periodic strategy meetings [with the entire coalition] and make decisions”
decisions" (84a). On
O n the
other hand, the more broadly the platform is defined, the more difference is manifest,
hence slowing down convergence in all areas, from targets to strategies and tactics, and
the higher the incidence of losing the benefits ooff a clear vision.
D evelopm ent
DEVELOPMENT

participants’ description of
o f their experiences, five different approaches to
Through participants'

platform development were identified; needs-based, praxis, target-driven, campaigndirected and political entrepreneur inspired. In a needs-based approach, people analyze
the environment as it relates to the issue of
o f concern. The environment includes the
target, the public response to the issue and the target, the nature and development ooff the
a n d /oorr target. The needs presented by the
issue and GCS organization around the issue and/

environment create the basis from which a platform is designed. The praxis approach is
ran, in the process ooff responding and acting in
where the platform is developed on the run,

the policy environment. Target-driven approaches are dictated by the agenda and actions
set in motion
m otion by the target. Campaign-directed approaches reference the evolutionary
status of
o f the campaign, in particular milestones or sea changes. Finally, in political
entrepreneur inspired approaches, a small group ooff like minded individuals or
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organizations select an issue, determine a position and form an alliance. They then
broadcast the platform in larger circles to mobilize additional people and organizations
around the given platform.
LITERATURE
REVIEW
L it e r a t u r e R
e v ie w

One indicator of
o f the import
im port of
o f frames is the fact that theorists from multiple
disciplines and fields of
o f study pay close attention to them. The literature review herein
includes ideas from theorists in Social Movements, International Relations, Comparative
Politics, Sociology, Organizations and Decision making and Global Civil Society.
PLATFORMS
P l a t f o r m s AS
a s FRAMES
F ram es

Developing platforms is, in large part, a framing process. Snow (1992) describes
world" (p. 137).
frames as "schemata
“schemata of
o f interpretation that simplifies and condenses the world”
Goffman (1974) states that frames allow individuals to "locate,
“locate, perceive, identify, and
label"
label” events (p. 21). Friedman, Hochstetler
Hochsteder and Clark (2005) note that frames influence
the patterns in people's
people’s beliefs. Frames act as filters through which life events are
perceived. They sort, reorder, accept and reject stimuli. They give meaning to life events.
In so doing, they influence people's
people’s beliefs, their definition ooff issues, their designation of
consequendy conceive and evaluate as
issues as problems and the solutions they consequently

appropriate. Through this meaning generation capacity, frames function to organize
people’s experience and guide their actions (Snow, 1986).
people's

Frames are continuously constructed, changed and deconstructed. In that process, the
meanings ascribed to issues are changed, thereby effecting perceptions of
o f problems and
associated solutions. Further, as people ascribe meaning to issues, the frames are
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reinforced, hence becoming more powerful (Friedman, Hochstetler, & Clark, 2005).
Beach (1990) and March (1990) describe framing as a regulatory mechanism that
hat paradigm dictates
normalizes information and decisions to a particular paradigm. T
That

the approach to decision making, e.g., how to define the situation, what inform
information
ation will
be deemed relevant and how the situation will be evaluated. Framing also acts to
disregard, filter or reinterpret information that is discordant with the decision maker’s
maker's
perceptions (March, 1990; Mintz et al., 1997; Tversky, 1996).
Framing, hence, is a highly political process. It not only dictates how issues will be
perceived and the kinds of
o f solutions that will be considered, but also empowers actors in
dom inant frame and disenfranchises adherents of
o f divergent frames
alignment with the dominant

(Weiss & Gordenker, 1996). As such, it is used intentionally to craft specific
o f the world (McAdam, McCarthy, & Zald, 1996).
understandings of
movem ent theorists have long asserted that framing is param
ount to social
paramount
Social movement

movements. Frames enable activists to mobilize and activate people around particular
issues. To catalyze this potential, activists must create frames that lead to specific
o f political information and the identification of
o f problems whose
interpretation of

resolution requires collective action (Snow, 1986). These collective actionframes me,
are
“common sense"
sense” ooff the people
successful to the extent that they relate the issue to the "common
(Tarrow, 1992, p. 61). Smith, Pagnucco & Chatfield (1997) state
they hope to mobilize (farrow,

that activists'
activists’ effectiveness in coordination ooff transnational endeavors is directly tied to
their success in reflecting popular interests in their policy positions. Collective action
o f such import
im port that McCarthy (1997) contends that broad mobilization can
frames are of
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only be accomplished after framing work has been completed.
Successful framing, then, is evident to the extent that activists can create resonance
between a frame and the common understanding of
o f the broader public (Keck & Sikkink,
1998). Hence, the frame must be robust, thorough, and highly relevant to people’s
people's lived
experiences (Snow & Benford, 1992). Social movement theorists maintain that framing
becomes successively more difficult the further removed it is from local contexts as it
requires that people reframe their perceptions, beliefs and experiences within a larger,
unfamiliar context and with people whose perceptions, beliefs and experiences can be
significantly
significandy different than their own (Bandy & Smith, 2005). In these cases, master
frames become critically important. Master frames are simple images that encompass a
broad range of
human
o f thought around a particular issue. Examples include hum
an rights (RisseKappen, 1995), global social justice (Porta & Tarrow, 2005) and w
women's
om en’s rights as human
rights (Friedman et al., 2005). All of these frames resonate deeply in societies across the
world. They provide the umbrella under which global mobilization and activation ooff
strong social movements have developed, and act as a bridge linking the various
subgroups together. Master frames enable the creation of
o f global networks, out of
o f which
emerge campaigns designed specifically to address the unique conditions ooff various
countries and situations, as well as the available political opportunity structures.
DEVELOPING
D e v e l o p in g PLATFORMS
P latfo rm s

Several strategies are relevant to platform development, i.e.,frame
bridging, venue shifting
shifting,
i.e..,frame bridging
globalframing
tran,formation. Frame bridging is the intentional "linking
“linking of
o f two or
global
framing and frame transformation.

more ideologically congruent but structurally unconnected frames regarding a particular
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issue or problem"
problem” (Snow et al., 1986, p. 467). Venue shifting occurs when activists pair
their frame with another well established frame (Rooy, 2004). During the 1990s, the
nascent international women's
w om en’s movement used venue shifting to bridge their frame to an
extant frame. They coupled women's
women’s rights with human rights (Friedman, et al., 2005),
effecting paradigmatic and important changes in the 40 year old international regime.
Global framing creates connections between international frames and local experience
(farrow,
(Tarrow, 2005), thus tying local endeavors to broader movements and in the process
legitimating and strengthening their claims.
(Tarrow, 1995). The w
om en’s
Frame transformation reframes values, beliefs and ideas (farrow,
women's

movement transformed the frame of
o f female circumcision to female genital mutilation and
associated the practice with violence against women. In so doing, they ignited an
international fury over the practice. Another famous example of
o f frame transformation is
the case of
important
o f big dams. In one decade, the long-term frame of
o f dams as im
portant to
development was transformed to a frame which designated big dams as destructive and
highly problematic, thus leading to significant and far reaching changes in associated
World Bank policies and practices (Khagram, Rikker et al., 2002).
ANALYSIS
A n a l y s is

Platforms, in essence, are frames. Frames act as prisms. Prisms focus one's
one’s view, i.e.,
perception, and restrict that which is viewed to a specific color, i.e., interpretation. The
frame, in effect, organizes what is perceived in any given event, as well as the way in
which that event is interpreted. Through this process, meaning is attributed to the event.
From this basis and through this frame, issues are defined, problems are identified and
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solutions are evaluated, all according to frame-specific criteria. In this way, the frame acts
as a strange attractor, i.e., an internal compass, inducing order through creation ooff a
o f boundaries that gradually pull the infinite possibilities held in a
context and provision of

system into shape.
o f particular import to Global Civil Society. Global Civil Society utilizes
Framing is of

framing to engage the public and its targets. Global Civil Society has neither the power
of states nor the resources of
o f the private sector through which to make its voice heard.
Its power, rather, lies in its ability to create meaning within the international system, to
o f power players within the
change the discourse and ultimately to effect the decisions of

system. Global Civil Society also utilizes framing to mobilize and activate social
movements. Platforms are indisputably a prime example ooff critical frames.
However, while framing is of critical import, evidence from interviews and the
literature challenges the presumption that those frames must, in fact, be platforms. Some
participants disputed the centrality of
o f shared platforms to effective collective action.
important
They indicated that finding connections on specific objectives was far more im
portant
than creating shared platforms. A couple went
w ent so far as to state that resources spent
hashing out platforms was wasted and that rather, people should be finding ways to work
together. Several examples demonstrate their point, i.e., the Battle ooff Seattle, the WSF
and the NAFTA struggle. In the Battle of
common
o f Seattle, people converged around a com
m on
W TO. In the WSF, people converged around a concept, neoliberalism. In the
target, the WfO.

NAFTA struggle, people converged around a policy. In all cases, participants held
different platforms, visions and values regarding the issue at hand. Though they did not
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converge on a specific platform, they were able to connect and w
work
ork together.
The two commonalities across these examples are the existence ooff a shared frame, and
the fact that the frame was not a shared platform. Importantly, they challenge the
assumption that a shared platform is necessary for effective mobilization and activation
of
o f Global Civil Society.
Two stories shared by participants add to this apparent discrepancy. In one, the
participant shared that his organization had worked successfully with organizations with
worldviews and values fundamentally opposed to his own. They found agreement on a
strategy, thus enabling them to work effectively without benefit of
o f shared values,
platform or even reasons for taking action. In another example, the participant described
the endeavors of
common
o f a group of
o f organizations to form a coalition to counteract a com
m on
foe. The group had no history working together and had few established relationships.
The group worked hard to find and build consensus around a shared platform. However,
despite their concerted efforts, they were unable to build a com
common
mon platform. After
many months of
o f struggle, the group was on the verge ooff disbanding as members felt they
had failed in their attempt
attem pt to coalesce into a coalition with a shared platform.
The inference drawn from these examples is that frames that enable mobilization and
activation need not be shared platforms. They can be, as in the case ooff the examples
cited above; a target, a concept, a policy or a strategy. The WSF could, arguably, provide
a case in point. People originally were drawn together by the concept, i.e., frame, ooff
neoliberalism. The worldwide and regional meetings hosted by the WSF are the epitome
o f a human system, replete with autonomous constituents intersecting, experimenting
of
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with ideas and connections, and emergent organizational forms, e.g., networks and
coalitions. Though a global frame may be emerging, i.e., another world is possible, it is still
nascent and its future uncertain. Meanwhile, the WSF continues to function as the
b r e e d in g ground for emergent frames, multiplying points o
breeding
off convergence and shared

action.
In Systems Theory, systems engage constantly in experimentation. System
constituents temporarily converge, testing connections and potential relationships. W
When
hen
a pairing works, the constituents stay together and attract other constituents. In this way,
subsystems are formed. Importantly, the points ooff convergence around which the people
organize become frames for the new group. As the coalition subsystem continues to
attract and integrate additional constituents, the frame develops and its influence expands.
This draws attention to the fact that within any coalition, there likely are multiple and

various types of
o f frames, all with varying degrees ooff influence on the system. Frames that
gain coalition wide influence are referenced herein as metaframes.
Discerning what those frames need be is informed by participants’
participants' discussion
regarding platform development. Participants identified five different approaches to
platform development; needs-based, praxis, target-driven, campaign-directed and political
entrepreneur inspired. While it focused on platform development, these approaches
actually identify potential points of
o f convergence, which include but extend beyond
platforms. From this frame of
o f reference, the anomalies described above now make sense.
In the Battle of
common
WTO.
o f Seattle,
Seatde, people converged around a com
mon target, the W
TO. In
In the
NAFfA struggle,
WSF, people converged around a concept, i.e., neoliberalism. In the NAFTA
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people converged around a policy. In the interview participant’s
participant's account, his
organization converged on a strategy with organizations with worldviews and values
fundamentally opposed to his own. In all these cases, participants carried different
platforms, visions, missions and values regarding the issue at hand. They did not
converge on a specific platform, however they were able to join forces and work together.
The final account from an interview participant illustrates this point from the
o f a failed coalition. The group defined its success in terms of
o f finding a
perspective of

common platform. The question that arises from this story is whether the group was
attending to the appropriate objective and criteria to evaluate its success. If, rather, the
o f convergence, they would have discovered many
group had endeavored to find points of

ways in which they intersected and hence, opportunities to engage together against their
common foe. They, in effect, would trade a universal platform for multiple smaller
frames.
o f frames are necessary for effective coalition functioning
At question is what kind of

and under what conditions a shared platform is the preferred frame. These questions
require further elaboration and research. However, the central point and conclusion ooff
this analysis is that multiple frames emerge when groups gather, any ooff which has the
potential to act as a strange attractor, i.e., an internal compass, inducing order through
creation of
o f a context and provision of
o f boundaries that gradually pull the infinite
possibilities in a system into shape. In other words, it takes frames, not necessarily
platforms, to make a successful coalition.
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POLITICAL OPPORTUNITY
RESULTS
R e s u lts

Both interview and conference participants had quite a lot to say about political
o f conditions that presented opportunities for
opportunities. They identified a number of

them to form and act as a coalition. They indicated a desire to directly influence the
o f targets'
targets’ agendas, i.e., change political opportunities. And, they addressed the
substance of

very real problem of
o f unbalanced and unequal access to political opportunities.
P o l it ic a l OPPORTUNITIES
O p p o r t u n it ie s
POLITICAL

o f different political opportunities that presented
Participants identified a number of

opportunities to Global Civil Society to act collectively for change, including; timing,
affected people, targets, target receptivity, world politics and funders. W
With
ith regard to
timing, participants repeatedly noted the importance ooff being ready to take action in an
environment wherein other players often set the timelines around policy issues. 'We
“We
flexibility” was a com
mon assertion.
have to be able to move fast and with flexibility"
common
im port of
o f the awareness ooff people who are directly
Participants also pointed to the import
O ne participant indicated, "In
“In southern countries,
affected by the policies in question. One
don’t understand what's
what’s going on and feel isolated with no mechanisms to bring
people don't

together different voices of
o f critique. There's
There’s pent-up frustration which creates a fairly
opportune political moment"
m om ent” (73e).
Both interview and conference participants identified targets with political
opportunities. Targets are the entities identified by Global Civil Society as the recipient
of
o f their political actions. Conference participants demonstrated their understanding ooff
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multilateral governance through their inclusive definition ooff targets, e.g., IG
IGOs,
O s, i.e., the
United Nations and the Brettonwoods organizations; international financial institutions
(IFis),
(IFIs), e.g., Financial Stability Forum and the Bank for International Settlements; informal
governance organizations, e.g., the G8, private/public hybrids; transnational agreements,
e.g., NAFTA; interregional arrangements, e.g., ASEAN; and national governments.
Target receptivity was identified as important. O
One
ne interview participant noted an
opportunity, "The
“The International Financial Institutions recognized the disquiet in southern
initiatives" (65h).
countries and so were trying to change their language and beef up their initiatives”
Another interview participant told of a series ooff meetings with an informal governance
organization. The proceedings and success ooff each meeting were almost entirely
o f the particular host government. Each government
dependent on the receptivity of

hosted the gathering in highly individualistic ways and received the GCS group with
o f acceptance. He described one situation in which the target, for its own
varying levels of
oting that vulnerability, a
political reasons, was particularly receptive to civil society. N
Noting

group from Global Civil Society arranged a private meeting with the target. "These
“These
groups because of
o f the conjuncture of
o f things and their own credibility, had the clout, and
the timing was good to call their own meeting"
(11i).
meeting” (lli).
Another interview participant, referencing the worldwide financial crises related to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), stated that the dynamics within the institution were
changing in a way that made it possible to seek change. He claimed, "The
“The IMF will be in
turmoil these next years
years.....
... No
N o one believes the IMF will be the same two years from
we’re trying to determine how to take advantage ooff that.”
that." (51g,h,i). Fortunately,
now. So we're
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the coalition to which he belongs has already developed solid relationships and
communication strategies and so is ready to take action as the political opportunity opens
up. Another interview participant, referring to debt cancellation for developing countries,

weren't
GB countries weren’t
indicated that the best advocacy would be to no avail if the G8
World
orld Bank (WB) and the IMF.
supportive as they hold the resources and votes in the W
im port of world politics in opening and closing political
Participants also noted the import
o f meetings with the governments
opportunities. The participant facilitating the series of
“The last government set the bar high in terms of
o f government response to civil
noted, "The

government" (53b).
society, which gave us some leverage to negotiate with the next host government”
open
His comment suggests that government interactions and relationships can also open
political opportunities for GCS. Gaps, conference participants noted, present
“Gaps are about accountability to citizens in existing global governance
opportunities. "Gaps

institutions. Sometimes they have to do with individual governments and other times
Im portant decisions are being made without rules ooff the game being made
with IGOs. Important
transparent”
transparent" (73j). Conference participants indicated their intent to make use ooff these
opportunities to affect change. Participants also understood that world politics can

change drastically and without notice, thereby changing available political opportunities.
O ne interview participant noted the vast political space created within the UN in the
One

"The tragedy
1990s wherein people actively engaged in the international political process. “The
of 9
9/11
that,” she lamented. "The
“The U.S. changed the paradigm to a national
/11 changed all that,"
of

human
an rights paradigm aside"
aside” (74g).
security and anti-terrorism paradigm and pushed the hum
Finally, interview and conference participants noted the significant influence ooff
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funders on political opportunities. Global Civil Society is heavily dependent on financial
A nd the financial support often comes with expectations
supports and sponsors. And

regarding focus and operations. O'Connell
O ’Connell (2004) recalled an instance in which funders
o f hours trying to
pushed for a major change after the group had spent literally thousands of

find agreement. Another
GOs
A nother author (Hall, 2006) referenced the heavy dependence ooff N G
Os
on funders and noted that sometimes funders disparage notions ooff aggregation as their
NGOs
influence over the NGOs
N G O s could be minimized. N
G O s that participated in coalitions,
hence, might risk losing vital financial support.
CONSTRUCTING
C o n s t r u c t i n g POLITICAL
P o l it ic a l OPPORTUNITIES
O p p o r t u n it ie s

Both interview and conference participants noted their desire to influence the
o f agenda, which requires that coalition formation and work actually start in
substance of

advance of
o f the political decision making process regarding their issue of
o f interest.
Conference participants explored several strategies to prepare Global Civil Society to
respond to political opportunities quickly and with clear and decisive plans. One
interview participant recalled situations in which his group was able to influence the
agenda, as well as situations in which Global Civil Society was able to initiate the
-with the target. These are the desired opportunities which
discussion by calling a meeting with

participants seek.
However, many noted the great difficulty of
o f aligning coalition formation and
preparation with externally imposed timelines. Said one:
If things hold out, we will be responsible for coordinating the meeting. Included in
that responsibility is convening a small group, say 15 international people with a
mandate to try to influence the actual selection ooff the agenda, which I can't
can’t say we
have been able to do so far. What
W hat we want to get ourselves in position to do is to go
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to the target, well in advance of
o f the finalization ooff the agenda. We will try to influence
o f the agenda items. If we feel there is something absolutely vital that
the selection of
has to be discussed by the target, we will push for that, but we’ve
we've got to get ourselves
in position to try to influence the agenda. Because ooff the timing, it has always been
we’re now getting in a position where we can
very difficult to do that. But I think we're
seriously do that (28b, c, d).
UNBALANCED
U n b a l a n c e d AND
a n d UNEQUAL
U n e q u a l ACCESS
A c c e ss

Unbalanced and unequal access to resources and, hence, political opportunities is a big
issue. Two participants described the issues created by language:
And then questions of
When
UN,
o f language come into it. W
hen you first arrive at the U
N , all ooff
the documentation is in all of
o f the languages that it needs to be. As negotiations
proceed, the documents are written in English, so unless you have bilingual teams or
you bring your own interpreters, which is a huge expense, you just end up lost. So ooff
course people end up drifting away and don’t
don't follow things down to last wire (101v).
(lOlv).
“You
o t the
The other participant said, 'CV
ou see countries where English and Spanish are nnot
m ost educated people to speak."
speak.” H
Hee referenced as examples Indonesia or
languages that most

Bangladesh where people were not comfortable speaking English. "So
“So if English is not a
part of
o f their framework then they are outside ooff the conversation and have to consciously
integrate themselves. I think that non-English speakers are left out”
out" (101w).
(lOlw).
Two other participants spoke about the disparity in resources and access, and the
implications that had for participation of
o f those differently situated. Interestingly, one
participant is from the north and the other from the south. The participant from the
north referred to a coalition that had groups from both the south and north. The
didn’t want the northern group running the campaign.
southern group, she indicated, didn't

However, she stated:
mom entum , the intellectual firepower and the resources, i.e. access to money and
The momentum,
media, were in the north. Out
O ut of
o f fairness to people in the south, they were nnot
ot
organized. They didn't have the infrastructure or the resources, but they wanted to
have leadership. All of that is very understandable. But people in the north were
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saying that if we're
(17a).
we’re going to get anything, we have to do it now (77a).
In that case, the northern group retained leadership and control ooff the strategies
related to government
governm ent negotiations.
The second participant, from the south, described the difficulty ooff engaging w
with
ith few
w ithout ready access to the targets:
resources and without

In terms of
o f the capacity of
o f the South to continually engage and follow up with
processes that may be happening very far from home, its very difficult. I think that on
the African side of
o f things, although there may be country preparations that may be
more or less thorough and rigorous, there is not really the space to gather early to
to
ensure our preparation as a region is as good as it should be.
And, when it comes to the global level, you’re
you're dealing with a core group ooff
institutions that sit in New York and work in New York, and that can follow every
o f the preparatory process in New York. And yes, they try to be open and fair,
aspect of
and create space for the South, but it's
it’s not an ideal situation. A lot ooff assumptions are
made about people's
people’s basic understanding of
o f the basic setup of
o f the process and about
the fact that successful lobbying at that level depends on relations with assistants and
D oing that on a continual basis in New York, unless we were all to open
negotiators. Doing
satellite offices in New York, is not something that we have the capacity or desire to
(lOle).
do (101e).
ROLES
R oles

Interview participants recognized the many different roles played by people, including:
negotiating with the target; facilitating fair dialogue; bringing people with diverse ideas
“People play different roles depending on their competencies. So some
together. "People

organizations gave more legal advice, some more lobbying, some campaigning, depending
on what strength of
o f the organization was"
was” (40k). ''We
“We see ourselves as a bridge if you

will, between groups that we work with in the south and decision making mechanisms in
the north"
north” (4a, d). ''We
“W e would try to maximize the synergy ooff what different countries
could” (4a, c). Always though, people self selected
were doing and to support where we could"
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their roles. One
O ne interview participant aptly stated:
In the long road to the coalition's
coalition’s goal, there are people who have to keep their eye on
a distant city on the hill and then there are the pothole fillers to help us get there. I
tend to be a pothole filler. Maybe that's what can be a contribution to future
campaigns, to say there are people who need to be firebrands and be out there
preaching on the rooftops to great masses ooff people, and there are people who need
to do more mundane tasks, i.e., how can you make this a reality as we move along
without selling out the long-term vision (4j)?
“The
Interview participants understood that the roles positively influence each other. "The

panoply of
o f voices around a similar goal was actually helpful. There were those engaging
in the process and those calling for more"
more” (4a, f). "Mass
“Mass movements and pressure from
radicals keeps the reformers from compromising too easily, pressures the target and
makes reformer Asks look more tenable. It increases the (target's)
(target’s) commitment to think
about these kind of
o f issues"
issues” (10a, e). One
O ne participant, in particular, approached the
o f roles with great intentionality: ''Work
“W ork and information generated by
complementarity of

one group can be utilized by other groups in their tactics. We could use that information
hat our governments in
[from other coalition members] to make our case as to w
what

developing countries should do"
do” (10g).
They also noted the adverse influence of
o f differing roles. There were the complaints
about the implications of
''When
o f poor coordination. “W
hen outside groups interact with our
government [without coordinating with us], it undermines our efforts”
efforts" (66d). And, there
was confusion about why different groups chose varying tactics. A northern interview
participant stated, "I
weren't going far enough
“I respect the critique from those who felt we weren’t
in our Ask, but I don't
don’t understand those who felt that it was inappropriate to engage with
the politicians"
politicians” (10h).
(lOh). A southern interview participant reminded, "Each
“Each region has its
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different means of
don't know that then it’s
it's
o f coordinating themselves. When you don’t
way" (66h).
impossible for you to respect it except in a very tokenistic way”
o f what he considered to be an inappropriate action
One participant shared a story of

with adverse affects:
Here's
Here’s a group of
o f international NGOs
N G O s coming into a vulnerable country, bypassing
the national civil society and insisting on meeting with the head ooff the state. T
That
h at was
totally outside our process. Those NGOs
N G O s participated in our plenary as passive
observers, but then they went off and had their own meeting. It’s
It's just nnot
o t done. They
were heavy handed about it and I think they actually caused some serious political
o f the way they did it. Some people are extremely angry. H
ow do
problems because of
How
we work this through? Nobody's
don't have the right to meet with
N obody’s saying they don’t
N obody’s saying that our positions have to be
whomever they want to meet with. Nobody's
similar. But, let's
let’s try to collaborate and be open about it. Let’s
similar.
Let's not step on each
other’s feet in the process (66e).
other's
Despite their recognition of
didn't
o f the influence they had on each other, participants didn’t
o f the roles. O
ne participant noted:
always understand the complementarity of
One

I personally don't have any patience with talking to the target
target. But there are lots ooff
people that would love to do that so I say okay, go ahead and do it. Probably I
undervalue that, because I think that real change comes from providing more input to
people from the global south in the decision making processes. A
And
nd I don't see
o f that (81i).
lobbying the target necessarily as part of
The participant was then asked if he intentionally worked to get people’s
people's roles to
complement each other. He responded:
nd I
No, that's interesting, I don't think that we would consciously do it that way. A
And
think the groups are attached either personally or organizationally to one or other ooff
these methods, and therefore we don't necessarily see it as complementary. But when
j).
you take a look at the big picture, it really is complementary (81
(81j).

The importance of
o f complementarity, however, was well articulated by one interview
participant.
m uch at the grassroots, national level. Other
O ther groups work
Some groups work very much
within their network from the local to the national to the global. And there are also
groups that focus only on policy work, and only at the international level. So this
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means that you have different perspectives and different experiences and different
realities that individual groups are carrying with them. In networking, you w
want
ant to be
able to make the linkages between those are who are working on the ground and those
who are working in policy at the national level end of
o f those who are working
internationally. We also talk about how they need make the linkages and how it
requires, like any other network, constant information exchange and building trust. So
one is not better than any other, or more necessary. We have to develop respect for
the different levels of
o f work from the grassroots to the so-called international (3k, 1).
LITERATURE
REVIEW
L it e r a t u r e R
e v ie w

Political opportunities have been studied in depth by social movem
movement
ent theorists. The
literature was reviewed to provide a general review ooff the concept and to explore the
intentional construction of
o f political opportunities.
POLITICAL
P o l it ic a l OPPORTUNITY
O p p o r t u n i t y STRUCTURES
St r u c t u r e s

Political opportunities are "consistent
permanent
“consistent - but not necessarily formal, perm
anent or
national -—dimensions of
o f the political environment that either encourage or discourage
people from using collective action"
action” (farrow,
(Tarrow, 1998, p. 18). Political opportunity
structures are formal and informal political conditions that encourage and discourage
social change efforts and that channel and constrain the range ooff options available to
those endeavors (McAdam et al., 1996; Risse-Kappen, 1995; Tarrow, 1998). They also
include social and cultural contexts (Smith, 1997) in which activists are trying to effect
change. Examples of
o f political opportunity structures include: political institutions, e.g.,
formal governmental organizations; the organization of
o f elites; alliances between the
coalition and political elites; the use of
o f repression by political authorities; shifts in political
alliances; and prominent
prom inent allies (McAdam et al., 1996; Tarrow, 1996).
The international arena includes an ever increasing number ooff political opportunity
structures for Global Civil Society. In the early 1970s, International Relations theorists
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were noting the existence of
o f arrangements between governments to administer functions
all, ...
. .giving
common to all,"
giving international range to administrative organs and administrative

task" (Mitrany, 1948,
5). They
jurisdiction, in accordance with the nature ooff each task”
1948,,, 197
1975).
posited that these functional arrangements would create ever more links between nations,
leading to the development of
o f an international community. Following directly on
Mitrany's
Mitrany’s heels, Keohane (1977) posited the idea ooff complex interdependence, which he
described as a web of
o f connections between societies that created interdependence, i.e.,
mutual dependence and reciprocal effects. As international transactions increased
o f money, goods, people and messages, so too would connections and
through the flow of

interdependence.
Of
O f note is the fact that connections refer not only to formal organizations designed to
carry out international objectives, e.g., UN
WfO,
U N and W
TO , bbut
u t also to regimes and informal
agreements. International regimes are sets of
o f principles, norms, rules and decision
actors’ expectations converge in a given area of
of
making procedures around which actors'

international relations (Krasner, 1983). The purpose of
o f regimes is to create the
conditions for governments to enter into mutually beneficial agreements.
Interdependence theorists posited that developments in technology, the environment,
and the economy would make international coordination and cooperation ever more
imperative (Keohane & Nye, 2000). This process ooff transforming previously separate
units into components
com ponents of
o f a coherent system is described as integration (Stein, 2001).
The web of
o f connections created to facilitate the integration is referred to as
internationalism (farrow,
(Tarrow, 2005). These connections include organizations, as well as
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formal and informal relations including regimes, conventions and regulations. T
The
he web is
multi-directional, including horizontal connections between government organizations
and nonstate actors, and vertical links between levels of
o f government, i.e., sub national,
national and international. Internationalism, asserts Tarrow (2005) opens a wide and
o f political opportunity structures for Global Civil Society.
increasing range of

Political opportunity structures, however, differ markedly from each other, witb
with
different rules, political alliances and structures (Burstein, Einwohner, & Hollander, 1995;
Smith, 1997). Smith (1997) states that political opportunity structures vary across state
governments. Resources, opportunities, domestic allies and power vary from country to
country. Moreover, local responses to internationally sanctioned agreements vary (RisseKappen, 1995). Finally, some offer abundant opportunities while others actively close
opportunities for citizen engagement (Smith, 1997; Smith, Pagnucco et al., 1997).
of 9
9/11
Moreover, they change. The tragedy of
/ 11 provides a particularly salient example.

"International
“International activists initially hunkered down in a retreat-and-reflect mode, increasingly
o f their repertoire ooff protest tactics”
questioning the viability of
tactics" (Ayres, 2003, p. 38). They

feared being labeled terrorists and struggled with increased scrutiny and harassment by
governments (Rooy, 2004).
Moreover, access to the various political opportunity structures is asymmetrical and
unequal. Though internationalization has grown exponentially since the 1950s, its
development is geographically weighted toward northern, highly developed countries and
powerful economic actors (Smith & Wiest, 2005). Further, the world’s
world's poor and
powerless have limited ability to take on the systems that oppress them (Piven &
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Cloward, 1979). They state:
Most of
o f the time people conform to the institutional arrangements which enmesh
.... Those ... who are the most
them
them....
m ost oppressed by inequality, are also acquiescent ..
....
for they have little defense against the penalties that can be imposed for defiance ..
....
the poor are led to believe that their destitution is deserved, and that the riches and
power that others command are also deserved (p. 6).
Additionally and importantly, lobbying, a primary m
method
ethod ooff access to political
institutions in democratic countries, effectively disenfranchises many groups, particularly
the poor and powerless (Piven & Cloward, 1979). So, not only do the poor and
powerless have fewer capacities with which to engage government, they also are
systematically blocked from accessing available venues in ways others take for granted.
These groups, hence, have fewer opportunities to be heard or to effect change.
The moments when they can be effective, claim Piven and Cloward, are when
cleavages in history disturb life as normal, either economically, politically or socially. In
these moments two things happen, i.e., transvaluation and deroutiniyation.
deroutinization. Transvaluation
occurs when deprivation and disorganization become so immense that people come to
identify the problems as caused by the system nnot
o t themselves. They, further, come to
realize that there is a collective of
o f likewise injured people and that they deserve redress
from the broken system (Hobsbawm, 1963).
Deroutinization occurs when the social controls that block people’s
people's ability to effect
change breakdown (L. Brown & Ashman, 1996). Rapid change weakens institutional
structures that regulate behavior, and creates or exacerbates frustration of
o f those affected
import
(Moore, 1969). Piven & Cloward (1979) place great im
port on the power ooff social
people's movements. It is during these times
institutions to open opportunities for poor people’s
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that the groups can capitalize on the societal disturbances by adding further fuel to the
fire. These groups don't
don’t engage via the pluralist system, but rather by disrupting sensitive
and unstable societal institutions.
Such was the case with the Civil Rights movement in the United States. Large-scale
economic and technological changes affected agriculture in the south, driving many
African Americans from the land and from long established patterns ooff existence.
Culturally steeped prejudice led to their exclusion from employment in other sectors, and
hence stimulated mass migration to northern cities. Transvaluation occurred in the
African American community, effectively breaking its subservience to the system and
effectuating its growth into a strong and directed social movement, i.e., the Civil Rights
movement and subsequently to the Welfare Rights movement. The Welfare Rights
movement arose from desperation in northern ghettos and transformed into a wave of
civil rioting. Government
tumult
G overnm ent was still negotiating its way through the tum
ult ooff the Civil
Rights movement
m ovement and was, at least initially, susceptible to the demands ooff the poor,
ceding civil and economic benefits to African Americans.
INTENTIONAL
I n t e n t i o n a l CONSTRUCTION
C o n s t r u c t i o n OF
o f POS

doesn’t simply respond to political opportunity structures. They,
Global Civil Society doesn't

in fact, actively engage in changing and creating both domestic and international political
opportunity structures (Gamson & Meyer, 1996; Tarrow, 1996). Examples include the
o f the international human rights regime and the re-democratization and
creation of

subsequent reopening of
o f closed political opportunity structures in Latin America
(Sikkink, 2005). The numerous opportunity structures available internationally, as well as
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their dynamic and changing nature, create multiple and ongoing opportunities for Global
Civil Society to intentionally construct and change political opportunity structures. These
opportunities are actively sought and employed by policy entrepreneurs.
Kingdon (1995) describes policy entrepreneurs as those willing to invest time,
resources and influence to promote
prom ote a policy position with anticipated future gain, in
either material, purposive or solidary benefits. Finnemore & Sikkink (1998) extend the
notion to norm entrepreneurs. Social reality is a human construction, a product ooff social
interaction. That reality and the meaning attached to it is malleable and susceptible to
change (Hasenclever et al., 2000). Based on this presumption, norm
normss entrepreneurs act in
an extremely rationale manner to maximize their utilities (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998).
In social change endeavors, the utility is defined as changing other players’
players' utility function

to reflect the norms advocated by the norm entrepreneur. To accomplish their
objectives, norm entrepreneurs engage in conscious means-ends calculations, or w
what
hat
Finnemore & Sikkink refer to as strategic social construction.
Examples of
o f strategic social construction in the United States include the redefinition:
o f who is a defined as a political participant; through abolition ooff slavery
through suffrage of

of
o f who is considered a human being; and through global warming ooff the causal
mechanisms in world temperature increases. In these instances, the common
understanding of
o f a phenomenon
phenom enon is systematically created and changed. This highly
o f particular import
im port to groups that find themselves systematically
influential strategy is of
o f international power, i.e., political power ooff states and
disenfranchised from the seat of

economic power of
o f transnational market players.
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ANALYSIS
A n a l y s is

Participants were very aware of
o f political opportunities, i.e., consistent dimensions of
the political environment
environm ent that influence collective action. Interview participants
o f political opportunities, i.e., timing, affected people, targets,
identified six different types of

target receptivity, world politics and funders. Conference participants, additionally,
ith the
identified multiple political opportunity structures. Importantly, their list aligned w
with

literature in terms of
o f their understanding that international political opportunity structures
o f international regimes,
include not only formal organizations, but also a growing web of

conventions and regulations. Moreover, participants understood the unique nature ooff
various political opportunity structures, as well as their varying influence on different
countries. Finally, participants endeavored not only to respond to political opportunities,
but to change them to their advantage, a term referred
referred to in the literature as strategic social

construction.
Participants’ comments and concerns regarding unbalanced and unequal access to
Participants'

resources and political opportunities paralleled that expressed in the literature.
Participants note that language requirements, i.e., English, in international venues, and
disparity in both resources and physical access to international venues are ooff serious
concern. The literature substantiates participants concerns, providing evidence ooff the
asymmetrical and unequal growth of
o f internationalism which further exacerbates the
extant inequality in terms of
o f capacity to engage and access to international venues.
Participants understood that people play different roles in coalitions. As one
participant so aptly stated, "in
coalition's goal, there are people who
“in the long road to the coalition’s
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have to keep their eye on a distant city on the hill and then there are the pothole fillers to
there” (4j). They also were quite clear that the various roles influenced each
help us get there"

other, both positively and negatively. Interview participants, however, were not all
generally focused on intentionally working toward complementarity in roles. They,
additionally, expressed confusion with different people’s
people's choices in strategies, e.g.,
negotiate with or abolish the target. The literature provides a way to understand people’s
people's
choices in strategy. It draws attention to the way in which political opportunity structures
constrain and channel the repertoires of
marginalized
o f contention ooff poor and marginali
2 ed groups.
Namely, their endeavors occur outside the polity and focus on destabilizing temporarily
unstable social structures and institutions. So, while those privileged with inside access
can effectively advocate through established mechanisms within the polity, those kept
outside the polity need make their voices heard in different, and often contentious, ways.
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LEGITIMACY: REPRESENTATION VS. PARTICIPATION
RESULTS
Results

Both interview and conference participants were concerned about the notion ooff
n o t a direct question posed in either the conference or the
legitimacy. Though it was not

interviews, it nevertheless, came up. Participants discussed numerous ways in which
Global Civil Society coalitions are legitimized. Importantly, none of
o f them included
representivity. In fact, participants indicted claims ooff representivity as illegitimate and
o f greater import
im port for Global Civil Society.
asserted that participation was of
L e g it im a c y
LEGITIMACY

ne is
According to participants, there are many ways for coalitions to be legitimized. O
One

the regard paid by peers. An interview participant stated, "Legitimacy
“Legitimacy is the capacity to
people” (55£).
(55f). He also noted that, "Though
“Though in civil society there is no group
mobilize people"

with authority over another, groups look to each other to endorse their actions and to
validated” (55g). Another
A nother source ooff legitimacy is the regard paid
gain credibility and be validated"

civil society by targets, e.g., when targets invite or accept coalitions to the table, and when
they remain interested in continuing interactions (55c).
Another source of
Thompson
o f legitimacy was described by Thom
pson (2006) in a paper written
for the conference. In it, he referenced an accountability charter drawn up by a group of
civil society organizations: "Their
“Their legitimacy is based in part, on both long-standing and
politically neutral democratic norms, i.e., universally-recognized freedoms ooff speech,
assembly and association, as prescribed in the Universal Declaration of
Rights."
o f Human Rights.”

It further, he observed, is based, "on
“on their contribution to democratic processes, and on
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ote ... as well as functional capabilities such as the quality ooff
promote
the values they seek to prom

both their
their work, and the importance upon which they place accountability to both
large.” An interview participant asserted, "Our
“ O ur
stakeholders and the public at large."

organization gains its legitimacy by taking positions that are broadly held, e.g., the
Developm ent Goals. We don't
don’t have a paying constituency and we try not to
Millennium Development
anyone” (55k).
claim that we are representing anyone"
A conference participant claimed that righteousness was a basis for legitimacy,

human
common
“W hether it's
it’s natural law or something else, there are com
mon hum
an values that are
'Whether
(559).
legitimacy" (55q).
good. To the extent that we are associated with it, we have a claim to legitimacy”
operational organizations are legitimated
service/operational
An interview participant reminded that service/
by their close association with a base of people affected by policies, and membership

organizations are legitimated by their membership structures (551). Conference
participants mentioned accountability several times as a significant legitimizer. Civil
society, they stated, is accountable to stakeholders, the public and to those affected by
mentioned
policy positions supported by coalitions. In particular, several m
entioned downward
O ne asserted, "[They]
“ [They] need to ensure accountability to those affected by
accountability. One
[coalition’s] policies or actions."
actions.” Additionally, this conference participant declared,
their [coalition's]
“ [They] need to be embedded in their national and local societies and be held accountable
"[fhey]
them” (55a, CJ).
q). Conference participants cited as additional measures ooff legitimacy;
to them"

effectiveness rather than efficiency, professional and grassroots knowledge, closeness to
person's of
o f stature and name
life experience related to the policy, and association with person’s
recognition. Additionally, several conference participants noted that coalitions gain
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legitimacy through their association with democratically elected representatives.
Importantly, no participant identified representivity as a legitimizing factor. In fact,
most took pains to disassociate themselves from what they considered to be the
o f representing others. Moreover, w
hen asked w
hat
impossible and illegitimate goal of
when
what

undermined legitimacy, they commonly identified claims ooff representivity.
REPRESENTATION
R e p r e s e n t a t io n

Both interview and conference participants were quick to state that they didn’t
didn't claim
to represent others. Stated a conference participant, "In
“In Global Civil Society, no one
represents anyone other than themselves"
themselves” (55w). An interview participant asserted, "Our
“Our
legitimacy comes from sources other than representivity. Representivity is an impossible
worthwhile” (55a). In fact, not one participant claimed
objective and maybe not even worthwhile"

representative standing. Moreover, they challenged those who did. Interview
im portant questions regarding representivity. They highlighted the
participants raised important

quandary presented when different groups from the same region made divergent claims.
"Different
“Different groups come from a region and claim to represent the region, bbut
u t they may be
region" (8a)?
saying different things. So who really represents the region”
(8 a)? They questioned
whether those who attended meetings truly represented their peers or if they attended
merely because they had the resources to do so. "Then,
“Then, there are people who you know
be" ((8e).
are questionable or radical fringe announcing what the policy position should be”
8 e).
They mentioned
m entioned that while some people are quite articulate and political, the positions
they advocated didn't
didn’t necessarily present a balanced view ooff others in their regions (8d).
(8 d).
In like manner, they disparaged individuals who acted without any connection to
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grassroots. "There
“There are self appointed people who are responsible to nobody claiming to
people” (8k).
(8 k). One interview participant told a particularly salient story:
speak for people"

There's
There’s what
w hat I call the boutique of
o f lobbying shops, where there isn't even a national
organization. It's just an office with a charismatic expert at the helm, who carves out a
place for themselves. And they have no strictures. They can say whatever they want,
and there's no grassroots connection at all. But then there's always the question of
of
who they represent, really? The ones that are really successful are successful because
o f media, and they can make a really profound difference in terms
they generate tons of
u t at least in my experience, they
of policy campaigns. They can get things done, bbut
often wind up doing things successfully that the grassroots just hates at or believe it's
And
the wrong thing to do or the wrong compromise to make. A
nd there is no buy-in
process so they [grassroots] wonder, who are these people are just run roughshod over
the process (3m, n, o)?
Finally, they questioned the veracity of
o f organizations that claim to be international.
“Organizations in the north need to be clear about the fact that
One participant declared: "Organizations
N orth American organizations with a global outreach and who are trying to
they are North

facilitate global discussions. But, they are NOT
When
N O T international organizations. W
hen that
naming is not there, they don't
footing" (103b). She then shared
don’t relate to others on equal footing”
her experience:
You’re dealing with a core group of
o f New York based organizations that can follow the
You're
entire political process. They try to be open and fair and create space for people from
the south. But it's
it’s not
n o t enough. We don't
don’t have the capacity or desire to track things in
New York that closely, so have to rely on our (northern) partners. Basic things could
be done to improve things, e.g., facilitate inclusion, and respect the capacity ooff
(lOle).
southerners to organize (101e).

This participant cited examples wherein she and other southerners had nnot
o t been
treated as equals or consulted in enough depth on issues, and wherein the positions taken
by the international organizations represented views biased to northern regions at the
o f others.
expense of
o f a paper written for the conference (Singh, 2006) stated, "Thoughts
“Thoughts ooff
The author of
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aggregation elicit civil society fears of
o f marginalization. Because there is a loss ooff
autonomy, organizations fear the loss of
messaging." Further, he
o f individual branding and messaging.”
stated, "Anyone
“Anyone not sharing the same identity of the group (ethnicity, gender, age,
location, urban bias, occupation) may be deemed not suited to speak on behalf ooff that
group."
group.”
Finally, participants raised the fundamental question ooff whether it is even appropriate
to associate Global Civil Society with representivity. An interview participant stated, "I
“I
was at a major meeting of
o f over SO
50 NGOs
N G O s recently, and we discussed this issue and there
was overwhelming agreement that we could not claim representivity and that's a big
ago” (80).
(8 0 ). He
Fie continued: "There
“There is representative democracy, and
change from 10 years ago"

there's participative democracy. We have elected representatives and with all ooff its
imperfections, they are elected to represent us. We are not and we can't claim to be that.
o f the people or that we represent the people
We cannot claim that we are the true voice of

better than the representatives can"
can” (80).
(8 0 ). A conference participant declared,
"Representivity
“Representivity and accountability may not be essential for legitimacy. We empower
ourselves through participation. We are democratically represented by our governments
so why would civil society claim representative status"
(SSv)? Representivity, he claimed,
status” (55v)P
is not the purpose of
o f Global Civil Society, nor is it essential for legitimacy. "Access,"
“Access,”
asserted a conference participant "rather
important
... availability
“rather than representation, is im
p o rta n t...
o f opportunity to engage"
engage” (101
(lOlu).
of
u).

The question of
o f the appropriateness of
o f representivity for Global Civil Society
dovetailed with a question raised by another interview participant, namely the viability of
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representative governance. "Representative
crisis,", he asserted. "To
“Representative democracy is in crisis,”
“To
some extent the ascendancy of
o f civil society is a reflection ooff that as well as a reflection of
the changed nature of
o f the political discourse. People are turning to participatory and
direct democracy to raise their issues and make change”
change" (108h).
PARTICIPATION
P a r t ic ip a t io n

It's
that's important, particularly for
It’s the availability of
o f the opportunity to engage that’s
people who otherwise don't
don’t have opportunities to communicate with decision makers.
“requires access to information,
True participation, asserted an interview participant, "requires

sharing everything, participating in decision making”
making" (101
(101f).
f). Both interview and
conference participants reiterated that the voices ooff those who participate m
must
ust be heard
and must count, i.e., not
must
n o t be token participation. "Participation
“Participation m
ust empower people to
articulate their unique and diverse values, advance cooperation while respecting identity
and autonomy, capitalize on the creative potential ooff plurality and diversity, and facilitate
learning” (101k).
(10 1 k).
clear communication and generative learning"

Participants were concerned, however, about the reality of
o f unequal access to resources
and power. A conference participant reflected the sentiment of
o f many in his assertion that
by and large, people from Global Civil Society engaging with targets are northern,
professional, white, male, able-bodied, urban and from western modern cultures. T
This
his
sector, he further noted, reflects a very small minority ooff humanity. The danger with this
situation is that it promotes what one conference participant called the ideology of the strong,
or as another vigorously claimed, where the biggest m
mouths
y).
ouths get heard (101
(lOly).
Tokenism, consultation without equal partnership, and disrespect for the capacity,
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professionalism, views and agendas of
Another
o f southern groups all are problems. A
nother warned
“If you feel excluded, when you don't
don’t benefit from information, it is a waste ooff time
that, "If

to be part of
o f the coalition"
coalition” (101 f). Another noted that this had happened with herself
and many others she knew.
Participants stated that those with better access and with higher quality opportunities
to participate, i.e., the north, need to be sensitive to others, i.e., the south. In particular, a
conference participant noted, "The
“The voices that have to be strengthened have to be those
that need strengthening, e.g., Africans, people on the ground and victims ooff global
deficits” (101q). One
O ne participant that is particularly involved with broadening
governance deficits"
im port and strong desire to be totally inclusive, but lamented the
participation noted the import

logistical difficulty of
o f doing so (101a). Strategies used by participants to increase
inclusivity include: special grants to cover expenses so that participants are not excluded
due to financial difficulties; facilitation of
o f broad networks that connect deeply with
regional efforts; and a proactive orientation to inclusion of
marginalized
o f marginali
2 ed people.

Power Imbalance
Participation is significantly
significandy affected by power imbalances. Both interview and
conference participants stated that power arises through proximity to decision makers,
superior forms of
o f knowledge, access to resources, experience in organizing and a host of
other issues (94k). Power imbalances are created by differential access to these resources.
didn't have the
Participants most
m ost often noted situations wherein grassroots activists didn’t
resources to continue their international involvement. Two were careful to note that it
south
wasn't
wasn’t just a north/
n o rth /so
u th issue, but rather it is more ooff a class and race issue. One
O ne noted:
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The one thing I'll say about resources is that there is kind ooff an assumption that
northern NGOs
N G O s are better funded and better off, and more powerful than southern
N G O s and at least in the circle that I'm involved, with only a few exceptions, that is
NGOs
just not the case. The north-south power imbalance is certainly there, but it's with the
larger organizations. I think is a class issue. Organizations that represent white
mainstream people in the US tend to have more say both domestically and
o f us who see ourselves as representing people in the
internationally than those of
underclass. So I think, in addition to the north-south dynamic that you're referring to,
o f class and a power dimension (77j, k).
I would also suggest some kind of
Lack of
o f resources increases the difficulty, and often eliminates the possibility, of
of
participating. In both cases there are significant dangers. Exclusion from participation
silences the voice of
o f nonparticipants. Moreover, in circumstances where those less
endowed can participate, a power imbalance exists which can further stifle their voice.
“Differences in technical knowledge and competence between civil society organizations
"Differences

may be problematic as groups with less capacity may have less say even though they may
be closer to the issue and better equipped to convey messages to affected people”
people" ((11
1 1 0c).
0 c).
''The
‘T h e majority of
o f southern coalitions and organizations are only beginning to have the
capacity to engage at the global level, and the attention span ooff northern organizations are
is" (110a). Their relative
shorter than and faster than Southern organizations capacity is”
lack of
o f resources amplifies the importance ooff joining with others through coalitions.
don't have that need so can more easily
More highly resourced organizations, however, don’t
opt to not join or leave when the coalition no longer meets their needs:
The coalition was abandoned after one year because many organizations thought that
they could launch their own campaigns on the back ooff the success. Many smaller
organizations that would have benefited from the space, knowledge, contact,
mobilization of
o f the coalition, however, were left behind, because they could nnot
o t do on
(1 10 b).
their own what the bigger organizations could do (110b).
"There
inequities,' asserted one participant.
“There is a hierarchy established by resource inequities,’
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"The
“The hierarchy is balanced by ability of
o f autonomous to withdraw. But, big
[organizations] can withdraw without pain caused to small [organizations]. Small are
more reliant on coalitions for power."
power.”
o f power and process that invariably
This hierarchy is exacerbated by the questions of

arise in coalitions. Participants listed instances in which they have seen power plays;
defining the issues to be addressed in an international campaign, managing tensions
between common
com m on values and particular circumstances, appointing spokespersons,
claiming success, circulating information and resources, setting agendas and deciding on
strategy. One
don't
O ne participant said that it would be naive to think that such power plays don’t
exist in Global Civil Society. In her experience, power imbalances gave predominance to
er base,
professionalized international groups who were always trying to impose their pow
power

agendas and control on others (94g). Another
A nother participant echoed the concern stating that
if power imbalances and resource inequities are not first addressed, the aggregated voice
of
o f Global Civil Society will mirror northern interests (94j).

In one particularly salient example, a group ooff international leaders was convened to
make plans for an upcoming
upcom ing event. Participants with fewer resources committed to an
entire weekend of
didn't. Well into the
o f intense work together, while those from the north didn’t.
ould be
would
meeting, those from the north showed up with the expectation that the meeting w

halted and decisions altered to their desires. Because the other participants had the
opportunity to coalesce earlier in the week, they wouldn’t
wouldn't concede to the northern
groups’ demands. The power play was effectively diverted, but only because those with
groups'

fewer endowments had the opportunity to meet together (94d,e).
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This example illustrates the power plays and the affect ooff resources on the ability to
negotiate those power plays. It further reveals the potential ooff coalitions to equalize
resource imbalances. This was just one of
o f several stories in which the powerless gained
power through coalition. The participant who relayed the story indicated that she
intentionally uses strategies to balance power inequities. She ensures adequate translation
service, finds space for people to dialogue and organize and creates opportunities for
interaction. These supports enable voice, emergence and respect for leadership and
creation of
o f culture.
Both interview and conference participants articulated clearly that participation, not
representivity, is the basis for legitimacy. The questions ooff representation, participation
and legitimacy were explored in the literature to provide additional insight to the issues.
LITERATURE
REVIEW
L it e r a t u r e R
e v ie w
REPRESENTIVITY
Re p r e s e n t iv it y

While participants primarily focused on whether or not they were the appropriate
locus for representation, the literature presents challenges to the notion ooff representivity
in general and specifically as it relates to the international arena.
Constitutional democracy exists within states to ensure continuous and non-violent
change in rulers, to guard the rights of
o f individuals against the state and to enforce laws
conducive to the pursuit of
o f individual private interests (Eisenstadt, 1999; Schumpeter,
1974). Rules and representative institutions gird and guide the system. Constitutional
democracy is closely tied with liberalism, which creates a tension and conflict of
o f interest
between democracy and individual rights, e.g., when the majority decides not to respect
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particular rights, especially those of
o f an unpopular minority. Rules and representative
This system ooff democracy, however,
government provide the resolution to this dilemma. 1bis

relies on public deliberation only for constitutional affairs and looks to representatives
and systems to negotiate the rest (Ackerman & D
Du
Vall, 2000; Rawls, 1971). The U.S.
u Vail,
peoples' voice.
system allows for pluralism, which is said to ensure peoples’
The concepts of
o f representation and pluralism so defined, however, pose quandaries
for democracy. Representation, states Rousseau (1987) uncouples people from political
decisions, and hence alienates them from responsibility for their values and beliefs. The
cost of
Freedom
o f representation, he asserts, is freedom and genuine self-government. Freedom
requires active and engaged citizenship. Pluralism is based on the liberal notion ooff free
markets and the assumed best interest of
o f all arising from negotiations between market
players (Barber, 1984). 1bis
This concept, however, fails when a free market ooff ideas, equal
One
playing ground and equal opportunity for participation are nonexistant. O
ne example of
this inequity is the position of
o f business, described by Lindbloom (1977) as privileged. Its
voice carries inordinate weight in a political system dependent on the market for
economic prosperity. The U.S. pluralist system provides a case in point. It has bborn
om
many social movements as the disenfranchised and excluded have found it impossible to
access the system and of
o f necessity have risen up and demanded to be heard through mass
demonstrations and other actions of
o f contention, e.g., Civil Rights, Welfare Rights,
W orker’s Rights, Women's
W om en’s Rights, Gay and Lesbian Rights.
Worker's

Dryzek (2000) further contends that constitutional mechanisms have limited
international application. There is no superstructure to which all other institutions and
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agents in the world are accountable and which could embody a constitutional system.
Further, nationally elected legislatures and parliaments have little influence on
international decisions or in the supervision ooff international markets. Representative
democracy is a national and local, not internationaL
international, form of
o f governance (Nations, 2004).
Held (1997) aptly states: "At
“A t issue is the nature of
o f a constituency, the role of
representation, and the proper form and scope of
o f political participation. As fundamental
processes of
o f governance escape the categories ooff the nation-state, the traditional national

resolutions of
o f the key questions of
o f democratic theory and practice are open to doubt”
doubt" (p.
130). For example, in national representative democracies, the size and breadth of
of a
membership organization is important as it could have electoral consequences (Rees,
1998). Such is not the case in the unrepresentative and nondemocratic international
policy making sphere. For these and other reasons, Global Civil Society challenges, or
even rejects, the notion of
o f representative democracy, opting instead for forms ooff citizen
participation (Porta & Tarrow, 2005).
PARTICIPATION
P a r t ic ip a t io n

Participatory democracy offers another approach to democracy. It also legitimizes
civil society. Participatory democracy is based on the premise that participation is a basic
right and a fundamental precondition for democracy. Through participation, private
interests are transformed into public awareness and self-interest is softened and balanced
with an interest in the public good. It requires full and equal opportunity for
participation, creates improved information and develops social capacity for public

decision making. Finally, it produces more clear and effective public policy (Edwards &
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Zadek, 2003; Eisenstadt, 1999; HelsinkiProcess, nd; Rooy, 2004; Scholte, 1999).
o f the issues that affect their lives is the param
ount cry of
of
paramount
Participation in governance of

Global Civil Society to the institutions of
o f global power.
The literature reinforced participants'
participants’ contention that voicing an opinion is the
currency of
o f participatory democracy. Through dialogue and voice, civil society generates
o f the marginalized and disenfranchised,
and shapes opinions, raises up the voices of

highlights values and ideas that are obfuscated or lost by states and the market, and holds
governments to account (Edwards & Zadek, 2003; Scholte, 1999). Dryzek (2000) notes
that the legitimacy of
o f deliberation is compromised when any of
o f the following conditions
o f ideologies, or refusal
exist; power plays, manipulation or coercion, deceit, imposition of
o f self-interest. To this list, Gutmann & Thom
pson (2004) add
Thompson
to move from positions of
o f inequality imposed by economic, social or political systems. The
the problem of

inequality can be expressed through varying access to information, political leverage,
deliberative skills, resources or the deliberative space.
LEGITIMACY
L e g it im a c y

Legitimacy refers to the social and cultural acceptability and credibility of
o f an entity.
Legitimacy is contextual, dependent on the perspectives of
o f members ooff the community to
o f Global Civil Society,
which one belongs (Blau, 2001; Suchman, 1995). In the case of

legitimacy is conferred by multiple centers, including states, IG
IGOs,
O s, and other agents of
Global Civil Society. Stinchcombe (1968)states that an entity is legitimate to the extent
that it can call upon sufficient other centers ooff power to make its power effective.
ust be continually renewed
must
Additionally, legitimacy is contingent and transitory, i.e., it m
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ount importance to Global Civil
and revitalized (Cardoso, nd). Legitimacy is ooff param
paramount

Society, precisely because it does not enjoy formal status in international decision making
milieus.
The High Level Panel of
o f Eminent
Em inent Persons on UN-Civil Society Relations (2004)
hom they
asserts that Global Civil Society is legitimized by what they do, not by w
whom

represent. And, while representivity is not an appropriate expectation ooff Global Civil
Society or measure of
o f its legitimacy, Global Civil Society must be legitimated or its
endeavors will be futile. Global Civil Society gains legitimacy in various other ways,
including rights-based, competence-based and moral authority-based claims.
com m ented on and recognized the im
port ooff all these sources of
Participants commented
import
of H
um an
legitimacy. Rights-based claims are sustained by the Universal Declaration of
Human

Rights, which accords all humans the right of
o f recognition before the law (Chamovitz,
1999). Competence-based claims center on the value ooff knowledge, expertise, skills and
experience. Rarity and validity of
o f knowledge are critical, as are balance, comparative
credibility and the association with epistemic communities and grassroots (Chapman &
K rut et al., 1997; Osgood, 2001; Rooy, 2004). Moral authority is an
Fisher, 1998; Krut
im portant legitimator, especially as the moral authority of
o f both states and market players
important

fall into increasing disrepute. Global Civil Society's
Society’s stand for the public interest, as well
earn
as for human and environmental concerns against corporate profit and state power eam

them this authority (Chandhoke, 2002; Darcy de Oliverira & Tandon, 1994; Edwards &
Zadek, 2003; Krut
K rut et al., 1997).
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ANALYSIS
A n a l y s is

Participants were clear that their source ooff legitimacy did not emerge from
representivity. In fact, they argued that representt"vity
representivity was not an appropriate goal or
expectation of
o f global civil society. The literature provided support for this assertion in its
account of
o f the problems with representative democracy and its reminder that
representative democracy does not and can not exist internationally. Participants listed a
number of
most
o f other more appropriate sources of
o f legitimacy. Arguably the m
ost important,
however, is legitimacy derived from participation. Participants asserted that participation
people's unique and diverse values,
requires access to information, the articulation ooff people’s
participation in decision making, cooperation while respecting autonomy, clear
communication, and generative learning.
However, participants and theorists asserted that inequalities and power plays
undermine the participation quality. Participants recognize that power arises through
proximity to decision makers, superior forms ooff knowledge, access to resources,
experience in organizing. The literature adds that power arises through political leverage,
deliberative skills, and access to information and deliberative space.
Participants, additionally, are quite clear about the unequal access to those resources
within civil society. Lack of
o f resources increases the difficulty, and often eliminates the
o f participating. In both cases there are significant dangers. Exclusion from
possibility, of

participation silences the voice of
o f nonparticipants. Moreover, in circumstances where
those less endowed can participate, a power imbalance exists which can further stifle their
voice. Stated one participant, "Differences
“Differences in technical knowledge and competence
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between civil society organizations may be problematic as groups with less capacity may
have less say even though they may be closer to the issue and better equipped to convey
messages to affected people."
people.” A participant observed, "The
“The majority of
o f southern
coalitions and organizations are only beginning to have the capacity to engage at the
o f northern organizations is shorter than southern
global level, and the attention span of

organizations."
inequities."
organizations.” Another
A nother asserted, "A
“A hierarchy is established by resource inequities.”
This hierarchy is exacerbated by the questions of
o f power that invariably arise in
coalitions. One
O ne participant declared that it would be naive to think that such power plays
don't
don’t exist in Global Civil Society. In her experience, power imbalances gave
predominance to professionalized international groups who were always trying to impose
Another
nother participant echoed the
their power base, agendas and control on others. A
o t first addressed,
concern stating that if power imbalances and resource inequities are nnot

the aggregated voice of
o f Global Civil Society will mirror northern interests.
One
O ne participant posited, "The
“The hierarchy is balanced by the ability ooff autonomous
[organizations] to withdraw."
(organizations] can
withdraw.” "But",
“But”, he countered himself, ''big
“big [organizations]
withdraw without pain caused to small [organizations]. Small are more reliant on
coalitions for power."
power.” Less resourced organizations may, in fact, benefit
disproportionately from coalitions. Consider the case wherein the coalition was
disbanded. While the large organizations were able to adapt and continue their work, the
smaller organizations were hurt by the loss ooff shared space, knowledge and contact, and
what
were ultimately left behind because they could not do on their own w
hat the bigger
organizations could do.
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COALITION EVOLUTION
RESULTS
Resu lts

ot
Data in this section comes primarily from interview participants. There were nnot

direct questions concerning coalition evolution in the interview. However, in describing
their experiences, participants portrayed coalitions as dynamic and evolving processes
with beginnings, middles and endings. Moreover, their comments clarified that coalition
development was not the categorical response to mobilization requirements. Rather,
participants saw initiation of
o f a coalition as a strategic decision, and one that is open to
reconsideration at any time. The topic of
o f coalition evolution did nnot
o t come up per se in
the conference, but a few comments nevertheless were related. As there is so little data
from conference proceedings, data presented herein refers to interview participants unless
otherwise stated.
C o a l i t io n PURPOSE
P u r po se
COALITION

"Coalitions
“Coalitions form around issues. You can't
can’t artificially bring a coalition together. There
are all these different pods of
sticks"
o f work, and issues come along and then something sticks”
(83h). These words illustrate the functional approach participants take to coalitions.
Coalitions, they state, are a means to an end. "If
“If you can accomplish it [your purpose]
without a coalition, great"
great” stated another (83i). Still another asserted: "They
“They [various
groups] don't
don’t come together just because of
o f the coalition. They have their own priorities,
so they come together when it can add value to what they are doing anyway”
anyway" (83d). Still
another noted that, "All
“All the global networks, when they need or have something to do,
can share with everybody and get the support or participation ooff others without even
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coalition” (83k).
having a coalition"

They agree, however, that there are times when coalitions are beneficial (64n; 221ab).
lab).
They understand the significance of
o f strength in numbers, speaking with one voice and
coordinated efforts. Moreover, they assert, the more people that share the voice, the
“Politically, we are more effective as coalitions. It
more powerful the message becomes. "Politically,

gains us voice on a broader scale. The world is too small to work alone and there is
strength in numbers, so we have to figure out how to get the numbers”
numbers" (83a, b). The
power of
o f shared voice extends even further. Debate within Global Civil Society raises

awareness of
o f issues, builds active participation, and creates more clarity about values,
values conflicts and how issues and values intersect (64aa).
Participants noted that coalitions are beneficial when engaging with and trying to
influence government processes and decisions, and when attempting to hold government
to account or to change the terms of
o f engagement between government and Global Civil
(64o, p, s, t, y, z). And, it is of
o f particular im
port in circumstances wherein
Society (640,
import

government doesn't
doesn’t or can't
can’t take into consideration what people think.
Issues with multilateral implications require coalitions, as do responses to democratic
deficits in international governance (83i; 64q, r). Finally, participants noted the benefits
for Global Civil Society in coalitions, e.g., they provide spaces to convene and learn how
to effectively engage with global governance. The need for public spaces to convene
became particularly evident as the global summits were discontinued. Finally, participants
im portant as a mechanism to bolster citizen engagement with
noted that coalitions were important

global governance.
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COORDINATION
C o o r d in a t io n

We need to learn how to coordinate and build bridges across sectors and cultures and
o f action. Without
W ithout this, the movements develop a false sense ooff separation.
modes of
ote actions and
Entities are interconnected. Each is a node in a huge network to prom
promote
enable a better possible world. It's impossible to resolve problems from one network,
but necessary to link and cooperate (21aa,
(21 aa, ab, ac).
Stated another:
We need to connect them [coalitions] both vertically and horizontally for the best
impact. So we need to know that within a sector, the organizations are sufficiently
connected to themselves at all levels, and then be able to communicate with other
coalitions in different sectors. The other thing is that we need to have more cross
sectoral work. They often need to be facilitated in a way that can help bring them
them
together. They can all come together around a shared agenda, and the same can
(2 1 t).
happen at the national level (21
“Global Civil Society is not
Both interview and conference participants reiterated that, "Global

sufficiently systematic and coordinated"
w). Yet another recalled ooff his coalition:
coordinated” (21
(21w).
momentum
We are at a point where we can take the mom
entum from our various international
campaigns that largely have been trade oriented and say, ‘Hey
'Hey guys this is also a big
factor in the trade campaigns'.
campaigns’. And we can also try to mix that with some ooff the
momentum around the antiwar movements and say, ‘Hey
'Hey guys this is also a big factor
globe' (21
(21ai).
in the American economic dominance around the globe’
ai).
weren't just referring to
Clearly participants, when discussing coordination, weren’t
coordination within a coalition. Rather, they were referencing coordination at all levels,
within coalitions, between coalitions, across sectors and among networks. “We
''We tried to
bridge the divide between human rights organizations and economic rights organizations.
o f human
We brought them both to the table to develop an integrated understanding of

rights and to not sell each other short"
short” (210).
(21 o). "There
“There was coordination across trade and
movements” (21m). Referring to a cross sectoral coalition, one participant
anti-war movements"
“People [from one coalition] came with more legal and hum
an rights background,
human
stated: "People
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whereas people [from the other coalition] came with political economy ooff development
and economic and sociological backgrounds. Different people, different approaches,
different organizations, different history"
history” (21n).
(21 n). In like manner, participants shared
stories of
o f cross sector coordination and linkages.
And they agreed on some basic principles ooff organizing. "Always
“Always try to see how we
can reinforce and strengthen each other, and if we can’t,
can't, then we have to respect and not
undermine."
undermine.” ''You
“You need coordination and you need a broad decentralized way ooff getting
more people on board. You don't go and plan everybody's campaign, because they each
have their own thing but you offer coordination"
coordination” (21q). Still another stated: "Each
“Each
network is going to do their own thing. You have to be careful to not be too restrictive.
D on’t impose anything on other people."
people.” One participant summed
sum m ed it up, "It
“It was never
Don't

easy and was always fragile, but a lot of good people struggled to have it succeed"
succeed” (33q).
B e g in n in g s
BEGINNINGS

issue’s time comes, everything takes its own
One participant noted that when an issue's

momentum. Another
A nother stated: ''When
“W hen an issue hits, the initial analysis regards how it will
affect one's own country. Next, the analysis considers international implications and
whether collective action is necessary. Finally, the analysis considers how collective
work” (83c).
action might work"

To start a coalition, participants noted that people needed to develop clarity about
what they want changed, critical players, a common platform and appropriate strategies
(6 8 y). Logistical considerations mentioned include size ooff operation, fund raising,
(68y).
(68 v). Starting and
enlisting people, governance and establishing program priorities (68v).
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maintaining
off the position from which a group
m a i n t a i n i n g coalitions is very costly. Regardless o
starts, pre-work is required to engage the coalition, e.g., preparing reports to circulate,
enlisting members with potential to move the issue forward, completing analyses and
staying abreast of
o f the policy environment, target and the public, and gathering people to
dialogue and develop priorities, etc. One
O ne participant discussed the necessity ooff
completing power analyses prior to developing a coalition: "A
“A power analysis ooff key
players that can make decisions is important. If you don't
don’t figure that out ahead ooff time,
doesn’t have any impact and ends up being symbolic. The
you end up doing stuff that doesn't

organizations then can't
can’t act effectively"
effectively” (51n, o).
Many people, however, have invested heavily in the policy issue prior to involvement
with particular campaigns. Participants mentioned timelines not ooff just a year or two, but
o f decades (40b, d, e, f). Over time and across campaigns, different groups have
in terms of

developed different competency sets, connections with targets and resources (40a)..
(40a) ..
Moreover, one participant was careful to note that responsibility is shared across groups
and very little is handled centrally, meaning that information and resources are always
circulating rather than being controlled. All this significantly decreases the cost ooff start
up. Of
O f course, there are circumstances that don’t
don't fit this scenario, e.g., people gathering
for the first time over an emergent issue and people gathering after years of
o f experience
with the baggage of
o f past woes and difficulties obstructing a clear path forward.
Resourcing the coalition raises the ever present struggle that people in Global Civil
Society face with regard to financing their endeavors. M
Most
ost operate on a shoe-string
“We are all extremely overburdened"
overburdened” (77iJ.
(77g). 'We
“We don't
don’t have any money.”
“We
budget. 'We
money." 'We
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function on nothing."
nothing.” As a result, they spend inordinate time fundraising, and frequently
frequendy
find themselves overburdened, underpaid and overworked. This is exacerbated by the
fact that often the aspirations of
o f those in the coalition supersede available resources (77h,
i, x). Funders, moreover, have stipulations regarding how beneficiaries are allowed to
expend granted resources. Participants noted that in some cases, funders were nnot
ot
supportive of
o f coalitions as it curtailed their control of, and ability to monitor,
beneficiaries'
beneficiaries’ work (54h). Competition for resources further compounds the financial
difficulties faced by coalitions. Groups within the coalition often compete with each
other for funds and the coalition competes with its members, placing all in awkward
positions with each other.
MIDDLES
M id d l e s

Participants identified a number of
o f factors that instigate change in coalitions. Changes
in the policy environment
environm ent instigate discussion over whether to stay the course or adapt
strategies to the changing circumstances. A story shared by one participant likely mirrors
many others. The political space for Global Civil Society in the U
UN,
prominent
N , so prom
inent and
9 / 11. The sudden
welcoming during the 1990s, changed dramatically after the tragedy ooff 9/11.
and drastic change led to intense debates regarding where to focus the coalition’s
coalition's
energies. Some felt it critical to maintain a presence at the UN, to show support for the
institution, to further develop relationships within the institution, and to continue holding
governments to account for obligations. Others felt that the political opportunity
structure had changed so drastically that the UN no longer offered a viable mechanism
for further developing their cause. They advocated that the group refocus its efforts on
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mom entum of
o f the 1990s. She concluded: “We
the WSF and rebuilding the momentum
''We didn’t
didn't

abandon the UN, but our major focus will be at the WSF to build the social movem
movement
ent
that will have the power to hold governments accountable. We feel it’s
it's a much m
more
ore
strategic place to be working"
working” (74g; 64q).
o f coalitions also trigger change, for example when
The natural developmental cycles of

enough people join that the need for some kind of
o f central coordinating body is felt.
o f leadership, which develop and change organically, arising
There exist multiple centers of

out of felt need, inspiration and vision. Unlike in bureaucratic organizations, leadership
o f followers. One
O ne participant noted: "At
“A t the start ooff this
rises and falls by the will of

process, we were very much in the leadership role. But as things progressed, another
over” (686).
(6 8 b). Changes in leadership can create, or occur simultaneously with,
leader took over"

significant changes in the coalition. Another
A nother recalled: "At
“A t one point, a number ooff
grassroots organizations approached the coalition and said they weren’t
weren't being adequately
ore grassroots focus, with grassroots
represented. So, the coalition transitioned to a m
more
lead” (68d).
(6 8 d).
organizations now taking the lead"
o f campaign strategies, requiring for
Change is also instigated by successes and failures of

example a change in direction, inclusion of
more
o f more or different people, m
ore advanced
strategies, or the need to regroup to debrief and possibly to reopen discussions on the
o f the platform. One
O ne participant told of how the success ooff their strategy
fundaments of

opened up new and unanticipated challenges for which new strategies had to be
developed (64p, k, i). Another, having experienced the success ooff ratification ooff their
desired policy, now faced changing direction to focus on policy implementation (64u).
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Another spoke of
o f the stress induced by success. As the group developed visibility and
stature, people in and outside the group developed expectations, many ooff which
o f the group to respond and set them up for failure w
when
hen they
overwhelmed the capacity of
couldn’t adequately address the expectations (68x).
(6 8 x).
couldn't

Frustration with progress toward the goal stimulates change. O
One
ne participant recalled
the feeling of
o f frustration when
w hen after 10
10 years of concerted effort, people conceded that all
their effort had led to insufficient change and agreed that they needed a fundamental shift
in strategy (64g). Another
A nother group, after reaching a huge benchmark, made paradigmatic
consequently strategies (64t; 41a). People
changes in leadership, worldviews, values and consequendy
go so far as to refer to the transformation as the creation ooff a new organization, even
though it carries the same banner as the original manifestation ooff the movement. Yet
another participant lamented:
Common platforms are doomed to fail over time as reality overtakes one’s
one's ambitions.
ost platforms
mostly incrementally, while m
most
Failure is inevitable as the world operates mosdy
are usually revolutionary or visionary in nature. To succeed share a vision, develop
radically downscaled objectives that are much more realistic, and have the
commitment to persist or to take on new objectives and to revisit the visions and
(6 8 r).
objectives (68r).
ENDINGS
E n d in g s

Participants recognized the necessary temporality of
o f coalitions. Sometimes, divides

within the coalition actually do lead to its dissolution. In a couple cases, the target
w ithout a target with which to direct its actions ((68q;
6 8 q; 6
8 f).
changed, leaving the group without
68£).

One coalition lost its momentum
most
m om entum as it struggled with the decision ooff the m
ost appropriate
new target. That struggle exacerbated tensions already extant in the coalition. Their
inability to agree on a new target ultimately led to the decision to discontinue the group.
185

Of
O f interest, however, was the commitment they all shared regarding the policy issue and
regarding their desire to continue working together, albeit in different forums and in
different ways (68g,
(6 8 g, h, i).
Some coalitions disband before ever getting properly established. After many months
of
o f concerted effort to develop a common platform, the members of
o f one group lost
interest, ran out of
o f resources to continue gathering and decided to redirect their
endeavors toward individual pursuits (64r, s, t).
Participants noted that coalition maturation issues need be addressed, e.g., ensuring
o f affected parties, planning how to incorporate new members
adequate representation of

with different perspectives and how to deal with big organizations, considering how
how to
ensure working side by side and not at cross purposes with other organizations, and
planning for fundraising.
L it e r a t u r e / A
n a l y s is
LITERATURE/
ANALYSIS

Participants were clear, i.e., coalitions serve a functional nature. They are not an end
in and of
o f themselves. They require expenditure ooff too many resources for resource
strapped organizations and action-directed people to engage lightly in their design and
operation. As such, coalitions must be malleable and evolve to m
meet
eet the ever changing
needs presented within the policy environment and the coalition, as well as the challenges
presented by the evolution of
o f the policy issue. Participants identified coalitions that had
disbanded when they no longer met presenting needs, and aborted when they couldn’t
couldn't
find a functional way in which to operate. Endings, as such, are healthy, especially when
members can find ways to preserve the social capital built through their joint venture.
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o f coalitions suggests that members spend time
The functional and temporary nature of

developing processes for interaction and working toward their shared goals, rather than
building formal structures that reduce the critical flexibility and speed needed for
coalition's
coalition’s success. This thought was reiterated by conference participants. "Avoid
“Avoid
crystallization and frozen organizations as they will not be useful in this world. N
Need
eed to
flexible.”
be open and flexible."

The costliness and uncertainty of
o f coalitions, both in terms ooff their success in
functioning together and in accomplishing their goals, raises the stakes for potential
members. Why, given these circumstances, do people join coalitions? This question
m ore general question concerning collective action. The notion ooff
gives rise to a more
o f the conundrum of
o f public goods, which cannot be efficiently
collective action arises out of

distributed in a market system. As public goods lack the quality ooff excludability, investors
cannot make a profit on their sale, so the market fails to provide them despite public
interest in their consumption. Such market failure gives rise to public decision making to
make the public good available. These societal choices are based in group interaction, so
portant information for political analysis.
the group decision making dynamics become im
important
o f collective action theory is that small groups are fundamentally different
One tenet of

from large or latent groups in that they are able to achieve group goals and provide public
goods (Olson, 1965). Even small groups, however, are not desirable to achieve economic
objectives if an individual can obtain them otherwise. The reason is that groups, no
matter the size, are subject to a free rider problem when they provide public goods.
Quite simply, once a public good is provided, it cannot be kept from those who did not
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purchase it. Military or police protection, for example, cannot be provided only to those
who choose to pay. The benefits extend to the entire community. From
From a perspective of
maximizing utility, it is not rational for members to contribute to the group’s
group's goals when
they can obtain the benefit without expenditure. Hence, the free rider problem. Though
small groups are subject to the free rider problem, their small num
number
ber enables members
to hold each other accountable.
Large or latent groups, however, cannot control the free rider problem. The problem
problem
is exacerbated by the fact that individual actions easily get lost in large group endeavors,
making it virtually impossible to discern their effects. So for large groups to produce
even the smallest amount
am ount of
o f public good, they must utilize coercion or positive incentives
to induce necessary individual action toward group goals.
Olson (1965) used the circumstance of
o f insignificant groups, i.e., impoverished, to
buttress his argument. He, however, is theoretically incorrect on at least two counts.
First, he claims that impoverished people don't
don’t organize. Social movement and Global
Civil Society theorists, however, would beg to differ. Impoverished people have
organized many times throughout history, at local, national and now international levels
apner & Ruiz,
(Clark, 1956; Khagram, Rikker et al., 2002; Rosenau, 1990; Tarrow, 1994; W
Wapner

2000). In fact, it is precisely when a group is disenfranchised from power and wealth that
it can develop into a mass movement. Second, he asserts that mass movements are
irrational. Movement
M ovement in the streets, however, is a rational response of
o f people who are
o f power and wealth, who lack stable resources and w
ho
who
disenfranchised from the seat of

nonetheless have an interest to advocate. Mass m
movement
ovement thrusts the interests ooff those
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involved into the public eye, forces those in power to acknowledge the issue, creates
policy discourse and advocates particular resolves to the stated issues (Tarrow,
(farrow, 1994).
That is an example of
o f maximizing marginal utility if ever there was one.
don't fit Olson’s
Olson's theory. There is a
Tarrow (1994) contends that social movements don’t
collective action dilemma, admits Tarrow, but it is fundamentally different from that
posed by economic groups. First, social movements lack formal structures, leadership
and followers. They are rather, mediated and highly dynamic relationships between a
multitude of
o f organizations, coalitions, individual actors, sympathizers and crowds. As
such, compulsory coordination, pecuniary incentives and penalties cannot be utilized to
compel action. Second, unlike economic groups, social movements must rely on external
resources to coordinate and sustain collective action. These resources include political
opportunities, conventions and networks. Third, members are not motivated by
pecuniary ends, but rather by multiple and diverse purposes, e.g., group solidarity,
principled commitment, personal advantage and desire to belong.
All this equates with a collective action dilemma fundamentally different than that of
of
economic groups, namely coalescing a coalition ooff diverse and autonomous groups into a
unified campaign to accomplish a shared purpose. It is not a problem
problem ooff free-riding, but
one of
o f social coordination, for it is not the individuals, but rather the multiple groups that
activate and sustain the social movement. Hence, the paradigm through which to
ut
understand decision making in social movements is not that ooff collective action, bbut

rather that of
paramount
import
o f social networks.
networks, understanding social networks is ooff param
ount im
port as
it is through them that public choice is being driven nationally and internationally.
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CONCLUSION
This study was initiated with the intent ooff allowing data -—interviews, conference

proceedings and conference papers -—to direct the research and inductive process, hence
allowing for the emergence and examination ooff phenom
phenomena
ena characteristic of
o f Global Civil
enon of
o f Global Civil
Society. This approach was particularly apro pos as the phenom
phenomenon

Society is so new, and the field is as yet nascent.
As expected, the data provided clear direction regarding the disciplines and theories to
examine. Of
O f import, however, is the fact that the complex and multifaceted nature of
of
o f single disciplines and theories. The
Global Civil Society necessarily crosses the bounds of

data guided research into several disciplines and various theories, e.g., democratic theory,
social movements, decision making and constructivism. Each offered unique insights and
explanatory potential for the various phenomena presented by the data.
The findings of
o f this study, hence, are comprised ooff interview and conference data, the
associated and proximate literature, and the results of
o f their integration. This analytic
process adds value and depth to both the data and the literature, creating an integrated
o f each of
o f the nine topics. The study findings, however, need be
and holistic portrayal of

further analyzed through the inductive process to find emergent themes and patterns,
discern critical relationships and determine if and how they may comprise a larger,
coherent system. Chapter IV completes this next level ooff analysis and presents the
primary contribution of
o f this research -—the Convergence System.
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CHAPTER IV: THEORY DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is organized into four sections: Critical Characteristics, Theory System,
Measuring Success and Theoretic Foundations. Each section builds on the findings
presented in Chapter III. The Critical Characteristics section captures and summarizes
the findings as they relate to the study's
- the characteristics critical to
study’s research question —
coalitions'
coalitions’ success. The characteristics described in this section comprise the first part of
the answer to the research question. The Theory System section constructs an integrated
model, the Convergence System, from the critical characteristics and discusses its
implications. The Convergence System comprises the second part ooff the answer to the
study’s research question. The Measuring Success section analyzes the Convergence
study's
System’s contributions to praxis and theory. The system is represented as the Convergence
System's

Framework as it relates to praxis and as the Convergence System as it relates to theory.
Finally, the Theoretic Foundations section presents an epistemological analysis ooff the
constructs employed for this study and initiates discussion ooff their integration into a
theory system specific to the emergent field ooff Global Civil Society. The concluding
chapter discusses the research contributions and their importance as well as the
o f this study. It, finally, describes the trajectory ooff research emerging from
limitations of

this study for both praxis and theory.

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The research question that forms the basis of
''What
o f this dissertation is: “W
hat characteristics
o f Global Civil Society define as critical to the successful functioning ooff
do members of
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coalition processes designed to generate specific policy positions?”
positions?" The research findings
provide an initial answer to the research question. They yield nine domains ooff critical
characteristics, each with a set of
o f finer-grained attributes: Form and Function, Diversity
and Difference, Dialogue, Democracy and Decision Making, Convergence, Platforms and
Frames, Political Opportunity, Legitimacy: Representation vs. Participation, and Coalition
Evolution. The essential aspects of
o f the characteristics are summarized herein.
F o r m AND
and F
u n c t io n
FORM
FUNCTION

The Form and Function characteristic offers five attributes critical to the successful
functioning of
o f coalition processes. First, Global Civil Society exists within an emergent
movement environment, populated with numerous and connected networks and
characterized by large-scale direct activism. A
Att the center ooff this vast and expanding
network is a nonhierarchical web of
o f relationships among equals, employed to accomplish
specific and changing purposes. Formal arrangements are minimal, conditional,
temporary and used as mechanisms to facilitate people’s
people's endeavors. Communication and
o f this ever expanding network.
information are at the heart of

Second, the primary focus is on mobilization to effect change, not development of
—coalitions.
coalitions per se or their designation as particular associational forms --

Participant descriptions of
o f the organization ooff their endeavors highlight autonomous
groups and individuals voluntarily collaborating through provisional alliances, which they
alternatively define as coalitions, campaigns, networks, movements or simply groups ooff
people working together toward common ends.
Third, coalitions do not utilize the rational model of
o f organization. For example, there
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is no central authority to articulate common objectives, to control actions or to hold
people accountable. There is no formal hierarchy to define roles, responsibilities and
relationships. No
N o one can restrict or direct another. Finally, aspiring leaders cannot rely
o f organizational authority to vest them with authority, to confer their
on the transfer of

status as leaders or to guarantee followers. Only as relationships are developed is
leadership conferred to people. It is earned via proven capacity to influence through
inspiration, demonstration of
o f relational and substantive competence, modeling for and
enabling others. Importantly, leadership is granted by coalition members and is
person’s continuing actions consistent with the qualities listed above.
conditioned on the person's

Hence, leadership in coalitions is emergent, multi-centered, conditional and transient.
Fourth, these groupings are collections of
o f self-determining, self-governing people and
organizations who coalesce around common purpose. All are autonomous and effect
change within the group through personal and professional influence. It’s
It's an action
among peers wherein persuasion replaces organizationally vested authority. There exists
a loose, dynamic and decentralized structure, forever in flux due to constant changes in
such areas as membership, issue focus and campaigns. In this highly decentralized
situation, people act of
o f their own volition upon decisions they themselves determine. It
is laissez-faire, nonlinear, organic, dynamic, unfolding and has a life ooff its own,
independent of
o f any singular group or action.
coalition/organization
Fifth, although the coalition/
organization interaction effect will generate pressure to

organize coalitions according to the rational system model, coalitions’
coalitions' strength and
effectiveness depends on their organization according to the natural systems model.
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Systems Theory provides a framework for coalition organization and operations.
D iv e r s it y AND
and D
if f e r e n c e
DIVERSITY
DIFFERENCE

The Diversity and Difference characteristic offers six attributes critical to the
o f coalition processes. First, diversity itself is absolutely critical,
successful functioning of

offering many crucial benefits. These include access to a broad range ooff resources and
audiences; a panoply of
o f voices providing multiple influences on the target; comprehensive
understanding of
o f issues; creative tension that pushes people to new levels ooff thinking;
identification of
o f common
com m on ground; development ooff holistic platforms; and creation ooff new
nodes in an ever expanding network. The challenge is nnot
o t to resolve or homogenize
diversity, but to conserve and employ it to find commonality and enable effective voice.
Important
Second, creating a constructive space in which groups can gather is critical. Im
portant
to the space is the commitment to discernment of differences that are relevant to the
o f differences outside the realm
o f the current discussion.
issue at hand and suspension of
reahn of

Moreover, the space needs be designed to be neutral and free ooff coercion, and to
neutralize differences in status and privilege.
Third, it is critical to guide interactions between people with rules ooff engagement, i.e.,
agreements or covenants regarding how people interact with and treat each other. Rules
of
o f engagement are social structures, i.e., patterns ooff relation or practices and procedures
encoded in routine interactions of
o f groups and organizations. They include openness,
fluidity, flexibility and intentional effort to avoid reproducing social discrimination extant
in the larger population.
Fourth, some level of
o f compromise and flexibility is necessary when working in
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heterogeneous groups. Of
O f import
im port is a commitment to agree to disagree when a
common
difference cannot be surmounted, to continue the search for com
mon ground and,
importantly, to not
n o t undermine one another.
m on
common
Fifth, ongoing dialogue is important. Dialogue enables the discovery ooff com

ground and cultivates a deeper understanding of
one's own.
o f views different from one’s
Through this process, people learn that the ground between similarity and difference is
malleable, ever changing and negotiable. And, as people learn more about other
perspectives and discover more common ground, the distance between them dimishes
and the common
com mon ground on which they stand grows.
Finally, mutual respect and understanding are ooff critical import. Within the safety
provided by mutual respect, people can risk being influenced by perspectives ooff others,
knowing that ultimately they will not have to sacrifice their individual identity and that
their personal experience is valued. These conditions enable people to expand their
identity frames, which then facilitates the identity shifting critical to working in varying
social situations. The new identities open more links to other groups, thus creating
exponential opportunities for coalition building. There, hence, is a synergistic
relationship between identity formation and coalition building.
DIALOGUE
D ia l o g u e

The Dialogue characteristic offers five attributes critical to the successful functioning
of
o f coalition processes. First, dialogue in itself is important. It engages the voices of
o f those
o f discourse on key issues and values that helps
typically not heard. It creates a dynamic of

people to generate shared understanding and clarity. It provides the opportunity to seek
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commonality in difference. It leads to consensus and development ooff strategies. It
produces higher-quality decisions. It builds skills and capacity within individuals as well
people's identities as citizens and protectors of
as across Global Civil Society. It develops people’s
of
the public good. Finally, it legitimizes decisions.
Second, public spaces in which people feel safe and free from coercion and infiltration
by government or business are critical for dialogue. Global Civil Society needs time and
space to determine what it knows, believes and wants, outside the influence ooff business
and government. Then, it will be prepared to engage with the other two sectors.
Third, there are rules of
o f engagement critical to creating the conditions for dialogue.
These include universal invitation, with particular attention to the marginalized and
excluded; securing access and opportunity to engage for all; enabling and encouraging
voice; welcoming divergent views; creating a learning atmosphere; ensuring all have the
right to organize; cooperation without losing identity and autonomy; accountability;
transparency; and facilitation of
o f fluent and clear communication.
Fourth, creating an economy of
o f disagreement is ooff import. Irreconcilable differences
exist. However, comprehensive consensus is nnot
o t necessary to enable a coalition to
function effectively. With
W ith this in mind, participants agree to disagree, to set aside
disagreements and to respect the divergent viewpoints. Moreover, participants agree to
continue searching for common ground. Finally, dialogue is im
important
when
portant not just w
hen an
issue matures and needs to be addressed, but also prior to starting a campaign and in
spaces like the World
W orld Social Forum. In these venues, the pressure to act is not so strong,
so people have time to engage in deliberation and to focus on long-term vision.
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DEMOCRACY
DECISION
MAKING
D e m o c r a c y AND
and D
e c is io n M
a k in g

The Democracy and Decision-Making characteristic offers three attributes critical to
the successful functioning of
o f coalition processes. First, both speed and democratic
decision-making processes are critical to successful coalition functioning. Democratic,
participatory processes that recognize the legitimacy ooff all to speak and that are open and
transparent are critical. However, in a volatile and unpredictable environment, many
decisions have to be made quickly, or the coalition will lose its opportunity to influence
the policy discussion. As one interview participant aptly stated, "If
“If the decision point has
it's useless because the
already passed, then no matter how good your decision is, it’s
passed.” Hence, both speed and democratic process are indispensable.
opportunity passed."

Second, the indispensability of
o f both speed and democratic processes creates a speed
vs. democratic process quandary which needs be addressed lest it undermine the
O ne person succinctly stated the dilemma, "discussion
“discussion or action.”
action." Democratic
coalition. One
o f potentially missing a transitory policy window. Speedy
process comes at the price of

decisions, however, also extract a high cost —
-- the loss ooff buy-in and trust of
o f group
members not
n o t involved in the decision.
Third, strategies to address the speed vs. democratic process quandary are critical to
o f the coalition. The strategies are based in the opportunities
the successful functioning of

presented by policy subsystems and policy cycles. Periods of relative stability in the
policy cycle create opportunities for policy subsystems to engage in strategic thinking and
o f strategies revolves around early preparation. Examples of
of
dialogue. Hence, one set of

early preparation include ensuring the free, continuous and extensive flow ooff information;
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creating spaces wherein issues can be discussed strategically without the pressure of
o f time
lines and required action; and engaging people with extensive experience in the issue area.
The strategic thought emerging from policy subsystems in periods of
o f stability provides
the parameters and filters through which ad hoc decision making can be channeled and
aligned with longer-term objectives and visions. Additional strategies to facilitate rapid
decision making include communication systems, highly focused workshops designed to
elicit specific recommendations, and rules to guide the decision-making process. A final
set of strategies enables both strategic thinking and ad hoc decision making. These
strategies minimize the need for decision making by the coalition's
coalition’s general membership
by utilizing subgroups within a coalition; creating small, highly focused coalitions; and
utilizing mechanisms outside the coalition, e.g., churches.
Co n v er g e n c e
CONVERGENCE

The Convergence characteristic offers five attributes critical to the successful
o f coalition processes. First, it is important
im portant to develop more
m ore and different
functioning of
o f coalitions to change people’s
people's positions. In fact,
coalitions. It is not the purpose of
people will ultimately do their own thing, regardless of
o f decisions made within the

coalition. However, there is power in alliance. People learn, build collective knowledge
and develop more effective strategies. Furthermore, past experience working together
builds the capacity to respond quickly and effectively to emergent issues.
Second, voting as a way to arrive at decisions is of
o f questionable overall advantage to
coalitions and should be used sparingly. Voting, however, can be useful as a technique to
further dialogue. It can be used to take a straw poll, i.e., to define issues that need to be
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negotiated. It can also be used to identify various positions on the issue. Using voting in
these ways illuminates the issue for all and assists people to clarify their thoughts. It also
o f points of
o f convergence. Finally, it assists in the selection of
facilitates identification of
m ust be made via voting, and identification ooff preparation needed in order
decisions that must

to take a vote.
As noted, however, voting should be used sparingly as a decision-making technique.
o f weighting pits
Voting takes enormous time and is tedious. Moreover, the question of

coalition members against each other, e.g., those with more power and resources vs.
important,
most
ost im
portant,
groups with equally valid positions but access to fewer resources. But, m
voting has a fatal flaw---no
flaw—no coalition member is bound to the vote. As autonomous
players, coalition members cannot be forced to follow the majority-rule. They can and

will ultimately follow their own predilections. And, as voting is based on a majority rule
dynamic, there will always be those disaffected by the vote who will either not abide by
the resultant decision or leave the coalition.
ethod to arrive at decisions is equally challenged and also
method
Third, consensus as a m

needs be used with caution. Consensus requires face-to-face engagement, substantial
members'
o f discussion. In the end, coalitions will be unable to address all m
em bers’
time and lots of
issues and hence compromise people's
people’s ability to reach consensus. Further, once people
recognize that their issues will not be adequately reflected, maintaining their support

group's
premium on consensus can thwart a group’s
becomes difficult. In fact, putting a high premium
attempts to form as a coalition. Further, forcing a consensus may mean that everyone
loses and no organization gets to communicate its true opinion. Merging opinions from
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opposite sides of
o f the spectrum will result in a consensus that communicates weak and
watered-down ideas and that doesn't
doesn’t advocate the strong change some groups desire.
Fourth, there must
m ust be clear rules of
o f engagement. Rules of engagement are critical in
developing trust and nurturing relationships between people and across organizations.
Establishing this basis of
o f trust is necessary to enable joint endeavors. Moreover, working
together on various campaigns builds relationships and familiarity with various
organizations so that when
w hen an issue comes up, the networks, communication channels
and relationships are already there to jumpstart the campaign.
Fifth, build convergences, not consensus. Systems Theory offers several constructs of
of
im port to convergence. They include relationships, emergence and local
particular import

interaction. Relationships established between people are, in fact, potential points of
of
convergence, i.e., opportunities for people to develop shared meaning and act in
collaboration toward a shared objective. A few of the dimensions across which
relationships can be developed include the policy issue; shared forms ooff relating via
com mon cultures, geography or shared values; preferred repertoires of
of
identity, common

contention, philosophies and intentions regarding targets; and preferred organizational
forms. Emergent
Em ergent phenomena
phenom ena are new and coherent structures, patterns and properties
distinct from individual system constituents. In networks, broadened understanding and
new ideas emerge from the amalgamation ooff different perspectives. Innovations and
o f resources and strategies are conceived and developed.
creative combinations of

The incidence of
o f emergent phenomena and surprises multiplies the num
number
ber of
of
potential points of
o f convergence available for the employ of network participants. Finally,
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phenom ena and surprises arise at the local level, i.e., between
relationships, emergent phenomena

network members. People can act from any point ooff convergence, regardless ooff
differences along other dimensions. Relations grow exponentially as members from
different groups connect, revealing ever new points ooff convergence and creating the
conditions under
tinder which new points of
o f convergence emerge. Further, the joint
engagement deepens relations, thereby creating additional points ooff convergence.
Sixth, minimize common
com m on ground requirements. By minimizing com
m on ground
common
requirements, the potential of
o f finding points of
o f convergence around which joint
endeavors can be crafted is increased. Additionally, by extending coalitions across
sectors, coalitions appeal to different audiences, decision makers and financial supporters,
thus increasing their strength, power, legitimacy, influence and, importandy,
importantly, potential
o f convergence.
points of
PLATFORMS
AND
FRAMES
P latfo rm s a
nd F
ram es

The Platforms and Frames characteristic offers three attributes critical to the
important
successful functioning of
o f coalition processes. First, platforms are im
portant to successful
coalition functioning. Platforms unify across diversity, give direction to decisions and
self
actions, increase proaction and decrease reaction, create the basis for trust, facilitate self-

selection into the group, enable effective mobilization and communicate clearly to targets.
Second, platforms are not the only frames that effectuate mobilization ooff coalitions.
Some participants disputed the centrality of
o f shared platforms to effective collective
action. They indicated that finding connections on specific objectives was far more
important than creating shared platforms. A couple went so far as to state that resources
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spent hashing out platforms were wasted and that, rather, people should be finding ways
platform was
to work together. Participants shared stories ooff situations in which a shared platform
not the factor that tied the coalition together. The two commonalities across examples
o f a shared frame and the fact that the frame was nnot
o t a shared platform.
are the existence of

platform is
Importandy, these participants challenge the assumption that a shared platform
Importantly,
Other
necessary for effective mobilization and activation ooff Global Civil Society. O
ther factors,
o f convergence around which
e.g., a target, concept, policy or a strategy can be the point of

coalitions function. Systems Theory sheds more light on this matter. Systems engage
constandy in experimentation. System constituents temporarily converge, testing
constantly
connections and potential relationships. When
W hen a pairing works, the constituents stay
together and attract other constituents. In this way, subsystems are formed in systems

become
o f convergence around which the people organize becom
e
and in coalitions. The points of
the frames as well as the catalyst for developing frames for the group.
As a coalition subsystem continues to attract and integrate additional people, the
frames develop and their influence expands. Frames whose influence crosses the entire
im portant as coalition-wide
coalition develop into metaframes, which are particularly important
o f convergence. Coalition-wide platforms, hence, are metaframes. Within any
points of

coalition, there likely are multiple and various types ooff frames, all with varying degrees of
O f import
im port are the facts that all frames catalyze coalition action
influence on the system. Of

and that the coalition need not wait for metaframes to emerge in order to take effective
action.
what
hat kind ooff frames are necessary for
Third, the study findings posit two questions: 1) w
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effective coalition functioning? 2) under what conditions is a shared platform the
preferred frame? These questions require further elaboration and research.
P o l it ic a l O
p p o r t u n it y
POLITICAL
OPPORTUNITY

The Political Opportunity characteristic offers two attributes critical to the successful
functioning of
important
o f coalition processes. First, it is im
portant to take action when political
opportunities avail themselves. A number ooff different political opportunities provide
Global Civil Society with the chance to act collectively for change, including timing,
affected people, targets, target receptivity, world politics and funders. Additionally, the
international arena includes an ever increasing number of
o f political opportunity structures.
o f connections created to facilitate international
Internationalism, i.e., the web of

integration, opens a wide and increasing range ooff political opportunity structures. So
Global Civil Society is no longer restricted to engaging with local and national
governments, but can act in multiple arenas.
Second, discernment of
o f complementarity across differently situated and divergent
groups is critical. The asymmetrical and unequal access to various political opportunity
structures predisposes people to different roles, from negotiating with the target to
world’s poor and powerless have limited ability to take
demonstrating in the streets. The world's

on the systems that oppress them or to access the political system. W
When
hen they can, the
avenues open to them are often not those available to advantaged people. Rather, the
o f sensitive and unstable societal
avenues are outside the polity and focus on disruption of

institutions. Though entirely different from the roles played by those with access to the
polity, these roles are complementary.
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LEGITIMACY:
L e g it im a c y : REPRESENTATION
Re p r e s e n t a t io n v
VS.
s. P
PARTICIPATION
a r t ic ip a t io n

The Legitimacy: Representation vs. Participation characteristic offers six attributes
o f coalition processes. First, coalitions can capitalize
critical to the successful functioning of

on numerous sources oflegitimacy,
o f legitimacy, including regard by peers and targets, accountability,
association with common
com mon human values, membership and close association with affected
people, effectiveness, professional and grassroots knowledge, closeness to life experience
and association with democratically elected representatives and persons ooff stature.
Second, representivity is not a legitimizing factor. In fact, it is considered an
impossible and illegitimate goal. As one participant asserted: "There
“There is representative
democracy, and there's participative democracy. We have elected representatives and
with all of
o f its imperfections, they are elected to represent us. We cannot claim that we are
the true voice of
o f the people or that we represent the people better than the
representatives can."
can.” Thoughts of
o f aggregation elicit fears ooff marginalization and loss of
o t sharing the same
autonomy, organizational branding and messaging. Finally, anyone nnot
o f the group may be deemed unsuitable to speak on behalf ooff that group.
identity of
o f representivity undermine legitimacy. Participants highlighted the
Moreover, claims of

quandary presented when different groups from the same region made divergent claims.
Participants questioned whether those who attend meetings truly represent their peers or
entioned that
if they attend merely because they have the resources to do so. They m
mentioned

while some people are quite articulate and political, the positions they advocate don’t
don't
necessarily present a balanced view of
o f others in their regions. They disparaged
w ithout connection to grassroots. Finally, they questioned the
individuals who act without
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veracity of
o f organizations that claim to be international.
Third, it's
that's important, particularly for
it’s the availability of
o f the opportunity to engage that’s
people who otherwise don't
don’t have opportunities to communicate with decision makers.
True participation requires rules of
o f engagement: access to information; sharing
everything; the opportunity to articulate unique and diverse values; being heard and
having one's
one’s opinions count; participation in decision making; cooperation while
respecting identity and autonomy; clear communication; and generative learning.
Fourth, access is not equal. By and large, people from Global Civil Society engaging
with targets are northern, professional, white, male, able-bodied, urban and from
W estern cultures. They are, in fact, a very small minority of
o f humanity. Those
developed Western

with better access and higher-quality opportunities to participate need to be sensitive to
others in less advantageous positions.
Fifth, participation is significantly affected by power imbalances. Power arises through
proximity to decision makers, superior forms ooff knowledge, access to resources,
experience in organizing and a host of
o f other issues. Power imbalances are created by
differential access to these resources. Power imbalances don’t
don't just reflect a nnorth/
south
o rth /so
u th
divide, but also a class divide, i.e., organizations that represent white mainstream people
in the United States tend to have more say both domestically and internationally than
those who represent less advantaged people. Lack ooff resources and access undermines
o f nonparticipants and diminishes the capacity ooff groups
participation, silences the voice of

to influence others even though they may be closer to the issue and better equipped to
convey messages regarding affected people.
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Sixth, a hierarchy between GCS groups is created by resource and access inequities.
o f power and process that inevitably arise
This hierarchy is exacerbated by the questions of

in coalitions. There is potential in coalitions to equalize resource imbalances. However,
that potentiality is compromised by groups'
groups’ disparate dependence on and benefit derived
groups’ relative ability to work independendy
from coalitions as well groups'
independently ooff coalitions.
COALITION
EVOLUTION
C o a l i t io n E
v o l u t io n

The Coalition Evolution characteristic offers seven attributes critical to the successful
o f coalition processes. First, coalitions need be used as a means to an end,
functioning of

i.e., a functional response to the perception that they will add value to people’s
people's current
O f interest is the fact that the development and expansion ooff global networks
endeavors. Of

may be reducing the need for coalitions as they offer many ooff the benefits ooff a coalition
without requiring the commitments and resource expenditures necessitated by coalitions.
Second, there are conditions under which coalitions are beneficial. They include
circumstances wherein strength in numbers, speaking with one voice and coordinated
efforts are needed. Coalitions are beneficial when trying to influence government
processes and decisions, attempting to hold government to account and endeavoring to
change the terms of
o f engagement between government and Global Civil Society. It is of
im port when government doesn't
doesn’t take into account the voice ooff the country’s
particular import
country's

people. Finally, issues with multilateral implications require coalitions, as do responses to
democratic deficits in international governance.
th within and
both
Third, coalitions need to be connected, vertically and horizontally, bo

across networks, sectors and cultures. It's
It’s impossible to resolve problems from one
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network, but necessary to link and cooperate. Fourth, coalition start-up requires both
both
strategic and logistical actions, e.g., developing clarity about what is to be changed;
identifying and enlisting people; developing common platforms, frames and appropriate
strategies; considering the size of
o f operation; raising funds; establishing governance and
program priorities; completing analyses; preparing reports to circulate; staying abreast of
the policy environment, targets and the public; and gathering people to dialogue and
develop priorities.
Fifth, the significant resources already extant in Global Civil Society need be engaged
by coalitions. Many people have invested heavily in the policy issue prior to involvement
with particular campaigns. Over time and across campaigns, different groups have
developed different competency sets and connections with targets and resources that,
o f coalitions needs be
when combined, are complementary. Sixth, the cosdy
costly nature of

recognized and addressed. The cost adds pressure to already overburdened and under
resourced members. 1bis
This is exacerbated by the fact that often the aspirations ooff those in
the coalition supersede available resources. Funders, moreover, have stipulations
regarding how beneficiaries are allowed to expend granted resources. Competition for
resources between coalition members and the coalition compounds the financial
difficulties faced by coalitions.
Seventh, coalition maturation issues need be addressed. Coalitions are temporary and
have maturation cycles. A number of
o f factors instigate change in coalitions, e.g., changes
in the policy environment, coalitions'
coalitions’ natural developmental cycles, and successes and
failures of
o f campaign strategies. Examples ooff maturation issues include ensuring adequate
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representation of
o f affected parties; planning how to incorporate new members with
different perspectives; deciding how to deal with big organizations; considering how
how to
ensure working side by side and not at cross-purposes with other organizations; and
planning for fund-raising.
CONCLUSION
C o n c l u s io n

In this section, characteristics critical to coalition success were summarized. These
characteristics emerge directly from research findings presented in Chapter III. In
In this
unrefined form, however, their potential contribution to praxis and theory is not fully
realized. Some constructs appear in several characteristics. 1bis
This duplication indicates
that the constructs are emergent properties ooff the critical characteristics. Their synthesis
could lead to new and deeper understanding. Further, when some characteristics are
considered in concert, they suggest a larger pattern or theme. Their combination could
add value by revealing higher order constructs and im
important
portant relational dimensions.
Finally, examination of
o f relations across all characteristics could reveal the sinews that bind
them together as a system. Hence, identification and description of
o f the characteristics are
central to answering the research question. However, to fully engage their potential
benefits for coalitions, additional analysis was completed.

EMERGENT THEORY: THE CONVERGENCE SYSTEM
The Convergence
Convergence System emerged from deeper analysis ooff the critical characteristics
3
section.3
described in the preceding section.
To arrive at the system, duplication across

characteristics was eliminated and synthesized, some characteristics were combined, a

3 See Chapter II: Methods for an account of the analyses.

3
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construct that bridged several characteristics was separated and distinguished, and
relationships across characteristics were explored. The Convergence System catalyzes the
characteristics'
characteristics’ potential and synthesizes them into forms that are both practicable for
praxis and optimal for theoretical development.
The Convergence System is comprised ooff constituents and elements as well as the
relations among them. The system is introduced in two stages. In the first stage, the
constituents are elucidated through an introduction, an explanation ooff their im
import
port and
o f the elements they encompass. In the second stage, the
evidentiary basis, and a review of
o f the relations between the constituents and
system is explicated through an exploration of

elements.
In the ensuing section, Measuring Success, the Convergence System is portrayed as the

Convergence
Convergence Framework for praxis and the Convergence System for theory development. First,
however, a description is provided of
o f the construct that surfaced across multiple
characteristics -—Rules of
o f Engagement. The construct was evidenced in Diversity and
Difference, Dialogue, Democracy and Decision Making and Legitimacy: Representation
vs. Participation, indicating that it is significant enough to be designated as a Constituent
in the Convergence System. While rules of
o f engagement were addressed in Chapter III in
the context of
o f the other characteristics, it is further developed herein.
RULES
ENGAGEMENT
R u l e s OF
of E
ngagem ent

Both conference and interview participants indicated that there m
must
ust be clear rules of
engagement, i.e., regulatory guidelines to facilitate interchange. "Process
“Process is politics and
o f achieving the goal creates the results. So, getting there matters as much as
the process of
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the final product. Create safe spaces to discern process values, respect each other, name
issues, be willing to work them through"
through” (98b). "Everyone
“Everyone needs to be clear about the
ground rules. Even then, the ground rules will be broken and you need to have a plan for
do” (98£).
(98f).
what to do"

Rules of
everyone's
o f engagement include; recognizing the legitimacy and value of
o f everyone’s
insights and contributions, and facilitating an open, democratic and participatory process.
One participant noted: "Set
“Set out to build a collective analysis and to avert power plays or
imposition of
o f our individual analyses on others. Create an intimate space to build
relationships"
relationships” (98e). Another
A nother noted:
aren't explicit
All too often, groups get together thinking they are in alignment, but aren’t
w hat they're
they’re trying to do or about how they want to cooperate. Then you have
about what
o f fractions and tension. So it's
it’s better when you have terms ooff reference,
lots of
o f understanding, ways of
o f working that are explicit (9lh).
(91h).
memorandums of
Another participant spoke of
o f an agreement in his coalition wherein people don't
don’t have
the right to impose their agendas or to veto a decision. These ground rules were made in
an attempt to derail attempts at coercion and cooptation. In this environment, people are
free to find points of
o f convergence without sacrificing their stances or autonomy.
Conference participants added to this list; inclusion, clear universally applied
procedures, agreements on working together and negotiating differences, fluent and clear
communication, strategic plans, learning and adaptation, utilization ooff technology,
capacity development, right to be heard, and very clear procedures that apply to all.
Interview participants emphasized the need to understand and respect others. "People
“People
need to respect each other"
other” (39a). "Name
“Name the different gifts that people bring, recognize
them, thank them"
them ” (39b). "It's
“It’s important",
important”, stated one participant, "to
“to have some fluency
210

in the collaborators'
collaborators’ view and frame of
o f reference, their institutional restraints and
mandates and the interests of
o f their coalition partners”
partners" (961). A
And
nd to further underscore
“You should be able to articulate their point ooff view and identify
his point, he continued, ''You
o f commonality."
commonality.” This is especially true where there is significant difference.
areas of
Importandy, one participant asserted that differences should not be covered up or
Importantly,

ignored, but rather recognized and understood.
The notion of
o f respect extended beyond individuals to organizations and countries.
"Each
“Each region coordinates itself differently.
differendy. W
When
hen you don’t
don't recognize that, it’s
it's
way" (66h).
impossible to respect it or accept it except in a very tokenistic way”
Advocacy is tailored to the culture and context ooff specific countries, so the campaigns
need to recognize and respect them and allow for customization of
o f strategies to match
country needs. Groups from one country need to be careful to nnot
o t dictate to others
the right way to accomplish an objective, but rather need to learn country specific
strategies and support those (821).
"Working
“Working together requires acknowledging these cultural differences and responding
with flexibility
dexibility and respect"
respect” (82s). Participants noted with disdain those instances where
NGOs
that respect was not
n o t given. "There
“There are instances where international N
G O s intercede in
vulnerable countries, totally bypassing the national civil society, the culture and the
political context. It undermines the efforts ooff national civil society and can cause
backlashes against civil society by the government"
government” (66e).
Circumstances are different in each country and it's important that foreign GCS
respect the efforts of
Wee wanted foreigners to coordinate efforts
o f national groups. W
with us when it interacting with our government. Foreigners didn't respect that need.
They expect us to stay clear of
o f their governments, but interfered with ours (66a, b, c).
Interview participants emphasized that these rules ooff engagement were critical in
“Trust and
developing trust and nurturing relationships across organizations and people. "Trust
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relationships are fundamental features of
o f any successful campaign. They create
“O ne ooff the fundamental
confidence that supports the planning, debate and action.”
action." "One
o f any successful campaign or any kind ooff cooperation ooff different groups is the
features of
o f trust"
trust” (76g, h). "Human
“Human relationships are critical to campaigns”
building up of
campaigns" (761). In

fact, they asserted, establishing this basis of
o f trust is necessary to enable joint effort.
"Once
“ Once we were all satisfied with such factors as transparency, honesty and tolerance for
difference, we developed a comfort
com fort with the process”
process" (76m). "Sufficient
“Sufficient time for
building relationships, thrashing out issues and aligning politics and positions and
generating mutual solidarity and trust as well as collective sense ooff purpose will be
essential"
essential” (760).
(76o). Ultimately, the relationships enabled via trust and respect creates ready
social capital which can be utilized in future interactions.
Working together on various campaigns builds relationships and familiarity with
various organizations so that when an issue comes up, the networks, communication
channels and relationships are already there to jumpstart the campaign. It makes
internet organizing possible and minimizes misunderstandings (76d).
The three of
o f us know each other very well. We worked on similar things for a
while, so we trust each other. They know I'm not to step on their toes too m
much
uch in
that I will defer to them because they're in the region. And when that level ooff trust
has been established, anything is possible (76c).
com m on ground
Interview participants also recognized the importance ooff minimizing common

requirements. Recall the idea of
o f one participant: "Groups
“ Groups can cross political divides to
work together if philosophical or values alignment isn’t
isn't required. In fact, agreement isn’t
isn't
even required on the reasoning for pursuing a shared campaign objective. The groups,
rather, are coming together on a very specific issue and campaign opportunity”
opportunity" (58c). By
ork
minimizing requirements around common ground, his organization was able to w
work
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successfully with several organizations that differed immensely from his own. The
participant pointed out that by easing the requirements for working together, campaigns
can draw on resources that aren't
aren’t part of
o f the movement. This, he noted, increases the
strength, power, legitimacy and influence ooff the campaign because it appeals to different
audiences, decision makers and financial supporters.
Several participants discussed a strategy to facilitate the rapid development ooff a
coalition. They engage a small group of
o f like-minded individuals to draft a proposal
o f a potential campaign and then release it to a
clearly specifying the intent and direction of
m on foundation with the
larger audience with a universal invitation. People sharing a com
common

originators can join the campaign. In the same vein, a participant noted that a major
policy paper was written by a small group and then issued to a large general audience.
com mon ground could sign on as supporting the precepts presented
Those who shared common
o f participants discussed the importance ooff encouraging
in the paper. Finally, a number of
o f a larger campaign to create subgroups around points ooff common
com mon ground so
members of
coalition’s overall objectives.
to further the coalition's

In their efforts to create environments free from coercion and cooptation and wherein
different perspectives are recognized as legitimate and valuable, participants were
identifying rules of
from
o f engagement. Table 11 presents the rules ooff engagement gleaned flom
the research findings.
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TABLE
COALITIONS
T a b l e 11: RULES
R u l e s OF
o f ENGAGEMENT
E n g a g e m e n t fFOR
o r GCS
GCS C
o a l it io n s
DERIVED
RESEARCH
FINDINGS
D e r iv e d FROM
from R
esea r c h F
in d in g s

Clear and universally applied
Facilitate an open, democratic and participatory process
Full inclusion
Agreement to work together and to negotiate differences
Intentional effort to avoid reproducing social discrimination extant in society at large
Build relationships
Respect each other
Recognize and respect unique culture and context ooff specific countries and allow for
customization ooff strategies to match country needs.
Generate mutual solidarity and trust
Name the different gifts that people bring, recognize them, thank them.
Recognize the legitimacy and value of
o f everyone's
everyone’s insights and contributions
Fluent and clear communication
Learning and adaptation
Capacity development
Fluidity and flexibility
Right to be heard
Seek to understand others
collaborators’ view and frame ooff reference, their institutional
Develop fluency in the collaborators'
o f their coalition partners
restraints, and the interests of
collaborators’ point of
o f view
Learn to articulate collaborators'
o f commonality
Identify areas of

Avert power plays or imposition of
o f individual opinions on others
Don't
D on’t dictate to others the 'right' way
Vetoing decisions is not allowed
Name issues and be willing to work through them
them
Differences should not be covered up or ignored, but rather recognized and understood
Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Socie!J:
Diversi!J. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State University.
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CONVERGENCE
AND
ELEMENTS
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM:
Sy s t e m : CONSTITUENTS
Co n s t it u e n t s a
nd E
lem ents

primaty components
com ponents herein referred to as constituents, populate the Convergence
Five primary

R.ules of
System (see Figure 6). The constituents are Complementarity, Rules
of Engagement, Contingent
Alliance, Speed and Democrary,
Democracy, and Points of
of Convergence. The constituents are illustrated as

the inner circle in Figure 6 and are encased in bolded
balded boxes.

F i g u r e 6:
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Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
Administration and Policy. Portland,
Pordand, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State University.

Each constituent is comprised of
o f discrete and interrelated elements that serve to further
define the constituent and to create the conditions under which the constituent is
galvanized. For example, the elements within the Complementarity constituent are
Diversity, Participation and Identity. Elements, portrayed as the outer circle in Figure 6, are

encased in light boxes and are linked to their constituents with arrows. Constituents and
portant relationships between the
their elements are described first. Subsequently, im
important

constituents and elements are elucidated. A holistic portrayal of
o f the Convergence System
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and its implications for coalitions is created by description ooff the constituents and their
o f their relationships.
elements, and the depiction of
C o m p l e m e n t a r it y
COMPLEMENTARITY

Complementarity is the engagement, combination and integration ooff diversity with the
intent of
o f discerning how individual parts complement each other and how, through their
integration, they create a unified whole that is qualitatively different from the mere sum
of
o f the parts. Complementarity presumes the inclusion, engagement, integration and
o f diversity while maintaining the integrity of individual parts.
transformation of

The import
im port of
o f Complementarity arises from the premise in Systems Theory that a
system's
environment
system’s internal diversity must
m ust match the variety and complexity ooff its environm
ent if it
is to interact successfully with that environment. In fact, research findings depict the
international environment as complex, diverse, dynamic and increasingly interconnected.
Policy issues are negotiated at multiple levels and in various locales in overlapping and
highly dynamic policy networks. The chances for effecting desired policy change are
increased when Global Civil Society can engage governance in its many locales.
Research findings affirm both the wealth of
o f diversity extant in Global Civil Society
and the fact that Global Civil Society reflects the diversity of the international
environment. That
T hat wealth can be leveraged to engage with the multiple governance
centers in which policy is being negotiated. To leverage the wealth, however, Global Civil
Society must
m ust discern and develop complementarity across diversity. The
Complementarity constituent consists of
o f three elements critical to discerning and acting
Diversity, Identiry
Identity and Vanticipation.
on Complementarity, i.e., Diversiry,
Participation.
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D
iversity
Diversity
The Diversity element refers to the inclusion of
o f the full range of
o f voices relevant to the
who
policy issue. It presumes ever increasing inclusivity, especially ooff those w
ho are
o f requisite variety states that
disenfranchised, marginalized and voiceless. The principle of

systems need to encourage internal variety in order to survive. In fact, the more diverse
and complex the system, the better it is prepared to cope with external diversity.
Interaction with the external environment is absolutely critical to the coalition’s
coalition's viability,
as the connections bring new sources of
o f information, resources, opportunity structures,
ideas, strategies and avenues for action.
Requisite variety in coalitions is the diversity manifest in all its members. The diversity
that so frustrates and challenges coalition members is also the grist from which the
coalition is made and from which common ground will be found. O
One
ne can never know
o f actors in different circumstances will engender. Emergence and
what the combination of

surprises are important
im portant properties stimulated by requisite variety in coalitions. They
represent the new understandings, the innovative ideas and strategies, the creative
combination of
o f resources and the leaps necessary to both develop internal integrity and
interact successfully with the environment, i.e., implement goals and objectives.

Identity
The Identity element refers to the various and integrated identities constituting any
individual, e.g., race, gender, class, sexuality, age, political experience, and ideology. Three
o f the Identity element are of
o f particular import. First, each person has multiple
attributes of
o f which is tied to specific values, worldviews and practices. Each identity
identities, each of
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represents a potential link to different groups and endeavors.
Second, people can engage in identity shifting, wherein they discern pertinent
discourse, behaviors, culture, decisions and actions in different environments and match
them to the corresponding identity, thus allowing them to engage successfully in the
different environments. Third, people can develop new identities, thus expanding the
repertoire of
o f identities from which they can act and increasing the number
num ber and type of
social situations in which they can engage.
Multiple, expanding and shifting identities create the flexibility and adaptability
necessary to discover common ground in diversity. They also are the foundation from
which bridging between disparate groups can occur, thus breaking down the artificial
boundaries imposed by identity politics and increasing the chances of
o f creating diverse, yet
inclusive political communities. And they enable individuals to set aside differences
inconsequential to the task at hand so as to focus on commonalities. There, hence, is a
synergistic relationship between identity and coalition building.

Participation
The Participation element refers to the quality involvement ooff members in coalition
endeavors. The term quali(y
quality importantly qualifies the Participation element. Quality
Quali(y
participation requires equality within the coalition, specifically; equal access to resources,

e.g., information or connections with targets, and equal opportunity, e.g., to contribute
input, participate in decision making and take action. Quality participation also requires
that unique and diverse values and ideas are sought and given equal consideration. It
requires capitalizing
capitalmng on the creative potential of
o f plurality and diversity for decisions,
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actions and social learning. Finally, it requires cooperation while respecting members’
members'
autonomy, different socioeconomic or political circumstances and varying roles.
RULES
R u l e s OF
o f ENGAGEMENT
E ngagem ent

The Rules of
o f Engagement constituent refers to social structures, i.e., patterns ooff
relation or practices and procedures encoded in routine interactions ooff groups and
o f engagement are agreements regarding how people
organizations. In short, rules of

interact with and treat each other.
im port of
o f the Rules of
o f Engagement constituent lies in the fact that it makes
The import

accomplishment of
o f the other constituents possible. Rules ooff engagement act as fractals in
the coalition, guiding and lending consistency and predictability to the quality ooff people’s
people's
behavior. They are embedded in the coalition from its inception and practiced
throughout its lifespan by all members and at every level.
Research findings provided substantial support for the necessity of
o f rules ooff
o f engagement are critical in developing trust and nurturing
engagement. Rules of
o f trust is necessary
relationships across organizations and people. Establishing this basis of

to enable joint effort. Moreover, they create social capital that endures beyond the
coalition and can be employed to initiate and engage new coalitions.
CONTINGENT
C o n t i n g e n t ALLIANCE
A l l ia n c e

The Contingent Alliance constituent refers to associations ooff people defined by
voluntary, provisional and temporary engagement. All members are free to engage at
whatever level, in whatever way and for however long they choose. The alliance is
functional in that it exists to provide a structure in which people can coalesce to
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accomplish specific objectives. It is temporary in that it continues only as long as
members validate its existence through their association. And, it is evolutionary in that it
develops through life cycles, with initiation, maturation and closure. The voluntary,
provisional, functional and temporary characteristics ooff coalitions are substantiated by
Table 10, which displays a summative list ooff defining coalition characteristics gleaned
from the research results (see page 81).
The import
im port of
o f the Contingent Alliance constituent lies in the implication of
o f these
characteristics for coalitions, namely, the paramount principle for their successful
operation is a natural system orientation to organize. Also ooff im
import
port is the fact that the
natural system orientation of
o f coalitions will likely collide with the rational system
orientation of
o f its member
m ember organizations, creating an interaction effect that will influence
both the coalition and the organizations. The natural system orientation and the
coalition/
organization interaction effect are reflected in the four elements comprising the
coalition/organization
Contingent Alliance constituent: Multiple Alliances, Coalition Cycles, Coalition Structure
StructuT"C and

Member Roles.

Multiple
M
ultiple Alliances
The Multiple Alliances element refers to the perpetual development ooff new alliances.
Multiple alliances serve a number of
o f functions. They provide multiple and varying
opportunities for people to engage. They populate the international environment with
numerous coalitions that can engage at multiple points ooff access and respond to the
varying and dynamic political opportunity structures. Finally, they are a critical factor in
the potential of
o f the Convergence System to counterbalance the extant hierarchy within
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o f relationships between the
Global Civil Society. As this potentiality arises out of

Convergence System elements, it will be described in the next section on the
System’s relations.
Convergence System's

Coalition Cycles
The Coalition Cycles element references the temporary and evolutionary nature ooff
coalitions. Coalitions evolve from emergence and start-up, through maturation to
closure. Each cycle is instigated by different factors, requires different approaches to
coalition operation and has different implications for the coalition. Finally, each cycle
engages the Convergence System constituents differently.

Coalition Structure
The Coalition Structure element refers to social structures established to operate the
coalition. To
must
T o be effective, coalition structures m
ust be identified, developed and
monitored in direct and explicit reference to the coalitions’
coalitions' evolving needs. Efficacious
social structures will be emergent, responsive, functional, fluid and flexible, locally
defined and adapted, and temporary.
The social structures which emerge from these research findings are based in the
natural system model. They include frames, rules ooff engagement, and dialogue. These
structures provide the necessary guidance to build and retain the integrity of
o f the coalition,
while enabling independent local action. Additionally, they both create and become social
capital that, importantly, extends beyond individual coalitions. The social capital
people’s capacity to develop new coalitions and creates bridges between
improves people's

coalitions. This generative process creates and connects multiple nodes within civil
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society and may be a critical factor determining the development ooff a global civil society.

M ember Roles
Member
The Member
M ember Roles element refers to the parts coalition members play. Roles assumed
by people dictate their function within the coalition as well as the kinds of
o f contributions
they will make. Roles also have a constitutive aspect; they influence the frames
perceivable by those carrying the roles. Importantly, roles selected by people are often
heavily influenced by the predetermined dictates, intentions and capabilities ooff their home
organizations. Hence, roles have a potentially restrictive effect on coalitions.
S p e e d AND
a n d DEMOCRACY
D em ocracy
SPEED

The Speed and Democracy constituent refers to the simultaneous requirement for
rapid decision making and democratic decision-making processes. Research findings
stipulate that in the volatile and unpredictable international environment, many decisions
have to be made quickly or the coalition will compromise its ability to influence policy
discussions. Also, however, they indicate that coalition members’
members' requisites for quality
coalition’s dependence on the voluntary association ooff its
participation as well as the coalition's

members necessitate that coalitions utilize democratic decision-making processes. The
slow nature of
o f democratic processes juxtaposed to the rapid evolution and temporality of
policy windows in the international environment create a speed vs. democracy quandary.
The import
im port of
o f the Speed and Democracy constituent emerges from all three dynamics,
namely, the need for speed, the need for democratic process and the challenge to address
the speed vs. democracy quandary. The elements ooff the Speed and Democracy
d hoc Decision Making, together comprise a
Ad
constituent, Dialogue, Strategic Thinking and A
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viable strategy to address the needs for rapid and democratic decision making. They,
im portant answer to the speed vs. democracy quandary.
further, represent an important

Dialogue
differendy situated people engage in reciprocal sharing
Dialogue is a process wherein differently
o f ideas and opinions with the intent of
o f creating mutually agreed upon social
of

arrangements. It is a joint social activity initiated by an unresolved problem
problem or an issue
where common
com m on understanding and agreement don’t
don't yet exist. Dialogue needs to engage
o f those typically not
n o t heard. The import
im port ooff the Dialogue element lies in its central
voices of
m on ends.
common
role in coalescing divergence and negotiating difference toward shared com

Dialogue creates a dynamic of
o f discourse on key issues and values that helps people to
generate shared understanding and clarity. It provides the opportunity to seek
commonality in difference. It leads to consensus and development ooff strategies. It
produces higher-quality decisions. It builds the skills and capacity within individuals as
well as across the coalition. It develops people's
people’s identities as citizens and protectors ooff
the public good. Finally, it legitimizes decisions.

Strategic Thinking
The Strategic Thinking element is distinguished by thinking within a future-oriented,
long-term
big-picture and holistic frame of
o f reference. Strategic thinking is based in long-term
problem
conceptualizations of
o f desired futures and the intentional alignment of
o f short-term problem
solving to long-term visions and intentions. It facilitates identification and engagement
with key issues and opportunities in addition to resolution of
o f problems. It focuses on
effectiveness, innovation, breakthrough thinking and generative learning. It is reflective
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and reflexive.
Strategic thinking engages complex cognitive skills and hence enables more mediated
and considered immediate- and short-term decisions that align with long-term visions and
intentions. Strategic thinking, however, requires time
ti.me and careful deliberation, which are
not always available in an indeterminate, fast-developing policy environment.

A
dH
oc Decision
D ecision Making
M aking
Ad
Hoc
The Ad
A d Hoc
H oc Decision-Making element is differentiated from strategic thinking in that
it is based on immediate- and short-term issues, concrete and practicable actions, problem
problem
resolution, efficiency and an on-the-ground perspective. Ad hoc decision making occurs
in praxis and often is a reaction to immediate and pressing concerns. Simplistic cognitive
skills are utilized
u tilis ed, in ad hoc decisions. Complexity is circumscribed, filtering mechanisms
are applied and quick answers are sought. Often, this approach leads to satisficing -—the
selection of
The
o f the first best-choice alternative that is encountered. T
he resultant decision is,
hence, highly dependent on the filtering mechanisms utilized. Therefore, although it may
address the presenting situation, it may not align with or contribute constructively to
long-term vision and intent unless it is couched within the parameters established by
strategic thinking.
Co n v er g e n c e
CONVERGENCE

The Convergence constituent refers to the uniting of
o f people who are different, or even
opposed, around a common
com mon cause. Convergence occurs through the intentional
combination and interaction of
o f diversity and difference, the identification ooff points of
of
convergence, and the decision by coalition members to engage together on particular
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points of
o f convergence. The import
im port of
o f the Convergence constituent rests on its
o f diversity and difference as well as on its generative
dependence on and employment of

capacity to build strength through that diversity. Elements ooff the Convergence
constituent include Points of Convergence, Frames and Focal
Local Action.

Points of
o f Convergence
The Points of
o f Convergence element represents situations wherein coalition members
discern commonality amongst difference. Points of
o f convergence are, in fact,
opportunities for people to come together. The commonality allows the development of
cohesion and camaraderie; the identification of
o f shared aims, strategies or tactics; the
o f frames; the expansion and shifting ooff identities; and the
development and engagement of
o f convergence can be found in any num
ber ooff
number
potential for joint local action. Points of

places, e.g., purposes, values, targets, and strategies. People can act from any point ooff
convergence, regardless of
more
o f differences along other dimensions. The m
ore points ooff
convergence a coalition discerns, the greater potential for its effective operation, as it will
more completely and effectively leverage and employ the wealth offered by the diversity
of
o f its members. Importantly, points of
o f convergence multiply through engagement of
of
diversity, and are recognized through intentional watchfulness.

Frames
The frames element refers to frames as schemata ooff interpretation that simplify and
condense the world and allow individuals to locate, perceive, identify and label events.
Frames act as filters through which life events are perceived. Frames organize w
what
hat is
perceived in any given event as well as the way in which that event is interpreted. In so
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doing, frames attribute meaning to the event. From
From this basis and through these frames,
issues are defined, problems are identified and solutions are evaluated, all according to
frame-specific criteria. Frames, hence, function to organize people’s
people's experience and
guide their actions. In this way, frames act as strange attractors, i.e., internal compasses,
inducing order through creation of
o f a context and creating boundaries that gradually pull
the infinite possibilities held in a coalition into shape.

Local Action
The Local Action element refers to the combination ooff coalition members into
subgroups to take specific action. Local self-determination is a requisite condition for
coalition organization. As complexity in the environment and within the coalition
increases, the capacity for coalition-wide moment-to-moment
mom ent-to-m oment prediction is reduced,
necessitating local action. Through local action, subgroups differentiate from each other
and the whole to generate solutions tailored to local requirements. The expertise and
o f the situation, e.g., issues, players,
resources members bring regarding the specifics of

decision-making locales and processes, enable subgroups to respond effectively and
expeditiously to local political opportunity structures and particular policy windows.
Their interaction and association with the environment connects the coalition closely to
the many environments in which it functions.
Subsystems integrate with the whole through connection and interaction with other
o f engagement, and alignment with the coalition’s
subsystems, adherence to the rules of
coalition's

metaframes. The recurring interactions result in subgroup adjustments to remove
dysfunctions and incongruencies, to integrate innovations and lessons emergent from
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other subsystems, and to align with emergent metaframes. The process of
o f differentiation
and integration leads to the emergence of
o f order and structure within the coalition.
Co n c l u s io n
CONCLUSION

The description of
o f the Convergence System constituents and elements is necessary,
o t be understood
but does not provide a complete depiction ooff the system. Systems can nnot

less a portrayal of
o f the many relationships between their constituents. Hence, an
o f the relationships catalyzing the Convergence System follows.
exploration of
CONVERGENCE
RELATIONSHIPS
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM:
Sy s t e m : R
e l a t io n s h ip s

Understanding systems requires comprehension of
o f the integrative processes occurring
system’s multiple relationships. The Convergence System does not portray a
through the system's
o f discrete and isolated constituents. It, rather, illustrates a highly dynamic
static picture of

system understood not only through its constituents, but also through their connections,
interactions and relationships. Relationships exist among all the constituents and
elements of
o f the Convergence System. The relationships integrate the constituents and
elements into a unified whole, and generate overall system development.
The Convergence System portrays coalitions as systems, complete with highly dynamic
and interactive relationships. Relationships are the nexus and catalyst for all that occurs
within and because of
o f coalitions. These relationships and their implications are critical to
efficacious coalition operations. They, in fact, add another layer of
o f understanding to this
study's
study’s research question. As such, they are included as a vital contribution to the
question’s answer. This section explicates some of
o f the more im
portant relationships
question's
important

portrayed by the Convergence System.
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In Figure 6, the Interrelationships Diagraph illustrates the many relationships extant in
4
System.4
These relationships were derived from a conceptual relational
the Convergence System.

analysis (see Chapter II: Methods). Figure 6 specifies the direction ooff the relationships
between individual constituents and elements, i.e., which have greater influence over
others. It, further, depicts the constituents and elements that have the greatest overall
influence on the system as well as those that are m
most
ost influenced by the system.
Elements are connected to their constituents by lines ending in diamonds. Relationships
between elements and constituents are illustrated by lines ending in arrows. Appendix K
describes the relationships portrayed in Figure 7.

Fig u r e 7: INTERRELATIONSHIP
I n t e r r e l a t io n s h ip D
ia g ra ph : a
o n c eptu a l
FIGURE
DIAGRAPH:
AC
CONCEPTUAL
RELATIONAL
OF
THE
CONVERGENCE
SYSTEM
R e l a t io n a l ANALYSIS
Analysis o
ft
he C
onvergence S
ystem

Local Action

TfWJTT1
R oles
D iv ersity

—*

S tr u c tu re

R ules o f En ga gem ent

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society:
S ociery: Finding Common Voice in Diversity.
Diversiry.
Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public Administration and Policy. Pordand,
Portland, OR: Mark
Hatfield School of
o f Government, Portland
Pordand State University.

4

4 The Interrelationships Diagraph analysis is not a statistical analysis like the Variable Path Analysis.
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o f relationships are of
of
The primary themes and patterns that emerge from this web of

particular import
im port to understanding the Convergence System. Primary themes and
patterns are reflected in those elements that exert the greatest overall influence on the
m ost influenced by the system. In Figure 7, small circles
system and those that are most

situated next to elements contain information regarding their relationships. O
0 —
- outgoing
num ber of
o f elements the particular element influences. For
arrows -—refers to the number

example, the Dialogue element influences ten other elements. I -—incoming arrows -—
refers to the number
num ber of
o f elements that influence the particular element. For example, the
Dialogue element is influenced by three other elements.
In the Convergence System, the constituent and elements exerting the greatest overall
influence on the system are Multiple Alliances, Diversity, Rules ooff Engagement and
Dialogue. They dictate, to a large degree, what the system looks like, how it functions
and how it develops. They, also, are critically important in terms ooff effecting desired
change within the system. Because they have such significant and system-wide influence,
interventions designed to address them promise to provide major leverage in the system.
Leverage, a concept explored in depth by Senge (1990), is the strategy ooff selecting
interventions that promise the greatest overall affect on the system. Leverage is based on
the principle of
most
o f the economy of means -—small well-focused actions produce the m
ost
efficacious outcomes (pg. 114).
The elements most
m ost influenced within the system are Points ooff Convergence, Local
Action, Ad hoc Decision Making and Structure. These elements are shaped by other
elements, in particular by those exerting the greatest influence.
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Themes and patterns emerging from these primary relationships are explored in detail
herein. Although the Convergence System is the primary focus ooff this section, this study
makes the assertion that coalitions are in fact, Convergence Systems. As such, coalitions
are; 1) comprised of
o f the constituents and their elements, 2) affected by the many
relationships between them, and 3) can be facilitated to maximize the constructive
potentiality inherent in the constituents, elements and relationships. The following is
framed as a discussion of
o f both the Convergence System and operational coalitions to
o f the Convergence System to practice.
transfer and apply the language of
M u l t ip l e A.LLIANCES
A l l ia n c e s
MULTIPLE

The Multiple Alliances element influences every constituent and element within the
Convergence System except Cycles, where no relationship was discerned. Moreover, it
has crucial implications for the growth and development ooff a global civil society. T
The
he
Multiple Alliances element has a direct influence on the Complementarity and Rules of
Engagement constituents. As the number of
o f alliances - coalitions - increases, diversity
increases, identities multiply and shift, and the quality ooff participation improves.
Of
O f particular import
im port is the relationship between multiple alliances and participation.
Multiple alliances reinforce a competitive dynamic between coalitions that pressures
coalitions to ensure quality participation opportunities. This competitive dynamic is
generated by several dynamics. First, there is growing demand from within the political
environment for coalitions to prove their legitimacy. Second, as representivity is an
insufficient legitimizing factor, coalitions need to rely increasingly on participation for
legitimization. Third, coalition members demand true participation and can easily leave if
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they are not adequately included. Finally, the existence ooff multiple and ongoing
opportunities to engage further reinforces the pressure on coalitions to offer quality
participation opportunities.
The competitive dynamic among coalitions then shapes coalition development and
operation, and creates the conditions for establishment and proliferation ooff quality
o f engagement offer clear guidelines that
standards and practices. Importantly, rules of
o f participation within coalitions. The universal applicability ooff rules
reinforce the quality of

of engagement is a point of
o f convergence around which people can unite, thus creating
bridges between coalitions and directing the development ooff a global civil society.
The Multiple Alliances element has significant implications for the Contingent Alliance
constituent. First, multiple alliances provide a counterbalancing force to the tendency to
ther dynamics that counter the development
impose inappropriate coalition structures. O
Other
o f inappropriate structures include the coalition's
coalition’s transitory nature, resource scarcity, the
of

action bias of
o f its members, and the coalition's
coalition’s need for high levels of
o f flexibility and
responsiveness. The availability of
o f multiple coalitions counterbalances the use ooff
inappropriate structures by providing alternative avenues for dissatisfied members.
Multiple alliances also counterbalance the restrictive propensity ooff member roles on
people’s opportunities to play desired roles. Coalitions
the coalition without restricting people's

aren't
aren’t restricted by members'
members’ preferred roles, as they can solicit participation of
o f members
whose preferred roles are needed. Likewise, if the role a member desires to play is not
available within one coalition, another coalition is likely to be found that can utilize it.
The Multiple Alliances element plays a vital enabling function with the Speed and
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Democracy and Convergence constituents. Its influence extends beyond individual
coalitions and into the process by which a global civil society may develop and mature.
Through dialogue, strategic thinking and ad hoc decision making, frames are developed,
expanded and utilized to direct and evaluate action, and points ooff convergence are
discerned and selected for convergence. Importantly, the frames and points ooff
convergence developed in one coalition are transferred to and experimented with by
other coalitions, thus creating bridges between coalitions, expanding identities, creating
multiple opportunities for local action, and leading to the development ooff metaframes.
The entire process is one of
o f developing social capital both within the coalition and across
coalitions. The diffusion and employment ooff social capital across multiple alliances create
the social structures and enables the relationships that develop a global civil society.
Finally, multiple alliances are a critical factor in the potential ooff the Convergence
System to weaken the stranglehold of
o f the hierarchy within Global Civil Society. Forces
that combine to mitigate that hierarchy include rules ooff engagement, quality participation
and dialogue. All three create an environment conducive to inclusion and integration of
diversity into strategic thinking, decision making and action. In this environment, those
with fewer resources and power can generate shared frames and discern points ooff
convergence, both of
o f which lead to convergence and informed and efficacious local
action as well as the emergence of
o f new leaders. Importantly, the social capital developed
through the process creates bonds between people, e.g., com
common
m on language, values,
principles, shared identities and frames. The entire process builds collective voice, thus
empowering and legitimizing the group within the political environment. That power,
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then, counterbalances the resource disparities. This counterbalancing of
o f power was
marginalized
eloquently
eloquendy displayed in the research findings when a group of
o f people from marginali
2 ed
and resource-poor organizations were able to counter the power plays ooff people
heralding from resource-rich and powerful organizations. This dynamic is reinforced by

the competitive dynamic established through multiple alliances.
D iv e r s it y
DIVERSITY

The Diversity element influences every constituent and element within the
Convergence System except Multiple Alliances and Rules ooff Engagement, which
influence it, and Cycles, where no relationship was discerned. Its primary influence is that
o f increasing complexity across the system.
of

Complexity enriches the entire system. It creates more opportunities for higherquality dialogue, strategic thinking and ad hoc decision making, because it expands the
available store of
o f knowledge and experience. Broadened understanding and new ideas
emerge from the amalgamation of
more
o f different perspectives and ideas, leading to m
ore
comprehensive and holistic decisions and action. Diversity generates m
more
ore points ooff
convergence by making available more resources from within and outside the coalition.
It enables greater potential for innovative and complementary local action across multiple
o f convergence are discovered and employed. Relations grow
sites as more points of

exponentially as members from different groups connect, revealing ever new points ooff
convergence and creating the conditions under which new points ooff convergence emerge.
of
The joint engagement deepens relations, thereby creating additional points of

convergence. Finally, the multiple local actions engendered by diversity counter the
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tendency to create inappropriate structures and create more opportunities for desired
roles to be integrated in a constructive and nonrestrictive fashion.
Complexity, however, creates a sense and experience ooff chaos and disorder. It
increases the difficulty of
number
o f engaging quality participation, because the num
ber ooff voices
and the differences they represent increase exponentially. It makes finding coalition-wide
more
frames -—metaframes -—less likely and more difficult, because m
ore difference needs be
negotiated. It increases the challenge of
o f engaging in quality dialogue because many more
differences need be understood. And it increases the chances that local action will be
misaligned with the overall coalition when coalition metaframes are not fully developed,
widely shared or transmitted to local endeavors.
The potential of
coalition's
o f diversity is unleashed and its dangers averted by the coalition’s
com mitment to rules of
o f engagement, quality participation and quality dialogue.
intentional commitment
RULES
R u l e s OF
o f ENGAGEMENT
E n g a g e m e n t AND
a n d DIALOGUE
D ia l o g u e

The Rules of
processes-,
o f Engagement constituent and the Dialogue element are integrator
integratorprocesses-,
i.e, they tie the system together. Rules of
o f engagement generate consistency in interactions
environment
ent conducive to
between people, allowing quality participation and creating an environm
o f discerning complementarity and convergence as well as acting
the hard work of
o f engagement activate quality
expeditiously and democratically. In so doing, rules of

participation as an integrator process.
Dialogue creates a feedback loop between the coalition and local endeavors.
Coalition-wide frames and strategic thinking are integrated into local ad hoc decisions and
actions, and local innovations and lessons are fed back into the coalition. Through these
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integrator processes -—dialogue, rules of
- local selfo f engagement and participation —
determination is made possible while retaining and developing the integrity and unity of
the coalition. The integrator processes, further, are carried as social capital to other
coalitions. Their repeated application across coalitions institutionalizes them as part ooff
the social structure that defines and generates a global civil society.
P o in t s OF
o f CONVERGENCE
Co n v e r g e n c e
POINTS

Points of
o f convergence emerge from coalition and local-level interaction. Their
o f the Convergence System. Increases in, and
emergence is dependent on the rest of

dynamics between, diversity, identity, participation, dialogue, strategic thinking, multiple
m ember roles and local action all generate points ooff convergence.
alliances, frames, member

Structure, however, can have an inverse relationship with points ooff convergence. Because
o f many structures is to direct, guide and control, they can restrict
the express purpose of
o f points of
o f convergence.
the emergence of

Points of
o f convergence, while dependent on the Convergence System for emergence,
transform from potentiality to the nexus of
o f action when members choose to converge
around them. This sets in motion the iterative differentiation/integration process that
of
leads to coalition outcomes and development. A group organizes around the point of

convergence, develops frames, makes decisions and takes action, all ooff which lead to the
creation of
o f facilitative structures. This process is continued until the point of
convergence is no long viable, needed or of
o f interest to coalition members. The
formation then disperses while its members and the lessons and social structures
generated in the process are reintegrated into the coalition.
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LOCAL
MAKING
L o c a l ACTION
A c t i o n AND
a n d AD
A d Hoc
H o c DECISION
D e c is io n M
a k in g

The Local Action and Ad Hoc
H oc Decision-Making elements are heavily influenced by
and dependent on the rest of
o f the Convergence System. Increases in diversity, identities,
frames and points of
o f convergence generate more possible locales. Quality dialogue and
participation improve strategic thinking, which in turn provides m
more
ore comprehensive
ground from which to make local decisions. And quality participation enhances the
o f local decisions and actions as well as their appropriateness to local conditions.
quality of

Local action and ad hoc decision making, however, have significant implications for
the coalition. They dictate the social structures necessary to facilitate successful
completion of
o f their objectives as well as when those structures need be changed. In
addition, their immediate and ongoing connection with the external environment makes
them vital conduits between the coalition and the environment. They enact coalition
decisions within the environment, demonstrate and pass on frames and rules of
of
engagement, etc. They also are the medium for integrating new people, ideas, resources,
perspectives and experiences from the external environment into the coalition.
STRUCTURE
St r u c t u r e AND
a n d ROLES
R oles

Structure is an emergent property of
o f systems, i.e., coalitions. It is developed to
facilitate coalition operations. Structures are heavily dependent on the rest ooff the
Convergence System to determine their purpose, form and modification. Structures must
be fluid and flexible. Structures based on the rational system model ooff organization are
hence employed sparingly and with caution. Rather, structures designed from the natural
o f organization are prominent. The structures -—rules of
o f engagement,
system model of
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quality dialogue, quality participation, strategic thinking and frames, provide parameters
for interaction, decision making and taking action.
The establishment, articulation and diffusion ooff social structures and their coupling
with successful coalitions can instigate isomorphism. Isomorphism, a construct borrowed
from organizational theory, is a process wherein organizations copy the practices and
structures of
Isomorphism
o f other successful organizations (Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). Isomorphism
ultimately leads to the establishment of an organizational field. G
Growth
row th of
o f an
organizational field can be measured by indicators such as organizational interaction,
emergence of
o f interorganizational power and collaboration structures, increases in
information flows and development of
o f a mutual awareness.
Though the isomorphism construct was developed within an organizational context, it
has interesting implications for coalitions. Findings in this study dem
demonstrate
onstrate the
existence and growth of
The
o f these indicators amongst coalitions. T
he transient nature of
of
coalitions, the engagement with multiple coalitions by Global Civil Society and the fact
that many coalition members are, in fact, members of
o f organizations all give credence to
the potential usefulness of
o f this construct to coalitions as well as the potential
development path of
o f a global civil society.
Member roles present coalitions with a quandary, as they are typically predetermined
by the coalition's
coalition’s member
m ember organizations. If the other constituents in the Convergence
System are strong and provide necessary guidance and opportunities, people will find
appropriate outlets
coalition's overall
oudets to engage in select roles that contribute to the coalition’s
effectiveness. If not, member roles can be a restrictive force, limiting thinking, frames,
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decision making, points of
o f convergence and local action.
Although all elements of
o f the Convergence System can challenge the relationship
between the coalition and its members, structure and member roles have particular
propensity to trigger a coalition/
organization interaction effect. The dissonance will be
coalition/organization
experienced in attempts by members to impose familiar, but inappropriate, structures on
members’ struggle to understand how to engage within a system
the coalition as well as in members'

not bound and controlled by those familiar
fa m ilia r structures. The interaction affect also extends
to member organizations, wherein coalition members are required to articulate and
M ember roles, likewise, create an interaction
integrate coalition decisions and actions. Member

effect. The roles preferred by organizations are typically well grounded in the
organization's
organization’s vision, purpose, culture, structure and history. Combined with the
organizations’ finite capacity, this generates a limited repertoire of
o f roles that are nnot
o t easily
organizations'

changed. Coalitions, however, require fluidity and flexibility to respond efficaciously to
the environment, which necessitates subordination ooff roles to coalition development.
CONCLUSION
C o n c l u sio n

'Ibis
This study set out to answer the question ''What
“W hat characteristics do members ooff Global
Civil Society define as critical to the successful functioning ooff coalition processes
designed to generate specific policy positions?"
positions?” The objective was to develop a canon of
knowledge about these critical characteristics. The study's
study’s findings were rich with
potential, reflecting the extensive knowledge extant in the minds ooff both practitioners
and theorists. The many gems, however, primarily arose singularly and often without
reference to other facets of
o f the larger systems involved.
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1bis
This study was designed with the intent ooff discerning nnot
o t only the characteristics, but

also potential relations among them as well as emergent properties born from those
T he analyses employed herein revealed the relationships and the emergent
relationships. The

properties. They also uncovered a few surprises -—unexpected and anomalous
phenomena arising in response to the characteristics and their relations.
The characteristics and their relations comprise a larger system, herein named the
Convergence System. The Convergence System was bborn
o m of
o f an inductive analytic
process, reliant on and anchored in the interpretation ooff the researcher. Hence, although
system’s constituents and elements arise direcdy
study’s findings, their
the system's
directly from the study's

synthesis into the Convergence System is a unique contribution ooff this study. As such,
the system's
system’s success needs be proven in both praxis and theory. Its success is dependent
on its employability in praxis and its particular contribution to theory.

MEASURING SUCCESS: CONVERGENCE SYSTEM CONTRIBUTIONS
o f the Convergence System is measured by the difference it makes in both
The success of

practice and theory development. To be successful in praxis, the system needs to offer
practical insights and recommendations to address pressing questions and problems. The
offerings must
m ust be concrete, functional and feasible. In the Contributions to Praxis
section, offerings for praxis are summarized in a format that enables their evaluation
d i m e n s io n s of
o f concreteness, functionality and feasibility.
along the dimensions

To be successful theoretically, the system needs to assist in the substantiation ooff
emergent theory regarding Global Civil Society. Additionally, it needs to build from the
extant theoretic base by making contributions to unanswered questions. This study
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enon ooff
endeavors to advance understanding specifically with regard to the phenom
phenomenon

finding collective voice in GCS diversity. In the Contributions to Theory section, the
Convergence System is compared to three other models to discern alignment with and
contributions to the theoretic base.
Finally, theoretical success can be measured by the com
competent
petent appropriation and
o f theoretical constructs to the problematic of
o f Global Civil Society. This is
application of

particularly true as Global Civil Society is a nascent field ooff study. As such, it hasn’t
hasn't
settled on the disciplines and theories from which it m
must
ust draw to build a comprehensive
theory system. Furthermore,
Furtherm ore, as Global Civil Society is multifaceted and complex, it
cannot be adequately understood from one particular discipline, e.g., Political Science or
Sociology. Rather, its essence can only be understood through the appropriation ooff
theories from several disciplines. In the Theoretic Foundations section, an
epistemological analysis of
o f the heritage of
o f ideas that underpin the study ooff Global Civil
Society is offered. The analysis includes a description ooff the relevance ooff various theories
to the problematic of
o f Global Civil Society and commentary on how the theories together
create the basis for future study in this emergent field.
CONTRIBUTION
CONVERGENCE
FRAMEWORK
C o n t r i b u t i o n TO
t o PRAXIS:
P r a x is : C
onvergence F
ram ew ork

To be successful in praxis, the Convergence System m
must
ust offer practical insights and
recommendations to address pressing questions and problems. In
In other words, the
offerings must
m ust be feasible, concrete and functional. Table 12 portrays the Convergence
Framework. The
T he framework presents concrete, functional and feasible recommendations
to facilitate successful coalition operations. These recommendations can be tested by
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framework’s success in praxis. A thought experiment to
GCS members to discern the framework's

illustrate what the model might look like in practice follows. The three dimensions ooff
this thought experiment include Requisite Understanding, Coalition Conditions and
Potential Unfolding.
CONVERGENCE
EXPERIMENT
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM
S y s t e m IN
i n PRAXIS:
P r a x is : A THOUGHT
T hought E
x p e r im e n t

Requisite Understanding
Coalition members develop a functional understanding ooff the precepts central to the
Convergence System, especially those that challenge conventional knowledge. These are
detailed in Table 12, so just a few examples are covered here for illustrative purposes.
First, there is vast potential hidden in the diversity and differences extant in Global Civil
Society. Second, coalition members'
members’ individuality and autonomy are required to create a
healthy coalition and to reveal potential points ooff convergence.
o f convergence and converging around them are of
Third, discerning points of

paramount import. Fourth, relationships are the basis and foundation for discovering
o f convergence. Fifth, communication is the central nervous system in
points of

relationships, enabling learning, development ooff understanding and revelation ooff points
of
o f convergence. Finally, the process of building convergence is creative and messy.

Coalition Conditions
Conditions are intentionally created and facilitated throughout their life cycle to enable
discernment of
o f complementarity and action on points of
o f convergence. These are detailed
in Table 12 and so are merely introduced here.
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T a b l e 12: CONVERGENCE
C o n v e r g e n c e FRAMEWORK
F ram ew ork
TABLE
RECOMMENDATIONS
PRAXIS
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s FOR
for P
r a x is
FRAMEWORK
F ram ew ork
Complementarity

> Diversity
►

> Identity
►

> Participation
►

Speed and
Democracy

> Dialogue
►

> Strategic
►
Thinking

> Ad hoc
►
Decision
making

RECOMMENDATIONS
R e c o m m e n d a t io n s

Diversity integrated to find complementarity and create a unified whole
Invite, encourage and engage a diversity of people into the coalition.
Engage them and intentionally watch for emergence of new understandings,
the innovative ideas and strategies, the creative combination of resources
and the leaps necessary to both develop internal integrity and to interact
successfully with the environment, i.e., implement goals and objectives.
Create intentionality around discerning, expanding and shifting identities.
Provide opportunities for people to develop an understanding of the
pertinent discourse, behaviors, culture, decisions and actions in the coalition.
Encourage people to discern their relation to the coalition and to shift
identities to engage successfully in the coalition.
As frames and points of convergence are discerned, consciously reflect on
the expansion or shifting of identities.
Consciously identify differences that are inconsequential to the task at hand
and commit to set them aside to allow progress in areas of convergence.
Ensure equality within the coalition, specifically; equal access to resources,
e.g., information or connections with targets, and equal opportunity, for
example, to contribute input, participate in decision making and take action.
Seek and give equal consideration to unique and diverse ideas.
Capitalize on plurality and diversity for decisions, actions and social learning.
Cooperate while respecting members’
members' autonomy, different
socio/economic/political
socio/
economic/political circumstances and varying roles.
Expeditious actions and democratic processes
Create a culture of dialogue and use dialogue as a matter of course.
Utilize Rules of Engagement to create the culture of dialogue and ensure
quality dialogue ensues during all interactions.
Engage people in dialogue around developing long-term strategy, unresolved
don't yet
problems, or issues where common understanding and agreement don’t
exist.
Document new understandings, emergent ideas, frames and innovations,
unresolved questions, etc.
Dedicate time and resources to strategic thinking, i.e., dialoguing about
desired futures, the 'big-picture'
‘big-picture’ and opportunities.
Focus on effectiveness, innovation, breakthrough thinking and generative
learning.
Ensure local and ad hoc decision making is aligned with metaframes and
long-term intentions developed through strategic thinking processes.
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F ram ew ork
FRAMEWORK
> Multiple
►
Alliances

> Coalition Cycles
►

>► Coalition
Structure

> Roles
►

RECOMMENDATIONS
R
e c o m m e n d a t io n s
Support multiple alliances and create connections between them.
Intentionally watch the coalition maturation process.
Discern appropriate operations for each cycle and watch for implications
across the coalition of changing cycles.
off engagement,
Focus on and maintain social structures, e.g., frames, rules o
quality dialogue and quality participation.
Design bureaucratic structures sparingly and only as they facilitate intentions
and actions of coalition members and subgroups.
Ensure bureaucratic structures are responsive, functional, fluid and flexible,
and/ or disband
locally defined and adapted, and temporary. Modify and/or
structures as coalition needs change.
Consciously define needed roles based on coalition purpose and locallydefined actions.
Clarify members'
members’ preferred roles.
Match coalition needs with preferred roles. Intentionally identify and create
complementarity between various roles.
Where there is misalignment, consider additional subgroups that might
converge around similar or complementary roles.
Take care that available roles adequately address and don’t
don't undermine
coalition needs.

Rules of
Engagement

Interactions between all coalition members guided Rules of Engagement

Convergence

People that are different, or even opposed, united around a common cause

> Points of
of
►
Convergence

> Frames
►

> Local Action
►

Watch for emergent Points of Convergence in many places, e.g., purposes,
values, targets, strategies, etc. and during dialogue, strategic thinking, ad hoc
decision making and local action.
Encourage people to identify Points of Convergence around which they want
to converge, regardless of differences they may have in other areas.
Support development of subgroups around Points of Convergence.
Highlight the import of frames for the coalition and intentionally watch for
their emergence.
Intentionally evaluate how specific frames might affect peoples’
peoples' perceptions,
the kinds of issues, problems and solutions they might highlight and the way
in which events might be interpreted.
Evaluate potential frames according to their alignment and complementarity
with selected coalition frames.
Engage subgroups to maximize quality participation and to fully engage
member expertise and resources toward specific local requirements.
Ensure subgroups carry coalition frames, rules of engagement and products
of strategic thinking into their deliberations and action planning.
Maximize local self-determination and minimize imposition of controls.
Create consistent opportunities for subgroups to interact to share lessons,
innovations, emergent frames, new resources, etc.
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First, constructive public spaces are designed and made available. In the 1990s, the
first such global spaces were created by the United Nations in its series ooff world
conferences. As these subsided, new public spaces emerged, e.g., the W
World
orld Social
Forum and various other social forums around the world. Public spaces are deliberately
designed to mitigate extant social inequities, to reinforce democratic and participatory
processes and to welcome diversity.
Second, the value of
o f identity framing and shifting is intentionally built into coalitions.
An
A n atmosphere supportive of
o f differences and finding common ground is designed to
encourage continuing dialogue and exploration of
o f differences. Third, a culture ooff
o f disagreement is fostered, wherein it is understood
accommodation and an economy of

that variations on the theme, whether it be a platform or strategy, will occur and that
im portant is the alignment with the spirit of
o f the idea.
what is important
o f the process unfolds and emerges through twists, turns and
Fourth, as so much of

surprises, the endeavor is viewed as a learning opportunity wherein discoveries are made,
decisions are implemented and consequences are observed to learn how to adapt and
create new strategies. In this learning process, the metaframes and com
common
mon ground that
emerge are captured and used to build additional bridges within the group. Finally,
conscious thought is given to discovering bridges to other groups, despite their apparent
differences, as the same dynamics will be at play and opportunities made available.

Potential Unfolding
The process might follow this general pattern. Continuing opportunities to engage are
identified. The conditions are created to enable relationship building and discernment of
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potential points of
o f convergence.
All perspectives on the issue are expressed and explored to develop shared and cogent
understanding. Particular attention is paid to difference, with the intent being to find the
unique and new perspectives and opportunities it offers. The process ooff searching for
emergent ideas is seen as a creative endeavor, and their exploration involves developing a
o f them, not critiquing or devaluing them. Out-of-the-box
deeper understanding of

thinking is encouraged, which values creative and unrestricted ideas, new ways of
of
perceiving old issues and insights.
As the process unfolds, participants vigilantly watch for the emergence ooff new and
of
innovative ideas, prospective connections with each other and potential points of

convergence. As points of
o f convergence are discerned, participants join to explore them
in more depth and to discern how their potential may be employed. Of
import
O f critical im
port is
the feedback loop created to ensure local innovations and lessons are fed back into the
larger group, thus enhancing system's
system’s level learning and development.
C o n c l u sio n
CONCLUSION

This exploration of
o f the Convergence Framework explicates how its constituents may
be leveraged and employed to make contributions to operational coalitions. The
framework can be tested, evaluated and improved utilizing the constructs of
of
concreteness, practicality and feasibility as criteria and evaluation measures.
C o n t r ib u t io n s t
o T
heory
CONTRIBUTIONS
TO
THEORY

The Convergence System offers potentially significant contributions to theory. Its
constructs can be evaluated as they relate to contemporary theoretical endeavors
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regarding Global Civil Society. In this section, the Convergence System and its
constructs are compared to three significant works -—models —
- by Global Civil Society
theorists. The purpose of
o f the analysis is to discern how the Convergence System aligns
with contemporary thought and research, and to determine if and how it might build on
and make unique contributions to the extant theoretic base. Each comparative m
model
odel is
o f the three
briefly reviewed as it relates to the Convergence System. Though none of

models deals explicitly with coalition operations, there nonetheless is close alignment
between the constructs they employ and those utilized in the Convergence System. A
o f the models is not provided. Rather, the review centers on
on
comprehensive review of

associations between the comparative models and the Convergence System. Table 13
portrays the analysis.
The Convergence System and the three comparative works - Transnational Advocacy
New
Networks; Sovereignty, Democracy, and Global Civil Society; and N
ew Transnational
Activism - are listed across the first row of
o f the table. The Convergence System
constituents and elements are portrayed in the first column. Four notes are made in the

X indicates close alignment between
table to illustrate relationships between the models. X
the Convergence System and the comparative model with regard to construct definition
and use. Limited
Umited Definition indicates that a construct is utilized in the comparative model,
but that it is used more
m ore holistically and comprehensively in the Convergence System.
Pncursorindicates
Precursor indicates that the comparative model's
model’s constructs create the basis from which the

Convergence System emerged, and that the constructs are dealt with in a more
comprehensive and detailed manner in the Convergence System. Component indicates that
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com ponent ooff a construct in the Convergence System.
the comparative model utilizes a component
ACTIVISTS
A c t iv is t s BEYOND
B e y o n d BORDERS
B orders

Advocary Networks in International Politics was published in 1998 by
Activists Bryand
Beyond Borders: Advocay
Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink. Both authors hail from the field ooff Political
Science. The epistemological foundation of
o f their work is threefold: Constructivism as it
relates to the evidentiary basis of
o f Global Civil Society; Comparative Politics as it relates to
social movement theory; and Sociology as it relates to social movements, networking and
complex interactions among people.
TransnationalAdvocacy Networks (TAN), described as "networks
“networks
The model centers on Transnationa/Advocary

of
o f activists, distinguishable largely by the centrality ooff principled ideas or values in
formation” (Keck & Sikkink, 1998, pg. 2). This early work makes a
motivating their formation"

The
number of
o f significant contributions to the nascent field of
o f Global Civil Society. T
he
authors focus on the nexus of
o f TAN and the political environment, while the
Convergence System focuses on the coalition's
coalition’s internal operations. However, though
their work doesn't
doesn’t directly
direcdy relate to the Convergence System, it lays significant
foundations from which the Convergence System is constructed.
The comparative model demonstrates the role, agency and impact of
o f socially-based
and politically-oriented networks -—TAN
TA N --within
—within international society. Importantly, it
reinforces the Constructivist notion of
o f an international society that develops as a result of
changes in intersubjective meaning, and the crucial role TA
TAN
N play in shaping that
intersubjective meaning. The Convergence System is also based on the premise ooff an
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T a b l e 13: COMPARATIVE
C o m p a r a t iv e A
n a l y s is
TABLE
ANALYSIS
LOCATING
L o c a t in g THE
t h e CONVERGENCE
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM
Sy s t e m
j

I

T
i TRANSNATIONAL
i
r a n s n a t io n a l

CONVERGENCE
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM
Sy st e m

i

ADVOCACY
A dvocacy
NETWORKS
N etw orks

;
j

XS
X5

Premises and Foundations

S
o v e r e ig n t y ,
SOVEREIGNTY,
DEMOCRACY,
D
em o cracy ,
i
AND
GLOBAL
a
nd G
lo bal
:
CIVIL
SOCIETY
C
iv il S
o c ie ty
1

N
ew
NEW
T
r a n s n a t io n a l
TRANSNATIONAL
ACTIVISM
A
ctiv ism

I

I

:

X

X

Assumes
unification, not 1
1
complementarity !

Complementarity

>
►

Diversity

Limited
Definition
Definition66

Limited Definition

>
►

Identity

Precursor!
Precursor8

Limited Definition

>
►

Participation

I
1
I

1
I

Component7
Component7

Component

X

Speed and Democracy

> Dialogue
►

Precursor

>
►

Precursor

Strategic Thinking

> Ad
►

Precursor

Precursor

hoc Decision making

Contingent Alliances

>
►

Multiple Alliances

>
►

Coalition Cycles

>
►

Coalition Structure

>
►

Roles

Precursor

Component

Rules of Engagement

X

Convergence
►
>

Points of Convergence

>
►

Frames

Precursor

Component

X

I

>
►

Local Action
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X

X - close alignment with regard to construct definition and use.
6 Limited Definition - the Convergence System applies a more holistic and complete definition.
7
7 Component - the way in which the model deals with the item includes fewer components than does the
Convergence System.
8
8 Precursor - the model creates the basis from which the Convergence System emerged, and identifies or
deals with the construct in a less comprehensive or detailed manner than does the Convergence System.
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international society shaped by the emergence and development ooff intersubjective
meaning. It, further, posits and explores the critical role ooff intersubjective meaning in the
o f coalitions and the maturation ooff a global civil society. In this sense, Keck
development of
Sikkink’s model is the precursor of
o f several Convergence System elements, namely,
and Sikkink's

Identity, Dialogue, Strategic Thinking, Ad hoc Decision Making and Frames.
The comparative model provides an initial analysis ooff networks ooff international social
activists and differentiates them from other networks in the international arena, namely,
economic and epistemological networks. The Convergence System, similarly, is
constructed on the presumption of
o f coalitions that are fundamentally and distinctly
different from economic groups in their reason for existence, their operations, their
intended outcomes, their resource base and their challenges.
The comparative model illustrates why and how TA
TAN
N emerge as well as the conditions
portant factors are identified and
Important
under which they have political influence. Im

reinforced, e.g., internationalism, political opportunity structures, issue characteristics and
policy networks. These factors are incorporated into the analysis from which the
Convergence System emerges. The Convergence System, additionally, advances and
complements Keck and Sikkink's
Sikkink’s work in its stipulation of
o f how coalitions can organize to
facilitate efficacious engagement in the political environment.
N to effect
The comparative model identifies strategies and tactics employed by TA
TAN

change, e.g., mobilization and endeavors to create and change meaning structures within
internationally appropriate policy venues. It applies the construct ooff framing to
international mobilization of
TAN
o f people to activate and maintain TA
N as well as to strategic
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actions taken by TAN
TA N to effect international change. The Convergence System is built
on the presumption that meaning structures and their construction are param
paramount
both
ount both
to coalitions and to the maturation of
o f a global civil society. The model applies the frame
important
construct to the development of
o f coalitions and extends it as an im
portant factor in the
maturation of
o f a global civil society.
The comparative model identified critical challenges faced by TAN, e.g., differences in
culture and language as well as resource inequalities and power imbalances. The
Convergence System confirms these challenges. And it endeavors to directly address
these serious challenges. The Convergence System is constructed to provide
counterbalances to inequality and power imbalances, and to find complementarity and
convergence in difference.
SOVEREIGNTY,
CIVIL
SOCIETY
S o v e r e i g n t y , DEMOCRACY
D e m o c r a c y AND
a n d GLOBAL
Global C
iv i l S
o c ie t y

Sovereignty, Democrary,
Democrcny, and Global Civil Sociery
Society was published in 2005 by Elisabeth Jay
Sovereignry,

Friedman, Kathryn Hochstetler and Ann Marie Clark. All three authors hail from the
field of
o f Political Science. Drs. Friedman and Hochstetter specialize in Comparative
Politics. Political Science provides the epistemological foundation for their work.
Friedman, Hochstetler and Clark posit a definition ooff global civil society as a construct
to study its development and its impact on world politics. Their research evaluates
relations within Global Civil Society, and between Global Civil Society and governments.
To explore this two-dimensional dynamic, the authors examine the global UN
UN
conferences of
o f the 1990s wherein members of
o f civil society had recurring and consistent
opportunities for mutual engagement as well as for direct engagement with the w
world's
orld’s
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governments. While the work
w ork makes important contributions to the question ooff the
nexus between Global Civil Society and government, the contributions are not explored
herein as they don't
don’t relate to the Convergence System.
Rather, the contributions of
o f this work most closely related to the Convergence System
are explored. The first construct in the comparative model is Global. The definition of
Global is based on the premise that civil society approaches a global scale when various
o f the world are clearly represented. They measured the Global construct via the
regions of

extent and nature of
o f regional representation at the world conferences. This construct and
its premise align with the Diversity element in the Convergence System. However, in the
Convergence System, Diversity is inclusive ooff differences across a num
number
ber ooff dimensions
beyond regional representation. The Convergence System, further, extends the Global
construct to the Multiple Alliances constituent, wherein people have multiple and
ongoing opportunities for participation.
The second construct in the comparative model is CiviL
Civil. The definition ooff Civil is
based on the premise that the development ooff an international public sphere is dependent
on balanced and inclusive relationships among civil society participants. The definition,
hence, highlights the opportunities for interaction among civil society participants.
Indicators of
o f the Civil construct include repertoires and interactions between members.
of
Repertoires have a dual definition. They refer both to procedures and forms of

participation within civil society, and to the tactics used by members to interface with
governments. The authors looked for evidence of
o f increased alignment ooff procedures for
interaction and for increased uniformity in selected tactics. The second indicator of
of
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civility, interaction, refers to the increasing participation ooff members.
The Civil construct mirrors several constructs in the Convergence System. First, the
premise of
o f balanced and inclusive relationships is reflected throughout the Convergence
System. Second, opportunities for interaction are reflected in the Diversity, Participation
and Dialogue elements and the Rules of
o f Engagement constituent. Third, repertoires
relate directly to Rules of
o f Engagement. The Convergence System, however, diverges
model’s assumptions regarding the necessity and advantage ooff
from the comparative model's

member tactics to become increasingly uniform. The comparative model indicates that
differences in tactics suggest incomplete civility and suggests that increased unity is
desirable. The Convergence System, conversely, stipulates that diversity in tactics is
crucial and further that it doesn't
doesn’t relate to Civility. Rather, balanced and inclusive
relationships among civil society participants are facilitated via rules ooff engagement,
quality participation and quality dialogue. Finally, rather than increasing uniformity,
o f Convergence and Complementarity is the goal.
discerning Points of
o f Society is
The third construct in the comparative model is Society.
Sociery. The definition of

based on the premise that concerns for ongoing relationships provide the context in
which members act. The relationships are shaped by members’
members' identities and relations as
well as by the substantive issues with which they engage. The relationships develop and
mature over time and through shared experience. The indicator ooff Society is frame
alignment across members regarding their mutual behavior and the substantive content of
their endeavors. The authors looked for evidence ooff increased frame alignment within
sectors, e.g., women's
women’s issues or environmental issues, and across sectors, e.g., between
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women's
women’s and environmental sectors.
The Society construct relates to several elements ooff the Convergence System. The
premise of
o f the centrality and generative property ooff relationships is a basic premise of
o f the
Convergence System. The Convergence System shares the presumption ooff the generative
property of
o f identities and additionally posits the generative properties ooff relationships on
o f identities. The comparative model’s
the creation and shifting of
model's focus on frames is also

shared by the Convergence System. The Convergence System confirms the model’s
model's
focus on measuring frame alignment on substantive issues both within and across
coalitions. It also concurs that frame alignment across sectors is a critical measure ooff the
maturation of
o f a global civil society. It, further, posits the centrality ooff frame alignment
regarding rules of
o f engagement both within and across coalitions, and anticipates its
import in the maturation of
o f a global civil society.
NEW
N e w TRANSNATIONAL
T r a n s n a t i o n a l ACTIVISM
A c t iv is m

The New Transnational Activism was published in 2005 by Sidney Tarrow, a Social
Movement theorist. In this work, Tarrow endeavors to extend the notion ooff social
o f the nation-state, to the
movements, traditionally studied within the parameters of

international arena. In so doing, he appropriates and integrates the theories ooff Political
Science, particularly International Relations, with those of
o f domestic social movements.
Dr. Tarrow's
Tarrow’s (2005) express purpose is to specify the international context in which
transnational activism exists, and to illustrate the connection between domestic and
international activism. Although coalitions are not social movements, many social
movement constructs apply to them. Hence, the constructs either directly
direcdy relate to or
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provide the foundation for elements of
o f the Convergence System.
A primary premise in social movement theory is the deep and abiding connection
From their locale, activists build
between social activists and their geographic locale. From
relationships of
o f trust, frames, repertoires and collective identity, all essential elements of
successful collective action. This premise, then, leads to the assumption that collective
action across borders becomes increasingly difficult because ooff the diversity it introduces
o f opportunities to develop relationships of
o f trust. The Convergence
and the relative lack of

System affirms the notion that diversity creates challenges. It, however, diverges from
the comparative model in its assertion that diversity is critical to the successful operation
o f coalitions. Moreover, the Convergence System creates the
and collective action of

conditions under which trust can be actively engendered within vast diversity, e.g., rules
of
o f engagement, quality dialogue and quality participation.
Tarrow's
Tarrow’s work (2005) recapitulates the premise in Social Movement theory that locally
created identities are embedded and difficult to dislodge, and further that transnationally
created identities are detached, superficial and easily reversible. But it also highlights the
notion of
o f rooted cosmopolitanism, i.e., people who have plural loyalties, can act both locally
and internationally and can find common ground in many circles, even as they stay rooted
to their place of
o f origin. The rooted cosmopolitan construct aligns with the Identity
element in the Convergence System, in particular the ability of people to develop multiple
identities and to shift them as needed. Additionally, the Convergence System emphasizes
the influence of
o f organizations and coalitions on identity creation, hence corroborating the
premise that community is defined not only by geographic location, but increasingly by
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communities of
o f interest that are freed from the bounds ooff geography.
ovement construct ooff repertoires oeff
The comparative model explored the social m
movement

contention, i.e., the collection of
o f actions that people take to engage in the political system.
Social movement
movem ent theory contends that repertoires emerge as a result ooff the interaction of
people's
people’s routines and organization, the local standards of
o f rights and justice and the
people’s experience with collective action. If indeed repertoires are developed within a
people's

specific locale, then it is reasonable to presume that groups joining international coalitions
will necessarily come with predilections for specific actions and hence roles. This
construct fits well with the Roles element in the Convergence System. The Convergence
System, however, posits that the organizations represented by coalition members have
significant influence on roles selected by members. Further, the coalition itself has a
generative influence, as does the cumulative experience ooff the members with other
coalitions. Hence, the Convergence System again diverges from the premise ooff the
param ount import
im port of
o f physical locale.
paramount

A central tenet of
o f the comparative model is the close and integrated relationship
between locale and global. Processes such as diffusion, scale shift, global framing,
extemalization and internationalizing contention all speak to that interdependent and
externalization
o f different locales
cyclic relationship. Further, the specific and differing circumstances of

require local action. These two constructs fit with the Local Action element ooff the
Convergence System. Local Action is based on the premise that locales are significantly
different and require customized action. Further, one premise of the Local Action
element is that local action needs be tied to the coalition. This premise is reflected in
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comparative model via the processes connecting local and global.
The Frame element in the Convergence System arises direcdy
directly out of
o f the social
o f the constructs employed in the comparative
movements literature. Finally, many of

model -—cosmopolitans, socialization, diffusion, scale shifting and frames -—substantiate
the process by which the Convergence System posits that a global civil society may
develop.
C o n c l u s io n
CONCLUSION

The Convergence System aligns with many ooff the basic precepts presented in the
comparative models, e.g., an international society constructed via intersubjective meaning,
the fundamental difference between social networks and economic networks,
internationalism and political opportunity structures, and framing. Further, many ooff the
constructs utilized in the Convergence System are referenced or utilized in the
comparative models, e.g., diversity, identity, dialogue, frames and local action. In this
sense, the Convergence System aligns with and affirms contemporary research and
theory.
The Convergence System also, however, makes distinctive and unique contributions.
It specifically addresses the question of
coalitions characterized by difference can
o f how coahtions
operate successfully. The Convergence System integrates many of
o f the constructs
referenced in the comparative models into a comprehensive system and highHghts
highlights their
critical relationships. The Convergence System challenges some conventional
assumptions, e.g., diversity needs be limited, and social movements are bound by nation
nationstates and geographic borders. The Convergence System is based on the presumption
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that diversity is critical to success and that it needs be leveraged to employ its many
potential benefits. Specifically, the goal is not to homogenize difference, but rather to
discern complementarity and points of
o f convergence. The Convergence System offers
specific and integrated strategies for addressing the serious barriers presented by
inequality and power imbalances.
These examples illustrate the unique contributions ooff the Convergence System to the
nascent field of
o f Global Civil Society and foreshadow many hypotheses that can be
developed and tested in future research. Recommendations for future research,
o f the Convergence System, are
addressing both the practical and theoretic applications of

presented in Chapter V. First, however, a review of
o f the broad literature appropriated to
study’s findings needs be completed, along with explication of
o f how it fits
describe this study's

within the theories being developed for the nascent field ooff Global Civil Society.

THEORETIC FOUNDATIONS FOR AN EMERGENT FIELD
com petent appropriation and application ooff
Theoretical success is measured by the competent

theoretical constructs to the problematic under study. This is particularly true as Global
9
is a nascent field of
hasn't settled on the theories from
Civil Society
Society9
o f study. As such, it hasn’t

which it must draw to build a comprehensive theory system. Furthermore, as Global
Civil Society is multifaceted and complex, it cannot be adequately understood from one
particular theory, e.g., political theory or social movements. Rather, its essence can only
be understood through the appropriation of
o f theories from several disciplines. In this

9 This serves as a reminder that the term Global Civil Society is used herein as an ideal type to describe and
explain the endeavors of people, working outside governmental and market roles, who are engaged
internationally to promote the public good. The actual existence and definition of a global civil society
are still highly contested questions.

9
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o f the constructs employed for the study ooff Global
section, an epistemological analysis of

Civil Society is offered. The analysis includes a description of
o f the relevance ooff various
o f Global Civil Society as well as commentary on how the
theories to the problematic of

theories together create the basis for future study in the emergent field ooff Global Civil
Society.
ore highly
Theories through which one examines phenomena are frames. The m
more

developed the system, the more efficaciously it directs and filters one’s
one's attention, orients
phenomena
one's
one’s perception, and dictates one's
one’s definition ooff observed phenom
ena as well as the field
of
o f possibilities from which explanations of
o f the phenomena can be drawn. Through this
highly refined process, significant understanding can be generated within the field ooff
study. Despite its paramount
param ount import, however, this process necessarily results in the
exclusion of
can't be explained by the particular
o f dimensions of
o f the phenomena that can’t
theory. As the phenomenon
phenom enon of
o f Global Civil Society attracted the attention of
o f scholars, it
immediately presented them with the patent fact that it defied explication through just
one theory. Rather, its full explication required an integrative approach that incorporated
relevant constructs from various theories.
enon that had agency and
Initial discourse centered on the existence of a phenom
phenomenon
enon, scholars turned to
impact within the international polity. To describe the phenom
phenomenon,

the field of
o f International Relations and sorted through its primary theories, Realism,
Liberalism and Constructivism. They immediately discerned the inability ooff Realism and
the limited ability of
phenomenon's
o f Liberalism to explain the phenom
enon’s agency and impact. They
did find in Liberalism, however, a basis from which to understand the international
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environm ent they were witnessing, namely, the inclusion of
o f international entities,
political environment
o f an international system defined by increasing levels of
e.g., UN, in an expanded notion of
interdependence.
interdependence.
o f an international system, but challenged
Constructivism concurred with the premise of

the theory that it was shaped solely through power and economics. Constructivism is
o f intersubjectivity as a critical basis for the development ooff an
based on the presumption of
o f identities, preferences and
international society. Comprehending the genesis of

intersubjective beliefs is essential to understand international relations. This is true,
Constructivists claim, because states act toward each other on the basis ooff collective
meaning. This meaning, socially constructed via interaction between states, provides the
basis of
o f states'
states’ identities, organizes their preferences and socializes them to behave
accordingly. The entire process is constitutive in that it continually creates and shapes
states'
states’ identities and informs their preferences.
The Liberal construct of
o f international interdependence and the Constructivist
o f an intersubjectively created society ooff states proved critical to explaining the
construct of

agency and impact
im pact of
o f Global Civil Society. Theorists were uncovering consistent and
increasing examples wherein states were adopting regimes far outside those necessary to
secure their sovereignty and economic, political or military protection and that in fact,
challenged state sovereignty. The Constructivist theory identified the process through
which such change could be produced. Where Constructivism fell short, however, was in
o f Global Civil Society from the list ooff international agents ooff change.
its exclusion of

Theorists were discovering the active and predominant agency ooff Global Civil Society
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in the establishment of, and changes to, international norms and regimes ranging from
human rights, international corruption, democratic governance, development and peace
to environmental conservation and sustainability. The fact ooff GCS’s
GCS's agency was
confounding, however, as Global Civil Society explicitly lacks military or economic
strength and access to international venues in which it can engage politically. Global Civil
Society wields neither the sword of
o f states, the resources of
o f the market nor the structures
of
o f the bureaucracy, yet its strength and accomplishments as an active agent in
international affairs are irrefutable. Theorists turned to the field ooff Sociology, where they
appropriated constructs that provided further explication of
o f Global Civil Society's
Society’s agency,
subjectivity,
intersubjectivity,
namely, group interaction, socialization, frames and meaning generation, inter

social networks and identity formation.
Through the combination and integration ooff theories from International Relations and
Sociology, theorists have been able to posit an answer to the question ooff agency and
impact. In short, states, as any other community, are socialized through iterative
o f social meaning. Global Civil Society locates itself
construction and institutionalization of
o f this realm, employing persuasion, communication and moral authority to
at the center of

change international meaning structures and institutionalize norms. This is the basis of
of
its power, variously described as soft power and communicative power. GCS endeavors
are found throughout the norm life cycle, from emergence to threshold to cascade and
internalization. Their work does not end with the institutionalization ooff norms, however.
It continues with monitoring and publicizing state behavior in an effort to engage social
pressure that will enforce norm compliance.
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Theorists turned to other theoretic systems in Political Science to further explicate the
phenom enon of
o f Global Civil Society. Some proved helpful while others were challenged
phenomenon
phenom enon they couldn't
couldn’t adequately explain. For example, the theory of
o f collective
by a phenomenon

action and its subscription to an economic definition ooff interests presume a certain set of
requisites in group formation and maintenance as well as a set of
o f barriers that will
undermine the group's
group’s viability. This theory, however, is inappropriately employed to
explain social groups acting together for principled objectives. Neither its basic premises
-—people acting out of
o f narrowly defined economic self-interest, its identified problems -—
freeloading, nor its solutions -—economic incentives, fit the entirely different
circumstances and challenges of
o f collective action in Global Civil Society.
Global Civil Society, further, resists and circumvents the presumptive eminence ooff
representative democracy in national politics and defies the assumption that if democracy
is to develop internationally, it must do so via representative forms ooff governance.
GCS's national and international
Rather, a more accurate and complete understanding of
o f GCS’s
political engagement is provided by the political theory ooff Deliberative Democracy, i.e.,
direct and participatory democracy. Finally, Global Civil Society's
Society’s development ooff
international communities of
o f interest challenges the Communitarian premise that
community necessarily is built within the strictures of
o f close geographical proximity.
Rather, Cosmopolitan theories more adequately describe the growing cadre -—and perhaps
o f rooted cosmopolitans who share an increasingly expansive set of
o f frames
societies -—of

and repertoires, and who engage in multiple alliances toward shared objectives.
Social Movement theories have also been challenged by the existence ooff Global Civil
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Society. Traditionally attuned to domestic incidents of
o f civil society challenge to state
governments, the theories disputed the plausibility ooff citizen action outside a bounded
state system. The growing evidence of
o f Global Civil Society, however, presented a
significant anomaly and disjuncture with the theories’
theories' tenets and put increasing pressure
on the Social Movement field to explain the anomaly. In his latest work, a principal
architect of
o f Social Movement theory, Dr. Sidney Tarrow, reflected the field's
field’s recognition
of the growing evidentiary basis for Global Civil Society as well as the theory’s
theory's
insufficient capacity to explain it. He was able to overcome the block by employing the
constructs developed within International Relations and Democratic theory. The
o f political opportunity
international system, he concurs, creates a whole system of

structures outside and in addition to those extant domestically. This vital connection has
enabled theorists from the field of
o f Social Movements to employ their vast experience and
highly developed theoretic system to the phenomenon
phenom enon ooff Global Civil Society.

Most research to this point has focused on the agency and impact ooff Global Civil
Society in the international polity, but other equally important questions need be
O ne concerns the existence of
o f a global civil society and its potential
explored. One
A nother centers on its internal organization and operations. A
nother
Another
maturation. Another

involves the interface of
o f Global Civil Society with the market and government at the
global level and the implications of
o f that interface for global governance. Examination of
all these questions requires the mining and integration of
o f various theories.
This study engaged the question of
o f the internal organization and operations ooff Global
Civil Society, specifically through coalitions. In addition to the domains described above,
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the study necessitated a sojourn into the literature regarding networks, decision making,
organizations and systems. Treatment of
o f networks as they relate to Global Civil Society
is in its initial stages and as such is quite cursory. Findings from this study highligh
highlightt the
necessity of
o f integrating network theory with democratic theory, specifically requirements
around participatory and deliberative democracy. The study also calls attention to the
o f members whose first allegiance is likely to the
fact that coalitions are comprised of

organization that employs them. This fact signals the im
important
portant influence that
organizations play in coalitions as well as the impact of
o f coalitions on member
organizations, i.e., the coalition-organization interaction effect. Hence, the study ooff
networks needs also incorporate organizational theory.
o f decision making in coalitions also arose. Organizational theory and
The question of

policy development theories were examined and integrated to posit answers to the
question. As none of
o f the theories examined were designed with GCS coalitions in mind,
they were selectively mined to identify constructs that had descriptive power. It is unclear
whether the theories were appropriately employed in this context. If, in fact, they prove
inadequate to explicate decision making in GCS coalitions, then further study is needed to
promote
identify more appropriate theories and to extrapolate from them constructs that prom
ote
understanding of
o f Global Civil Society. This situation highlights another challenge to
theorists endeavoring to construct a theoretical foundation for the study ooff Global Civil
Society -—that of
o f appropriate employment and extrapolation ooff theory from other fields.
Finally, this research introduced Systems Theory to the study ooff Global Civil Society.
The systems focus created a qualitative change in the way evidence was perceived and
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interpreted and in the model that emerged from the findings. The comparative analysis
illustrates this fundamental difference. The Convergence System's
System’s five constituents are
o f Engagement, Contingent Alliance and
Complementarity, Speed and Democracy, Rules of
system’s
Convergence. Although the comparative analysis revealed similarity between the system's

elements and the other works, no other work identified or articulated all the constituents
or their interrelated nature. At
A t the heart of
o f this distinction is the perception and
interpretation of
o f difference. Diversity and difference within Global Civil Society is a
commonly accepted fact. It, however, is often perceived to be a problem. Hence,
solutions are sought that include minimization and negotiation ooff difference. Viewing the
dynamic from Systems Theory, however, changes the perception and interpretation —
--- employ
diversity is natural and necessary. Systems Theory also changes the response —
diversity to discern complementarity, discover points ooff convergence and facilitate
growth. The system emerges directly
direcdy from this perception and interpretation ooff
difference. Integrating Systems Theory into the study ooff Global Civil Society is
important as it adds explanatory value. Further, it brings potential predictive capacity
o f a global civil society.
regarding the development of

Each of
o f the theories described offers important contributions to understanding the
phenomenon
phenom enon of
o f Global Civil Society. However, none alone is sufficient. Further, the
incidence, growth, durability, agency and impact ooff Global Civil Society challenge
theorists from various fields to reconsider their theories in light ooff this new evidence.
They challenge theorists endeavoring to create the theoretic domain of
o f Global Civil
Society to appropriate and extrapolate theories responsibly. And they challenge them to
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combine the theories into a cogent, integrated and consistent theoretic system.

CONCLUSION
ore deeply into the
In this chapter, inductive analysis was utilized to penetrate m
more

research findings. The intent was to discern emergent themes, patterns and relationships,
and in so doing, to learn
leam whether the characteristics might, in fact, be constituents ooff a
larger system. The analyses did reveal a larger system, named herein the Convergence
System. The system's
system’s constituents and their elements were first described individually.
Their relationships and the phenomena
phenom ena that emerged through their integration were then
explored. While the characteristics are the initial answer to the research question, the
Convergence System synthesizes and reworks the characteristics into a format that
facilitates coalition operations and contributes to theoretical development ooff the field.
The Convergence System is the primary contribution ooff this study to the research
question and to the emergent field of
o f Global Civil Society.
In the third section of
o f this chapter, the Convergence System was presented as the
Convergence Framework to fully explicate its particular contributions to praxis and to
elucidate measures for its evaluation. It was then compared to three other works on GCS
o f extant theories. In the final section, the
to discern its alignment with and extension of

literature appropriated to explain the research findings was placed within the larger
context of
o f literature explored by GCS theorists. The purpose was to present a cursory
o f an integrated theory system particular to Global Civil Society. The final
portrayal of
o f this study, detailing their importance as well as their
chapter explores the contributions of

limitations. It concludes with recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
INTRODUCTION
o f the internal organization and operations of
o f Global
This study engaged the issue of

Civil Society, specifically through coalitions. The research question that forms the basis
of
o f this dissertation is "What
“W hat characteristics do members of
o f Global Civil Society (GCS)
define as critical to the successful functioning ooff coalition processes designed to generate
specific policy positions?"
positions?” The dissertation's
dissertation’s objective is to develop a canon ooff
knowledge about these critical characteristics.
o f the field and relative lack ooff research on the question ooff internal
The nascence of

organization and operations of
o f GCS coalitions necessitated the use ooff inductive
methodology to develop a canon of
o f knowledge. Three sources of
o f data were utilized;
interviews with knowledgeable persons in Global Civil Society, a conference ooff GCS
experts, and papers commissioned for the conference. The data were examined via
analytic induction to discern patterns and relationships. The analysis resulted in nine
characteristics defined by experts in GCS as critical to the successful functioning ooff
coalitions. Theories were then explored to discern those that offered explanatory
potential regarding the characteristics. Those that were salient were examined and
enfolded with the findings to generate a holistic portrayal of
o f the characteristics.
The characteristics were analyzed once again to eliminate duplication, examine
From this analysis emerged the
emergent phenomena
phenom ena and synthesize constructs. From
constituents and elements. A final relational analysis on the constituents and elements
illustrated the many, complex relations between them and revealed the larger system ooff
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which they were a part - the Convergence System. A comparative analysis between the
Convergence System and three other contemporary works on GCS illustrated the
o f the system's
system’s constructs with research in GCS and demonstrated the ways in
alignment of

which the system extends current knowledge and makes unique contributions to the field.
o f the constructs employed for the study ooff Global
Finally, an epistemological analysis of

Civil Society was offered. The analysis included a description ooff the relevance ooff various
theories to the problematic of
o f Global Civil Society as well as commentary on how the
theories create the basis for future study in the emergent field ooff Global Civil Society.
This final chapter examines the particular contributions ooff this research to the
question it posed, as well as to the emergent field ooff Global Civil Society. It then
o f the research contributions and the limitations that qualify
examines the importance of
o f the path forward for research on Global Civil Society
them. It concludes with a review of

-—the research agenda.

CONTRIBUTIONS, IMPORTANCE AND LIMITATIONS
C o n t r ib u t io n s
CONTRIBUTIONS

The study's
study’s primary contribution is the Convergence System, a theoretical model
o f research data and relevant theories. Two additional
derived from the integration of

contributions are offered to praxis and theory. The contribution to praxis is the
Convergence Framework, an empirically derived framework ooff characteristics critical to
o f coalitions. The Convergence Framework was designed to
the efficacious operations of

establish, improve and evaluate coalitions, to retain and convey the lessons gleaned
through praxis, and to create bridges between coalitions. As a conduit between
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coalitions, it may increase the likelihood that social structures, e.g., rules of
o f engagement or
frames, will be transmitted from one coalition to the next. The contribution to theory is
an initial integrated schema of
o f a theory system particular to the emergent field of
o f Global
Civil Society. Numerous theories from several intellectual traditions were appropriated to
explain findings from this study. These theories were then integrated into a theoretical
schema.
An emergent and unexpected contribution ooff the Convergence System is that it
suggests a possible trajectory for how a global civil society may develop. Designed within
the metafratne
metaframe of
o f Systems Theory, the Convergence System recognizes that coalitions are
nodes in an ever expanding social network. In society, as in nature, the web structure is
ubiquitous. Self-organizing systems, i.e., coalitions, exist in interdependent relationship
with each other, comprising yet larger systems, which in turn are connected to other
systems. Relationships, both within and between coalitions, are the pathways through
which coalitions are connected. Figure 8 displays the Convergence System, but adds
these pathways (portrayed as arrows) between the model and the external environment.
Coalitions, likewise, are connected to the external environment and other coalitions via
these pathways.
The pathways connecting coalitions to the social network convey social capital. That
social capital includes both integrator processes, e.g., dialogue, rules ooff engagement and
o f coalition endeavors, e.g., lessons, innovations and
participation, and the products of

frames. Each of
o f the processes and products creates and develops connections. Take, for
o f dialogue. Dialogue, over time and across campaigns,
example, the integrator process of
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builds awareness of
o f differences and common ground, fosters relationships, deepens
knowledge of
o f the target and policy issue and expands knowledge of
o f various social change
groups. All this increases the capacity of
o f people to rapidly and effectively join forces
around specific campaigns. This is the essence of social capital.

F ig u r e 8:
FIGURES:
CONVERGENCE: PATHWAYS TO DEVELOPMENT OF
a GLOBAL
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Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in Public
Administration and Policy. Portland, OR: Mark Hatfield School of
o f Government, Portland State University.

Of
O f course, coalitions eventually disband and participants return to their homes. Even
operational coalitions experience a continual and dynamic flow ooff participants. Social
capital, in this context, isn't
isn’t delimited to specific settings and structures. It, rather, is
carried in individuals and transferred from one setting to another, itself being as dynamic
and changing as the environment in which it is developed. It can be integrated into
systems and structures; however, conscious efforts have to be made to do so and then to
retain and further develop it.
Hence, the process of
o f convergence begun within coalitions is continued across
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coalitions, creating ever more points of
o f convergence and pathways, so that not only are
coalitions connected into networks, but networks are connected to each other. This ever
expanding growth is the trajectory through which a global civil society may be developed.
IMPORTANCE
CONTRIBUTIONS
I m p o r t a n c e OF
of C
o n t r ib u t io n s

im port of
o f the study's
study’s contributions is derived from three bases. First, the
The import

contributions emerge directly
direcdy from research findings that were gleaned from the
experience and expertise of
o f people immediately involved with Global Civil Society
endeavors. Second, the contributions build on the substantial theoretical foundations of
a number of
o f theories from several established disciplines. And third, the contributions
offer a unique, integrated and holistic approach to the study ooff Global Civil Society,
namely, through Systems Theory. The lens provided by Systems Theory effected a
qualitative change in the way evidence was perceived and interpreted and in the model
that emerged from the findings. In particular, it changed the perception and approach to
From the perspective
the central problematic of
o f this study, i.e., difference and diversity. From
o f Systems Theory, difference is natural and necessary. Hence, the Convergence System
of

is designed to engage and employ the vast diversity extant in Global Civil Society to
o f convergence, thus enabling
discern complementarity and to discover and act on points of

efficacious action within the international polity.
STUDY
S t u d y LIMITATIONS
L im it a t io n s

This research does have limitations, arising from the fact that understanding and
phenom enon of
o f Global Civil Society necessitates the appropriation and
explicating the phenomenon

extrapolation of
o f theories from various disciplines. This study engaged and appropriated
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o f Political Science, Sociology, Organizations and Systems.
theories from the disciplines of

Table 14 displays the various theories. The limitations ooff employing this broad
theoretical foundation are twofold.
First, there is a necessary tradeoff between breadth and depth, i.e., the more theories
that need be engaged, the less capacity there is to examine them in depth. This increases
the potential of
o f inaccurate and incomplete rendering of
o f the theories and constructs.
Hence, although salient theories are identified and engaged at least at a cursory level, they
need be studied in more depth within their field ooff origin. The additional study will lead
o f the constructs. It further will likely result in
to more complete understanding of

identification of
o f additional, and potentially more salient, theories.
The second limitation is the possibility ooff the inappropriate engagement and
employment of
o f the theories to the nascent field ooff Global Civil Society. These theories
have been developed within particular contexts, so their applicability and appropriateness
to the very different context of
o f Global Civil Society needs be tested. Three questions
must be investigated to discern the applicability and appropriateness ooff these theories to
GCS. First, are the context and conditions from which the theories emerged understood
accurately and completely? Second, how do the conditions extant in Global Civil Society
match or deviate from those in which the theories were developed? Third, what are the
implications for the theories given different contexts and conditions?
m ost evident in this study in the employment ooff decision-making
This limitation was most

theory. Theories and constructs that related to individual and organizational decision
making were appropriated to explain decision making in coalitions. Individuals and
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T a b l e 14: INTELLECTUAL
I n t e l l e c t u a l FOUNDATIONS
F o u n d a t i o n s fFOR
or t
he E
m ergent F
i e l d OF
of
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THE
EMERGENT
FIELD
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o c ie t y
GLOBAL
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F ie l d
FIELD

THEORIES
T h e o r ie s

Deliberative Democracy

Political
P o litical Science

Cosmopolitanism
Cosmopolitanism
Developm ent
Policy Development

International Relations: Constructivism
Constructivism
International Relations: Liberalism
Social Movements

Sociology

Network
Group
N etw ork and G
roup Interaction
Identity Formation
Frames and Intersubjective Meaning

Organizations
O rg a n izatio n s

Organizational Structure
Decision Making
Natural System Models ooff Organization

Systems
System s Science

Organizations as Systems
The New
Quantum
N ew Science: Q
uantum Physics

Source: Magis, K., (2007). Global Civil Society: Finding Common Voice in Diversity. Dissertation for Ph.D. in
Public Administration and Policy. Portland,
Pordand, OR: Mark Hatfield School ooff Government, Portland State
University.

organizations make decisions in coalitions, but dynamics particular to coalitions, e.g., the
theories'
coalition/
organization interaction effect, add dimensions that could diminish the theories’
coalition/organization
usefulness. Hence, the appropriate and suitable employment of
o f the theories needs be
examined, preferably in the real context of
o f GCS coalitions. Additionally, more research is
needed to identify and examine, and perhaps generate, other decision-making models that
may more adequately explicate the phenomena of
o f Global Civil Society.

RESEARCH AGENDA
In this final section, the trajectory for research to further develop the Convergence
System and to contribute to the emergent field ooff Global Civil Society is reviewed. There
272

are three branches to the research agenda; 1) testing the Convergence System, 2) testing
theories against the specific conditions within GCS coalitions, and 3) exploring specific
questions raised by the research findings.
Though the following research ideas are presented individually, they need be woven
into an integrated research agenda. The agenda needs be integrated with regard to a
o f individual system constituents or elements and
balance between detailed exploration of

associated theories, and exploration of<the
ofithe Convergence System as a whole. It,
additionally, needs to be integrated via a mixture ooff applied and theoretical research,
which will result in a system that is theoretically sound and that offers concrete, feasible
and functional advice to the many endeavoring to create change for the public good.
TESTING
T e s t i n g THE
t h e CONVERGENCE
C o n v e r g e n c e SYSTEM
Sy s t e m

The Convergence System needs be tested to ensure that it accurately reflects the reality
of
o f people's
people’s experiences in GCS coalitions, and to discern its concreteness, feasibility and
functionality for operational coalitions. Although the Convergence System emerges
directly from the experience and expertise ooff practitioners, no individual spoke to all its
o f its many relationships, or to its totality as a complete
constituents and elements, of

system. In this sense, the Convergence System is a new and untried methodology. To
test its accuracy in reflecting people's
people’s experience, a Confirmatory Analysis is
recommended. To discern it concreteness, feasibility and functionality, an applied test of
the Convergence Framework is recommended.
A Confirmatory Analysis needs be completed to discern the extent to which the
system reflects the experience of
o f a broad sample within GCS. In this initial research, the
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Convergence System will be deconstructed to develop specific hypotheses about
constituents, elements and relationships. These will then be transcribed into a survey
format. The survey will be administered to a broad range of
o f GCS activists. This
quantitative study will endeavor to include a large number ooff participants, at least 300,
o f sectors, e.g., human rights, environmental protection, democracy
from a range of

inform the
movements, and economic rights. Data
D ata from the study will further inform
Convergence System and result in qualitative improvements. The model will then be
ready to submit to test in praxis.
The Convergence Framework then needs to be implemented and evaluated within
GCS coalitions to discern its concreteness, feasibility and functionality. The purpose of
the research would be to integrate various constituents and elements into coalitions and
analyze their influence and impact. In this applied research project, prospective and
nascent coalitions would be the initial test sites. As the process for integrating the model
into coalitions and measuring its impact developed, the research could be extended to
coalitions in various stages of
o f maturation. Terminated coalitions would serve well in any
stage of
o f the project. To maintain a focus on the general characteristics ooff success, nnot
o t on
specific coalitions or sectors, the project will continue working with diverse coalitions in
different sectors.
At least two matters mitigate the potentiality ooff implementing the complete
Convergence Framework in the early stages ooff the project. First, the methodology is new
and will require significant refinement to ensure the constructs are fully developed and
readily translated into practice. Second, utilizing the Convergence Framework will require
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that practitioners engage in a learning process with practice, not the classroom, as the
o f learning. Research participants will integrate the m
odel into
primary locus and catalyst of
model

endeavors in which they are already engaged and that have attendant time lines and
requisite work. The learning process, which requires time and effort, is added to this
already full agenda. Hence, the intent, at least initially, would be to integrate select
constituents and elements into_
into coalition processes.
To accommodate adult learning requisites, increase the likelihood ooff implementation,
and facilitate efficacious coalition processes, participants would select those constituents
o f the Convergence System that m
ost closely aligned with the presenting
and elements of
most

needs and circumstances of
o f the coalition. Implementation plans would be integrated into
coalition planning and activities. In the planning and implementation, affected
relationships and actions within the coalition would be anticipated, observed and
documented. Periodic and intentional reflection would compare actual to anticipated
influences and outcomes, document the learning process, challenges and barriers, and set
a new path forward. The new path would include improvements in the plan, addition of
new constituents or elements, and modifications to the model. Though it is preferable to
continue the research throughout the duration ooff the coalition, circumstances within the
To
coalition or the political environment may disallow that possibility. T
o accommodate for
that eventuality, the research will be built in a series ooff small, but complete phases
focused on the selected constituent or element and its integration into the coalition.
This research approach results in several outcomes. The Convergence Framework will
be tested, and its various constituents and elements will be evaluated in practice. The
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ore valuable to
lessons from praxis will generate improvements in the model, making it m
more

coalitions. And
A nd coalitions will benefit from implementing it. Additionally, applying this
odel’s
model's
research model across coalitions and sectors will result in enhancement ooff the m

applicability in various settings. Finally, the benefits theorized regarding the development
of
o f social capital across coalitions may be tested.
THEORY
TESTING
T heory T
e s t in g

The Convergence System is closely linked with the disciplines ooff Political Science,
Sociology and Systems Science, as well as the field ooff Organizations. Literature from
each was reviewed to discern theories that could be utilized to add explanatory value to
the critical characteristics. Salient theories were enfolded with the data to produce a rich
and holistic depiction of
o f the characteristics, and ultimately to generate the Convergence
System. Having identified a number of
o f theories, they now need be tested. First, they
need be examined in more depth and within the larger context provided by the discipline
from which they commence. Then, their applicability to the context of
o f Global Civil
Society coalitions needs be discerned. Finally, research needs be completed to adapt and
o f Global Civil Society. Three theories
incorporate the theories into the field of

appropriated by this study require systematic research; 1) decision making, 2) frames and
coalition/organization
organization interaction effect.
platforms; and 3) the coalition/

Theories on decision making appropriated for this study are based in the field ooff
Organizations and focus on both individual and organizational decision making. Their
applicability to the particular conditions and dynamics ooff GCS coalitions, however, is
unclear. Further research into two questions raised by this study would make significant
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contributions to the understanding of
o f GCS coalitions. First, decision making in
collations is confounded by the fact that many members represent organizations. As
such, their personal agency, i.e., ability to make decisions autonomously, is mitigated by
various organizational factors, e.g., the organizations'
organizations’ dictates and capacities, and the
decision-making authority granted the coalition member. However, the coalition also
exerts influence on its members, e.g., expanding their knowledge and skill base,
introducing them to other worldviews and repertoires, and instilling new and different
values. These conditions complicate the decision-making environment and place
coalition members in delicate and sometimes untenable situations with regard to decision
making. Organizational theorists can advance the field by studying the implications ooff
these unique dynamics on decision makers and on coalition decision making.
Decision making is further complicated by the Speed vs. Democracy quandary
wherein decisions must be made quickly to influence policy and wherein decisions m
must
ust
be made democratically to preserve the commitment ooff autonomous coalition members.
Astorino-Courtois (1995) theory of
o f Cognitive Complexity-Simplicity, the Garbage Can
Theory of
o f Decision Making (Kingdon, 1995) and Punctuated Equilibrium theory (frue,
(True,
Jones & Baumbartner, 1999) are combined in the Convergence System to posit an answer
them in
to the Speed vs. Democracy quandary. Organizational theorists need to explore them
more depth to discern their applicability to GCS coalitions and their complementarity as a
cohesive and integrated strategy to address the Speed vs. Democracy quandary.
A hypothesis that arose from this study is that GCS coalitions coalesce around frames,
but not necessarily around platforms. Research findings challenged the conventional
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M ovement theory that platforms are required to catalyze and
knowledge in Social Movement

maintain collective engagement in coalitions. Rather, the data suggests that platforms are
one form of
o f a frame and that frames, not platforms, are essential to effective operations
and engagement of
o f coalitions. The anomalous nature ooff these findings necessitates
further research. It may be simply that the findings are wrong, the interpretation ooff the
findings was inaccurate or the research didn't
didn’t delve deeply enough into Social Movement
theory. However, it could also be that the data, in fact, are accurately reflecting
conditions within Global Civil Society coalitions. If the findings are accurately
representing GCS conditions, they hold important implications for coalitions. As such,
their further elucidation through research is important. Future research within Sociology
in general and Social Movement
M ovement theory in particular can advance the field by exploration
of
o f the kinds of
o f frames necessary for effective coalition functioning and the conditions
under which a shared platform is the preferred frame.
A third research question highlighted by this study is that ooff the coalition/organization
coalition/ organization
interaction effect. Findings demonstrated that coalitions develop into social
organizations, complete with structures, cultures and intentions. However, they are
fundamentally different from many of
o f the organizations that comprise their
coalitions' and organizations’
organizations'
memberships. One
O ne primary difference is the basis ooff coalitions’
o f Gouldner (19
(1959)
organization. The theories of
59) and Scott (1998) were utilized to describe

this difference. Coalitions are based on the natural systems model ooff organization. The
natural system model presumes uncertainty in the organization and the environment, that
multiple, dynamic and complex variables influence the organization, and that these
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influences are unpredictable and uncontrollable. The organization is seen as a set ooff
interdependent parts existing interdependently within the larger whole. The various
system constituents and their relationships evolve and adapt, creating overall stability in
the system. Organization is more informal and process-oriented with a focus on
searching, responsiveness, learning, innovation and adaptation.
system’s m
odel ooff
model
Its member organizations, however, are likely based on a rational system's

organization. The rational system model emphasizes the elimination of
o f uncertainty,
assumes that organizational components are functional and make optimal contributions
and maintains that outcomes are predictable. The rational model highlights planning and
control to assign and manage resources so to accomplish the organization’s
organization's goals.
Bureaucratic systems, principles of
o f scientific management and formal structures, i.e.,
documented and official relationships among organizational members, are employed in
the rational system model (Gouldner, 1959; W.
W.R.
R. Scott, 1998).
The interaction between coalitions and their member organizations is manifest in
many ways and creates a constant challenge to both coalitions and organizations. The
interaction creates an additional dynamic in the already complex environment ooff GCS
o f which could significantly alter their ability to operate and
coalitions, the implications of

engage efficaciously. Likewise, the interaction affects member organizations, challenging
num ber of
o f different domains, e.g., structure, vision, operational processes,
them in a number

resources, and personnel. Organizational theorists can significantly advance
o f GCS coalitions through continued research on the
understanding of
coalition/organization
coalition/
organization interaction effect.
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EMERGENT
QUESTIONS
E m e r g e n t RESEARCH
Re s e a r c h Q
u e s t io n s

The research agenda also includes specific research questions that emerged from this
study. These questions concern the power imbalances within GCS and the potential
trajectory for the development of
o f a global civil society.
One hypothesis arising from this study is that conditions created by the Convergence
System counter the GCS hierarchy created by power and resource imbalances. The
interaction between Multiple Alliances, Rules ooff Engagement, Participation and Dialogue
creates this counterbalancing force. Multiple alliances reinforce a competitive dynamic
between coalitions that pressures coalitions to ensure quality participation opportunities.
This competitive dynamic is generated by several dynamics. First, there is growing
demand from within the political environment for coalitions to prove their legitimacy.
Second, as representivity is an insufficient legitimizing factor, coalitions need to rely
increasingly on participation for legitimization. Third, coalition members demand true
participation and can easily leave if they are not adequately included. Finally, the
existence of
o f multiple and ongoing opportunities to engage further reinforces the pressure
on coalitions to offer quality participation opportunities.
Other
O ther parts of
o f the Convergence System that combine with Multiple Alliances to
o f Engagement, Participation and Dialogue. All
mitigate that hierarchy include Rules of

three create an environment conducive to inclusion and integration of
o f diversity into
strategic thinking, decision making and action. In this environment, those with fewer
resources and power can generate shared frames and discern points ooff convergence, both
of
o f which lead to convergence and informed and efficacious local action as well as the
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o f new leaders. Importantly, the social capital developed through the process
emergence of
common language, values, principles, shared identities
creates bonds between people, e.g., comm.on

and frames. The entire process builds collective voice, thus empowering and legitimizing
the group within the political environment. That power, then, counterbalances the
resource disparities. This hypothesis can be tested via in-depth case studies of
o f GCS
here the
coalitions which experienced significant power imbalances, as well as in those w
where

power imbalances were intentionally averted as part ooff the coalition design and operation.
o f the development ooff a global civil society suggested by these
Finally, the trajectory of

research findings relates directly to the question ooff the existence ooff a global civil society,
of
and hence calls for additional research. Systems Theory allows for the visualization of

what complex systems look like. Applying those concepts to the notion ooff a global civil
o f its existence and development. Friedman,
society, one can develop indicators of

Hochstetler and Clark (2005) developed a framework ooff global civil society as well as
associated indicators. With
W ith the model, they were able to evaluate the reservoir ooff archival
data and draw conclusions regarding the existence ooff a global civil society. In the same
manner, indicators of
o f a global civil society can be developed from the Convergence
System. These indicators can then be employed to evaluate and draw conclusions about
the development of
o f a global civil society.

CONCLUSION
There are numerous potential avenues for future research based on this study. This
chapter explicated a few of
o f those avenues for both praxis and theory. Research can be
pursued at a systems level, examining the system constituents as they relate and integrate
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ore deeply
into the larger system. Research can also be pursued at a micro level, delving m
more

into specific constituents with the intent of discerning apro pos theories, testing their
o f Global Civil Society and recommending modifications
applicability in the unique area of

to customize them the emergent field. The limitations ooff this study, importantly, qualify
and provide direction to all such future research endeavors.
While research recommendations detailed herein are preferred first steps in this
research agenda, the interrelated nature of
o f the system allows research to be taken up at
virtually point. The key to future research, however, follows from one ooff the primary
lessons gleaned from this study - while questions, constituents, elements and associated
problematics can be explored individually, they cannot be fully understood less an
integrative analysis focusing on their relation to the overall system. Hence, the final
recommendation is that all future research be couched in a systems perspective and be
ena so critical to the
designed to illuminate the relationships and emergent phenom
phenomena

Convergence System.
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APPENDICIES

A p p e n d i x A:
A : INTRODUCTORY
I n t r o d u c t o r y PHONE
Ph o n e C
a l l / L e t t e r / E m a il
APPENDIX
CALL/LETTER/EMAIL

Address
Dear
_ _ _ _ _ __,,
D e a r______________
Hello. This is Dr. Carin from the Centre for Global Studies at the University of
of
Pm working on a project to design a model to aggregate and project the voice
Victoria. I'm
of
o f Global Civil Society into international decision making processes.
My colleague on the project, Ms. Kristen Magis, is a doctoral candidate in the Hatfield
School of
o f Government
Governm ent at Portland State University. Ms. Magis is completing her
o f her dissertation is to
dissertation in conjunction with the UVIC project. The purpose of
interview civil society members who have expertise and experience with processes used
o f GCS groups to develop policy positions on particular policy issues.
by coalitions of
I have reviewed and am very supportive ooff Ms. Magis’
Magis' dissertation and feel that it will
make a significant contribution to the UVIC project as well as to the field.
Your expertise and experience would add great value to developing an understanding
of
o f this very important, but complex process. W
With
ith your permission, I’d
I'd like to have Ms.
Magis contact you with more in-depth information regarding the dissertation and to
determine whether an interview with you would be appropriate.
Sincerely,
Barry Carin, Ph.D.
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A p p e n d i x B:
B: O
v e r v ie w L
etter
APPENDIX
OVERVIEW
LETTER

Address
Dear
_ _ _ _ _ __,,
D ear_____________
My name is Kristen Magis. I'm
I’m co-investigator with Dr. Barry Carin from the Centre for
Global Studies at the University of Victoria on a project funded by Ford Foundation and the
Centre for International Governance Innovation. The purpose of the project is to design a model
to aggregate and project the voice of Global Civil Society (GCS) into international decision
making processes.
In addition to my role as co-investigator, I am completing my dissertation through this
project. I am a doctoral candidate in the Hatfield School of Government at Portland State
University. The purpose of my dissertation is to learn about processes used by GCS coalitions to
develop policy positions around specific policy issues.
As you know, diversity is a primary characteristic of GCS. Yet, despite this diversity, GCS
coalitions have been successful in advocating shared policy positions in multiple international
policy-making settings. My dissertation is concerned with the processes through which coalitions
‘What are the
find common ground on specific policy issues. The dissertation research question is, 'What

characteristics
to the successfulfunctioning
successfulfunctioning of
of coalitionprocesses designed
designed to
characteristics defined
defined l!J
by members of GCS as critical to
generate specific
specificpolicy
generate
poliry positions?’
positions?' I wish to learn from civil society members who have expertise and
experience with these processes.
I would like to set up an interview with you or a person from your organization that has this
expertise. The interview will take approximately one hour. I would like to tape record the
interview to make sure that I accurately reflect your ideas in my analyses. If tape recording
doesn't
doesn’t work, I would like to have a research assistant listen to the interview and take notes. That
way I can focus on our conversation and make sure your comments are accurately represented.
The information you share will be aggregated with approximately 15 other interviews and
analyzed to find common themes and patterns. Those results will then be shared with a group of
Global Civil Society experts who will brainstorm how such a model might work. Data from these
interviews will also be incorporated into the findings of the dissertation project.
II will be calling within the next week to set up an appointment for an interview. II look
forward to talking with you!

Sincerely,
Kristen Magis, MA
Co-Principle Investigator

Dr. Barry Carin
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APPENDIX
CONFIRMATION
LETTER
A p p e n d i x C: PARTICIPANT
Pa r t ic ip a n t C
o n f ir m a t io n L
etter

Address

Dear
_______,
D e a r______________
______between
between
Thank you very much for agreeing to be interviewed on
o n ____________
_ _ _ _ _. I have enclosed an informed consent form for your review and signature.
Please take a close look at the form and let me know if you have any questions prior to
the interview. I am looking forward to talking with you at the interview and learning
from your insights, experience and expertise.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kristen Magis, MA
Co-Principle Investigator (Centre for Global Studies —
- UVIC)
Doctoral Candidate (Portland State University)
Dr. Barry Carin
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APPENDIX
CONSENT
FORM
A p p e n d i x D:
D : PARTICIPANT
Pa r t ic ip a n t C
o nsent F
orm

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this interview. The interview is part of
o f Ms.
Magis'
Magis’ dissertation project, which will cuhninate
culminate in a doctorate of
o f Public Administration
and Policy from the Hatfield School of
o f Government at Portland State University. The
dissertation is being conducted in conjunction with the Centre for Global Studies'
Studies’ project
entitled, 'Amplifying
‘Amplifying and Focusing the Voice ooff Civil Society',
Society’, led by Dr. Barry Carin and
Ms. Kristen Magis.
The purpose of
o f the study is to learn about processes that coalitions ooff GCS
organizations use to develop policy positions around specific policy issues. The
information from the interviews will be analyzed to find principles and practices that are
perceived to be effective. You are being asked to participate in this study because you
have expertise and ideas regarding these processes, e.g., how they are designed, how they
work, and their strengths and challenges.
I will conduct an hour-long interview with you. I will audiotape the interview to
ensure that the information I capture accurately reflects what you say. If
doesn't
If taping doesn’t
work, a research assistant will take notes during the interview.
The interview poses minimal risk to you. It, in fact, is no greater than that encountered
in your daily work wherein representing the organization is part ooff your job. Your
confidentiality will be protected by project staff. To protect your confidentiality, a
fictitious name will be assigned to your transcript and record. Further, neither your name
organization’s will appear in the final report. All project documentation and the
nor your organization's
interview tapes will be stored and locked in a cabinet accessible only to the research team.
n o t receive any direct benefit from taking part in this study. However, your
You may not
contribution will be important
im portant input for the Centre for Global Studies project, wherein
experts such as yourselves will design such a model. Your contribution will also be used
world's citizens into international
to develop theories about including the voice ooff the world’s
governance. Results of
o f this study will be published widely, including a final report to the
Ford Foundation, journal publications, the Centre for Global Studies website, possible
Magis’ dissertation.
book chapters and in Ms. Magis'

Please be advised that your participation is entirely voluntary and that at any time, you
o f the interview or decline to answer particular questions. Further, at your
may opt out of
request, all your information will be destroyed. Please keep a copy ooff this letter for your
records. If
If you have concerns or problems about your participation in this study or your
rights as a research subject, please feel free to contact the H
Human
um an Subject Research
o f Research and Sponsored Projects, 111 Cramer Hall,
Review Committee, Office of
Portland
Pordand State University, (503) 725-4288. If
If you have any questions about the research
itself, contact:
Kristen Magis, MA
Leadership Institute

Dr. Barry Carin
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inform ation and
Your signature indicates that you have read and understand the above information
agree to take part in this study. Please understand that you may withdraw your consent at
any time without
w ithout penalty, and that, by signing, you are not waiving any legal claims, rights
o f this fonn
form for your own records.
or remedies. Ms. Magis will provide you with a copy of

Signature
Date
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A p p e n d i x E:
E : INTERVIEW
In t e r v i e w G
u i d e II
APPENDIX
GUIDE

INTERVIEW
I n t e r v i e w OBJECTIVES
O b j e c t iv e s

ft*
&,,

o f the design and use of
o f various processes
To gain understanding of

ft*
&,,

o f the processes that are considered critical to
To discern the characteristics of
effectively gathering and aggregating the voice ooff civil society

O v e r v i e w QUESTIONS
Q u e s t io n s
OVERVIEW

W hat is your position and role in your organization?
1. What

2. I'd
I’d like learn about your experience with a process to develop a specific policy
What
position with a broad spectrum of
o f civil society organizations. W
hat processes have
you been involved with? Of
O f those, which one would you like to discuss?
a. What
W hat was the purpose of
o f the process?
b. What
W hat organization or network facilitated it?
o f network, e.g., # participating organizations
1.i. Size of
ii.
11.

o f network, e.g., geographical, org. type
Diversity of

W hat role did you play in the process?
c. What
W hat IGO
IG O is the target of
o f this process?
d. What
METHOD
COALITION
MEMBER
ORGANIZATIONS
M e t h o d FOR
F o r GATHERING
G a t h e r i n g INPUT
I n p u t FROM
From C
o a l it io n M
em ber O
r g a n iz a t io n s

1. Who
W ho communicated with them?

2. How were they informed of
o f the issue?
H ow was input gathered?
3. How
W hat was done with the input upon receipt ooff the input?
4. What

5. What
W hat are the advantages and disadvantages of
o f this method?
6. Do
D o you have recommendations for improvement?
METHOD
STANCE
M e t h o d FOR
F o r DEVELOPING
D e v e l o p in g A
A POLICY
P o l ic y S
tance

1. What
W hat was the goal -—a negotiated decision or an aggregation of
o f opinions?
a. If
If negotiated:
i.
1.

W hat strategies were utilized to find com
m on ground?
What
common

ii. What
W hat strategies were utilized to negotiate differences?
iii. If there was wide divergence, how did the process proceed?
m.
iv. Once
O nce a policy stance was selected, how were dissenting opinions dealt
1v.
with?

v. What
W hat are the advantages and disadvantages to this method?
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vi. Recommendations for improvement?
v1.
I f aggregated:
b. If

1.i.

What
W hat was the goal of
o f aggregation?

11.
ii.

How
H ow were the opinions aggregated?

111.
iii.

If there was wide divergence, how did the process proceed?

1v.
iv. Once
O nce a policy stance was selected, how were dissenting opinions dealt with?
v. What
W hat are the advantages and disadvantages to this method?
v1.
vi. Recommendations for improvement?
W ould you say the process was successful or not?
2. Would
H ow do you define success?
a. How
USE
U s e OF
O f PROCESS
P r o c e s s BY
B y NETWORK
N e t w o r k PARTICIPANTS
P a r t ic ip a n t s

1. Use of
o f process by network participants

T o what extent do represented organizations
organisations utilize this process?
a. To

b. What
W hat do represented organizations do when a decision is reached that runs
contrary to their opinion?
c. How
H ow are the opinions of
o f unrepresented organizations dealt with?
1.
i.

In the decision making process?

ii.
11.

o f articulating the decision to IGOs?
In the process of

d. Recommendations for improvements

WRAP
W r a p UP
Up
1. What
W hat do you feel is important
im portant that I have missed?
2. Can you introduce me to some other organizations?
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A p p e n d i x F:
F : INTERVIEW
In t e r v ie w G
u i d e III
I
APPENDIX
GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
In t r o d u c t i o n

I’m looking at campaigns run
tun by coalitions ooff N
G O s. I’m
I'm
NGOs.
I'm particularly interested in
coalitions comprised of
o f diverse NGOs,
N G O s, e.g., groups from the north and south.

My general aim is to learn about processes used by these GCS coalitions to develop
policy positions. I'm
I’m interested in the characteristics that campaigners feel are absolutely
critical for effective decision making in coalitions.
OVERVIEW
O v e r v i e w QUESTIONS
Q u e s t io n s

W hat is your position and role in your organization?
1. What

2.

I’d like learn about your experience with a coalition where you were challenged to
I'd
develop a specific policy position across a broad spectrum ooff civil society
organizations.
W hat coalitions or campaigns have you been involved with?
e. What
f.£

Of
O f those, which one would you like to discuss?

W hat was the purpose of
o f the campaign?
g. What

h. What
W hat organization or network facilitated it?
o f network, e.g., # participating organizations
i. Size of
11.
ii.

Diversity of
o f network, e.g., geographical, org. type

i.
1.

W hat role did you play?
What

J·j.

W hat IGO
IG O was the target of
o f the campaign?
What

K e y DECISIONS
D e c is io n s
KEY

1. What
W hat were key decisions that the coalition made?
2. How
H ow do you define success when a coalition makes a decision?
3. What
W hat has to be in place to make that decision making process successful?
4. What
W hat are the advantages and disadvantages ooff this method?
METHOD
M e t h o d FOR
F o r DEVELOPING
D e v e l o p in g A
A POLICY
P o l i c y STANCE
St a n c e

W hat strategies were utilized to find common ground?
1. What

2. What
W hat strategies were utilized to negotiate differences?
3. If there was wide divergence, how did the process proceed?
4. Once a policy stance was selected, how were dissenting opinions dealt with?
5. What
W hat are the advantages and disadvantages to this method?
6. Recommendations for improvement?
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7. Would
W ould you say the decision making process was successful or not?

USE
U s e OF
O f PROCESS
P r o c e s s BY
B y NETWORK
N e t w o r k PARTICIPANTS
P a r t ic ip a n t s

1. What
W hat do represented organizations do when a decision is reached that runs contrary
to their opinion?
2. How are the opinions of
o f unrepresented organizations dealt with?
a.

In the decision making process?

o f articulating the decision to IGOs?
b. In the process of

3. Recommendations for improvements
WRAP
W r a p UP
Up

W hat do you feel is important
im portant that I have missed?
1. What

2. Can you introduce me to some other organizations?
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A p p e n d i x G:
G : INTERVIEW
In t e r v i e w G
u i d e IIll
II
APPENDIX
GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
In t r o d u c t i o n

I'm
NGOs.
I'm particularly interested in
I’m looking at campaigns run by coalitions ooff N
G O s. I’m
o f diverse NGOs,
N G O s, e.g., groups from the north and south.
coalitions comprised of
My general aim is to learn about processes used by these GCS coalitions to develop
I’m interested in the characteristics that campaigners feel are absolutely
policy positions. I'm
critical for effective decision making in coalitions.
OVERVIEW
O v e r v i e w QUESTIONS
Q u e s t io n s

W hat is your position and role in your organization?
1. What
I’d like learn about your experience with a coalition ooff diverse civil society
2. I'd
organizations where you were challenged to develop a specific policy position.

a. What
W hat coalitions or campaigns have you been involved with that were diverse
and required decision making with the coalition?
O f those, which one would you like to discuss?
b. Of
W hat was the purpose of
o f the campaign?
c. What

d. What
W hat organization or network facilitated it?
i.
1.
11.
ii.

o f network, e.g., # participating organizations
Size of

.

Diversity of
o f network, e.g., geographical, org. type

W hat role did you play?
e. What

f.

What
W hat IGO
IG O was the target of
o f the campaign?

KEY
K e y DECISIONS
D e c is io n s

Success, in this study, refers to the coalition's
coalition’s ability to arrive at a shared position from
which to engage the target. It does not relate to ultimate changes in the target or its
policies.
1. What
W hat were key decisions that the coalition made?
2. How do you define success when a coalition makes a decision?
3. What
W hat has to be in place to make that decision making process successful?
4. In what ways was the decision making process successful?
5. In what ways was the decision making process not successful?
M e t h o d FOR
F o r DEVELOPING
D e v e l o p i n g A POLICY
P o l i c y STANCE
St a n c e
METHOD

1. What
W hat strategies were utilized to find common ground?
W hat strategies were utilized to negotiate differences?
2. What

3. If there was wide divergence, how did the process proceed?
306

4. Once a policy stance was selected, how were dissenting opinions dealt with?
5. What
W hat are the advantages and disadvantages to this method?
6. Recommendations for improvement?
W ould you say the decision making process was successful or not?
7. Would
USE
U s e OF
O f PROCESS
P r o c e s s BY
B y NETWORK
N e t w o r k PARTICIPANTS
P a r t ic ip a n t s

W hat do represented organizations do when a decision is reached that runs contrary
1. What
to their opinion?
o f unrepresented organizations dealt with?
2. How are the opinions of

a.

In the decision making process?

o f articulating the decision to IGOs?
b. In the process of

3. Recommendations for improvements
WRAP
W r a p UP
Up

W hat do you feel is important
im portant that I have missed?
1. What

2. Can you introduce me to some other organizations?
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A p p e n d i x H:
H : METHODOLOGICAL
M e t h o d o l o g i c a l JJOURNAL
ournal
APPENDIX

C h a n g e s IN
i n INTERVIEW
I n t e r v i e w QUESTIONS
Q u e s t io n s
CHANGES

. Interview A - no changes, talked a lot, questions in sideways
Interview B - no changes, talked a lot, questions in sideways
decision-criteria being diversity
Interview C - more up front focus on selecting campaign; dedsion-criteria
and decision required by group.
Interview D - Revised intro to focus more on decision making. Guide II - Added
decision making questions to focus on that process and away from general stuff; helped
to focus the conversation on the decision making process and moved away from
sweeping narratives.
Interview E - Guide III -—kept changes from Guide II and changed advantages and
disadvantages to success.
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A p p e n d i x I: CODE
C o d e CHART
Chart
APPENDIX

Concept

Concept

C ode
Code

1

Decision Identified
---North-South tension

Coordination Across Networks

Information Sources
2
i;· t;;
- ----1-S-tr-at-egi-.
Strategies
to ]5~;~i;;pc;;~~;;~
Develop Common ....
3
Ground
Changing People's Political Positions
4

Reformist-Radical tension
Selecting Roles

21

Jubilee 2000 Energy Subsided

41

22

Selection Criteria for Inner Circle

42

23

Design ooff the Inner Circle

43

24

Sherpa Involvement

44

Risk of
o f Co-optation by Governments
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GCS Confers Legitimacy on Gov
G ov
Body
Gov
GCS Wants Dialogue with G
ov Body

45

Sharing Information

5
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How

25

The Bandwagon
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Strategies to Negotiate Differences

26

Debate over Policy Position
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Code
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Concept

Code
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Government Wants Consultation
Influencing Government Bodies
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with
49
Process
Negotiates
GCS
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Personalities
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Recognize Gifts; Position
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30
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Roles Influence Each Other
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Accordingly ........
Body
Body
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o f Different People
the Target
Channel Energy of
11
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Intercedes
NGO
Large N
G
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_O
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Influences
Gov
32
G
ov Body
Powerful Emotions
12
Lazzie-faire

Who Represents Who

8
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Results
o f campaign
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R

The GCS Players

33

Inter - State Politics Influences

53

Dealing With Dissenting Opinions

34

Funder Influence

54

13

Strategies to Coordinate Action

14
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- - - - f-----+---

...................., ... - - - - - + - -

A Social Movement

35

Establishing Legitimacy

55

16

Strategic Action to Move the Issue

36

Arguing the Role ooff Business in GCS

56

Organic Process

17

Facilitate, Allow Lots ooff Talk

Decentralized Process

18

Gathering Input

t-------------------➔

Building Public Awareness

-----+-----1

t-------t-----

Leadership
•-.••-•••••••••••••••••••-••••H•O-••-••••••

r..,a
U>
O
0

'O"°

Can't Restrict Anyone from Joining

19

Legislative Group

20

Respect
D one on Issue Prior to
Much Work Done
Campaign

----+-----1

37

G
ov Body Facilitates Civil Society
Gov

5"
57

38

Topics Selected

58
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39

Differing Agendas in GCS
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Process Evolution
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Gov
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84
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A p p e n d i x J: CONCEPTS
C o n c e p t s iINTO
nto C
a t e g o r ie s

Category

a

b

Decision (how)

Split (How)

Code

1
25
80
85
112

c

d

e

f

gg

Ji

k

Roles (How)

Information
(how)

Bandwagon

Platform

Representation

Network
Dynamics

Campaign
Results

How decision is identified
How decision is made (org. here)
How much and what kind of consensus is necessary
Successful decision process
Language

2

North/South tension (How)

3

Reformist/Radical tension (How)
Grassroots vs. Botiques and K Street (language
Oanguage move
from here)
Big vs. Small

104
109
4

C

Concepts

Selecting Roles (How)

10

Roles influence each other (How)

61
61
62
81
81
5
15
22

Realistic expectations

78
79
6
7
58
69
91
91
8
12
17
18
19

Utilizing input

Cultural disagreements
Organizations predisposed to certain actions
Sharing information (How)
Gathering input (How)
Information Sources
Access to information
The Bandwagon
Debate over policy position (How)
Topics selected
Developing the platform
Vision, Mission, Purpose - lofty vision vs. task focused
Who represents whom (marginalized)
Lazzie-faire
Organic process
Decentralized process
Can't restrict anyone from joining

35

a social movement

72

opting in or out of a campaign

13

Results of campaign

28
86

Influencing government bodies
Symbolic campaigns
311
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Code

Category

1

GCS Players

n

Building Public
Awareness

o

Inner Circle
(how)

0

pP

r
s

Coordination
(how)
Common
Ground (how)
Changing
Political
Positions

t

Difference
(how)

u

Learning

Concepts

14
32
56
59
60
103
110
111
113

The GCS players

16

Building public awareness

20
42
43
21
21
33
84
92

Legislative group

23

Strategies to develop common ground

24

Changing people's political positions

26
34
27
29

Strategies to negotiate differences
Dealing with dissenting opinions
Learning in praxis
Creativity
Personalities
Reco
Recognize
gifts; Position accordingly
~~_gifts;
Channel energy
enerfil': of different people
Leadership (my fields)

Powerful emotions
Arguing the role of business in GCS
Differing agendas in GCS
National dramas played out through process
Challenging the Other's Legitimacy
Varying Levels of Capacity
Oriranizational
Organizational Differences (structure, mission, etc.)
Maintaining Organizational Integrity

Selection criteria for inner circle
design of inner circle
Coordination across networks/cross
networks/ cross sectoral
Strategies to Coordinate Action
Alliance within alliance
Engage non CS as partners - new

V

Leadership

9
30
31
31
38

w

Strategic Action
to Move Issue

36

Strategic action to move the issue

Dialogue

37
70

Facilitate, allow lots of talk

X

!

l

Create public space for dialogue
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Categoi:y
Category

yy

zZ

aa

bb

cc

dd

ee

ii

Rules of
Engagement

Prework

Process/
Campaign
Evolution

Target

Target
Influence

External
Influence

Legitimacy
Emergent
Consensus
Triggers

Code

Concepts

39

Respect

66
66

Respect for national CS

76
76

Personal relationships and trust

82

country/
culture respect
country/culture

98

Values regarding process of engagement

40

Much work done on issue prior to campaign

75

Political entreprenuers

41
41

Jubilee 2000 energy subsided - more strategic

64

Process evoloution

68
68

coalition evolution

83

Reason to Start Coalition

99

Mature Issue Networks

44

Target involvement

46

GCS confers legitimacy on governmental body

47

GCS wants dialogue with governmental body

51
51

Understanding the target

45

Risk of co-optation by governments

48
49
50
52
57
57
65
65

Government wants consultation, GCS wants dialogue
GCS negotiates process with governmental body
Interaction between GCS and government body
Government body influences
Government body facilitates CS
Government body receptivity

11
11

Large NGO interceded

53
53

Inter-state politics influence

54

Funder influence

63
63

Timing

73
73

Political opportunity

74

Influence of external dynamics

55
55

Establishing legitimacy (org here)

67
67

Open, transparent process

90

Flexible, democratic decision making process

71
71

Emergent consensus triggers campaign
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Category

jj
jj

Resources

Code
77

83
87
88
89
94
95

kk

Convergence

11
11

qq
qq

Social Capital
Understanding
Different
Perspectives
Participation
Not Consensus,
Voice
Nature of the
Policy Issue
GCS Maturing

rr

Diversity

m
m
nn
00
oo

PP

Concepts
Resourcing the campaign
Organization's constituency
Critical mass
Key members of alliance
Don't get away from the base
Power

Organizational $ Need
Organizational$

96
97
100
101
102
105
106
107

What is it?
Coalition,
ss
Network,
108
Mobilizing
Platform?
H leadership to V; I external influence to DD;
D D ; M Gathering input to D; Q
Q
G G Realistic expectations to
Information to D; ff Player agenda to L GCS Players; GG
B Split; HH
H H Culture to B Split; KI<.:.
K K Utilizing input to D. Tie Personal Relationship
to Strategies to Negotiate Difference; Roles and Rules o
off Engagement Interact; Split
and Resource/Power
R esource/Pow er interact; Diversity (rr) ties with Difference (t) and Split (b);
Coordination (p) ties with Process evolution (aa); tie Differing Agendas (159) to
(kk96)
Convergence (kk.96)
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A p p e n d i x K: INTERRELATIONSHIPS
In t e r r e l a t io n s h ip s D
ia g r a p h T
able
APPENDIX
System
Constituent

Constituent
Element

Relationship

H
u

Points of Convergence
Complementarity

Speed &
&
Democracy
Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

(j,l

Jl
lLn

Diversity
Identity
Participation
Dialogue

it
iT
it
iT

Strategic
Thinking

it

Broad, clear, long-term understanding: creates parameters within which opportunities to
converge open and are guided (strange attractors)

AdHocD-M
AdHoc D-M

!i

The#
The # PofC influence the types/# options available for AdHoc D-M

RoE

iT

Create conditions to allow PoC to emerge and to engage on PoC

Multiple
Alliances

iT

Find coalition that focuses on all constituents to increase PoC

Structure

it

Cycles

iT

Roles

iT

Frames

iT

Local Action

ir

Requisite variety: increases the PoC
Requisite variety: increases identities, shifting which increases PoC
Direct relationship: higher quality participation = more PoC; more comprehensive

=

Expand understanding, etc.: Increases PoC

Inverse relationship: increasing structures decreases PoC & visa versa. Because the purpose
of structures are to control, guide, direct. So, by their naure, they restrict decisions and
actions which decreases PoC
How stages are handled direct impact on # PoC, durability and transfer of Convergences
(Social Capital)
Requisite variety: influences the # and engagement of PoC; engage multiple levels of external
environment
Direct relationship: more frames = more PoC
Direct relationship: more LA = more PoC; more diversity in LA = more and deeper effect
on the external environment

=

=

=

System
Constituent

Constituent
Element

Relationship

iL
ti
Frames

Diversity
Identity

iT
iT

Complementarity

Speed &
&
Democracy
Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

CN

Perspectives present create parameters for type and # of frames
ID expansion & shifting increase # frames possible

=

Participation

iT

Direct relationship: quality participation = more frames; better quality frames; more
comprehensive; more reflective of external environment; more capable of allowing multiple
actions

Dialogue

it

Direct influence on creating frames, quality and # of frames created

Strategic
Thinking

iT

Creates frames

AdHocD-M
AdHoc D-M

i1

Frames enable AHD-M (critical that frames emerge from strategic thinking)

RoE

iT

Create conditions to allow frames to emerge

Multiple
Alliances

it

Direct relationship: More alliances = more frames, increased diffusion, strengthening of
frames; growth into metaframes

Cycles
Structure

=

No relation
Frames dictate structures needed to pursue work

Roles
Points of
Convergence
Conver2"ence

i
it

Predisposition to certain roles influences the kinds of frames that are perceived

iI

Direct relationship: more frames = more PoC

Local Action

i

Frames guide perception of possible local actions

=

System
Constituent

Constituent
Element

H
n

Relationship
Participation

Diversity

it

Identity

ir

Direct relationship: more diversity =
=bigger challenge to get quality participation, but more
opportunity to find PoC which engage deeper participation (chaos to emergent order)
=more and higher quality
Direct relationship: expansion, multiplicity, shifting ID =
participation

Dialogue

it

Quality of dialogue influences amount and quality of participation

Strategic
Thinking

it

Direct relationship: quality of participation effects quality, breadth, depth of ST, AH D-M

AdHocD-M
AdHoc
D-M

it

RoE

it

Direct relationship: enables and impacts quality of participation

Multiple
Alliances

ti

Cycles

rt

Direct relationship: more alliances =
=increased opportunity for quality participation because
people can coalitions shop. This creates a competitive dynamic between coalitions that rely
on participation of many to legitimate their cause
Stage in cycle dictates the necessary kind of participation

Structure

it

Direct relationship: Quality participation increases diversity. More diversity = structures
selected and designed to facilitate participation and diversity.

Roles
PoC

it

The relative flexibility or rigidity dictates the possible kinds and amount of participation

it

Direct relationship: higher quality participation =
=more PoC; more comprehensive

Frames

it

Direct relationship: quality participation =
=more frames; better quality frames; more
comprehensive; more reflective of external environment; more capable of allowing multiple
actions

Local Action

it

Improves the quality and appropriateness of LA to POS

Complementarity

Speed &
Speed&
Democracy
Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

.....

l,.l

--J

=

System
Constituent

Constituent
Element

H
u

Relationship
Multiple Alliances

Diversity

J4

Identity

!4

Complementarity

J4

Direct relationship: more alliances = increased opportunity for quality participation because
people can coalitions shop. This creates a competitive dynamic between coalitions that rely
on participation of many to legitimate their cause

!4

Direct relationship: more alliances = develops social structures; more PoC and convergence;
frame expansion, development (more comprehensive), diffusion, more connections across
targets, etc. and development into metaframes
coalitions, tamets,

Strategic
Thinking

!4

Direct relationship: more alliances = develops social structures; more PoC and convergence;
frame expansion, development (more comprehensive), diffusion, more connections across
coalitions, targets, etc. and development into metaframes

AdHocD-M
AdHoc D-M

!4

RoE

!4

Participation

Dialogue
Speed&
Speed &
Democracy

Rules of
Engagement

Cycles
Contingent
Alliance

....c.,.,00
00

—more opportunity to get involved
Direct relationship: more alliances =
Direct relationship: more alliances = more opportunities to expand, develop multiplicity of
ID, shift

Structure

!4

Roles

!4

Direct relationship: more alliances = frame expansion, development (more comprehensive),
diffusion, more connections across coalitions, targets, etc. and development into metaframes
People can coalition shop until find one that has appropriate RoE. This creates a
competitive dynamic between coalitions that rely on participation of many to legitimate their
cause
No relation
Direct relationship: more alliances counterbalances propensity to create structures.
Temporary nature of coalitions, resource scarcity, action-bias, need to be highly responsive
doesn't allow time to create or maintain structures.
Direct relationship: more alliances = more opportunities to find coalitions that support
selected roles making roles a point of convergence

System
Constituent

Points of
Convergence

Constituent
Element

H
T4

Points of
Convergence

J1

Direct relationship: More alliances = more points of convergence within coalition and
transfer of PoC across coalitions

Frames

J4

Direct relationship: More alliances = more frames, increased diffusion, strengthening of
frames; growth into metaframes

Local Action

J4

Increases the opportunities for LA

Relationship

=

=

Structwe
Structure
Diversity
Complementarity

i—

Identity

=

Inverse relationship: Increase diversity = decrease bureaucratic structures. Increasing
diversity increases breadth, locales and connections to POS.

Participation

tT

Dialogue
Strategic T

tT
tT

No relation
= structures
Direct relationship: Quality participation increases diversity. More diversity =
selected and designed to facilitate participation and diversity.
Influences appropriate structural requirements because it engages other processes which then
dictate structural requirements
Dictates appropriate structural requirements DESCRIBE

AdHocD-M
AdHoc D-M

t

Dictates appropriate structural requirements to enable LA; necessitates adaptive, fluid,
flexible structure to respond to rapidly changing environment

Rules of
Engagement

RoE

t

Contingent
Alliance

Multiple
Alliances

t

Speed&
Speed &
Democracy

vO

tT

Guide and criteria for appropriate structural requirements and counteracts bureaucratic
structures
Direct relationship: more alliances counterbalances propensity to create structures.
Temporary nature of coalitions, resource scarcity, action-bias, need to be highly responsive
doesn't allow time to create or maintain structures.

Constituent
Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

Element

H
u

Cycles

it

Roles

it

Points of
Convergence

!4

Frames
Local Action

iT
it

Relationship
Different needs presented by various stages of the cycle create different structural
requirements
The available human (knowledge, capabilities) and social (resources, etc.) capitol dictates
appropriate structural requirements
Inverse relationship: increasing structures decreases PoC & visa versa. Because the purpose
of structures are to control, guide, direct. So, by their naure, they restrict decisions and
actions which decreases PoC

Frames dictate structures needed to pursue work
LA plans dictate necessary structure

Cycles
Complementarity

Diversity

No relation

Identity

No relation

Participation
Speed&
Speed &
Democracy
Rules of
Engagement
Contingent
Alliance

Dialogue
Strategic
Thinking
Thinkin~
AdHocD-M
AdHoc D-M

<..,.)

N>
N
O

Direct how cycles need be handled

iT

Direct how cycles need be handled

!4

Dictates what kinds of decisions are needed

RoE

No relation

Multiple
Alliances

No relation

Structure

Roles

0

Stage in cycle dictates the necessary kind of participation

!4
it

!4
!4

Different needs presented by various stages of the cycle create different structural
requirements
Cycles dictate what roles are necessary

Constituent
Points of
Convergence

Element

H
u

Points of
Convergence

!I

Frames
Local Action

Relationship
How stages are handled direct impact on # PoC, durability and transfer of Convergences
(Social Capital)
No relation

!4

Stage in cycle dictates the necessary LA

Rules of Engagement
Diversity
Complementarity

Allows diversity

Dialogue

!4
!1
!4
!1

Strategic
Thinking

!1

Allows all to happen

AdHocD-M
AdHoc D-M

!4

Identity
Participation

Speed&
Speed &
Democracy

Multiple
Alliances
Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

Cycles

to
N
......

Direct relationship: enables and impacts quality of participation

People can coalition shop until find one that has appropriate RoE. This creates a
competitive dynamic between coalitions that rely on participation of many to legitimate their
cause
No relation

Structure

!1

Guide and criteria for appropriate structural requirements and counteracts bureaucratic
structures

Roles
Points of
Convergence

!4

Creates conditions for respecting various roles, finding the value in other roles

!1

Create conditions to allow PoC to emerge and to engage on PoC

!4
!4

Create conditions to allow frames to emerge

Frames
Local Action

~

t

Rules of Engagement create conditions necessary for expansion and shifting

Creates conditions to allow LA to occur

Constituent

Element

Relationship

H
u

Dialogue
Diversity
Complementarity

Speed &
&
Democracy
Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

Direct relationship between amount of diversity and quality of dialogue

Participation

it
J4
J4

Strategic T

J4

Moves mteraction
interaction from debate, argument to quality thinking that enables strategic thought

AdHocD-M
AdHoc
D-M

J4

RoE

it

Allows all to happen

Multiple
Alliances

it

Direct relationship: more alliances = develops social structures; more PoC and convergence;
frame expansion, development (more comprehensive), diffusion, more connections across
mto metaframes
coalitions, targets, etc. and development into

Structure

4t

Influences appropriate structural requirements because it engages other processes which then
dictate structural requirements

Cycles
Roles

4J
t4

finding the value m
in other roles
Creates conditions for respecting various roles, findmg

Points of
Convergence

t4

Expand understandmg,
understanding, etc.: Increases PoC

t4
J4

Direct mfluence
influence on creating frames, quality and # of frames created

Identity

Frames
Local Action

U>
N>
to

Expands identities; provides opportunities for shifting
Quality of dialogue influences amount and quality of participation

Direct how cycles need be handled

o f locales
Creates parameters for LA; Expands the # of

Constituent

Element

Diversity

it

o f strategic thinking - more
Direct relationship between amount of diversity and quality of
diversity expands ground from which to decide; more comprehensive decisions; a problem if
doesn't emerge from strategic thinking

Identity

iT

# , type and quality of decisions possible. Also, influences the integration and
Influences the #,
alignment of AH D-M with the system (e.g., frames)

Participation
Dialogue
Strategic
Thinking

it
it

Direct relationship: quality of participation effects quality, breadth, depth of ST, AH D-M

it

Guides and provides parameters for DESCRIBE

RoE

iT

Allows all to happen

Multiple
Alliances

it

alliances = frame expansion, development (more comprehensive),
Direct relationship: more alliances=
diffusion, more connections across coalitions, targets, etc. and development into metaframes

Cycles

it

Dictates what kinds of decisions are needed

Structure

tI

Dictates appropriate structural requirements to enable LA; necessitates adaptive, fluid,
flexible structure to respond to rapidly changing environment

Roles

it

Restricts

Points of
Convergence

ir

The # PofC influence the types/# options available for AdHoc D-M
The#

Frames

it

Frames enable AHD-M (critical that frames emerge from strategic thinking)

Local Action

it

Locale (POS) creates parameters regarding allowable decisions

Complementarity

Speed&
Speed &
Democracy
Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

Us
N>
Us

Relationship
Ad hoc Decision making

H
u

Constituent

Element

Relationship

H
u

Strategic Thinking

Complementarity

Diversity

it

more
amount
ount of
o f diversity and quality of
o f strategic thinking - m
ore
Direct relationship between am
more
ore comprehensive decisions
diversity expands ground from which to decide; m

Identity

it

Influences the comprehensiveness, reach, long-term perspective, vision, knowledge ooff
external environment.

Participation

iT
it

argument
ent to quality thinking that enables strategic thought
Moves interaction from debate, argum

!4

D ESC RIBE
Guides and provides parameters for DESCRIBE

it

Allows all to happen

&
Speed &
Democracy

Dialogue
Ad hoc
DecsionMaking

Rules of
Engagement

RoE
Multiple
Alliances

Contingent
Alliance

Cycles

4^

PoC and convergence;
more
D irect relationship: more
m ore alliances =
ore PoC
= develops social structures; m
Direct
more
frame expansion, development (more comprehensive), diffusion, m ore connections across
development
coalitions, targets, etc. and developm
ent into metaframes
Direct
D irect how cycles need be handled

Roles

!4
!4
it

Restricts

Points of
Convergence

!1

Broad, clear, long-term understanding: creates parameters within which opportunities to
converge open and are guided (strange attractors)

Frames

!4

Creates frames

Local Action

!4

Provides parameters for LA; Provides connection to larger system (Strange attractors)

Structure

Points of
Convergence

iT

D-M
AH
D irect relationship: quality ooff participation effects quality, breadth, depth ooff ST, A
HD
-M
Direct

requirements
ents DESCRIBE
Dictates appropriate structural requirem

Constituent

Element

Relationship

H
u
Identity

Complementarity

&
Speed &
Democracy

Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

(j,l

N>
N

tn
Vt

=

Diversity

it

Direct
D irect relationship: more
m ore diversity —more
m ore opportunities for expansion and shifting

Participation

!i

D irect relationship: expansion, multiplicity, shifting ID
ID = more
m ore and higher quality
Direct
participation EXPLAIN
EX PLA IN HOW
HOW

Dialogue

ir

Expands identities; provides opportunities for shifting

Strategic
Thinking

!i

Influences the comprehensiveness, reach, long-term perspective, vision, knowledge of
of
external environment.

Ad hoc
DecsionMaking

!i

Influences the #,
# , type and quality of
o f decisions possible. Also, influences the integration and
o f AH
A H D-M
D -M with the system (e.g., frames)
alignment of

RoE

it

Rules of
o f Engagement create conditions necessary for expansion and shifting

Multiple
Alliances

it

Direct
D
irect relationship: more
m ore alliances = more
m ore opportunities to expand, develop multiplicity of
of
ID , shift
ID,

=

=

Cycles

No
N
o relation

Structure

No
N
o relation

=

Roles

!i

Direct
D irect relationship: more
m ore identities = more
m ore concievable roles UNLESS there is a
coalition/organization
coalition/
organization interaction effect

Points of
Convergence

!i

Requisite variety: increases identities, shifting which increases PoC
PoC

Frames

!i

ID
ID expansion & shifting increase # frames possible

Local Action

!i

D irect relationship: more
m ore multiplicity, expansion, shifting = more
m ore locales & types of
o f action
Direct
possible

=

Constituent

Element

Relationship

i!
u
Roles

Complementarity

&
Speed &
Democracy

Rules of
Engagement

Contingent
Alliance

Points of
Convergence

K
>
CN

Diversity

it

org interaction effect
o f roles; creates coalition/
coalition/org
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